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Introduction
Arthur N. Palmer
Department ofEarth Sciences, State University ofNew York
Oneonta, NY 13820-4015
The concept of karst modeling
Karst includes some of the world's most impressive landscapes, but they are also some of the most challenging in
terms of groundwater and engineering problems. Topics
such as yield of water and petroleum to wells, contaminant
fate and transport, contaminant monitoring, and remediation involve many uncertainties because the nature of the
porosity and permeability of soluble rocks is not easily
predicted. Solutional porosity is what sets karst apart from
other geologic settings. Thus in karst it is essential to
recognize a triple porosity that includes intergranular
(matrix) pores, fractures and partings, and solutional voids.
"Modeling" is of course one of the great buzz-words of
contemporary science. Many researchers feel that thenwork will not be taken seriously unless it is forged into
some kind of model. Overused though it is, the word and
concept behind it are essential to organizing complex
topics. Karst modeling, as envisioned in this volume,
includes not only the various ways of organizing karst
science, but also, in the more traditional sense, the methods
of reproducing karst processes in the laboratory so that the
natural phenomena can be better understood.
Conceptual models are based on field observation and
guided by knowledge of karst-forming processes. They are
able to stand alone without mathematical or numerical
analysis, although many have been partly substantiated by
these quantitative approaches. Analytical models are
derived from the functional relationships inherent in natural
"laws" such as flow equations and conservation of mass.
Digital models come in two forms: (1) commercial
software for interpreting groundwater flow patterns and
geochemical equilibria, and (2) specialized numerical
models designed to investigate complex physical relationships, e.g. in the evolution ofkarst conduits. Digital models
have almost entirely supplanted analog models, for
example those those in which resistor-capacitor networks
or heat flow are used to simulate groundwater flow.
Statistical models draw upon field evidence to allow
quantitative predictions of the nature of karst by fitting the
data to ideal distributions (e.g. fractal patterns). Scale
models are hardware reconstructions of field conditions,
usually at reduced scale. The title page of each section of
this volume includes a more detailed description of each
modeling approach. In practice these subdivisions tend to

overlap, since they are often combined in various ways.
They also rely on abundant field information, and a large
part of this volume focuses on field methods and
interpretations.
Practical applications
The field practitioner who seeks answers to real problems
may imagine that some topics in this volume are too
theoretical to be easily applied. On the contrary, they define
the basic karst concepts that allow field conditions to be
anticipated, so they do not come as an unpleasant surprise.
Without this framework one's understanding is fragmentary, and isolated pieces of field information rattle about
with no conceptual glue to hold them together.
Practical goals ofkarst modeling include interpretations of
the following:
Groundwater flow patterns, velocities, and divides
Distribution of porosity and permeability
Interaction of fluids among porosity types
Storage characteristics of the pore network
Groundwater geochemistry
Well-head protection areas
Fate and transport of contaminants
Groundwater monitoring and remediation strategies
Land subsidence and foundation stability
Stormwater management
A valid karst field study requires familiarity with karst
features and processes, carbonate geochemistry, and flow
mechanics in closed conduits and open channels as well as
in fissures and granular material. It also demands proficiency in specialized field methods such as dye tracing, analysis
of spring hydrographs, thermographs, and chemo-graphs,
in addition to the conventional hydrologic tools such as
well tests. Finally, sufficient field data must be available so
that the functioning of the entire karst system can be
described, rather than just isolated bits. It is rare for all
these skills to be possessed by a single individual or group.
It is necessary to take advantage of the great amount of
information already available (see references), and to use
the models described here as a framework for organizing
the data. Certain specialized methods, such as tracer tests
and cave mapping, are best subcontracted to those who
have extensive experience in such fields.
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By acquiring these extra skills, many of which lie outside
the normal range ofhydrology, one's personal involvement
in the field is enhanced. Traditional groundwater hydrology
can seem a rather narrow field, as its practice often boils
down to a few tried and true methods that may easily
become repetitive. The specialized skills required in karst
broaden the scope ofhydrology and enhance its stature as
a science.
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Terminology

Many of the papers in this volume use terms that are
considered outdated by most groundwater hydrologists,
but which in fact are chosen with care. For example, in the
karst literature the terms vadose and phreatic zones are
preferred to the more commonly accepted unsaturated
and saturated zones, because the latter terms confuse the
distinction between aqueous and chemical saturation, both
The fragmentary nature of karst studies
of which are important in karst studies. It is also possible
to use the former terms as adjectives (e.g. "phreatic
The greatest source of controversy in karst studies is the conduits" and "vadose cements"). Another convenient
tendency for researchers to focus on a narrow range of term is water table. Although potentiometric surface is
topics without viewing the karst system as a whole. Most often preferred, even by karst researchers, it should be used
karst specialists center their attention on solution conduits only where the former term is not appropriate, or in
(especially caves, which are voids large enough to enter). generalized discussions. The water table in an unconfined
To this group, karst hydrology involves the hydraulics of karst aquifer, however irregular and discontinuous it may
pipes and open channels. In contrast, traditional be, is the discrete boundary between gravitational and
hydrologists view karst mainly from well data, and pressure-related phenomena. It can be clearly distinguished
petroleum geologists rely mainly on borehole data and in the morphology of solution conduits, even those that
geophysics. These latter methods provide useful have long been abandoned by the water that formed them.
information about porosity and geologic structure but tend Finally, even the term karst is avoided by most groundto overlook the influence of solution conduits.
water hydrologists, because it is viewed as a geomorphic
term. Most hydrologists prefer instead to speak of
Which approach is correct? In fact, all are. Most water carbonate aquifers. Our editorial view is that the features
wells in karst draw their supply from narrow fissures and that distinguish karst, such as sinkholes, sinking streams,
intergranular pores that support laminar flow, just as in any and caves, are of critical importance in controlling the
other type of fractured bedrock aquifer. The maj ority of the subsurface hydraulics in such terrains. Not every carbonate
storage volume is normally in the laminar-flow openings. aquifer contains these features, and they are rare at
Most carbonate petroleum reservoirs consist of porous considerable depth beneath the surface. Thus the term
dolomites in which matrix porosity is dominant, whereas carbonate aquifer is useful in a general context, or where
paleokarst reservoirs with discrete conduits are in the karst features are absent, but karst aquifer is preferred
minority.
where recognizable karst features are present.
Karst specialists are usually alone in emphasizing the
turbulent-flow portions of the aquifers. Although conduits
represent only a small percentage of the porosity, they
carry most of the discharge, and at velocities that are extraordinarily high by groundwater standards. They behave in
the same manner as surface rivers - serving as outlets for
the surrounding laminar flow during low flow, leaking
water to the surrounding parts ofthe aquifer when perched,
supplying "bank storage" during floods, and influencing
local heads within the aquifer. Any karst study involving
contaminant studies or well-head protection zones that
does not consider conduit flow is seriously flawed.
Clearly a full understanding of karst relies on a comprehensive view of all these aspects, and real advances in karst
science cannot be achieved until all field evidence and
approaches are combined and widely acknowledged. This
is one of the major goals of this volume and the symposium
for which it was compiled.

Goals of the Karst Modeling Symposium
The goal of the Karst Modeling Symposium and of this
proceedings volume is to bring together researchers from
diverse fields who share a desire to understand the internal
workings of karst systems. This volume gives an example
of the paths that are being taken today. Besides including
most ofthe papers presented at the Symposium, it contains
several additional papers that serve as topics of discussion.
Assembled here is some of the recent work of the world's
leading contributors to karst modeling and the majority of
America's most active karst field researchers. Their ideas
do not necessarily coincide, nor are they all universally
accepted. But they are all complementary, heading toward
the same goals by different routes. The Symposium will
open a dialog among karst modelers in an effort to reveal
which approaches are most applicable, and to show
promising new paths.
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Further information on karst
This volume is not intended to cover all aspects of karst.
For further information on the physical karst sciences we
recommend the following comprehensive books:
Beck, B.F. (ed.), 1993, Applied karst geology: Proceedings of the Fourth Multidisciplinary Conference on
Sinkholes and Engineering and Environmental Impacts of
Karst, Rotterdam, A.A. Balkema, 295 p. (This and other
proceedings of the annual "Sinkhole Conferences" hosted
by P.E. LaMoreaux Assoc. provide a wealth of information
on environmental aspects of karst.)

Moore, C.H., 1989, Carbonate diagenesis and porosity:
Amsterdam, Netherlands, Elsevier, Developments in Sedimentology 46,338 p.
Moore, G.W., and G.N. Sullivan, 1997, Speleology: caves
and the cave environment: St. Louis, Cave Books, 176 p.
Northup,D.,E.Mobley,K.Ingham,andW.Mixon(eds.),
1998, A guide to speleological literature of the English
language, 1794-1996: St. Louis, Cave Books, 539 p.
Ruehl, P.O., and P.W. Choquette, 1982, Carbonate petroleum reservoirs: New York, Springer-Verlag, 622 p.

Bögli, A., 1980, Karst hydrology and physical speleology:
Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 284 p.

Sweeting, M.M., 1972, Karst landforms: London,
Macmillan, 362 p.

Bonacci, O., 1987, Karst hydrology: Berlin, SpringerVerlag, 184 p.

TrudgilLS., 1985, Limestone geomorphology: New York,
Longman Group, Ltd., 196 p.

Bosäk, P., D. Ford, J. Glazek, and I. Horacek (eds.), 1989,
Paleokarst: Prague, Czechoslovakia, and Amsterdam, Netherlands, Academia and Elsevier, 725 p.

White, W.B., 1988, Geomorphology and hydrology of karst
terrains: New York, Oxford University Press, 464 p.

Budd, DA., A.H. Sailer, and P.M. Harris (eds.), 1995,
Unconformities and porosity in carbonate strata: American
Association of Petroleum Geologists Memoir 63,313 p.

White, W.B., and E.L. White (eds.), 1989, Karst hydrology: concepts from the Mammoth Cave region: New York,
Van Nostrand Reinhold, 346 p.

Dreybrodt, W, 1988, Processes in karst systems: physics,
chemistry and geology: Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 288 p.

Additional information on karst is available from the
following organizations:

Ford, D.C., and P.W. Williams, 1989, Karst geomorphology and hydrology: London, Unwin Hyman, 601 p.

Karst Waters Institute
P.O. Box 490, Charles Town, WV 25414-0490
www.uakron.edu/geology/karstwaters/kwi.html

Gillieson, D., 1996, Caves: processes, development, and
management: Oxford, UK, Blackwell Publishers, 324 p.
Herak, M., and V.T. Stringfield (eds), 1972, Karst: important karst regions of the northern hemisphere: Amsterdam,
Elsevier, 551 p.
James, N.P., and P.W. Choquette (eds.), 1988, Paleokarst:
New York, Springer-Verlag, 416 p.
Jennings, J.N., 1985, Karst geomorphology: Oxford, U.K.,
Basil Blackwell, 293 p.
Klimchouk, A., D. Ford, A. Palmer, and W. Dreybrodt
(eds.), 1999, Speleogenesis: the evolution of karst aquifers: Huntsville, Ala., National Speleological Society (in
press).
Milanovic, P.T., 1981, Karst hydrogeology: Littleton, Colorado, Water Resources Publications, 434 p.

National Speleological Society
2813 Cave Avenue, Huntsville, AL35810-4431
www.caves.org
Cave Research Foundation
P.O. Box 443, Yellow Springs, OH 45387
www.cave-research.org
American Cave Conservation Association
P.O. Box 409,119 East Main St.
Horse Cave, KY 42749
www.cavern.org

The photographs on the following pages illustrate many of the karst features and concepts
discussed by the papers in this volume. Photos by
A. N. Palmer.
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A: Epikarst exposed in Salem Limestone quarry, Indiana.
B: Sinkhole development in a suburban lawn, Bowling
Green, Kentucky. C: Mature sinkhole configuration,
McClung's Cave, West Virginia. D: Karren topography and
sinkholes (dolines), Croatia. E: Spring in Slovenia fed by a
large cave system, Planinska jama (water-supply flume on
left). F: Artesian karst spring rising into a valley filled with
30 m of late Pleistocene glacial and alluvial deposits, N.Y.
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G: Sinking stream in flood, Carlisle, New York. The water
drops 16 m into a shaft in the Coeymans Limestone and is
a major inlet to McFail's Cave (see photos H and K). H:
Nearby vadose fissure, 25 m deep, developed along a prominent joint in the Coeymans Limestone. I: Matrix (inter-

granular) porosity in massive Salem Limestone, Indiana,
solutionally enlarged by injection of water from neighboring fissures during floods. J: Porous zone in brecciated
Ellenburger Group, Texas, a major petroleum reservoir at
depth. (Pen for scale.)
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K: Actively downcutting vadose canyon in the Manlius
Limestone, McFail's Cave, N.Y. L: Headward-retreating
waterfall fed by vadose stream perched on chert, Norman
Cave, West Virginia. M: Phreatic tube in thick-bedded Salem Limestone, Blue Spring Cave, Indiana. Jointing imposes a rectilinear plan-view pattern. N: Phreatic tube in
St. Louis Limestone, Indiana. Bedding-plane partings foster a sinuous passage pattern. Both M and N flood to the
ceiling during high flow. O: Porosity in former freshwater/
seawater mixing zone, Pleistocene Paget Formation, Bermuda. Miner's lamp, 10 cm high, for scale.
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P: Maze development caused by floodwater bypassing of
a collapse in the main stream passage of Blue Spring Cave,
Indiana. Q: Former "phreatic lift" in Cottonwood Cave,
New Mexico, where the cave-forming water rose along
prominent fractures. The cave was formed by sulfuric acid
derived from the oxidation of rising hydrogen sulfide. R:
Perched vadose water passing through a relict phreatic tube,
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. S: Karst-hostedbreccia formed
at depth in the Ellenburger Group, Texas. Clasts are rimmed
by saddle dolomite. (Pen for scale in lower left.) T: Relict
strike-oriented phreatic tube in steeply dipping Helderberg
Limestone, New Trout Cave, West Virginia.
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Relict conduits: U: Phreatic tube, Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, developed at a former static base level at and just
above the contact between the Ste. Genevieve and St. Louis
Limestones. V: Canyon formed by headward retreat of a
perched waterfall, Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. Note vertical flutes formed by descending water. W: Phreatic tube in
Cretaceous limestone, Dent de Crolles, in the pre-Alps of
eastern France. Intense faulting has allowed passages to
follow irregular flow paths, producing a saw-toothed profile. X (next page): Fissure network enlarged by thermal
water rising along a paleokarst zone in the Madison Limestone, Wind Cave, South Dakota.
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Typical karst problems (see also Photo B): Y: Because
of rapid transit times and lack of filtering, water in karst
conduits is usually of low quality and subject to severe
contamination (Onesquethaw Cave, N.Y.). Z: If water wells
encounter active conduits, they should be cased and sealed
(Blue Spring Cave, Ind.). ZZ: Artificial drain in sinkhole,
Bowling Green, Kentucky, installed to prevent depression
from filling with water during heavy rains. Subsidence of
overburden in the sinkhole floor has damaged the drain.
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CONCEPTUAL MODELS

In the geosciences a conceptual model is a synthesis of
ideas based on field observation and coupled with an
understanding of the pertinent physical and chemical
principles. Many conceptual models rely upon analytical
elements, particularly hydraulics and geochemistry, but the
status of a true conceptual model is achieved when the
model is able to stand alone without quantitative support.
For example, the above karst model, developed by Alain
Mangin (1975) at the CNRS Underground Laboratory at
Moulis, France, is based on exhaustive hydrologic field
data and analytical methods. However, the diagram speaks
for itself, even when lacking its original labels. It shows the
organization of conduits and groundwater flow, including
periodic pulses of water into and out of subsidiary voids
("karst annexes") in response to flooding.
Early models of cave development were almost wholly
conceptual - e.g. those of Davis, Bretz, Swinnerton, and
others (see paper by Ford in this section). But they
restricted the process to too narrow a hydrologic range.
Field data were limited, and geochemical principles were
treated sparingly. Still, this early literature is valuable not

only for its historic context but also for the questions that it
poses about the origin of caves and karst aquifers. Many of
these questions are still pertinent today.
The first comprehensive conceptual model ofkarst aquifers
was that of White (1969,1975), and the title of this section
is a tribute to his insight. The papers in this section represent
the state of the science in an easily accessible form.
References cited
Mangin, A., 1975, Contribution ä l'etude hydrodynamique
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CONCEPTUAL MODELS FOR KARSTIC AQUIFERS
William B. White
Department of Geosciences and Materials Research Laboratory
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

Abstract
Karstic carbonate aquifers are extremely heterogeneous
with a distribution of permeability that spans many orders
of magnitude. They often contain open conduit flow paths
with hydraulic characteristics more like surface streams than
ground water. Karstic carbonate aquifers have highly efficient interfaces with surface water through swallets and
springs. Characterizing parameters include: area of groundwater basin, area of allogenic recharge basins, conduit carrying capacity, matrix hydraulic conductivity, fracture hydraulic conductivity, conduit system response time, and
conduit/fracture coupling coefficients. The geologic setting provides boundary conditions that allow the generalized conceptual model to be applied to specific aquifers.
Introduction
In order to model karst aquifers, it is necessary to know
what one is attempting to model. That is, one must have a
conceptual model before building geochemical, mathematical, or computer models. The conceptual model is usually
physical — an interconnected sequence of recharge areas,
permeability distributions, and geologic substrates that
collectively provide a visualization of the way in which
water is added to the system, stored in the system, transmitted through the system, and discharged from the system. However, a well-structured conceptual model should
be translatable into mathematics - the physical picture replaced by a set of coupled differential equations that describe the transport processes along with the boundary conditions imposed by the geologic setting. In practice, of
course, this translation is at the core of the problem of
karst aquifer modeling.
Modeling of karst aquifers in the contemporary meaning
of the term "modeling" has not been easy. Anderson and
Woessner (1992) in their treatise on ground water modeling list "karst" as one of the advanced topics, and summarize a few of the attempted models up to the time of writing, none of which work very well.
Investigators, in their efforts to sort out the essential features of karst aquifers have often taken one of two essentially different viewpoints. One might be called a view
through space. The aquifer with all its parts is taken as a

given condition. The discussion then focuses on recharge
and groundwater movement without consideration for
modifications in the aquifer itself. Many of the groundwater flow models take this viewpoint. The other might be
called a view through time. The discussion begins with a
mass of fractured carbonate rock and then focuses on the
evolution from a fracture aquifer to a fully developed conduit aquifer. Many ofthe geochemical models take this viewpoint.
It is the objective of this paper to revisit the physical framework within which all mathematical or computer models
must be constructed. Ofnecessity, this will be a view through
space — a description of the varieties of aquifer that actually exist.
One early attempt at conceptualizing karst aquifers (White,
1969) focused attention on the variety of geologic settings
and their controlling influence on groundwater flow patterns. This scheme was later expanded (White, 1977) to
take into account the overall area of the groundwater system. Based only on the type of permeability, Shuster and
White (1971) divided aquifers into "conduit flow" aquifers, which contain well-developed conduit systems, and
"diffuse flow" aquifers which do not. This binary classification was soon recognized as inadequate, and further attempts to organize a classification scheme were made. Smart
and Hobbs (1986) added recharge source and aquifer storage as two additional "coordinates" to construct a threeparameter aquifer classification. Ray et al. (1994) carried
this concept a step further to arrive at a combined risk factor for plotting a groundwater sensitivity map for the State
ofKentucky.
As more details concerning the variety and properties of
karst aquifers have been filled in over the past decade or
two, it was inevitable that the same concepts would be formulated by different researchers more or less independently
and more or less at the same time. As a result there exists in
the literature a certain jockeying for position, for setting
the language of the concepts, that is not easy to untangle.
The matter is not made easier when many important conceptual insights are hidden in abstracts of unpublished papers, in theses, and in government reports.
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Plumbing

Permeability

The essential components of the karst aquifer flow system
are sketched in Figure 1. Not all of these components are
present in all aquifers, and their presence and relative importance are an important part of distinguishing one aquifer from another.
Recharge
At least four sources of recharge for karst aquifers can be
recognized:
1. Allogenic recharge: Surface water injected into the aquifer
at the swallets of sinking streams.
2. Internal runoff: Overland storm flow into closed depressions where it enters the aquifer through sinkhole drains.
3. Diffuse infiltration: Precipitation onto the land surface,
where it infiltrates through the soil and may be held for
days or weeks in the epikarst before it migrates downward
through the rock matrix or along fractures to reach the
water table.
4. Recharge from perched catchments: Many geologic environments support locally perched groundwater systems
above carbonate aquifers. This water reaches the main aquifer by means of vadose shafts and open fracture systems
along the margins of the perched aquifers.

The "karstification" of an aquifer is in large part measured
by its permeability distribution. For many years, this has
been discussed in terms of the "triple permeability" model.
Karst aquifer permeability consists of
1. The matrix (or granular) permeability of the bedrock
itself.
2. Fracture permeability
3. Conduit permeability
The flow fields through each of these permeability types
operate on different scales (Teutsch and Sauter, 1991). The
hydraulic conductivity of the rock matrix can be measured
on test blocks at the laboratory scale. The hydraulic conductivity produced by the fracture permeability must be
averaged over a large volume of rock at a scale of hundreds of meters. Values calculated from pump and packer
tests on appropriately sited wells can probe the aquifer at
the fracture scale. The conduit system operates on the scale
of the entire groundwater basin - a scale of kilometers to
tens of kilometers. Travel times in the conduit system can
be very short and although both have units of velocity, it is
not appropriate to speak of a hydraulic conductivity of the
conduit system.
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Figure 1: Conceptual model for a carbonate aquifer.
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The matrix permeability of many Paleozoic limestones and
dolomites is very low and can often be ignored. Young
limestones such as those of Florida and the Caribbean islands may have very high matrix permeabilities. There is
indeed a continuum, and actual measurements are needed
to determine the importance of matrix permeability.
Fracture permeability requires two parameters, the fracture aperture and the fracture spacing. Both are statistical
and have a range of values within the same aquifer. Fracture permeability is modified by solution so that fracture
apertures range from tens or hundreds of micrometers in
unmodified limestone up to 10 millimeters. The latter is
the aperture at which non-linear effects begin to appear in
the flow field and marks a useful boundary between large
fractures and very small conduits.
Conduits can range in size from 10 mm to tens (sometimes
hundreds) of meters. Hydrologically, they behave much like
storm drains. In map view, conduits take on many different
patterns depending on local geology and various characteristics of the flow field itself.
To understand the dynamics of a karst aquifer, then, it is
necessary to understand the rate of recharge into the various components of the permeability and the exchange of
water between these components.
Discharge
A distinguishing feature of karst aquifers is that most of
the groundwater is discharged through a small number of
large springs. In some aquifers, the entire discharge is
through a single spring. In other aquifers there is a distributary system to a small number of springs. One or a
few of these carry the base-flow discharge and are called
"underflow springs" while other springs flow only during
periods of high discharge and are called "overflow springs"
(Worthington, 1991).
The discharge from karst springs is a composite of all water moving through the aquifer. The spring (or springs)
therefore is an optimum location for measuring
hydrographs, chemographs, and also for monitoring the
aquifer for contaminants.
Groundwater basins
Although aquifer thickness is an important parameter in
granular aquifer modeling, the lateral extent of the aquifer
is often only loosely defined. Karst aquifers, in contrast,
borrow a concept from surface water, that of the "groundwater basin." Much like surface-water basins, but without
the definitive boundary provided by topographic highs,
groundwater basins can be delineated, although basin
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boundaries may shift with water levels and piracy and floodoverflow routes across basin divides are common. Within
the confines of a karst groundwater basin, all recharge water
makes its way to a single spring or related group of springs.
The spring outlets define the downstream end of the basin.
Mostly, groundwater basins have been established by systematic tracer tests (Jones, 1973; Quinlan and Ray, 1981;
Quinlan and Ewers, 1989) but other evidence is provided
by the patterns of explored caves, water-table gradients,
geological constraints, and area/discharge relationships.
Parameters for karst aquifers
Instead of trying to pigeonhole aquifers into specific categories along the lines of "conduit-diffuse" or the threedimensional scheme of Smart and Hobbs (1986) and its
embellishments, an alternative approach might be to set
down the important parameters that characterize karst aquifers. These parameters should lend themselves to numerical measurement. Then, if it were really necessary to classify a particular karst aquifer, it would be represented by a
point in an n-dimensional parameter space where n is the
number of characterizing parameters.
Area of the groundwater basin
The total area of the groundwater basin, including surface
catchments of allogenic streams, is easily determined once
the underground divides ofthe groundwater basin have been
established.
Allogenic recharge
Two parameters arise:
1. The total area of the allogenic basins, which is simply
the sum of the areas of individual sinking-stream basins.
2. The total allogenic recharge, Qa.
Allogenic recharge can be measured by direct gauging of
allogenic surface streams at their swallets, taking account
that many sinking streams lose their water at a series of
swallow points upstream from the main swallet. The total
allogenic recharge is then obtained by summing the contributions of the individual allogenic basins. Allogenic recharge
will have a rapid response to storms.
Conduit carrying capacity
Karst groundwater basins often have a surface component.
In some karst basins the drainage is completely underground
with no remnant of a surface stream or, indeed, of a surface stream channel. Other basins retain a dry stream bed
that carries water only during flood flows. Still others re-
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tain a perennial surface stream that loses only part of its
flow to the subsurface.
The conduit system has a certain carrying capacity, Q,
which can be compared with Qa:
!• Qc > Qa (max): All allogenic recharge including storm
peak can be accommodated by the conduit system.
2. Qa (max) > Qc > Qa (base): The conduit system can accommodate base flow, but flood flows that exceed Qc spill
over into the surface channel.
3» Qc > Qa (base): The conduit system cannot accommodate all of the base flow, so the excess allogenic runoff
must travel through the karst basin as surface flow.
It seems that the critical flow when 0=0 would be a
useful parameter for characterizing the conduit permeability. It would require gauging the surface channels above
and below the swallet and recording the discharge at which
the swallet is exactly overtopped.
Matrix hydraulic conductivity
Km is best measured on bedrock cores using a permeability
cell. The rock cores must be selected carefully to avoid
fractures. For most Paleozoic carbonates, K will be too
small to be significant.

Fracture system hydraulic conductivity
Kf must be determined by pumping tests or packer tests.
The difficulty is in siting wells that will intersect a representative sampling of the fractures. Fracture-trace mapping on aerial photographs can often be used to identify
fracture swarms and intersections of fracture swarms. These
represent the high-permeability pathways within the fracture permeability. Assignment of a hydraulic conductivity
to random joints and bedding-plane partings is very difficult without drilling an unrealistic number of wells.
Conduit-system response time
Because conduit flows are often turbulent, it is not appropriate to speak of a conduit hydraulic conductivity. Two
measurements can provide a surrogate. One is travel time
determined by quantitative tracer breakthrough curves from
swallets to spring. The other is response time(s) computed
from the recession limbs of storm hydrographs measured
at the springs. Travel time and response time are not equivalent measurements, but each will tell something of the rate
of movement of water through the conduit system and thus
indirectly how well the conduit system is developed.
What no quantitative measurement will provide, however,
is the geometry of the conduit system itself. Direct exploration and survey of active conduits, including water-filled
portions mapped by divers, gives very precise information,
albeit in descriptive form. In very few karst aquifers, however, is a sufficient sampling of the conduit system possible.

BASE FLOW

Conduit/fracture coupling coefficients

FLOOD FLOW

Figure 2: Sketch showing exchange of groundwater between conduit system and matrix and fracture system during base flow and flood flow.

Conduit systems act as low-hydraulic-resistance drains, so
that the flow field in the surrounding matrix and fracture
system is directed toward the conduit rather than toward
groundwater discharge zones on the surface. During base
flow conditions, groundwater recharged from diffuse infiltration and stored in the fracture and matrix porosity will
drain toward the conduit system (Figure 2). However during storm flows, the conduit system may flood to the roof
and indeed establish a substantial piezometric head above
the roof of the conduit. During intervals of storm flow, the
flow field will reverse and water will move from the conduit into the surrounding fracture and matrix porosity. The
effectiveness with which these two (or three) systems are
coupled, combined with the intrinsic hydraulic conductivity of the matrix and fracture systems, will determine the
rate of movement of groundwater into and out of storage
and also the base-flow discharge of the springs.
Possible routes to the calculation of conduit/fracture coupling coefficients include:
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1. Deconvolution of spring hydrographs, particularly the
relationships of peak flow to base flow.
2. Analysis of the normalized base flow for various families
of drainage basins. Base flow is proportional to basin area,
but the proportionality constant varies with different
hydrogeologic settings.
3. (Speculative.) Comparison of storm response in a well
drilled on a fracture swarm near a conduit, vs. the storm
response of a second well placed in the conduit to act as a
piezometer.
Geologic boundary conditions
The aquifer system described above is the naked plumbing. It must be clothed in the geologic framework before
the concept is complete. If we knew the mathematics, the
previous description would give us the differential equations and identify the coefficients within the equations. The
geology provides the boundary conditions that allow us to
select the correct solution. The geology is also what links
the generalized model for karst aquifer behavior to the specific aquifer of interest.
Karst aquifer/surface basin architecture
In regions of fiuviokarst such as eastern United States, karst
aquifers and karst drainage basins are embedded in larger
basins that include areas of non-carbonate rock. The placement of the carbonate sequence within the larger basins is
the primary constraint that determines areas of allogenic
recharge, location of springs, and general limitations on
possible flow paths.
Basin relief
The head difference between recharge area and springs is
the primary driving force for the movement of water through
the aquifer.
Lithologic and stratigraphic factors
Factors having to do with the carbonate bedrock are:
1. Thickness of the carbonate rock sequence.
2. Lithologic character of the carbonate rock. Limestones
tend to develop more elaborate conduit systems than dolomites. Sandy limestones can be as karstic as nearly pure
limestones, but shaly limestones tend to have limited conduit- and surface-karst development. Variation of lithology in the stratigraphic section focuses groundwater flow
and conduit development into favorable rock units.
3. Confining layers. Shales, primarily, but also sandstones
and igneous dikes, interbedded within the carbonate section can block groundwater flow, limit vertical circulation,
confine flow in artesian conditions below the confining layer,
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and perch the groundwater flow above the confining layer.
4. Clastic rock units below the carbonate sequence can
perch groundwater flow and prevent deep circulation Clastic rock units above the carbonate sequence act as capping
beds and limit or rearrange recharge.
Structural influence and control
Structural influences combine with stratigraphic and lithologic factors to place boundaries on possible routes of
groundwater flow. Structural controls operate on many size
scales from regional features down to individual joint orientations. These are outlined only in very general terms:
1. Degree of folding. In regions of strongly folded rock,
conduits tend to be oriented along the structural strike,
both because of the larger aperture of strike joints and because of the orientation of favorable lithologies for conduit development. In regions with little folding, the nearly
flat-lying rocks provide two-dimensional flow paths along
bedding-plane partings with the development ofmore highly
integrated drainage patterns.
2. Regional dip. Aquifers where the bedrock dip is (more
or less) in the downgradient direction tend to develop shallower flow paths than in aquifers where groundwater must
move across the structure. Deeper circulation and completely flooded conduits are more common.
3. Faults. Faults play several roles. Active faults can act as
paths of high permeability and concentrate groundwater
flow. Old, stable faults tend to be sealed by secondary mineral deposition and have little influence on flow paths. Faults
that have moved poorly soluble or non-soluble rocks into
potential paths of groundwater flow create groundwater
dams which can divert flow.
From conceptual models to mathematical and
computer models
Comparison of the aquifer components in Figure 1 with
the large number and diverse character of aquifers that have
been examined in detail, suggests that the conceptual model
is reasonably complete or can at least be easily modified to
new situations. The processes of groundwater flow are individually amenable to theoretical analysis and mathematical description. Most of the hydraulic conductivities, recharge terms, and exchange terms have been identified, and
there is at least the beginning of a methodology for obtaining numerical values for these parameters. Most of the geologic boundary conditions are sufficiently well understood
to also be reduced to mathematical terms. What remains is
our general inability to predict the layout of the conduit
system. In the most realistic models that have been constructed so far, the conduits are put in "by hand" and the
success of the model depends on how accurately this can
be done.
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PERSPECTIVES IN KARST HYDROGEOLOGY AND CAVERN GENESIS
Derek C. Ford
School of Geography and Geology, McMaster University
Hamilton, ONL8S4K1 Canada

Abstract
Hydrogeology and speleology both began during the 19th
Century. Their approaches to limestone aquifers diverged
because hydrogeologists tend to measure phenomena at
very local scales between drilled wells and generalize from
them to basin scales, while speleologists study the large
but sparse conduits and then infer conditions around them.
Convergence of the two approaches with modern computing should yield important genetic models of aquifer and
cave.
Genesis of common cave systems by dissolution is a threedimensional problem, best broken down into two-dimensional pairs for purposes of analysis. Historically, the dimensions of length and depth have received most attention, especially the question of the location ofprincipal cave
genesis with respect to the water table. Between 1900 and
1950, different scientists proposed that caves develop principally (1) in the vadose zone; (2) at random depth in the
phreatic zone; (3) along the water table in between. Empirical evidence suggests that these differing hypotheses
can be reconciled by a four-state model in which the frequency of penetrable fissuration controls the system geometry.

been quite divergent. Groundwaterhydrologists generally
make physical investigations of most kinds of aquifers by
means of a few wells and cored holes, measuring the very
local rock properties and applying local drawdown and slug
tests. Recharge to the aquifers is normally diffuse and thus
to be approximated only in a similarly generalized manner,
while the discharge (springs and seepages) is often dispersed
into wetlands or alluvial channels and so is also difficult to
isolate. In contrast, speleologists and karst hydrologists have
focused on those conduits and fissures sufficiently large
and unobstructed to permit human entry, which will be a
tiny proportion of the totality in most cases. They have
sought to investigate inaccessible regions of the aquifer
between, above and beneath conduits by means of dye traces
from the largest points of recharge (stream sinks, which
are not necessarily the quantitatively dominant sources of
recharge) to the most apparent regional springs. At the recent 6th Conference on Limestone Hydrology and Fissured
Media (Switzerland, August 1997), Bakalowicz (1997) and
Bonacci (1997) also commented on the contrasts of
hydrogeological and speleological approaches.
This dichotomy of approach was made plain early in our
century with the publication of the two radically different
groundwater models for the classical Dalmatian karst that
are shown in Figure 1. Grund (1903) proposed a Darcian

For the dimensions of length and breadth (plan patterns)
there is widespread agreement that dendritic (or
branchwork) patterns predominate in common caves. Irregular networks or anastomose patterns may occur as
subsidiary components. When hydraulic conditions in a fissure are anisotropic (the usual case), dissolutional conduit
development is competitive: local hydraulic gradients are
reoriented toward the first conduits to break through to
outlet points, redirecting others toward them in a cascading process. Plan patterns are most complex where there
have been multiple phases ("levels") of development in a
cave system in response to such effects as river channel
entrenchment lowering the elevation of springs.

High water level
Intermittent

Introduction
Scientific study of groundwaters (geohydrology and
hydrogeology) and of dissolutional cave systems (speleology) both became established in the second half of the 19th
Century. Since then, development of the two subjects has

''discrete"cave systems'
a. Highwlter overflow spring

b. Perennial spring

c. Submarine spring

Figure 1: Groundwater flow models for the Dalmatian karst
according to (A) Grand (1903); (B) Katzer (1909).
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solution, with fresh karstic recharge circulating in an essentially isotropic and homogeneous aquifer above deeper,
stagnant waters; Katzer (1909) imagined the karst waters
to be circulating independently in rather inchoate cave river
networks.
It is now appreciated that the truth is more complex than
either model. If karst aquifers are defined simply as those
in which groundwater transmission and storage have been
and are being significantly enhanced by bedrock dissolution, they can exhibit many different conditions. Some display strictly single porosity, either as matrix only (common
in young reefal and eolian limestones) or as fissure only
(e.g. incipient karst in marble or porcellaneous limestones).
Large volumes of most karst aquifers will display at least
dual porosity, however, exhibiting significant matrix plus
fissure, matrix plus conduit, or fissure plus conduit transmission. True triple porosity (matrix-fissure-conduit) can
be recognized in at least some portions of most large explored caves.
The difficulties that this natural variety and inhomogeneity
can pose in the design and operation of quantitative models for groundwater flow in karst rocks will be appreciated. In addition, within saturated fissures the flow may be
simply laminar (Darcian), or non-linear laminar requiring
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an approximation such as the Hagen-Poisseuille equation.
Conduits may be permanently water filled (pipefull, HagenPoisseuille or Darcy-Weisbach equations), permanently
open channel (free surface, Manning equation or similar;
see, e. g., Hauns et al., 1997), or switching between the
two as the discharge varies. Evaluation of the friction factors to be applied to these or similar turbulent flow equations in cave passages is especially difficult. For the friction factor (/) in the Darcy-Weisbach equation, for example, I have obtained a range of values from 0.1 to 340 in
"back of an envelope" estimates for various situations underground.
Figure 2 is an attempt to illustrate these difficulties with an
imaginary karst. In situation 2A, there are only reconnaissance hydrogeological data. A couple of streams are observed to sink underground at an upgradient boundary to
the karst, and one large and one incipient spring are detected along the downgradient edge. In between, outcrops
of vuggy, reefal limestone exhibiting diffuse permeability
are noted, flanked by patches of thin, densely jointed, inter-reefal beds. Elsewhere, soil obscures the bedrock but a
few lineaments show up on air photos. To approximate
flow patterns and velocities, we may apply a Darcian equation with a regional value for the hydraulic conductivity,
K, such as that which Böcker (1969) derived for the largely

Figure 2: The analytical structure of an imaginary karst aquifer (A) at the hydrogeological reconnaissance level; (B)
following detailed cave exploration and dye tracing. See text for details.
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obscured karstlands of Hungary:
W
■kff+km

K=-

(1)

N
(W=mean width of fissures in a set, N=mean spacing; kf,
hydraulic conductivity of fissures; km, hydraulic conductivity of the matrix).
Figure 2B puts the principal karst conduits (which might
be detected by exploration) onto the map, plus some smaller
conduits or enlarged fissures whose location and role could
be determined by subsequent detailed programs of dye tracing. There is no information at all for large areas of the
map. We might choose to approximate the conditions in
them by drilling and coring (Worthington and Ford, 1997);
to be confident of intercepting representative principal conduits (i.e. dispensing with cave exploration altogether) it
would be necessary to drill traverses on not more than onemeter centers in a majority of karsts, which is clearly infeasible: small conduits and enlarged fissures will be missed
even at this exploration density.
The representative, comparatively simple, triple-porosity
karst drainage system in Figure 2B is not analytically intractable, I suggest. However, modeling its hydrologic and
hydrochemical behavior offers opportunities to adopt many
different theoretical approaches (see Hobbs and Smart,
1986; Clemens et al., 1977). There is scope for much imagination in the operational designs for the models, and the
application of supercomputing resources is invited. The
formation of computer-focused karst hydrogeological analytical groups at centers such as the Universities of Bremen,
Neuchätel, Tübingen, and Waterloo is among the most exciting developments in karst studies in recent years. There
is a large, intellectually exciting and economically important field of work open to them.
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meteoric groundwaters circulating in limestone or other
soluble rocks without any major artesian confinement.
These have been termed "common caves" (Ford and Williams 1989, p. 246) because they are probably 90% or more
of all known and mapped dissolutional caves longer than a
few hundred meters. It does not include caves created by
waters (thermal or otherwise) ascending into the cavernous rock from deeper strata, or marine mixing-zone caves.
Common cave systems are usually large in all three spatial
dimensions. For genetic analysis, it is conventional to divide such three-dimensional phenomena into singlets or
two-dimensional pairings, and this happened historically in
the case of caves. Most early proposals focused on their
development in length and depth (i.e. in projected long sections) and were greatly concerned with the relationships
between cave and water table. With the benefit of hindsight, I believe that it might have been more useful to have
considered length and breadth first, i.e. the genesis of the
plan patterns of cave systems. The focus on length and
depth probably reflects the early European speleologists'
attention to the deep shaft-and-drain types of caves that
were beginning to be explored in the Alps, Pyrenees, and
elsewhere. E.A. Martel, widely considered to be "the father of speleology," was certainly attracted to them (e.g.
Martel, 1921).
Development in Length and Depth
The models advanced between (roughly) 1900 and 1950
A.D. are a striking example of the evolution of scientific
ideas. They were concerned to determine what was the
principal locus of cave genesis in relation to the water table.
By the close of this period, every alternative possibility
seems to have been advocated by one group of scientists
or another. These conflicting models are summarized in
Figure 3.
(a) Vadose hypotheses

Conceptual models of cave-system development
in fissured limestone aquifers
The review that follows is brief and makes no claim to be
comprehensive. It presents my own perspectives on some
of the main features in the evolution of our understanding
about the development of the great integrated systems of
cave galleries and shafts discovered during this century.
Speleologists appreciate that, in truth, the natural variation that occurs in the systems is immense and that, as a
consequence, no one genetic explanation is likely to be
complete. We can never be truly certain what will be found
around the next bend in the passage; that is a good part of
the joy of the game.
This review is limited to cave systems created by normal

A general vadose model is not presented explicitly in the
work of any one author but is implicit in the writings of
several such as Dwerryhouse (1907) and Martel (1921). A
first, very important, assumption is either that a water table
is already established at depth in the rock before there is
significant cave genesis (its elevation being determined by
some external control such as an entrenched river channel
or an impermeable sill) or that it rapidly becomes established during the early cave genesis. Thereafter, it remains
essentially fixed in elevation. In this early writing the role
of soil C02 in enhancing the solubility of limestone was not
appreciated. As a consequence, dissolution was believed
to be restricted to the 45 - 75 mg/L CaC03 supported by
atmospheric C02 pressure at normal temperatures. It was
believed that this small solvent capacity would be largely
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VADOSE

THEORY

JMTER
TABLE

fractures by pressure release, but this is not established.
The majority of simple shaft-and-drain vadose caves in
mountainous regions are probably of "invasion origin," i.e.
they have developed where new streams are able to invade
a vadose zone that was drained by cave enlargement during earlier speleogenetic phases. This is frequently a consequence of glaciers deranging earlier surface channel patterns.
(b) Deep-phreatic hypotheses

.SPRING

In flat contradiction to the vadose proposals, W. M. Davis
(1930, 1931) and J H. Bretz (1942, 1953) developed a
general model proposing that predominant cave development takes place at depth in the phreatic zone. The model
was empirical in origin, based on a wealth of field evidence
of cave forms that could only have developed under pipefull
flow conditions. Certain prime categories ofthese evidences
WATER
are now seen to be invalid; for example, the great maze
TABLE "
caves of the Black Hills, South Dakota, (prominent in Davis'
-SPRING
1930 discussion) are undoubtedly phreatic in origin but they
are not common caves, having been created by thermal
WATERTABLE CAVE THEORY
waters invading paleokarst under an artesian cover (Ford
et al. 1993). Other important pipefull morphologic forms
Figure 3: Schematic diagram to depict the vadose, deep- are widespread to predominant in common cave systems
phreatic and water-table theories of common cave genesis. around the world, however, and the sum of their evidence
is incontrovertible. In Davis' formulation the dissolutional
caves essentially follow the stream tubes in a Darcy flow
exhausted in the zone that the groundwaters encountered net. Bretz (1942) elegantly linked this pattern, and the cave
first — the vadose zone. Groundwater velocities would also clastic fillings, to Davis' "Geographical Cycle of Erosion"
be greatest in the zone, exposing its cave passages to en- (1898), suggesting that most cave enlargement occurs durlargement by the mechanical erosion of the stream bedload. ing the mature stage of the landscape cycle when local reAt the water table, bedloads would be dropped and the lief and, thus, hydraulic gradients will be greatest and that
passages would shrink to the small dimensions that could in the old-age stage of diminishing gradients the caves will
be created by the (largely expended) solvent capacity of slowly fill with insoluble residuum (mostly clays) from the
slowly flowing waters.
overlying soils.
Vadose caves of this form can be found. The best examples
known to the author are reported in Mt. Sedom, a salt
dome that is rising on the western shore of the Dead Sea
(Frumkin, 1994). The climate is very arid, favoring a deep
water table. Anhydrite caprocks concentrate the occasional
rains into streams that reach the salt at a few specific points;
dissolutional shafts are drilled beneath these (following fractures or intergranular pores) and fizzle out at an approximate regional water (brine) table where the waters become
saturated with the salt. Similar, though less distinctive, shaftand-drain caves can be found in very young limestones on
oceanic islands, where the rock has high matrix porosity
and the water table oscillates 70 m or more during each
Quaternary sea-level cycle, exposing the mixing zone porosity at each low sea stage. Some high mountain caves in
ancient limestones may also be ideally vadose as consequences of rapid uplift accompanied by the opening of the

The deep-phreatic common cave systems that are well
known and explored are relatively few. This is because,
where they remain water-filled, they are often too deep for
exploration by divers. Where they are now drained and
relict, their lower sections are prone to local blockage or
complete infilling with detritus, while upper sections are
modified or destroyed by vadose invasion processes.
Davis and Bretz explained the paucity of examples of ideal
vadose caves (Figure 3 A) in the literature of their time by
supposing that all limestone cave genesis was very slow;
they, too, did not appreciate the potential significance of
soil C02. As a consequence, in their model most terrain
above regional water tables (i.e. the vadose zone) would
have been destroyed by surface erosion processes before
the caves had attained large dimensions.
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Darcian rules because the physical conditions are always
anisotropic and heterogeneous. At the water table a given
In the English-speaking world, American hydrologists are parcel of groundwater, "A", may split up and flow along
considered the first to recognize the importance of soil C02 several different fissures (Al, A2, A3 - Figure 4A). As he
as a significant booster of limestone solubility (Adams and drew the two-dimensional geometry, it is evident that Route
Swinnerton, 1937). This finding weakened the strength of 1 would win in a race to enlarge to conduit dimensions and
one of the principal points in the arguments supporting both so capture most or all of the flow. It is the shortest route
the vadose and deep-phreatic models, that limestone dis- and thus will experience the most rapid renewal of fresh,
solution is a weak process. In 1932 Swinnerton introduced acidic groundwaters. Note that, if we insert a wider initial
a water-table speleogenetic model (Figure 3C, Figure 4A). fissure along, e.g., most of Route 2, than occurs along
The principal new contention was that, from the outset, Routes 1 or 3, this argument breaks down. Similarly, by
groundwater flow in karst aquifers is not constrained by adding the third dimension, Route 2 can be drawn as direct
(c) Water-table hypotheses

B.
watertable
river

watertable ^

fissure
river

groundwater flow lines
groundwater flow lines
watertable
river
adjusted flow lines
adjusted watertable

fissure
groundwater flow lines

master cave
adjusted flow lines

Figure 4: (A) Detail of the water-table cave model proposed by A. C. Swinnerton (1932).
(B) The water-table cave model of Rhoades and Sinacori (1941). (C) How will the Rhoades
and Sinacori model evolve if inappropriately oriented fissures are superimposed on it?
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and Route 1 as very sinuous, also destroying its advantage.
In the Swinnerton model the water table is again believed
to be established at depth before the cave-system building
begins. He allowed that it might be lowered as much as
several tens of meters as a consequence of greater hydraulic conductivity due to conduit enlargement along Route 1,
and stressed the importance of speleogenesis in an epiphreatic zone that is inundated by seasonal or shorter-period floods. Preferential cave development in the epiphreatic
zone was first advocated by Cvijic (1918) and is repeatedly emphasized in later studies (e.g. Warwick, 1953;
Glennie, 1954; Audra, 1997). In the Swinnerton model the
cave is propagated along the water table from the head of
the system toward the spring. Significant cave development is not prohibited in the vadose zone, but this essentially serves as a collector to deliver flow to the big caves
along the water table.
Ten years after Swinnerton, Rhoades and Sinacori (1942)
presented the significantly different water-table model depicted in Figure 4B. The great advance in conceptualizing
here is that the water table is no longer a fixed entity preceding the cave. Instead, it is progressively lowered as the
cave (underground plumbing and reservoir) is enlarged. In
this formulation the cave propagates headward (upgradient)
into the rock from the spring, creating a water-table master drain to which any lateral waters (i.e. from the third
dimension) will flow.
This type of cave can develop in the ideally simple form
that Rhoades and Sinacori imagined. It is found in young
limestones where matrix porosity is predominant and the
dissolution is enhanced by freshwater/saltwater mixing
along a halocline, i.e. it is the basic model for marine mixing-zone caves such as those analyzed by Mylroie and
Carew (1990). These are not "common caves," however.
If fissure porosity is predominant (the initial conditions in
most limestone aquifers), then the locus of the master cave
depends upon the distribution and orientation of whichever fissures happen to be the most penetrable by
groundwaters and also efficiently directed towards potential spring discharge points, as indicated in Figure 4C.
(d) An amplified four-state model
My Ph. D. thesis was a study of cave systems in the central
Mendip Hills, England, that drain to two major regional
springs, Cheddar and Wookey Hole (Waltham et al., 1997).
The limestone lithology and geologic structure are complex and the cave systems are ancient, multi-phase and incompletely known. As yet, none of them have been explored all the way through from sink to spring. The morphology and geologic locational controls of the accessible
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passages were mapped in great detail as a data base. From
this information, attempts were made to reconstruct the
sequence of passage development and integration in order
to establish what factors had controlled the pattern building. The process can be likened to constructing one of the
new three-dimensional jigsaw puzzles of famous buildings
(St. Peter's, Chartres, Taj Mahal, etc.) that are now on the
market, except that in the case of the caves the puzzle pieces
are progressively broken or missing above the ground floor
until entire wings are gone in the upper storeys, and one
rarely finds any remaining piece of the roof!
From these reconstructions and later cave studies in North
America and continental Europe, however, the model
shown in frames 1-4, Figure 5, was constructed. It is the
product of several iterations (Ford 1971, Ford and Ewers
1978, Ford and Williams 1989, p. 261 et seq.) and is intended to apply to those aquifers in limestone, dolostone,
gypsum, and anhydrite in which fissure porosity and transmission is predominant before the integrated dissolutional
conduit systems develop. The water table does not precede the cave at depth in the rock; at the outlet boundary
its elevation may be determined by some allogenic control
(river channel, impermeable barrier, etc.) but behind this
position it is lowered by the evolving three-dimensional
geometry of the cave system (the master plumbing), as in
the Rhoades and Sinacori (1942) formulation. Where penetrable fissures are sparse but large, cave systems may thus
be compelled to follow deep loops below the spring elevations. Where the fissure density is greater, loop amplitude
tends to diminish and may be further reduced by subsequent gradational processes such as entrenchment of loop
crests (see Ford and Williams, 1989, p. 271-4. Rossi et al.
(1997) describe excellent new examples from the Cantabrian
Mountains, Spain). Bedding-parting planes, joints, and
faults all serve as important links in most large cave systems. Bedding planes may be more significant because their
greatest apertures tend to be more continuous than those
of fractures, except at shallow depths (e.g. Knez, 1997);
quite often certain of them will have been a little enlarged
over wide areas by dissolution in sluggish regional flow
preceding the phases of linear conduit development
("nothephreatic conditions" of Jennings, 1983; "inception
horizons" of Lowe, 1992). Deep loops are favored where
strata dip steeply and shallower caves where dip is gentle.
Many cave systems may display mixtures of State 2 and 3
or 3 and 4 along their length. Major cave development is
not inhibited in the vadose zone, (as it is in the Davis/Bretz,
Swinnerton, Rhoades and Sinacori formulations), but a
majority of enterable vadose passages are guided by initial
phreatic tubes of lesser dimension. Further details may be
found in Ford and Williams (1989, p. 261-278).
The four-state model seeks to encompass the range of conditions encountered in common caves that are of explorable
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Figure 5: The four-state model of cave system geometries (Ford 1971 et seq.) amplified to include: above right State O,
where fissure frequency and/or aperture is too low to permit cavern genesis; below right, State 5, where fissure frequency and/or matrix porosity are too high to permit caves to develop to an enterable scale.
dimensions. It is an incomplete description of the meteoric
groundwater conditions found in carbonate and sulfate
rocks, however, as indicated in the two extra illustrations
in Figure 5. There is also a State 0 in which the penetrable
fissuration is so sparse (at least, beneath the epikarst) that
integrated cave systems have not been able to develop in
the available hydrogeologic time. This is true of many
marble outcrops because metamorphism sealed their fis-

sures, and of dolostones because of their lesser solubility.
At the other extreme, in State 5, matrix porosity is so great
and/or fissure frequency is so high that groundwater flow
and dissolution are too diffuse to create significant caves;
piezometric surfaces and groundwater circulation can be
approximated by a simple Darcian formulation such as
Grand's model, repeated to round out the Figure. This is
the condition that prevails in most chalks, much gypsum
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and many thin-bedded or very young limestones. Note,
however, that allogenic streams may be able to establish
and maintain caves through such rocks because their waters are focused into channels before arriving at the karst.
For the practice of hydrogeology in cavernous limestones
the most important feature of this model, perhaps, is the
emphasis that it places upon the heterogeneity of conditions such as fissure frequency, continuity, and aperture
that may be encountered. There are no precise and global
values for the spatial frequency of penetrable fissures that
can be cited as probable boundaries between, e.g., predominantly State 2 and predominantly State 3 caves, because of the significance of varying aperture within fissure
sets. However, it is often possible to calibrate the model at
the regional scale within a given geologic formation with a
uniform tectonic history.

Plan patterns of common caves and
development in length and breadth
During the first 70 years of this century, there was much
less effort to develop general models for evolution of the
plan patterns of common cave systems than for their long
sections. There is general recognition by authors in many
nations that the patterns are broadly dendritic or
branchwork in their form, focusing flow toward a single
spring point. Worthington (1991) analyzed 96 published
cases where river cave passages have been explored and
mapped along their full length from input points to output
points. He found that sinuosity (measured length along the
passages/straight line distance from input to output) falls
between 1.4 and 1.7 in most instances, indicating that the
conduit systems tend to evolve with fairly direct connections.
Palmer (1991) has proposed the general model for the plan
patterns of all genetic cave types that is shown in Figure 6.
Common caves display chiefly the branchwork forms that
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Figure 6: The general model for plan patterns of caves proposed by Palmer (1991), modified to emphasize the branchwork
patterns that are predominant in common cave systems. Irregular networks and anastomotic mazes tend to be subsidiary
components of the branchworks, as indicated.
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I have highlighted in his figure. Angular connections dominate these where joints and faults are the principal structural guides of the conduits, and curvilinear forms where
they develop primarily along bedding planes. Many cave
systems will display mixtures of the two patterns. The "irregular networks" and "anastomotic mazes" shown in the
figure tend to occur as subsidiary components of the
branchwork patterns, usually at their upstream ends where
flash floods from surface channels can create extreme but
short-lived hydraulic gradients. Groves and Howard (1994),
Clemens et al. (1997) have published computer model studies of such maze generation.
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In a fully developed branchwork cave the dissolutional
conduits will occupy only a tiny proportion of the total
length or area of penetrable fissures that is available to the
groundwaters. The rules that govern the selection of the
successful linkages that will be enlarged into the branchwork
pattern were investigated by Ewers (1982) by means of
comprehensive series of electrical and sand model flowfield analogs and direct solutional simulations with plaster
of Paris; Lauritzen (1986) and Dreybrodt (1997) have supported many of the results with finite-element and lattice
analyses. Figures 7 and 8 summarize the principal features
of Ewers' findings.
The models explore conduit propagation across a single
fissure that is anisotropic. They will also apply to systems
of many interconnected fissures where aperture is anisotropic within and between the individual fractures. The most
important feature of the dynamic behavior is the "breakthrough," when a dissolutional proto-conduit approximately
one centimeter in diameter reaches an output boundary such
as a spring or an earlier cave passage. This abruptly drops
the resistance to flow along its line by one or more orders
of magnitude because non-linear laminar or turbulent flow
can commence (Ewers, 1982; White, 1988), thereby accelerating dissolutional conduit development.

{IN

~~-~.

Ford

OUT

B

OUT
Figure 7: (A) The competitive extension of dissolutional
proto-conduits across a fissure with anisotropic porosity.
"P" = principal tube; "S" = secondary tubes. Dashed lines
are equipotentials. (B) Competitive extension where there
are multiple inputs in a rank. Numbers and dashed lines
indicate the predicted sequence of breakthrough connections that will occur and their location. (Both figures based
on hardware simulations by R.O. Ewers, 1982.)

The most simple case of propagation is that of a single
groundwater input to the fissure, as shown in Figure 7A.
Competing proto-conduits form distributary patterns by
exploiting the wider pores and throats in the fissure until
the breakthrough creates one winner or principal tube, "P".
When there are competing inputs in one rank, one of them
will get ahead (Figure 7B); upon breakthrough the piezometric surface is drawn down above it, reorienting the local hydraulic gradient toward it. Nearest neighbor inputs
then connect to it (breakthrough - dashed lines) in steps
A2, A3, A4, etc. In General Systems terminology, common caves evolve as "cascading systems" (von Bertalanffy,
1962), one breakthrough (or energy cascade) re-orienting
the local water table and so tripping off the next cascade.
The main system of Holloch, Switzerland (Bogli, 1970) is
the finest example that I know of cascade linkage across a
fissure (i.e. strike-oriented) in what has been essentially a
one-rank-of-inputs situation: there have been four or more
successive cascades as the system adjusted to allogenic
lowering of the outlet springs. In Switzerland also, the pattern of Siebenhengste (Bitterli and Jeannin, 1997) appears
to exhibit similar features.
The most complex patterns arise where there are many
successive ranks of inputs. This is the case in most areas of
holokarst, ranging in scale from local limestone pavements
(clints-and-grikes) to extensive sinkhole plains such as those
of Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Figure 8A shows that
there is the same sequence of competition as above, first
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Figure 8: (A) Patterns of proto-conduit breakthrough and connection where there are multiple ranks of inputs. (B) Map
of the major galleries in Mammoth Cave and neighboring cave systems, Kentucky, to illustrate multi-rank cave genesis.
among the distributaries of the individual inputs, next by
lateral connection of nearest neighbors to the first breakthrough principal tubes. Ranks of inputs that are further
from the output boundary then link to winners in the nearer
ranks in successive cascades. This pattern may be broadly
discerned in the organization of conduits in Mammoth Cave
and nearby systems that drain to springs along the Green
River, Kentucky (Figure 8B). This is the lengthiest regional
aggregation of known and mapped conduits and shafts
(>600 km). Note, nevertheless, that the many gaps in the
map indicate that information about the conduit system
remains very incomplete, especially if we compare it to
channel patterns in surface river basins of the same scale.
The Mammoth map is also complicated by the fact that it
mingles many successive phases of cave development targeted at different spring locations and elevations; the older
passages are now hydrological relicts.
A final initial genetic pattern is found where the limestone
is exposed only along a narrow valley floor and groundwater drains to springs at the valley mouth. In this "restricted
input" case the sinkpoints tend to line up behind one another in a single file, with breakthrough commencing at
that which is closest to the spring (see Ford and Williams,
1989, p. 259-260).
It is emphasized that the construction of these comparatively simple patterns of conduits is liable to major distor-

tions (1) by local lithologic and structural factors such as
perching on a chert bed or direction down the axis of a
syncline; (2) by great differences in the quantities of water
supplied to different inputs in a group, for example when
allogenic flow to a stream sink is compared to seepage
into nearby holokarst dolines. The pattern-building is analogous to that of the development of dendritic channel networks on the earth's surface, but with one very significant
difference: the ideal river pattern is wholly stochastic, the
individual channel being initiated at some random point on
a surface, from which it can extend upslope and downslope
until it chances to encounter another channel segment and
so amalgamates. In a certain sense the location of initial
input points in a karst branchwork can also be considered
to be stochastic, but the successive link-ups of the principal tubes are deterministic because they are directed by
local reorientation of the water table following breakthrough. Despite the strong deterministic factors in cavepattern building (lithological and structural as well as hydraulic), however, it is rarely feasible to predict the exact
locations where principal conduits will be found underground, for the reasons made evident in Figure 7B.
Multiphase (multi-level or multi-stage) cave systems
The great majority of the large common caves that are
known appear to be multi-phase systems. These display
different "levels" of major conduits that have been created
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in response to changes in the elevation of the springs. Normally, these changes are lowerings of elevation as consequences of erosional base level lowering around the margins of the karst. Upper galleries are progressively abandoned by the streams that generated them until they become completely relict. Of course, there are also instances
of the converse, i.e. cave systems reconstructed progressively above one another where base level is rising because
land is sinking or the sea is rising. There are probably many
such around the limestone shores of the Mediterranean and
Black Sea that are responses to the Messinian Crisis (the
dry-up of these seas), for example. However, they are difficult to explore and will play a less important hydrogeologic
role in most regions.
In many multiphase systems the lower, younger main galleries are located close to or directly beneath the older passages that they replace hydrogeologically. But in others
the new galleries may follow new directions into previously non-cavernous rock. This usually occurs where there
is a major shift in the geographic location of the springs
accompanying their opening at lower elevation. Re-orientation of the trend of the main drainage conduits can be 90°
or more. The effect is especially important in regions of
low topographic relief and stratal dip such as central Kentucky, where lowering of 2-3 meters in spring elevation
can be associated with a lateral displacement of more than
1000 meters.
In addition to the younger main conduits, the multiphase
patterns will be complicated by the presence of many
shorter, smaller passages and shafts that interconnect the
different levels. Some are hydrogeologically active, conveying tributary streams, while others functioned genetically only for brief periods during the system readjustment
to a new level (Ford and Williams, 1989, p. 274-276). Where
there have been small readjustments to many successive
levels that were separated by only a few meters in elevation, as at Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, the final pattern can
be likened to that of a tangled spaghetti.
These relict systems will be contained within the modern
vadose zone. Considering the total volume of that zone
within a drainage basin, the aggregate volume of all relict
passages and shafts will be small, amounting to a few percent at most. However, much of the drainage of the epikarst
is organized to connect to them. They intercept this drainage and may convey it laterally as underfit streams on the
floors of relict galleries for many hundreds of meters before the flow can find an escape route on downward. This
is to suggest that the standard assumption when modeling,
that recharge descends vertically through the vadose zone,
may not be strictly correct. Factors for local concentration
and lateral diversion must be introduced for areas proximate to known or suspected cave systems. Very little work
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has been done on the problem, but see the pioneering studies of Friederich and Smart (1981,1982).
Conclusions
Large common cave systems are very heterogeneous in
space and time. Working alone and with their differing techniques, neither speleologists nor hydrogeologists can obtain a comprehensive picture of their functioning within
complex karst aquifers. The processes that create them and
the factors influencing those processes now appear to be
sufficiently understood that quite realistic multifactorial
process-oriented computer modeling of system genesis is
feasible. In the future there is great potential for computer
scientists, hydrogeologists and speleologists to work together at this task. It is essential and exciting.
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A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY FOR UNDERSTANDING FLOW
IN CARBONATE AQUIFERS
Stephen R. H. Worthington
School of Geography and Geology, McMaster University
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, L8S 4K1

Abstract
Studies of carbonate aquifers usually either concentrate on
sampling the channel flow (e.g. sink-to-spring tracer
testing, spring monitoring) or on sampling the non-channel
flow (e.g. borehole measurements). A comprehensive
approach is advocated here, involving the integration of
both sources ofinformation, as well äs measurements ofthe
porosity and permeability of the unfractured rock.
Representative sampling can be achieved by treating
carbonates as triple-porosity aquifers, with one-, two-, and
three-dimensional porosity elements. The division of
carbonate aquifers into "karstic" or "non-karstic" types is
unwarranted.
Introduction
In the past three decades, carbonate aquifers have usually
been considered in one of three ways. The simplest and
most commonly used approach has been to assume that
fractures may be locally important, but that fracture density
is great enough that the aquifer can be treated as an
equivalent porous medium and can be modeled using a
package such as MODFLOW. A second approach has been
to recognize that fractures may be laterally continuous for
considerable distances and that these are much more
conductive than the matrix of the rock. In this case a
double-porosity (or double-permeability) model is used for
the aquifer. In both cases it is assumed that boreholes
facilitate representative sampling of the aquifer. A third
approach has been to recognize the existence of a highpermeability network of conduits within the aquifer, and to
concentrate on studying the conduits. Techniques include
tracer testing from dolines or sinking streams to springs and
monitoring of spring discharge or hydrochemical parameters. This approach is most commonly used where there
are abundant surficial karst landforms.
The use of a priori assumptions on the behavior of
carbonate aquifers tends to result in studies that only
partially characterize an aquifer. Studies of spring flow or
tracer testing from sinkholes to springs succeed in characterizing channel flow in the aquifer, but little is learned
about non-channel flow. Conversely, studies using wells as
sampling and monitoring points may characterize fracture
and matrix flow but often give little or no indication of the

rapid solute transport that is occurring in the channel
network located between the wells. A full understanding of
flow in carbonate aquifers can only be gained by studying
all the flow components in the aquifer.
The conceptual model described below incorporates the
techniques used for monitoring wells and those used for
monitoring springs to gain a more holistic understanding of
carbonate aquifers.
A conceptual model for carbonate aquifers
One way of studying carbonate aquifers that may prove
useful is to consider aquifers in terms of the three
fundamental geometric elements that can exist within it.
These are shown in Figure 1 and are: (i) One-dimensional,
or linear elements. These are often referred to as channels.
In carbonate aquifers, large channels in which there is
turbulent flow are commonly termed conduits, and if they
are accessible by people they are called caves, (ii) Twodimensional, or planar elements, such as bedding planes,
joints and faults, (iii) The three-dimensional matrix.
Carbonate aquifers can be considered as triple-porosity
aquifers since they contain these three porosity elements.
Analysis of an aquifer in terms of three porosity elements
results in a better understanding of flow and storage than if
the aquifer is treated as having only two porosity
components. Furthermore, there have been two different
ways in which two porosity components in carbonate
aquifers have been studied; a double-porosity aquifer is not
the same as a conduit and diffuse-flow aquifer (Table 1).
Analysis as a triple-porosity aquifer can avoid potential
confusion and lead to more accurate insights on aquifer
behavior.
Formation, size and distribution of channels
Fracture planes commonly have variable apertures, and
most of the flow is concentrated along the more open
portions of fractures, which are called channels. For
instance, in granites in Great Britain and in Sweden it has
been found that such channels may occupy 5-20% of a
given fracture plane (Tsang, 1993). However, in carbonate
rocks some channels may be greatly enlarged by solution
processes. This is due to two factors:
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(a) The non-linear nature of carbonate dissolution. As
thermodynamic equilibrium is approached, the solution
rate decreases by several orders of magnitude (Plummer
and Wigley, 1976). This results in carbonate groundwater
being slightly undersaturated with respect to calcium (or
magnesium) carbonate at most sites where there is notable
flow.

joints

(b) The positive-feedback relationship between dissolution rate and discharge, which permits larger channels to
grow at the expense of smaller ones (Ford and Williams,
1989, p. 249 et seq).
These two factors combine to create broadly dendritic
networks of channels. In unconfined carbonate aquifers in
moist climates, channeling should always develop. An
example of a dendritic channel network is shown in Figure
2. Fifty-three small tributaries converge in this wellmapped cave to form a flow path which discharges to the
surface at a spring. The channels shown in Figure 2 are all
accessible to people, and are all >0.3 m in diameter.

open bedding plane
with channels shown

Figure 1: Model for a single-porosity aquifer with matrix
flow (top), a double-porosity aquifer with matrix and
fracture flow (center), and a triple-porosity aquifer with
matrix, fracture, and channel flow (bottom).

There are also smaller channels than cave passages. These
channels are sometimes encountered in boreholes (Waters
and Banks, 1997), but are better visible in quarry walls,
outcrops and in cave passages. Figure 3 shows the
calculated apertures of two sets of small channels. The
"minor flows" are from measurements at 44 drip points
from stalactites into four New Zealand caves (Gunn,
1978), and the "major flows" are from the 25 largest flows
into GB Cave, England (Friederich and Smart, 1982).
Apertures were calculated using the Hagen-Poiseuille
equation and the maximum recorded discharge at each flow
point, assuming a hydraulic gradient ofunity and a circular
channel shape. The calculated apertures are only estimates,
as channel roughness and surface-tension effects are
ignored, and the measured flow may be much less than the
channels are capable of delivering. However, the calculated
values are likely to be fairly accurate, since discharge varies
with the fourth power of pipe diameter. Natural-gradient
tracer tests were carried out from the surface to the input
points in GB Cave, which were on average 60 m below the
surface. Tracer arrival times varied from less than one day

Element
geometry

Flow regime

Karst spring
studies

Double porosity

Triple porosity

3D

laminar

diffuse

matrix

matrix

2D

laminar

diffuse

fracture

fracture

ID

laminar

diffuse

not included

channel

ID

turbulent

conduit

not included

channel
(conduit)

Table 1: Comparison of classification schemes for porosity elements in carbonate aquifers.
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Figure 2: Convergent flow paths draining to a spring, as
mapped in Blue Spring Cave, Indiana (after Palmer, 1969).

to several weeks, giving velocities mostly in the range of
10-100 m/day (Friederich and Smart, 1981). These
velocities are between the 1700 m/day average velocity for
sink-to-spring tracer tests (Worthington et al., 1999a) and
calculated velocities of a meter per day or less derived from
equivalent porous-medium analysis.
Dolines are input points to channels. The channel at the
base of a doline is an efficient drain point which promotes
centripetal drainage and facilitates the enlargement of the
doline. The channels draining dolines are likely to be at least
some millimeters in diameter, and are often found to be
much larger. Such channels not only must be able to carry
the discharge from the depression, but also the suspended
load of insoluble material resulting from erosion of the
bedrock within the doline. Furthermore, the channels must
be part of a continuous channel network with its outlet at a
spring; if this were not the case, then the doline-draining
channels would becomes choked with insoluble material,
and doline formation would be halted at an early stage.
Sampling and monitoring the three porosity
components
(i) Channels: Springs in carbonate strata represent the
output points for channel networks and provide a sampling
point that integrates the groundwater flow from what is
often a considerable area, e.g. 10-1000 km2. They are thus
ideal for sampling off-site migration from contaminant
sites. Tracer testing from dolines or sinking streams to
springs is common and serves to establish flow direction
and velocity. If both spring discharge and the hydraulic
gradients in the aquifer are known, then an "equivalent
hydraulic conductivity" for the aquifer can be calculated
(Worthington and Ford, 1999a). This is an average value
across the cross section of the catchment draining to a
spring, and ignores turbulent flow, which may be

major flow
100 minor flows

Aperture

(mm)

Figure 3: Calculated apertures of minor flows into four
New Zealand caves and major flows into GB Cave,
England (calculated from measurements by Gunn (1978)
and Friederich and Smart (1982).

important. The use of an equivalent hydraulic conductivity
facilitates comparisons of channel flow with matrix and
fracture flow.
Boreholes are of limited use in studying channeling. Table
2 gives data on channeling in a number of well-studied
carbonate aquifers where extensive caves have been found.
From this data set, a borehole would have a probability of
only 0.0037 - 0.075 of intercepting one of these mapped
cave passages. In volumetric terms the caves only occupy
between 0.004% and 0.48% of the bedrock in which they
are located. Thus it would be fallacious to assume that an
absence of major bit drops in drilling a number of wells at
a study site signifies an absence of channeling.
(ii) Fractures: The permeability of horizontal or subhorizontal fractures (usually bedding planes) is routinely
determined from hydraulic testing (e.g. packer, slug, or
pump tests) in vertical boreholes. Fracture aperture can be
determined by the cubic law from narrow-interval packer
testing. The permeability of vertical or sub-vertical
fractures is usually estimated rather than measured. For
instance, in horizontally-bedded strata it is often assumed
that vertical permeability is 10 or 100 times less than
horizontal permeability.
(Hi) The matrix: The matrix is the solid unfractured rock.
Samples may be collected from boreholes, quarry walls, or
natural outcrops for testing porosity and permeability.
Alternatively, in situ packer testing in unfractured sections
of boreholes will give values of matrix permeability (Price
etal., 1982).
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Cave

Volume of rock
length x width x
height m (1)

Volume of
cave
x 106 m3 (2)

Length of
cave
km (2)

Cave
porosity
%(3)

Areal
coverage
of cave
%(4)

75

0.15

1.7

6200x1900x50

0.9

Blue Spring Cave, Indiana

5100x2600x45

0.5

32

0.08

1.1

Kingsdale Cave System,
England

2600x1500x100

0.17

20

0.04

1.8

Nohoch Nah Chich,
Mexico

5500x1900x80

4

39

0.48

6.5

Mammoth Cave, KY, USA

11000x9000x90

8

550

0.09

1.4

Castleguard Cave,
Canada

6500x1200x400

0.12

20

0.004

0.51

Friars Hole System, WV,
USA

6000 x 2000 x 80

2.7

70

0.28

2.5

McFail's Cave, New York

3500x2300x90

0.12

11

0.016

0.37

Skull Cave, New York

1300x940x60

0.046

6

0.064

1.2

Caves in Southern
Gunung Api, Malaysia

7000 x 2500 x 400

0.43

7.5

Ogof Agen Allwedd - Ogof
Daren Cilau, Wales

30

110

33

Table 2: Cave porosity and areal coverage for some well-mapped caves. (1) This represents the minimum rectangular
block of rock that can contain the 3-D array of mapped passages in each cave. (2) These refer to the explored and
mapped cave passages. Increases in these values are likely as the caves are more completely explored. (3) Cave porosity
is defined as the volume of mapped cave divided by the minimum rectangular block of rock that can contain the cave. (4)
The areal coverage is the plan area of the cave divided by the minimum rectangular area that can contain the cave, which
represents the probability of a borehole intersecting the cave.

The extent of channel networks
Dolines represent the upgradient ends of channels, and it is
possible to gain a better understanding of channel
distribution by using doline distribution to construct a
model of the channel network. For instance, Figure 4a
shows the northeast portion of Blue Spring Cave, Indiana
(Figure 2), with the doline watersheds shown. A simple
map of channeling could be constructed by linking the low
points in each of the 38 dolines with either the eight major
inputs into this section of the cave or into other major
channels (Figure 4b). Such a procedure obviously simplifies the geometry ofthe major channels and ignores smaller
channels (e.g. channels feeding drip points at stalactites),
but it does represent an important fraction of flow in the
aquifer.
The above procedure is a starting point to modeling
channeling in a polygonal terrain such as at Blue Spring
Cave, where the whole surface is occupied by contiguous
dolines. However, many surfaces above carbonate aquifers
have dolines that are widely spaced. These can be linked in
the same fashion as at Blue Spring Cave to give a channel
network draining to a spring, but this network will be a

great simplification of the true channel network. Furthermore, some carbonate aquifers have no dolines overlying
them, such as where the aquifer is overlain by noncarbonates or by glacial sediments. Prominent examples
are the most extensive cave in Canada (Castleguard Cave)
and the most extensive cave in the USA (Mammoth Cave);
the majority of both caves underlie surfaces where dolines
are absent, so the channel network in these aquifers cannot
be inferred from the surface landforms. However, in both
cases channel networks have been demonstrated from
tracer testing (Smart, 1988; QuinlanandRay, 1981)aswell
as from cave exploration.
Where there are no dolines or sinking streams above a
carbonate aquifer, then it is most difficult to estimate the
extent of channeling. If there are no faults or highpermeability facies at a spring to explain the concentration
of aquifer discharge at one point, then the best explanation
is that the spring is the outlet for a channel network, and this
is likely to extend throughout the spring's catchment.
Some carbonate aquifers discharge into thick alluvium,
lakes, or the sea, so that the location of springs may be
extremely difficult, as will the characterization of channeling.
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distance traces, as the widely spaced channels are more
likely to be encountered along a longer tracer path.
(b) Combination of core, packer, slug, and pump tests.
Kiraly (1975) first suggested that there is a scaling effect in
carbonate aquifers, with larger-scale tests encountering
more permeable fractures and channels.
(c) Variable-rate pumping tests. Hickey (1984) showed
that the pumping rate should be proportional to the
drawdown in observation wells if Darcy's Law is valid
within the cone of depression. If there are major channels
within the cone of depression, and if these are wellconnected to the pumping well, then there should be a nonlinear pumping-rate / drawdown response.
(d) Matrix and fracture packer tests to calculate fracture
extent. Price (1994) described a method for estimating the
extent of interconnected fractures intersected by wells by
using steady-state packer testing.

• stream input to cave
o input to aquifer from base of doline
500 m
Figure 4: Channeling in the northeast section of Blue
Spring Cave, Indiana, showing (top) doline watersheds
and underlying cave passages (after Palmer, 1969); and
(bottom) a dendritic network of the major channels

Sampling boreholes for channeling
Boreholes are not ideal for investigating channeling
because of the low probability of intercepting channels, as
explained above. However, there are some aquifer testing
and monitoring techniques that can give an indication that
there may be channels close to the borehole. The following
list ofthe techniques for inferring channeling is based on the
discussion in Worthington and Ford (1995):
(a) Well-to-well or well-to-spring tracer tests. Tracer tests
from sinking streams or dolines to springs were established
in the 1870s as an excellent method of determining channel
velocities and connections. Well tests are much more
problematic, as wells may be poorly connected to channels.
It is likely that longer-distance traces (e.g. >100 m) are
more likely to show evidence of channeling than shorter-

(e) Symmetry ofcones of depression at pumping wells. The
cone of depression at a pumping well is symmetrical in a
homogeneous porous medium. However, the cone of
depression is likely to be irregular if there is extensive
channeling nearby.
(f) Continuous water-level monitoring. Interconnected
channel networks transmit water quickly, so a prompt
water-level response following rainfall can be expected in
boreholes that are well connected to the channel network.
(g) Frequent water-quality monitoring. Precipitation that
rapidly infiltrates along channel networks commonly has a
much lower solute concentration than long-residence
matrix water. Thus variation.in solute concentration at a
well should be an indicator of connectivity to major channel
networks. Frequent sampling (e.g. at least daily) is
necessary to detect the rapid response following rainfall.
Continuous measurement of electrical conductivity is ideal.
(h) Troughs in the water table. The combination of high
permeability in channels and tributary flow to channels
means that there are lower heads in channels than in the
surrounding aquifer. Quinlan and Ray (1981) showed that
such water-table troughs correspond to flow in channels
and that they terminate in the downstream direction at
springs.
(i) Decreasing hydraulic gradients in the downflow
direction. The water-table map of the Central Kentucky
karst, which is based on measurements in 1500 wells, the
results from 500 dye traces, and the mapping of 700 km of
cave passage (Quinlan and Ray, 1981) shows that there are
decreasing hydraulic gradients in the downflow direction
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along water-table troughs. This contrasts with flow in a
porous medium, where increasing gradients are needed in a
downflow direction to drive the increasing discharge.
(j) Use of environmental isotopes to characterize age
distribution of water in the aquifer. In a porous medium
there will be increasing age with depth in recharge areas.
Where channels provide rapid recharge to the subsurface,
then younger water in channels will underlie older water in
overlying fractures and the matrix.
The problem with all of these tests is that they cannot
unequivocally demonstrate the presence of channeling. For
instance, major fractures opened by tectonic forces could
give many of the above results. However, the evidence
from caves, from tracer testing, and from the kinetics of
dissolution suggest that channeling is ubiquitous in
unconfined carbonate aquifers. Thus the first assumption in
a carbonate aquifer should be that a well-developed
channel network is likely to be present.
Examples of triple-porosity analysis of
carbonate aquifers
Worthington et al. (1999b) examined matrix, fracture and
channel flow in four carbonate aquifers. The four aquifers
are (a) a Silurian dolostone aquifer in a glaciated area,
where there have been a large number of studies at a PCB
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spill site (Smithville, Ontario); (b) the Mississippian aquifer
at the world's most extensive known cave (Mammoth
Cave, Kentucky); (c) the most important aquifer in Britain
(the Cretaceous Chalk); (d) a tropical Cenozoic limestone
aquifer (Nohoch Nah Chich, Yucatan, Mexico); in recent
years scuba divers have mapped more than 60 km of
submerged channels in this cave.
Porosity and permeability measurements from these four
aquifers are given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. In all four
cases more than 90% of the aquifer storage is in the matrix
and more than 90% ofthe flow is in channels (Table 5), with
fractures playing an intermediate role. Thus there are considerable similarities between the four aquifers. However,
only the aquifer at Mammoth Cave has been traditionally
treated as a karst aquifer. The majority of studies of the
other three aquifers have treated them as double-porosity
aquifers or equivalent porous media.
Discussion and conclusions
It has often been considered that there is a range in
carbonate aquifers between "karstic" and non-karstic" end
members. For instance, Atkinson & Smart (1981) classify
the English Chalk as being close to the "non-karstic
fissured aquifer" end of the spectrum, while the Carboniferous Limestone in England (in which most of the wellknown caves are found) is classified as being closer to the
Porosity (%)

Area

Channel

Matrix

Fracture

Smithville, Ontario

6.6

0.02

0.003

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky

2.4

0.03

0.06

Chalk, England

30

0.01

0.02

Nohoch Nah Chich, Mexico

17

0.1

0.5

Table 3: Matrix, fracture, and channel porosity in four carbonate aquifers.

Hydraulic conductivity (m s-1)

Area
Matrix

Fracture

Channel

Smithville, Ontario

1 x 10-10

1 x 10s

3X10"4

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky

2x10"11

1 x 10-5

3x103

Chalk, England

1x10"*

4x10"6

6x10"5

Nohoch Nah Chich, Yucatan,
Mexico

7x10"5

1 x 10"3

4x10"1

Table 4: Matrix, fracture, and channel permeability in four carbonate aquifers.
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Area

Fraction of storage in
the matrix
%

Fraction of flow
in channels
%

Smithville, Ontario

99.7

97

Mammoth Cave, Kentucky

96.4

99.7

Chalk, England

99.9

94

Nohoch Nah Chich, Yucatan, Mexico

96.6

99.7

Table 5: Principal flow and storage components in four carbonate aquifers.

"karstic" end of the spectrum. Worthington et al. (1999b)
compared inflow data to adits in the two aquifers. Both had
irregularly spaced inputs, and in both cases there were
water-yielding fissures with discharges up to several
hundred liters per second. Most ofthe permeability in both
adits is attributable to widely spaced inputs. Consequently,
dissolution in both aquifers has resulted in channel
networks that contribute minimally to enhancing aquifer
porosity, but which have greatly enhanced aquifer
permeability. Therefore these aquifers have marked similarities in terms of hydraulic functioning.
One reason why these two limestone aquifers have been
viewed differently is the presence of surficial karst features
and of known caves in the Carboniferous Limestone and
their scarcity in the Chalk. The presence or absence of the
surficial features has led to assumptions about aquifer
behavior. A second reason is the lack of comprehensive
sampling and monitoring in either aquifer in most studies.
Few wells have been drilled in the Carboniferous Limestone, and most aquifer studies have used springs. Conversely, most aquifer studies in the Chalk have used wells,
and the many springs that exist have been ignored in most
hydrogeological studies. Consequently, there is widespread knowledge of channel flow in the Carboniferous
Limestone, and of fracture and matrix flow in the Chalk.
The similarity between the matrix, fracture and channel
flow and storage proportions in the four contrasting
carbonate aquifers, documented in Tables 3, 4 and 5,
suggests there is likely to be a similarity between all
unconfined carbonate aquifers. This can be explained by
fracturing and followed by dissolution, resulting in lowporosity, high-permeability channel networks. Differences
cited in the literature are often largely attributable to
sampling differences. This problem can be diminished by
considering carbonate aquifers as triple-porosity aquifers.
Data collection and analysis of the three components of
matrix, fracture, and channel flow can give an overall
understanding of how a carbonate aquifer functions.
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STRUCTURAL EFFECTS ON CARBONATE AQUIFERS
Ira D. Sasowsky
Department of Geology, University of Akron
Akron, OH 44325-4101

Abstract
Structural geology affects the behavior of karst aquifers
by controlling the overall placement and orientation of the
limestone and through fractures. The placement and orientation affect the position of recharge and discharge
boundaries to the system, while the fractures serve as pathways for water movement. When creating a conceptual or
numerical model of a karst site, it is useful and cost-efficient to consider all of these effects, as well as the geologic and geomorphic history of the area. By understanding structural controls on the genesis of the aquifer, predictions can be made regarding current-day behavior in
terms of heterogeneity and anisotropy of flow. Because
conduits and fissures mainly form along structurally created discontinuities, structural data can be very useful for
understanding aquifer behavior, and determining specific
high-conductivity flowpaths.
Introduction
The structural geology of an area plays two crucial roles in
defining the behavior of a groundwater flow system in karst
terrane. First, it establishes general flow directions in the
aquifer, and second, it serves as a template for development of specific flowpaths (routes of high hydraulic conductivity). Understanding these structural controls for a
given site is an important early step in the construction of

a conceptual model. Furthermore, it may give direct insight regarding position and orientation of high-conductivity features such as caves, fissures, etc. Identifying such
features is commonly a significant goal within a site investigation.
The broadest structural control is the placement of the rocks
in certain orientation and positions by folding, faulting, erosion, etc. When taken in consideration with topography,
this establishes the input, output, and no-flow boundaries
to the system. Hence, this determines the general direction
of flow in the aquifer. The second control is exerted by
discontinuities (fractures) present in the rock mass. These
include joints, bedding planes, and faults. The position, orientation, and aperture of these features, taken together with
the input and output boundary positions, strongly controls
the way the system will behave. Both of these controls are
strong determinants of the form the aquifer will take as it
evolves. In particular, they control the development of highconductivity pathways (caves, conduits, fissures). A very
compelling illustration of the importance of structural effects was developed by Palmer (1975), and is shown in
Figure 1. As with most hydrogeologic investigations, geologists working in karst are handicapped by the fact that
they are trying to "remotely" understand the aquifer. Only
limited parts can be seen (either through wells, caves,
springs, outcrops, etc.) and these parts may not be representative of the aquifer as a whole. What conclusions might

CAVES AT TROUT ROCK
Pendleton Co., West Virginia
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Hamilton
Cave
Structural contours shown
with arbitrary dotum.
Contour interval 20 feet.

Trout Cove
New Trout Cave
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Figure 1: Illustration of one possible effect of structural controls
on conduit porosity development. All three caves illustrated
were developed simultaneously
under similar boundary conditions. Differences in form may
result from differences in rock
orientation and fracturing. Note
that where rocks are gently dipping towards the discharge
boundary (southwest) a maze has
formed, whereas in the rock
steeply dipping normal to the
boundary, a simple linear conduit
has formed. From Palmer (1975).
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a scientist have drawn in the area shown in Figure 1 if the
caves had been intersected by boreholes, but had not been
mapped? Maybe that there were disconnected voids of similar orientation. Or what if boreholes had not found the
caves? Perhaps the assumption of isotropic fracture flow
might have been made.
In many cases the approach left to the scientist or engineer
is inference. Any tools that can guide that inference are a
great aid, and should be used. For these reasons, it is recommended that any site investigation in limestone terrane
include an evaluation of structural effects on the system.
This has proven to be a successful and cost-effective step
in various projects including water supply, contaminant
transport, and sinkhole prediction. If a digital model of the
site is required, this information will also help in deciding
the appropriate code to employ. For the purposes of this
paper, structure is taken in its broadest definition, including both classical structural features, as well as physical
boundaries of the aquifer.

A

Genesis of carbonate aquifers
The history of an aquifer is a strong determinant of its
present-day behavior. It is therefore useful to consider a
generic conceptual model of carbonate-aquifer genesis,
while recognizing that there will be departures from the
model in a given setting. This model can serve as a basis
for evaluating a given site by emphasizing the consideration of site-specific conditions.

B

In a limestone rock mass in a humid erosional setting (Figure 2A), initial boundaries are established by the topography. The stream defines local base level and the outputs to
the system, while the uplands provide recharge points and
input boundaries. In this state, one might envision a flow
system approximating slow, Darcian conditions. The overall porosity is usually low in this initial state unless the rock
is very young. Because of this, flow will tend to concentrate in the rock discontinuities (fractures). This focused
flow results in the enlargement of certain of the
discontinuities, a process that may become self-propagating as they grow larger, garnering more flow (Figure 2B).
In turn, this leads to shifts in the aquifer boundary conditions.
Given the proper geochemistry, and extensive time periods
(usually hundreds of thousands of years), the caves, sinkholes, and conduit-fed springs that characterize most karst
areas will develop (Figure 2C). It is of particular interest
to determine just which discontinuities are "chosen" for
enlargement, and why, because this may allow prediction
of preferred flowpaths in the aquifer. Several excellent references are available that cover the evolution of carbonate
aquifers (Ford and Ewers, 1978; Ford and Williams, 1989;

Figure 2: Hypothetical carbonate rock mass in initial, intermediate, and advanced stages of aquifer development.
Arrows in Stage A show predicted flowlines for Darcian
conditions. In Stage B a preferential flowpath has developed along structural discontinuities, focusing flow in this
portion of the aquifer. In Stage C, extended growth of the
path has captured most of the flow in the upper part of the
aquifer, causing lowering of the water-filled zone.
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Palmer, 1991; White, 1969; White, 1977; White, 1988). In
addition, a number of works have been specifically concerned with which discontinuities are enlarged (Dreybrodt,
1992; Groves and Howard, 1994; Jameson, 1985)
Methods for gathering and using structural data
in carbonate aquifers
Regional and local setting
At the beginning of a project, basic background information on the area should be collected. Frequently this will
come from published literature and can include such structural elements as position and orientation of beds, fracture-set orientation, fault position, etc. Depending upon
the needs of the proj ect, new field data may be collected by
traditional mapping methods (e.g. outcrop mapping of bedding contacts, faults, etc.), or by non-traditional methods
(surface geophysics to locate the top of the bedrock, zones
of fracture concentration, etc.).
Such information is essential for defining boundary conditions and evaluating geologic effects on aquifer development. This information will initially be evaluated by placing it on maps and cross-sections. In addition, regional information on tectonic and erosional history may also be
important. Has the area undergone uplift? The rates may
affect the development of porosity at different levels in the
rock mass (Polyak et al., 1998; White and White, 1974).
Have there been episodes of inundation with seawater? This
could result in unique porosity development (Ewers et al.,
1989; Michalski and Torlucci, 1988;Mylroieetal., 1995).
Is the area on an escarpment or topographic margin? Stressrelease fracturing may generate topographically oriented
conduits (Sasowsky and White, 1994). Other settings will
host different features that control porosity development,
and every new area should be examined from this perspective.
Outcrop fracture studies
The statistical characterization of fracture direction and
frequency is a well-established technique for evaluating
aquifer anisotropy in insoluble rocks. The method relies
upon measuring joint orientation along natural or artificial
outcrops, with the data usually presented in rose diagrams.
Preferred fracture directions may be considered to be preferential flow directions and used to construct an anisotropic hydraulic-conductivity ellipse.
In carbonate aquifers a similar technique can be used, but
there is additional complexity. First, it has been shown that
bedding planes, as opposed to joints, may be the most preferential flowpaths and loci for conduit growth (Jameson,
1985; Palmer, 1991). In a typical outcrop survey, these may
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be either unmeasured or undersampled. Second, joint aperture may be more important than the frequency at which
jointing occurs. The conductivity of a joint increases as the
cube of its aperture, making this a dominant control. It is
very difficult to characterize joint aperture, though attempts
have been made (Mace and Hovorka, in press). Nevertheless, outcrop data have been successfully used to provide
information on preferential flow directions (Jancin and
Ewart, 1995).
Borehole studies
While outcrops in the vicinity of a site provide general information on potentially conductive pathways, it is often
desirable to gather data directly on-site. In some cases there
may not even be exposed bedrock on site to allow outcrop
measurement. The availability of inexpensive borehole video
equipment now allows the gathering of such data, both in
the vadose and phreatic zones. Open bedrock holes as small
as 2 inches in diameter can be viewed, and, with an integral
depth indicator, the position of fractures can be logged.
The addition of a magnetic compass allows measurement
of fracture orientation, and side-looking mirrors and lights
actually allow viewing and photography of large-aperture
fissures and conduits. It is common to be able to identify a
single structural feature that is carrying the majority of flow
by looking for the movement of fine sediments. Aquatic
vertebrates (such as cave fish) or macro-invertebrates (such
as springtails) may be occasionally observed, confirming
to the most doubting scientist that one is indeed working
in an aquifer where fissure/conduit flow is significant.
Incidentally, the importance of conductive fractures in boreholes is well known to well drillers working in limestone.
They may drill far below the water table before producing
significant water from the well, because productivity is frequently correlated to the interception of a single conductive fracture.
Integration of borehole structural information into models
may require creativity. Although a great amount of information will be available at individual boreholes, data between them will be limited, and correlation may be difficult. Cross-well packer tests or other techniques may confirm connectivity but add expense. The identification of
conductive features in a borehole is clearly useful in designing monitoring and remedial well completions. Appropriate zones can be packed off, thereby reducing the amount
of water that must be purged or treated.
Mapping fracture traces
The mapping of fracture traces (also called lineaments, or
photolinears) via aerial photography has emerged as a strategy for locating high-yielding water supply wells (Lattman
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and Parizek, 1964) with great success. Fracture traces are
straight topographic, drainage, or tonal features, and are
the surface representations of vertical fracture zones. By
drilling into these features, a borehole has the double advantage of tapping an extensive vertical feature as well as
all of the sub-horizontal openings that the fracture zone
intercepts. Well yields have been statistically shown to be
greatest when drilling at the intersection of two fracture
traces, compared to one or none. These zones not only
represent high-conductivity pathways within the aquifer;
they also represent preferential zones of recharge to the
aquifer. Injection wells drilled on such features are likely
to have higher injection capacities.
These factors need to be taken in to account when, for
example, anticipating subsidence due to pumping stress,
input boundaries to digital models, or siting landfills. Application of the method has its pitfalls, and care needs to be
taken when ground-truthing the mapped features. For example, old fence lines or roads typically make excellent
photolinear features but have no significance to the underlying bedrock. A useful handbook on the method has been
produced (Meiser & Earl Hydrogeologists, 1982).
A similar method involves measuring the orientation of sinkholes. The thought is that elongation of sinkholes will reflect a direction of preferential flow. Ogden, et al. (1989)
found that the orientation of sinkholes also mimicked the
orientation of cave passages (see also below).
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preferential flow paths by analyzing which paths the cave
development has followed. The assumption can be made
that unknown caves (or proto-caves) in the general region
will follow a similar pattern. For example, Ogden, et al.
(1989) accomplished this by measuring the orientation of
segments of cave passage and using the statistical distribution of these directions to predict regional flow-direction
preferences.
Conclusions
Structural geology controls the overall position and orientation of the limestone, as well as the fractures that develop in the rock and serve as pathways for water movement. Conduits within the aquifer develop by preferential
dissolution along some of these structural elements. Using
structural data from a variety of sources will aid in the development of conceptual or numerical models of aquifer
behavior. The regional structural setting is responsible for
setting aquifer input and output boundaries. Outcrop or
borehole studies of fracture position, aperture, and frequency allow prediction of anisotropy in the rock mass.
Mapping of fracture traces via aerial photography identifies inputs to a high-conductivity network within the rock
mass and is useful for siting high-capacity water-supply
wells. Mapping of caves provides detailed information regarding which structural pathways were (or are) most preferred for conducting flow in the aquifer.
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THE SURFACE-SUBSURFACE INTERFACE
AND THE INFLUENCE OF GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE IN KARST
Ernst H. Kastning
Department of Geology, Radford University, Box 6939
Radford, Virginia 24142

Introduction
Early studies on the development of karst focused
principally on surface features (Sweeting, 1973) and
dissolutional enlargement in relation to positions of the
water table, influence of the lithologic and stratigraphic
character of the bedrock, and geologic structure. In recent
decades such studies have broadened to include the
hydrodynamics of fluid flow through conduits and the
geochemical kinetics of dissolution and mass transport.
The history of physical speleology has been well
documented by several authors (Davies, 1966; Kastning,
1981; LaMoreaux, 1994; LeGrand and Stringfield, 1973;
Moore, 1960; Powell, 1975; Shaw, 1992; Sweeting, 1981;
White, 1987).

1988; Ford and Williams, 1989). Surface features such as
sinkholes and springs also grow as favorable cracks enlarge
and accommodate more water in the system.
Recharge zones
Recharge in a karstic terrane occurs in two ways. First,
meteoric water may percolate through the soil and into
fractures in the carbonate rock over large areas of the
surface (diffuse, or dispersed, recharge). Secondly, surface
streams may be entirely swallowed where they flow into
caves or sinkholes (discrete recharge). Most karst regions
are characterized by both.

The role of fractures in conveying water to the subsurface
is well known. Where soluble rocks are mantled with a soil
Emerging conceptual models of cavern development and or regolith, fractures may not be readily apparent. Larger
subsurficial karst processes, in general, have evolved to ones may be mapable as lineaments in aerial photographs,
include not only the characteristics of groundwater flow but most smaller fractures are unseen. The degree of
within the bedrock, but also the relationship of these fracturing ofrocks in karst regions is easily observed where
systems to inputs and outputs at the surface (zones of the soil has been removed or where the bedrock surface is
recharge and discharge respectively). The general premises exposed as a karst pavement. Some fine examples include
of conceptual models of cave and karst processes were the extensive karst pavements on the benches of the
proposed by White (1969) and expanded in subsequent Yorkshire Dales in Great Britain and in semi-arid and arid
revisions (White, 1977; White, this volume). Some recent regions of the southwestern United States (for example, in
landmark papers on speleogenesis include those of Ford the Edwards Plateau of central Texas; see Kastning, 1983).
andEwers (1978), Palmer (1984,1991), and White (1976). Such karst pavements may exhibit a variety of small karstic
For further information on karst, see the references cited in landforms, collectively called karren or lapies (Figure 1).
the Introduction to this volume.
The morphology of fractures is of course most dependent
on the tectonic history of the region. Most fractures occur
Groundwater flow in a karst area
as sets of parallel and conjugate joints. Dissolutional
The surface-subsurface interface influences groundwater activity may greatly alter the initial morphology offractures
flow through a karst aquifer by controlling the recharge to and bedding-plane partings (Figure 1), producing sizable
the flow network and the discharge from it. The collective openings. Folding and tilting of the rock will likely control
sizes of openings dictate the maximum rate of throughput. the flow ofwater through these planar openings and this, in
No more water can pass through the system than is allowed turn, will modify dissolutional landforms. For example in
at recharge sites. The evolution of karst systems is self- Figure 1, beveled slopes have formed on clint blocks on one
accelerating, having a positive feedback: the rate of fracture wall but not on the other.
recharge governs the rate of dissolutional enlargement of
conduits, and conversely, the enlargement of conduits Similarly, sinkhole morphology varies greatly from one
augments the rate of discharge. As more flow is area of karst to another. As with fractures, sinkholes
accommodated, networks become well integrated, typi- provide insight into the role of structure in shaping karst
cally in dendritic systems where flow paths converge as (Kastning, 1984,1989). Sinkholes are often aligned along
tributaries to master conduits. This maturation process is major fractures in a karstic landscape (Kastning, 1984;
well understood and documented (Palmer, 1991; White, Kastning and Kastning, 1981). In such cases, zones of
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enhanced recharge may consist of linear swaths at the
surface-subsurface interface. Where bedrock exhibits
appreciable dip, or where erosion of the land surface has
established sufficient relief, development of dissolutional
features (e.g. sinkholes) may be confined to narrow bands
corresponding to outcrops of soluble beds, producing an
aligned pattern similar to that caused by fractures.
The influence of folding on recharge and discharge patterns
is demonstrated in the example of Figures 2 and 3. Longhorn Cavern State Park, Burnet County, central Texas, lies
on an elevated landscape known as Backbone Ridge. This
upland is the surface of a former graben that now stands in
relief above lowlands to the northwest and southeast,

produced by differential erosion whereby granitic rocks
have been lowered at a greater rate than were the dense,
crystalline, Ordovician carbonate rocks of the graben
(Kastning, 1983). This has resulted in inversion of the
topography, as well as sufficient relief and steepened
hydraulic gradients to allow groundwater circulation
within the Gorman Formation of the Ellenburger Group. A
significant network of conduits evolved within the Upper
Calcitic Facies ofthe Gorman Formation, including several
sizable sinkholes (dolines) with feeder conduits that serve
as tributaries for recharge to the master conduit of the cave
(Longhorn Cavern). The primary zone of discrete recharge
points (sinkholes) lies at the nose of the fold, where the
outcrop pattern is widest owing to the gentle (7 degree) dip

LIMESTONE PAVEMENT AND FISSURED KARST
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Figure 1: Morphological features commonly occurring on and below an exposed limestone pavement that is cut by joints
and bedding-plane partings. Note that there is a shallow dip to front-right of the block diagram, resulting in asymmetry
of some features. The landforms depicted are well described in textbooks on karst, in particular that by Sweeting (1973),
and definitions of terms can be found in Monroe (1970). From Kastning (1983).
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Discharge zones
down the axis of the plunging syncline (Figure 2). The
master conduit (main passage of Longhorn Cavern) lies
within the Upper Calcitic Facies and convey water As with zones of recharge, natural outlets such as springs
subhorizontally along strike to a spring along the fault or seeps may become clustered or aligned along fractures
scarp at the northwestern margin of Backbone Ridge. This or narrow outcrops of soluble rock. This is exemplified in
is consistent with cavern development in the shallow the case of Longhorn Cavern (Figures 2 and 3), where
phreatic zone where master conduits follow the strike of water flowing through the master conduit of the cave
the bed just below the potentiometric surface, where discharges at a spring where the Upper Calcitic Facies
fractures and bedding-plane partings are most open and meets the fault scarp..
discharge rates are greatest (Figure 3).
Influence of topographic evolution
Recharge to many karstic aquifers is derived from surficial
runoff originating on relatively insoluble rock in adjacent The surface-subsurface interface changes as the topograuplands. This overland flow typically sinks where it comes phy evolves, allowing potentiometric surfaces to change
in contact with soluble bedrock at lower elevations. This is and speleogenesis to progress to new levels. In some cases
commonly referred to as allogenic recharge. Recharge these changes may be minor, especially where differential
zones established in this manner are controlled by the erosion is of low intensity. However, where surficial
erosional exposure of rock units on the surface, geologic streams have cut large valleys or have become steeply
structure, and topographic conditions of the contributing entrenched, geologic structure may exert the dominant
fluvial system. The surface-subsurface interface for the control over the process. Where beds have moderate or
underground karst system is normally congruent with the steep dips and where stream incision has produced a high
local relief, deep phreatic systems may develop. In many
contact between the insoluble and soluble rock units.

BACKBONE RIDGE TABLELAND

LONGHORN

CAVERN

•0

Strike-oriented conduit
Outcrop of upper Calcitic
Facies of Gorman Formation

.
.
J<^/// ' '

„
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Escarpment of Roaring
Spring Fault Zone

HOOVERS VALLEY
LOWLAND

vertical exaggeration = 5

EHK 3-31-83

Figure 2: Block diagram of part of Backbone Ridge, Burnet County, Texas, in the vicinity of Longhorn Cavern State
Park. The strike-oriented cave has developed along the northern flank of a plunging syncline and within the Upper Calcitic
Facies of the Gorman Formation (Ordovician), a relatively soluble bed among otherwise dolomitic units (see text). Note
that the zone of recharge for the system is a series of sinkholes in the widest part of the outcrop at the nose of the fold.
Sinkholes contribute infiltration through a series of tributary feeders that are aligned in a down-dip direction. Discharge
from the system emerges at a discrete spring along the fault scarp to the northwest (see Figure 3 for additional details).
Backbone Ridge is an erosionally exposed graben (inverted topography) produced as adjacent granitic rocks were eroded
at a differentially higher rate than were the carbonate units of the Ellenburger Group. From Kastning (1983).
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RECHARGE THROUGH DOLINES

Surface

EHK 2-I3-S3

Figure 3: Groundwater conditions at Longhorn Caverns and relationships of cave passages to lithostratigraphy,
structure, and position of the local potentiometric (piezometric) surface. Note that dip-oriented tributaries in the vadose
zone contribute recharge to the strike-oriented master conduit in the shallow phreatic zone. From Kastning (1983).

cases this has resulted in a concentration of caves and
springs along the outside valley walls of meander bends of
surface streams. Natural phenomena other than fluvial or
karstic processes may alter a pre-existing surfacesubsurface interface. One ofthe most influential modifying
mechanisms is glacial deposition. In areas where
continental glaciation has covered an evolving karst
landscape, zones of recharge and discharge may become
occluded with till (e.g. Kastning, 1975; Mylroie, 1977).
Relation to environmental problems
Because environmental problems are most conspicuous at
the surface, they have been extensively studied here (see
LeGrand and Stringfield, 1973; White, 1988; and data
bases such as GeoRef of the American Geological
Institute). Environmental problems include (1) alteration
of discharge or recharge by construction, paving, erosion,
and siltation; (2) introduction of contaminants into
recharge zones by sinkhole dumping, faulty landfills,
accidental spills on highways, inappropriate land
application of sludge; and (3) lowering of water tables and
inducement of subsidence or collapse by overpumping of

wells or dewatering of mines or quarries. The quantity and
quality of groundwater is increasingly at risk in many
places. Ultimately the only workable solution to these
problems is through education about karst processes
(Kastning and Kastning, 1991; Zokaites, 1997). The
surface-subsurface interface is the zone that must be given
the highest priority in management of karst terranes. In
order to do this, recharge zones must be protected with
appropriately designed buffer zones. Knowledge of the
pattern of recharge-discharge and the effect of bedrock
structure is an essential part of this strategy.
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Abstract
-Conceptually, the karst of carbonate islands can be
modeled as the result of eogenetic diagenesis, freshwater/
saltwater mixing, andglacioeustasy. The resulting eogenetic karst occurs in small, youthful limestone islands where
the evolution of the karst is concurrent with meteoric diagenesis of the host rock, which has never been out of the
active circulation of meteoric water. The rearrangement of
the material of high porosity / low permeability sediments
into moderate porosity / high permeability rock feeds back
to the nature of the diagenetic environment as the flow
volume ofthe lens is reduced by increasing flow efficiency.
Limestone islands are a constrained and simple environment, defined as carbonate islands (no noncarbonate rock)
and composite islands (mixture of carbonate and non
carbonaterock). Simple carbonate islands lack noncarbonate
rocks within the active hydrological zone; carbonate-cover
islands contain a noncarbonate contact that limits the freshwater lens and deflects vadose flow. The type of island
greatly influences the subsequent karst hydrology.
Increasing island size appears to cross a threshold favoring
conduit flow. The karst features resulting from these island
types, combined with mixing geochemistry and glacioeustasy, differ from those in continental settings and
require a unique conceptual approach to modeling.

"modern carbonates" are particularly good places to see a
kind of karst that cannot be seen in continental interiors.
Classification of carbonate islands
Carbonate islands can be defined in a variety of ways.
Vacher (1997) discussed the role of size, height, age,
hydrology, depositional facies, relation to noncarbonate
rocks, and tectonics in the introduction of a large book on
geology and hydrogeology of carbonate islands (Vacher
and Quinn, 1997). Table 1 gives a summary of the organizational scheme Vacher (1997) derived from those
considerations. In contrast, Mylroie and Carew (1997)
produced a simpler scheme based on the development of
karst features on carbonate islands (Figure 1). The purpose
of this paper is to combine the geologic and hydrologic
perspective with the cave and karst perspective.

It can be stipulated that all carbonate islands contain, at
least in part, freshwater overlying saltwater. These islands
also have been subjected to repeated glacioeustatic sealevel changes. The carbonate rocks are young, Tertiary and
Quaternary in age, and have not undergone deep burial.
The carbonates to be discussed here, in fact, have never
been out of active circulation. Choquette and Pray (1970)
call this the environment of "eogenetic diagenesis," and we
(Vacher and Mylroie, in prep.) call the karst of this
environment "eogenetic karst." Three major factors appear
Introduction
critical in describing the hydrology of this type of karst: (1)
island size, (2) carbonate depositional history, and (3) the
Karst development occurs in coastal carbonate rocks of presence of noncarbonate rock.
continents (e.g. Yucatan, Adriatic coast), in carbonate
outcrops on complex islands (e.g. Guam, Barbados), and in Island size has a direct impact on carbonate island
small islands made up primarily of carbonate rocks (e.g. hydrology by controlling, for a given climate, the total
Bermuda, San Salvador). The development of karst in amount of recharge that passes through the lens and the
these peri-marine environments differs from that of the length of the periphery for that groundwater discharge to
well-studied continental interiors of the mid-latitudes in at pass through as it exits at the shoreline. The UNESCO
least three basic ways: (1) freshwater/saltwater mixing is guide for island hydrology (Falkland, 1991) describes
present; (2) glacioeustatic history is relevant to the geo- islands with a surface area of less than 2,000 km2 (or long
logic history; and (3) the rocks are young and still experi- islands with a width less than 10 km) as "small" islands, and
encing diagenesis as a result of the meteoric water passing islands with an area less than 100 km2 (or width less than 3
through them. All of these result from the fact that the karst km) as a subclass, "very small" islands. For this paper, size
is developing close, in both space and time, to the origin of will be used as an adjective to modify a classification based
the limestone. Small islands consisting mainly of carbonate on the presence or absence of noncarbonate rock.
rocks that are located in the world's well-known regions of
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I. Reef islands and reef composite islands
Atolls
Mururoa, Fangataufa (Fr. Polynesia)
Tikehau (Fr. Polynesia)
Rakahanga, Manuihiki, Pukapuka (Cook Islands)
Tarawa, Christmas Island (Kiribati)
Majuro, Kwajalein, Bikini (Republic of Marshall Islands)
Enewetak (Republic of Marshall Islands)
Mwoakiloa, Pingelap, Sapwuahfik (Fed. St. Micronesia)
Cocos (Keeling) Islands (Indian Ocean, near Indonesia)
Diego Garcia (Chagos Archipelego, central Indian Ocean)
Modern reefs
Great Barrier Reef
Heron Island (Great Barrier Reef)
Low Quaternary reef islands
Upper Keys (Florida)
Cozumel (northeastern Yucatan)
Houtman Abrolhos Islands (western Australia)
Uplifted atolls, other elevated reef islands
Makatea (Fr. Polynesia)
Niue (south Pacific)
Nauru (central Pacific)
Isla de Mona (Puerto Rico)
Henderson Island (Pitcairn Islands)
Tongatapu (Tonga)
Almost-atoll
Aitutaki (Cook Islands)
Composite islands with elevated reef limestone
Barbados (Lesser Antilles)
Atiu, Mitiaro, Mauke, Mangaia (Cook Islands)
Guam (Mariana Islands)
H. Eolianite islands
Bemuda
Bahamian islands
Cancun (northeastern Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico)
Rottnest Island (Western Australia)
HI. Other carbonate islands
Lower Keys (Florida): Pleistocene oolitic shoals
Islands of Florida Bay: Holocene mud islands
Grand Cayman Island: Low islands with varied Sangemonian shallow-water deposits
against Tertiary platform carbonates
St. Croix: Composite island with Tertiary pelagic to shallow-water carbonates
Lau Group (Fiji): Composite and solely carbonate islands with carbonates of various
facies built up on submerged volcanic cones

Table 1: Classification of carbonate islands, as discussed by Vacher and Quinn (1997).
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One of the easiest observations to make about a carbonate
island is whether or not noncarbonate rock is exposed in
significant amounts. Nunn (1994) and Vacher (1997)
propose the breakdown of oceanic islands into (1) volcanic
islands, (2) composite islands, and (3) carbonate islands.
Volcanic (and other noncarbonate) islands (e.g. Tahiti,
Hawaii) lack significant exposed carbonates and are not
considered further here. Composite islands contain significant outcrops ofnoncarbonate rock, whereas carbonate
islands have only carbonate rocks cropping out on the
surface. Vacher (1997) notes that carbonate islands may
have a simple veneer of carbonates overlying noncarbonate
rocks, or may consist of carbonate rock to a significant
depth. Mylroie and Carew (1997) used a similar approach
(Figure 1). They called composite islands "carbonate
rimmed islands," which suffers from implying a certain
geometry for the carbonate-noncarbonate rock distribution
that is not essential to the concept. However, they also
divided carbonate islands into "simple carbonate islands"
and "carbonate-cover islands," a distinction that calls
attention to the presence of a contact between carbonate
and noncarbonate rocks within the reach of circulating
meteoric water. This contact has been shown to be
important to the kind of cave development that occurs in
Bermuda (Mylroie et al., 1995a), although the noncarbonate rocks (volcanics) are completely buried.
For the purpose of discussing carbonate island karst
development, we will describe islands as either carbonate
or composite. We recognize that the composite island
designation can be quite variable, depending on the relative
amounts of carbonate versus noncarbonate rock and the
various geometries that can occur between these two rock
types. Furthermore, carbonate islands will be subdivided
into simple carbonate islands and carbonate-cover islands.
Simple carbonate islands have carbonates extending
downward well below the maximum glacioeustatic sealevel lowstand of the Quaternary, and therefore the internal hydrology of these islands is unaffected at all sea levels
by noncarbonate rock. Carbonate-cover islands, on the
other hand, contain a carbonate/noncarbonate contact
within the island, such that phreatic lenses may abut against
the contact and (in some cases) vadose waters may be
directed by this contact (Figure 1). In these carbonatecover islands, the contact may come into play hydrologically only during glacioeustatic lowstands; Bermuda is
an example.
With these definitions in mind, Bermuda (50 km2) is a very
small carbonate-cover island, whereas San Salvador
Island, Bahamas (50 km2) and Isla de Mona (55 km2) are
very small simple carbonate islands. Guam (549 km2) and
Barbados (430 km2) are small composite islands, whereas
Niue (259 km2) and Grand Cayman Island (196 km2) are
small simple carbonate islands. Jamaica, Puerto Rico, and
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New Guinea are all islands that are famous for their karst
landforms but those karsts are located in the island
interiors; they are not influenced by marine water, and they
are somewhat buffered from the effects of glacioeustasy.
In that regard, these famous island karst areas behave more
like those found in continental interiors than karst found in
composite or carbonate islands. Continental coastal carbonates, such as those found in the Yucatan or along the
coast of the Adriatic Sea, are influenced by marine water
and by glacioeustasy; however, they are also influenced by
the enormous continental catchment areas that feed them.
Understanding them seems a more difficult task than
approaching, first, the karst development of isolated,
circumscribed, small, composite and carbonate islands.
Island karst hydrology
Conceptualizing island lenses can profitably begin with the
small, or very small, simple carbonate island. Simple
carbonate islands contain their fresh groundwater as a mass
floating on underlying marine water. The idealized first
approximation is that of a homogeneous island ("homogeneous" meaning that hydraulic conductivity is everywhere the same), in which the fresh groundwater occurs as
a symmetric lens, thickest in the center of the island and
thinning toward the shorelines. The size of the lens, as
measured by the thickness of the fresh groundwater in the
interior of the island, varies directly with island size and
amount of recharge and inversely with hydraulic conductivity (Budd and Vacher, 1991). In extreme cases of
very small size and/or recharge and high hydraulic conductivity, the lens is thin enough that the tidal forcing at the
shoreline causes mixing ofthe fresh and saline groundwater
to the extent that the lens is at best brackish. At the other
extreme of large recharge and/or small hydraulic conductivity, the freshwater lens can be tens, and even hundreds,
of meters thick, but even so, the ratio of lens thickness to
island cross-width is always small in the eogenetic karst of
carbonate islands (see Budd and Vacher, 1991, for figures
and graphs). The ratio is so small, in fact, that if one should
draw the typical iceberg-like lenses at true scale, the lenses
would rarely show on a page.
Whereas the size of the equilibrium lens is a function of
recharge and hydraulic conductivity, the shape of the lens
depends on how those variables are distributed. In
heterogeneous islands, the lens is thicker in the regions of
lower hydraulic conductivity. In some cases, the areal
variation in hydraulic conductivity is due to differences in
depositional facies, sediment type, or grain-size variations
in bioclastic-grainstone buildups. More generally, however, the areal variation in hydraulic conductivity is due to
differences in secondary permeability related to differences
in age (Figure 2).
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SIMPLE CARBONATE ISLAND
AUTOGENIC RECHARGE
PIT CAVE

CAVE DEVELOPMENT5
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Figure 1: Conceptual presentation of carbonate islands, showing the influence of noncarbonate rock on karst processes.
(A) The simple carbonate island, where no noncarbonate rock exists within the region of active hydrology. (B) The
carbonate-cover island, where noncarbonate rock at depth influences both vadose flow and fresh-water lens
configuration. (C) The "carbonate-rimmed" island, now described as a composite island, where noncarbonate rock
influences both surface and subsurface flow. From Mylroie and Carew (1997).
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Heterogeneity due to stratigraphically correlated differences in secondary permeability seems to be a hallmark
feature of the eogenetic karst of carbonate islands
composed of rocks of late Tertiary or Quaternary age.
These limestones have not been buried and therefore not
subjected to depth-related porosity reduction ("mesogenetic" diagenesis of Choquette and Pray, 1970). This
eogenetic karst of carbonate islands involves a different
type of pore space than that of the "telogenetic" realm
(Choquette and Pray, 1970), where the porosity is related
to fractures and solution-enlarged fractures lacing through
a rock that has emerged from the mesogenetic realm.
Paralleling differences in the types of karst are differences
in the rocks themselves. Whereas telogenetic karst is
established in mineralogically stabilized carbonates, many
of the limestones of eogenetic karst in carbonate islands
still retain some aragonite and, even, some Mg calcite. It
cannot be emphasized enough that this karst, and the
hydrology ofthe lenses occupying the limestones, occurs in
rocks that are still in the general area of their formation.
Numerous studies (Vacher, 1978, 1988; Vacher and
Wallis, 1992; Cant and Weech, 1986; chapters in Vacher
and Quinn, 1997) have documented the orders-ofmagnitude increase in hydraulic conductivity that attends
the exposure of the carbonate islands to the meteoric water
in the eogenetic realm. Fewer studies show reduction in
hydraulic conductivity. If the porosity is reduced from 0.4
to 0.2, it is as nothing compared to the increase in hydraulic
conductivity from 10 m/day to 100 m/day and, then, 1000
m/day. This increase in hydraulic conductivity with constant (or diminishing) porosity indicates a rearrangement of
the matter in the rock. Preferential flow channels are
created reducing the surface-to-volume ratios of the fluid
passages. As the process continues, the hydraulic conductivity increases and there is progressively more
isolation of passage water from the water within the stillporous material between the passages. The pore space is
dual in nature, with preferred passages worming through
porous, relatively unaltered limestone. This is an entirely
different kind of dual porosity from the telogenetic variety
where solutionally enlarged, preferred fractures lace
through a mesh of unenlarged fractures.
The larger hydraulic conductivity ofthe older limestones in
eogenetic karst means a greater flow efficiency for
conducting the recharge on the island to the peripheral
coastline (Figure 2). This greater efficiency thins the lens.
For the given recharge (and there is no reason for it to
change), the head difference is less between interior and
coastline, and so the thickness of the Bahamas, where
younger (hence less-conductive limestones) cover the
older units, then the lenses reach down to the moreconductive limestones if the islands are large enough. The
thinning of the lens brought about by the larger hydraulic
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conductivity means that the lens is effectively truncated at
the geologic contact, and so the lens is effectively limited to
the upper unit (Figure 3). In the Bahamas this occurs at the
boundary between the Quaternary and the Pliocene (Cant
and Weech, 1986); in many Pacific atolls, it occurs at the
Holocene/Pleistocene contact, which has been called the
"Thurber Discontinuity" by some Pacific hydrogeologists
(see Vacher, 1997, for citations of earlier references).
In Bermuda, deposition of beach-and-dune complexes
during successive interglacial highstands has resulted in a
pattern of younger eolianites alongside older eolianites. At
the present relatively high position of sea level, the lower
portions of these eolianites host Bermuda's freshwater
lenses. The older eolianites are more permeable, and so the
lenses are thinner in those areas (Figure 4). The lenses are
thicker in the younger, less-conductive eolianites (Vacher,
1988). Similar pinching and swelling of lenses occur in the
Bahamas in Holocene and Pleistocene limestones. Commonly lakes occur at the inland boundaries between the
Holocene strandplain sands and Pleistocene limestone,
and, in the dry climate of the Bahamas, the lakes are
groundwater sinks thinning the cross-island lenses; in some
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Figure 2: Loss of freshwater lens volume with rock age as
permeability increases. K, is low hydraulic conductivity
associated with young rocks. After time, dissolution
increases the rock hydraulic conductivity to K2 (here, ten
times K,), and the freshwater lens thins. Diagram is
vertically exaggerated. See Vacher (1988) for a quantitative treatment.
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cases the lakes are saline, implying that the lens that would
have occurred without the evaporative losses has been
thinned to nonexistence at the lakes. Nevertheless, the
lenses remain in the Holocene strandplains and the inland
Pleistocene limestones. Remarkably, the lenses in the
strandplain deposits can be as thick as, or thicker than,
those in the limestones, although the area of the strandplain bights is only a small fraction of the area of the main
limestone island. The reason for the thick buildup of the
lens is the relatively low hydraulic conductivity of the
young, unaltered bioclastic sand of the strandplain
complex.
Cave and karst development
Eogenetic karst differs from the telogenetic karst of
indurated Paleozoic rocks, such as those of the continental
United States, in that the karst pathways develop as the
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eogenetic rock undergoes diagenesis. A multitude of flow
paths develop, uninfluenced by faults, joints and other
structures, which generally do not yet exist. In the case of
vertical accretion of carbonate units, the age-flow bias that
concentrates flow in the older eogenetic rocks is selflimiting in that the flow is preferentially removed from the
older (deeper) rocks, being concentrated in the area near
the boundary with overlying and less permeable younger
rocks. These small karst flow paths are therefore preferentially produced in the less permeable rocks. Unlike
conduit development in dense Paleozoic limestones,
competition for flow in vertically stacked eogenetic rocks
does not result in the capture of more flow. In fact, the
opposite occurs: the flow pathways, as they become more
efficient, lose their recharge, which is held in the less
transmissive overlying (or adjacent) younger units.
Through time (at a given sea level position), less and less of
a cross section of the older rocks experiences freshwater

• \\\\
Freshwater Lens Divide
at K2/Kx = 100

Figure 3: Change in freshwater lens structure when
carbonate rock units of two different ages are stacked
vertically. Kj is the hydraulic conductivity of the overlying
younger unit; K^ is the hydraulic conductivity of the lower,
older unit. The Kj hydraulic conductivity value increases
with increasing age of the lower unit, so that the ratio of K2
to K, increases with time. The freshwater lens is
preferentially contained in the upper, younger unit as the
KJ/KJ ratio increases. Diagram is vertically exaggerated.
See Vacher (1988) for a quantitative treatment.

Freshwater Lens Divide
at K2/Kx = 1

Figure 4: Diagrammatic representation ofthe migration of
the watershed divide of a freshwater lens as a result of the
lateral juxtaposition of carbonate units of different ages and
hence hydraulic conductivities. When K^/K, = 1, the units
are hydrologically homogeneous and the lens divide is
centered on the island axis. If the Kj unit is older than K,,
then K^ > Kj and the ratio rises. The increased efficiency of
the 1^ unit in transmitting water in the lens results in a shift
of the lens divide into the K, unit, and when Kj/K, = 100,
the lens divide is centered approximately at the midway
point of the Kt unit, or 1/4 of the island width in from the
left side of the figure. Diagram is vertically exaggerated.
See Vacher (1988) for a quantitative treatment.
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lens flow, and the lens is retained only in the less permeable
unit (Figure 3).
In contrast, in the case of lateral accretion of carbonate
units, such as the eolianites of Bermuda (Vacher, 1978),
the juxtaposition of older, more permeable rocks next to
younger, less permeable rocks results in capture of ground
water from the younger rocks by the adjacent, more flowefficient older rocks. The groundwater divide therefore
shifts laterally into the younger rock material. Through
time, the divide moves from the mid-point of the combined
young and old rock hydrological system to nearly the
midpoint of the young rock unit alone (Figure 4).
One could argue that in the absence of glacioeustasy, which
continually overlays carbonate platforms with young (and
less permeable) sediment, islands would become progressively more permeable until they could no longer support a
freshwater lens. However, because of glacioeustasy, the
freshwater lenses in carbonate islands have repeatedly
migrated over 130 m during the Quaternary, re-invading
and overprinting rock units of a variety of ages and
producing complicated porosity variations with depth. The
overall trend of greater permeability with age (as related to
depth) persists, however. The maximum alteration of the
rock occurs at the crests and troughs of sea-level oscillation, where the lens soaks a given position for a longer
time period than on the rising or falling limb ofthe sea-level
change.
Dissolution in carbonate islands is enhanced by the mixing
of fresh and marine waters at the boundary of the lens. This
boundary can be a sharp halocline or a broad mixing zone,
but in either case, if marine and fresh (or brackish) waters
are mixed, dissolution can occur even if both waters are
saturated with respect to calcium carbonate before mixing
(Plummer, 1975). The phenomenon is similar to that
known for mixing freshwaters that have reached saturation
under different initial conditions ("mischungskorrsion;"
Bögli, 1980); in continental systems, mischungskorrsion
commonly involves vadose water mixing with phreatic
water, or the junction of two cave streams of dissimilar
initial PC02. The potency of fresh and marine water mixing
has been noted in many environments, such as the Yucatan
(Back et al, 1986) and the Bahamas (Smart et al, 1988).
The dissolution has been modeled (e.g. Sanford and
Konikow, 1989; Raeisi and Mylroie, 1995), and the
production of porosity and karst voids is rapid.
In simple carbonate islands, void production is accentuated
at the edge of the freshwater lens. At this location, the
freshwater/marine-water mixing zone at the base ofthe lens
is immediately overlain by the vadose/phreatic mixing area
at the top of the lens, placing two dissolutionally active
areas in close proximity (Mylroie and Carew, 1995;
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Mylroie et al, 1995a). In addition, both the top and base of
the lens represent a density boundary, and, as such, tend to
collect organic material. This organic material is a source of
C02 which can further drive rock dissolution. If sufficient
organic matter is present, the boundary may become
anoxic, allowing a variety of oxidation-reduction reactions
to occur, some biologically mediated by bacteria, that
produce H2S, eventually leading to sulfuric acid. This H2S
mechanism has been observed in Bahamian blue holes
(Bottrell et al, 1991). If the lens is thin and highly permeable, tidal mixing may blend the organic loads at the top and
bottom of the lens. The role of organics in cave production
in karst areas has become an important new area of study
(e.g. Groves andMeiman, 1998).
The voids developed in this manner have been termed
"flank margin caves," as they form in the distal margin of
the freshwater lens, immediately under the flank ofthe land
mass enclosing them (Mylroie and Carew, 1990). These
voids are mixing chambers and not true conduits, in that
they receive and discharge their water as diffuse flow. Field
evidence indicates that these voids expand inland, and
therefore the mixing front migrates landward. Production
of individual flank margin cave chambers has been
estimated at 1 m3/yr in the Bahamas (Mylroie etal., 1991),
and flank margin caves with volumes over 1 million m3 are
known from Isla de Mona, where paleomagnetic data
indicate the voids developed almost 2 million years ago
(Panuska et al., 1998). In other words, these voids develop
rapidly but can persist through time.
Cave divers have reported that voids can be followed along
the halocline (Palmer and Williams, 1984), but it is unclear
if these voids formed at the current halocline or represent
voids formed in another dissolutional environment that is
now overprinted by current sea level and lens position. It is
also apparent that small isolated voids develop at the top of
the freshwater lens. In the Bahamas, many such voids
formed when the land was emergent by only a few meters,
such that the voids had only a thin bedrock roof. In the time
since the last interglacial (oxygen isotope substage 5e)
when they formed, these voids have collapsed in great
numbers, producing what are locally termed "banana
holes;" spatial densities commonly exceed 1,000/km2
(Harris et al., 1995). It is less clear whether macroscopic
voids (caves) develop at deeper levels in the lens;
hydrodynamic data (Vacher, 1978; Whitaker and Smart,
1997) appears to indicate that dissolutional flow paths at a
scale of a few centimeters dominate. In very small carbonate islands there is no evidence that macroscopic (humansize) dissolutional voids form an integrated conduit-flow
network, as is commonly seen in continental karst areas.
In composite islands, the noncarbonate rock forms a
catchment surface from which allogenic water can be
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directed to the adjacent carbonates as point inputs of large
discharge. Unlike the uniform autogenic catchment of
carbonate islands, where the dissolutional potential of the
meteoric water is mostly expended in forming the epikarst
of the upper few meters, this allogenic water enters the
carbonates and penetrates deeply while still maintaining
significant ability to dissolve the carbonate rock.
In many cases, these allogenic streams flow within the
carbonate rock at the contact with the underlying
noncarbonate rock. In that regard, they behave as vadose
streamways commonly seen in continental settings.
Eventually, however, these streams will reach the top ofthe
freshwater lens and the hydrologic environment changes
dramatically. It is not clear what happens under these
conditions, but preliminary evidence from Guam indicates
that broad, low chambers develop at the top of the lens,
most likely from mixing of the vadose stream water with
the lens. In Guam, vadose streamways at the volcanic/
carbonate contact can be followed below a series of such
broad chambers. Each such chamber may represent a pause
in sea-level position, and, given the uplift of Guam, these
chambers were probably abandoned by the freshwater lens
and undercut by the vadose streamways.
On Bermuda, a carbonate cover island, the basalt/
carbonate contact is present everywhere beneath the
carbonate cover. During glacioeustatic sea-level lowstands,
this contact becomes exposed above the elevation of the
fresh-water lens and becomes part of the vadose zone.
There the contact directs autogenic recharge along the
buried contact topography. This action undercuts the overlying carbonates, and large progradational voids develop
by collapse (Mylroie et al., 1995a). On Guam and Barbados
today, and on Bermuda in the Pleistocene, these contact
streams feed water to the part of the lens that rests on noncarbonate rock, as opposed to floating on marine water.
This water has been termed "parabasal water" on Guam
(see Mink and Vacher, 1997, for a review of terminology).
As noted earlier, cave divers in the Bahamas and elsewhere
have reported long linear caves that penetrate deep into
carbonate platforms. The divers' descriptions indicate that
these caves appear to be former phreatic conduits (Palmer
and Williams, 1984). They are found at depths of 15 m or
deeper on Great Bahama Bank and Little Bahama Bank.
Under current sea-level conditions, these banks are almost
entirely flooded by shallow marine water, with islands such
as New Providence, Andros, Grand Bahama and Abaco
rising from them. During glacial maxima and sea-level
lowstands, however, these banks would be extremely large
islands. Bank area today is 136,000 km2; of which only
11,400 km2 is subaerial (Meyerhoff and Hatten, 1974). A
drop in sea level of only 10m would produce land area over
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100,000 km2 Does island size affect conduit development?
Mylroie and Carew (1997) offer some speculation about
island size and karst development.
Given a circular island with a radius of 1 km; the perimeter
(P) is 6.28 km, the area (A) is 3.14 km2, and the A/P ratio
is 0.5. If a circular carbonate island has a 100-km radius, the
perimeter is 628 km, but the area is 31,416 km2 for a ratio
A/P of 50. It appears that some threshold exists, such that
when island size becomes large enough, macroscopic (i.e.
diver-sized) conduit flow is favored. Such conduit flow
would work only if it could out-compete the diffuse flow
network ofthe fresh-water lens. In a very small island, there
is not enough recharge to support a large conduit. In
addition, the close proximity of the island margin to all
parts of the lens gives little advantage to conduit flow.
However, if the island is very large, the available recharge
is very large, and much of the island is isolated from the
island periphery, making diffuse flow uncompetitive with
conduit flow. Hence conduits may develop. It is interesting
to note that divers have not located true conduits on very
small isolated platforms, such as San Salvador Island. In
that case, sea-level fall provides no significant increase in
island size.
Surface karst on carbonate and composite islands is not
unique to the island environment; in other words, the
features are comparable to what would be expected on
rocks of similar age in continental settings. As carbonate
islands have entirely autogenic recharge, a complex epikarst extending several meters downward from the surface
results. Because of the high initial porosity of the young
rocks found on carbonate islands, vadose bypass flow
routes called pit caves (Pace et al., 1992) commonly
develop. These features rarely are more than 10 m deep in
the Bahamas, but in Guam, on older rocks, depths can
reach 50 m.
On composite islands, the carbonate outcrop contains
features found on carbonate islands, but the carbonate/
noncarbonate contact will produce classic karst features
seen in continental settings, such as sinking streams and
blind valleys. The dissolutional retreat of the carbonates
away from the contact can form a marked topographic
feature. In the Pacific, where carbonates commonly ring an
interior volcanic edifice, a moat-like feature forms between
the volcanic high ground and an erosionally retreating
limestone scarp. Such islands are termed "makatea islands"
(see Vacher, 1997, for a review of terminology). Given that
carbonate islands and composite islands have very young
limestones with eogenetic characteristics, any unique
quality of the surface karst landforms reflects the age and
nature of the rock more than directly reflecting the marine
environment in which they are found.
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One major karst landform that does seem more common in
carbonate and composite islands than in continental karsts
developed on old rock is the collapse sinkhole (or collapse
doline). As noted above in the discussion of the Bahamian
banana holes, voids develop, apparently at random locations at the top of the fresh-water lens. They can form in
time spans of 10,000 years or less, reaching diameters of 10
m or more. If the land surface is at low elevation, these
voids will have thin roofs and collapse readily. In the case
of flank margin caves, they can form rapidly and with large
volumes in specific locations (lens margin). Subsequent
collapse can result in a preferential position for the collapse
sinkholes (Mylroie and Carew, 1997). Such collapse may
be favored during sea-level regressions, which would result
in the loss of buoyant support for the rock. It has also been
recognized that in composite and carbonate-cover islands,
vadose flow along the carbonate/noncarbonate contact can
produce very large voids in short periods of time. These
voids may progradationally collapse to the surface, even
from depths of 50 m or more, as has occurred in Bermuda
(Mylroie et al., 1995a).
The karst hydrology of carbonate islands includes deep
water-filled shafts called blue holes. These have been
defined as follows: "Blue holes are subsurface voids that
are developed in carbonate banks and islands; are open to
the earth's surface; contain tidally-influenced waters of
fresh, marine, or mixed chemistry; extend below sea-level
for a majority of their depth; and may provide access to
submerged cave passages" (Mylroie et al., 1995b, p. 225).
Blue holes are polygenetic in origin, having developed by
flooding of vadose shafts during glacioeustasy, by
progradational collapse from deep-seated voids, and by
fracture of the bank margin (Mylroie et al., 1995b). While
they may play an important role in carbonate island
hydrology today, it is unclear whether they developed as
active components of that hydrology, or preexisted from an
earlier hydrologic regime and were in place to influence
modern hydrology. Whitaker and Smart (1997) offer a
thorough review of blue-hole hydrology in the Bahamas.
Modeling carbonate island karst
The conceptual view of island karst depicts water flow in
carbonate islands as the result of both fluid flow and the
resulting diagenetic alteration of the rocks hosting that
fluid flow. The result is a host rock with constantly
changing hydraulic parameters. Dissolutional processes
work rapidly in these youthful or eogenetic carbonates, but
the geochemical and hydraulic boundaries of the flow
system concentrate fluid flow to certain specific areas
within the aquifer. The freshwater lens, by rearranging the
host rock from a high-porosity / low-permeability rock to a
moderate-porosity / high-permeability rock creates the
conditions of its own modification. Under long-term stable
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conditions, the host carbonates become so permeable by
dissolution that the freshwater lens will be replaced by a
shore-to-shore zone of freshwater/saltwater mixing at and
below the water table. The freshwater lenses found in
today's carbonate islands owe their existence to
glacioeustasy, which has moved the freshwater lens
vertically and laterally over time, limiting permeability
development at any given horizon. At the same time, during
sea-level highstands, new sediment is added to the bank
top, creating new high-porosity / low-permeability carbonate rock that can host a freshwater lens in the future.
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TOWARD A SUITABLE CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF THE
NORTHERN GUAM LENS AQUIFER
J. W. Jenson
Water and Environmental Research Institute of the Western Pacific, University of Guam
Mangilao, Guam 96923
Abstract
The Northern Guam Lens Aquifer is a carbonate-island
aquifer in an uplifted limestone sequence consisting of a
Miocene-Pliocene detrital facies grading upward into a
Pliocene-Pleistocene coral-algal reef-lagoon facies. The
limestone sequence rests atop Eocene-Oligocene submarine volcaniclastic basement. Basement topography is
complex, varying from a maximum of about 200 m, where
it crops out to form the highest point above the limestone
plateau, to a minimum ofmore than 150 m below sea level.
The island has been generally emergent over Pleistocene
time; the entire Pleistocene section is currently above sea
level, the highest elevation of the plateau being about 180
m. Relative sea-level Stillstands are recorded in several
notches and marine terraces incised in cliff faces
surrounding the plateau. The entire sequence has
undergone fresh-water diagenesis as it was uplifted

through the fresh-water lens. How karst processes have
modified the subsequent porosity is of fundamental
concern to those attempting to interpret or predict aquifer
behavior. Three especially compelling questions include:
(1) What is the relative importance of cavernous, fracture,
and diffuse porous flow in the current vadose and phreatic
zones, and what controls the occurrence of each type of
porosity? (2) How strongly has horizontal conductivity
been modified by water-table dissolution at previous stillstand levels? (3) What is the relative importance of
concentrated versus diffuse infiltration? Answers to such
questions are crucial for assessing the reliability ofmodels
in evaluating pump-test results and predicting groundwater
flow directions, fresh-water lens geometry, and response to
withdrawal.

A MODEL OF KARST DRAINAGE BASIN EVOLUTION,
INTERIOR LOW PLATEAUS, USA
Joseph A. Ray
Kentucky Division of Water
Frankfort, KY 40601
Abstract
Trunk groundwater circulation within gently dipping
soluble rocks has originated by leakage or base-flow piracy
beneath stream channels. The subsurface flow capacity was
initially inadequate to accept the higher stream discharges
which eroded and maintained surface channels. Overflow
Allogenic, or Type I basins (a) are common karst drainage
basins characterized by the maintenance of surface valleys
by overflow discharges.
The subsurface diversion route of a stream evolves over
time to a large enough capacity that no flow can bypass the
insurgence. The valley becomes blind and runoff from the
entire watershed is conducted through the groundwater
basin. This is termed an Underflow Allogenic, or Type II
basin (b). Turnhole Spring basin, at Mammoth Cave,
Kentucky, represents an underflow allogenic basin that has

evolved from an overflow allogenic basin. This evolution is
shown by an abandoned stream valley that begins near Mill
Hole and meanders northwest six miles to Green River.
Local Autogenic, or Type III basins (c) are smaller karst
basins predominantly recharged by surface infiltration and
runoff into sinkholes. They tend to evolve on sinkhole
plateaus adjacent to entrenched streams or by derangement
of Type I or II basins.
Understanding the major karst basin types and their
evolution can be useful in hydrogeologic surveys and tracer
studies, and in interpreting spring behavior and water
quality. A contaminated flood crest may bypass the spring
of an Overflow Allogenic basin via surface routes and
reduce flood impacts, for example.
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ORIGIN AND ATTRIBUTES OF PALEOCAVE CARBONATE RESERVOIRS
Robert G. Loucks
ARCO Technology and Operation Services, 2300 West Piano Parkway
Piano, TX 75075

Abstract
Paleocave systems form an important class of carbonate
reservoirs that are products of near-surface karst processes
and later burial compaction and diagenesis. Origins of
fractures, breccias, sediment fills and other features
associated with paleocave reservoirs have been studied in
modern and ancient cave systems. Information about such
cave systems can be used to reconstruct the general
evolution of paleocave reservoirs and understand their
associated scale, pore networks, and spatial complexities.
Introduction
Paleocave reservoirs tend to have complex histories and
pronounced lateral and vertical spatial complexity. In order
to define reservoir geometry, scale, pore networks, and
spatial complexities of these reservoirs for purposes of
hydrocarbon exploration and development, their nearsurface history and later burial modifications must be
understood. Integrating studies of modern cave systems
with those of paleocave systems from outcrops and cores
provide the data necessary to develop geologic models of
paleocave reservoirs that describe their major characteristics. Studies of modern systems provide data on cave origin
and early modification, as well as information on factors
controlling cave geometry. Data from paleocave systems
show end products resulting from burial processes, but this
data are limited to well information and relatively rare good
outcrop exposures.

with thin fractures separating breccia clasts. Individual
clasts can be fitted back together. Mosaic breccias are
similar to crackle breccias, but displacement between clasts
is greater and some clast rotation is evident. A continuous
gradation occurs between crackle breccias and chaotic
breccias. Chaotic breccias are characterized by extensive
rotation and displacement of clasts. The clasts can be
derived from several sources producing a polymictic
breccia. Chaotic breccias grade from matrix-free, clastsupported breccias to matrix-supported breccias. They can
form by cave-wall and cave-ceiling breakdown or by
mechanical transport. There is a break in the continuum
between the crackle breccia and sediment fill (this is noted
by the shaded area in the triangle shown in Figure 1)
because mosaic breccia clasts do not have a transition into
sediment. Cave sediment can fill passages or interbreccia
pores in chaotic, mosaic, and crackle breccias.
Modern near-surface cave systems
Modern cave systems are well studied (e.g. Ford, 1988;
White, 1988; Ford and Williams, 1989; Palmer, 1991,
1995;Loucks and Handford, 1992; White et al., 1995), but
data from these studies have not been well integrated into
studies of paleocave systems. This paper focuses on
paleocave systems and the reader is referred to the
voluminous literature on modern caves.
Paleocave systems
The processes by which cave systems evolve with burial
and collapse cannot be monitored directly. These processes
have to be inferred from analyzing the differences between
modern cave systems and paleocave systems. It is very
difficult to obtain three-dimensional quantitative measurements about collapse-paleocave size, geometry, or
percentage of pore types. Because of these limitations the
following section is basically conceptual in approach, but
numerous observations about paleocave systems were
used to develop these concepts.

Concepts for this study come from the author's
investigations of a series of modern cave systems
(Blanchard Springs Caverns and Ennis Cave in northern
Arkansas, Mammoth - Flint Ridge Cave system in
Kentucky, and Longhorn Cavern and Inner Space Cavern
in central Texas) and ancient cave systems (several oil and
gas fields in Lower Ordovician and Siluro-Devonian strata
in west Texas, as well as an outcrop study of Lower
Ordovician paleokarst strata in central Texas). Data from
published reports on modern cave systems and paleocave
systems were also used.

Burial-evolution processes affecting cave passages

Breccias and fractures are important components of cave
systems. Figure 1 presents a classification showing the
relationships between breccias, fractures, and cavesediment fill. Crackle breccias are highly fractured rock

Collapsed-paleocave passages display complex histories
resulting from many stages of modification including nearsurface excavation, sedimentation, breakdown, and burialrelated mechanical compaction. Figure 2 displays the
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Matrix-Rich
Cfest-Suppcsted
Chaotic Breccia

Matrix-Supported
Chaotic SmocJa

Cave Sediment with
Chips, Safes, and Blocks

Figure 1: Classification of breccias and clastic deposits in cave systems. From Loucks (in press).
evolution of a passage from development in the phreatic
zone, subsequent modification in the vadose zone, and
through several stages of mechanical compaction during
burial.
As cave-bearing strata are buried into the subsurface,
extensive mechanical compaction is initiated, commonly
resulting in collapse of remaining passages and
restructuring of existing breccias (Figure 2). Collapse
appears to occur over a broad depth range (near-surface to
more than 2600 m). As the cave passages collapse, new
breakdown breccias form from the ceiling and walls (Figure
2). These multistage breakdown breccias have been
recognized in several studies of ancient paleocave systems
(e.g. Kerans, 1988; Loucks and Handford, 1992; Lucia,
1995). The volume of interbreccia porosity increases,
whereas the cavernous porosity decreases. The crosssectional extent of brecciation and fracturing is commonly
greater than that of the original passage because cave
ceilings and cave walls are affected.
After initial burial collapse, passages are filled with clasts
having a wide range of sizes. Original interbreccia pores
may be as large as several meters across. Differentially
compacted but relatively intact strata over the collapsed
chamber are fractured and form burial cave-ceiling crackle

and mosaic breccias with loosely to tightly fitted clasts
(Figure 2). Sag features and faults may occur over the
collapsed passages.
Continued burial leads to more extensive mechanical
compaction of previously formed breakdown clasts. This
causes blocks with large void spaces between them to
fracture, brecciate, and pack closer together (Figure 2).
Interbreccia pores decrease in size as a result. The resulting
product is a rebrecciated chaotic breakdown breccia
composed predominantly of small clasts. During burial of
uncemented cave breccias, there is a general evolution
from large clasts with large interbreccia pores to smaller
clasts with smaller interbreccia pores (Figure 3).
Mechanical compaction of clasts decreases where
cementation stabilizes the breccia framework and ceases
where cements fill the interbreccia pores.
As burial compaction continues, more fracturing occurs in
the surrounding host rock as well as in the chaotic breccias.
This mechanical process expands the volume of crackle
breccias and fractures further into the host rock. The
resulting brecciated zone is neither as simple nor as well
defined as the original passage. It now consists of a zone of
compacted chaotic breccias, commonly overprinted with
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stress fractures. Radiating out from this larger pod of systems hundreds to several thousand meters across and
compacted chaotic breccia is a zone of crackle and mosaic thousands of meters long (Figure 4). This is an important
concept, because it indicates that exploration targets in
breccias and fractures (Figure 2).
collapsed-paleocave systems are likely to be much larger
than individual collapsed caverns.
Burial evolution of cave systems
The author believes that most paleocave hydrocarbon
reservoirs are not products of isolated collapsed passages,
each only meters across and tens to hundreds of meters
long, but are a product of coalesced, collapsed-cave

Coalesced collapsed-paleocave hypothesis
It is postulated that the development of a large collapsedpaleocave reservoir is the result of several stages of
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breccias by crackle and mosaic breccias and fractures
(Figure 4). This process produces a much larger
exploration target with enhanced reservoir continuity;
however, all of the porosity types are not necessarily well
connected.
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Figure 3: Generalized burial evolution of a cave-system
pore network with relative proportions of pore types. The
dividing line between fine-interbreccia and coarseinterbreccia pores is put at six centimeters by the author.
The relative abundance of pore types and relative depth of
burial are estimates based on review of near-surface and
buried paleocave systems. From Loucks (in press).

development. This concept is referred to as the coalesced
collapsed-paleocave hypothesis.
According to this concept, at a composite unconformity
(more than one period of exposure), cave systems develop
and partly collapse during each period of prolonged
subaerial exposure (Figure 4). During each regional sealevel rise, the karst and cave system are inactive and partly
filled with sediment. Preburial-cave systems, developed at
a composite unconformity, would consist of closely spaced
passages created over a vertical section of several hundreds
of meters. Many passages might be partially collapsed or
filled with debris. The surface might also have a welldeveloped system of dolines (sinkholes) partly filled with
breccia and terrestrial and/or marine sediment.
As the multiple-episode cave system subsides into the
deeper subsurface, wall and ceiling rock surrounding open
passages collapses, forming breakdown breccias and
fractures. These breccias and fractures radiate out from the
collapsed passage and commonly intersect fractures from
other collapsed passages and breccias within the system.
The result is the interconnection of cave-passage chaotic

Paleocave reservoirs have complex histories of formation.
They are products of near-surface cave development
including dissolutional excavation ofpassages, breakdown
of passages, and cave-passage sedimentation. The nearsurface cave systems are three-dimensional megapore
networks containing varying amounts of breccias and
sediments. Between the passages is relatively tight host
rock with minor fracturing. Statistics from modern cave
systems indicate that cave passages are generally less than
8 m wide. Near-surface dissolutional excavation and cave
sedimentation terminate as cave-bearing strata are buried
into the subsurface. Extensive mechanical compaction is
initiated, however, resulting in the collapse of remaining
passages, rebrecciation of existing large breccia clasts,
slabs, and blocks, and extensive redistribution of porosity
types (Figures 2 and 3). As cave passages collapse, new
breakdown breccias and fractures form from associated
ceilings and walls.
Collapsed-paleocave reservoirs are commonly much larger
and continuous than can be accounted for by the collapse of
a single cave passage or simple cave system. It is postulated
that the development of a large collapsed-paleocave
reservoir is the result of several stages of development
starting with the formation of a multiple-episode cave
system in the near surface. As a multiple-episode cave
system subsides into the deeper subsurface, wall and ceiling
rock surrounding open passages collapses and forms
breakdown breccias and associated crackle breccias and
fractures. These fractures and breccias radiate out from the
collapsed passage and intersect with fractures from other
collapsed passages and breccias within the system. The
result is the interconnection of cave-passage chaotic
breccias by crackle and mosaic breccias and fractures. This
process produces a spatially complex zone of brecciation
up to a thousand or more meters wide and a hundred or
more meters thick.
The study of modern cave systems is instrumental in
understanding collapsed-paleocave systems. The initial
cave systems, along with their burial evolution, have a
strong influence on the architecture of the final paleocave
system. This influence must be understood in order to
recognize the complex spatial heterogeneity seen in
associated hydrocarbon reservoirs.
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FROM A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF KARST HYDROLOGICAL SYSTEMS
TO WATER-VULNERABILITY MAPPING
Pierre-Yves Jeannin, Francois Zwahlen, and Nathalie Doerfliger
Center ofHydrogeology, University ofNeuchatel, Rue Emile-Argand 11
CH-2007Neuchätel, Switzerland
Abstract
A conceptual model of karst hydrological systems is presented here. It considers that water flows through four cascading subsystems: soils, epikarst, unsaturated zone, and
saturated zone. This model lead us to define four criteria
which appear to be significant for intrinsic vulnerability assessment with respect to a spring or a well: characteristics
of epikarst (E), characteristics of protective cover (P), recharge or infiltration type (I) and presence/absence of a
well-developed conduit network (K). The method has
proved to be adequate for karst in Central Europe. In the
future, it should be tested in other areas and compared to
numerical approaches of karst systems.
Introduction
Delineation of water-protection zones in karst aquifers is
generally problematic, because zones tend to be very large
and often quite inefficient. Since 1991, within the framework of a contract for the Swiss Water Agency and a European scientific cooperation program (COST-65 and -620
actions), a method called EPIK has been developed for
attempting to include karst specificity to the assessment of
the vulnerability ofwater to pollution. The intrinsic vulnerability with respect to a spring or well can be assessed with
this method. By intrinsic vulnerability, we consider possible water-quality degradation depending only on the aquifer characteristics, but neither on the type of pollutant (specific vulnerability), nor on the pollution probability (risk
assessment). If required, these two steps (specific vulnerability and risk assessment) could be worked out after the
intrinsic vulnerability mapping has been carried out. For
each country, according to the existing laws and regulations, an adaptation of the vulnerability map to the protection zones is necessary.
The EPIK method has been developed in order to remain a
reasonable compromise between investigation efforts (time
and money) and meaningful results according to the special characteristics of karst.
This short note aims to make clearer the relation between
such a method and the conceptual model on which the
method is based. This can help hydrogeologists to adapt
such a method to their own conceptual scheme in specific

karst areas. Details about the method can be found in other
papers (Doerfliger et al., 1999; Doerfliger 1996).
Conceptual model of karst groundwater flow systems
in central Europe
Based on the existing literature and on our own observations, the following description of karst hydrological systems has been considered to adequately describe natural
systems for the purpose of vulnerability assessment. As a
first assumption, transit time is considered as the key parameter for controlling water intrinsic vulnerability. We
assume that the karst groundwater flow system is a cascade of four subsystems, each having its own characteristics and behavior (Figure 1). These are soil, epikarst, unsaturated zone and saturated zone. It is assumed that water flows through all of them before reaching a spring or
well.
Soil subsystem
This subsystem encompasses all superficial deposits of porous nature, which is assumed to filter and slow down water flow, i.e. to increase transit time Besides evapotranspiration, which takes place mostly this subsystem, thickness
and permeability are its most significant characteristics. As
a first approximation, only these two parameters have been
integrated into the EPIK method. Cation exchange capacity, clay content, and organic content may also play a role
and should probably be considered in certain cases.
Epikarst subsystem
This subsystem has been first identified and defined by
Mangin (1975) and further described by many authors. This
subsystem is a karst-specific feature and plays a fundamental
role in karst groundwater flow. It is a zone of weathered
and dissolved limestone, varying from 0 to about 15 meters thick, located near the ground surface just below the
soil (if present). Epikarst ranges from wonderful karren
fields incised into compact limestone to piles of dislocated
limestone boulders.
Hydraulically, the epikarst has both a high permeability and
high porosity. These characteristics make it possible to absorb a fair amount of infiltration in a very short time.
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Conduit flow
(high velocity)
i Diffuse flow
* (low velocity)

Figure 1: Conceptual
model of a karst hydrological system (modified from
Doerfliger and Zwahlen,
1995). Our model assumes
that water flows through
four cascading subsystems:
soil, epikarst, unsaturated
zone, and saturated zone.
Vulnerability is derived from
a qualitative assessment of
the transit time in each subsystem.

Soil
Epikarst
Unsaturated
zone

Saturated zone

Epikarst is a key factor in the absence of surface streams in
most karst areas. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of
epikarst behavior. Part of the water infiltrating into the
epikarst is released very quickly into small conduits possibly present in the epikarst and connected to vertical conduits (shafts) in the unsaturated zone. As the bottom of the
epikarst is irregular, part of the infiltrating water cannot be
drained by the small conduits and is trapped in the lowest
parts of the epikarst. This water can remain in storage for
days or weeks and is slowly released downward through
tiny fissures and cracks in the low-permeability parts of the
unsaturated zone. In summary, it can be pointed out that
epikarst plays a key role in the allotment of infiltrated water between rapid flow through conduits and slow flow
through fissures and cracks.

sured limestone. Shafts are outlet points for the small conduits within the epikarst. Their typical spacing is on the
order of some tens to hundreds of meters. Water flowing
through shafts joins the saturated zone within a few hours.
Zones of fissured limestone in the vadose zone are poorly
documented so far. Their hydraulic conductivity is about
10-10 times lower than those of shafts. As a consequence,
travel times are significantly longer than in shafts. Travel
time is probably on the order of weeks, months or even
years in the low-permeability parts ofthe unsaturated zone.
Saturated zone subsystem

This zone is called thephreatic zone in the karst technical
language. It includes a network of connected conduits, leading to the outlet of the system, the karst spring. Various
The epikarst can be observed directly in roadcuts or conduit network geometries and densities can be observed
drillholes. Beside these locations, especially in soil-covered (Palmer 1991). Atypical spacing between major conduits
karst, it is difficult to observe it and furthermore to map it is on the order of 100 to 1000 meters. The porosity due to
over a catchment area. Nevertheless, many approaches to the conduit network is generally low (a few %o). This low
karst hydrological behavior point out the significant role storage capacity, accompanied by rapid infiltration, induces
played by the epikarst. For vulnerability it is essential to flash-flooding of the conduits located above the phreatic
know, at any location, if part of the infiltration can reach zone. Water may rise several tens or even hundreds of methe conduit network within hours, as is possible through a ter in this "epiphreatic zone." When water rises so much in
well-developed epikarst. The development of methods for the conduits, it happens that heads are much higher in the
investigating epikarst characteristics and behavior, as well conduits than in the surrounding matrix of fissured limeas for mapping it, is an essential task for the near future.
stone. During these high-water periods, a flow from conduits into the matrix may take place. This water is released
Unsaturated zone subsystem
later when heads in the conduits have lowered again.
Also called the vadose zone, this subsystem is characterized by vertical conduits (shafts) separated by zones of fis-

This means that the retarded flow can have two different
origins: (1) slow flow from the lowest parts of the epikarst,
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Soil
Epikarst (high permeability)

Non saturated zone. Low permeability volumes of fissured
rock with some karst conduits.
Saturated zone
Low permeability volumes of
fissured rock with some karst
conduits.

Fast flow

Satuated käst oonduit

Slow flow

Ccndiit within the epikarst

From Jeannin & Grasso 1995,
after Smart & Friederich 1986

Figure 2: Schematic depiction of epikarst hydrological behavior (from Jeannin and Grasso, 1995, after Friederich and
Smart, 1986). The epikarst plays a key role in the allotment of infiltrated water between rapid flow through conduits and
slow flow through fissures and cracks.

through the low-permeability parts of the unsaturated zone,
down to the low-permeability parts of the saturated zone;
and (2) "injection" from the conduit network into the lowpermeability volumes of the epiphreatic zone during highwater periods.

all four of the subsystems described above. By further assuming that rapid flow leads to high vulnerability and slow
flow to low vulnerability, the following criteria have been
considered as the most significant ones for water vulnerability assessment.

This retarded flow explains the well-known sustainability
of karst springs through very long dry periods. This water,
with a long transit time, is filtered and generally of good
quality. Both components of the slow flow can be identified in the field (Jeannin, 1995). Their relative percentages
are probably highly variable from one region to another. In
the Swiss Jura mountains it appears that the total retarded
flow represents some 50 - 60 % of the total flow and that
most (60 - 80 %) of the retarded flow appears to be of type
1 (Jeannin and Grasso 1995).

(1) Characteristics of the epikarst (parameter E)

Significant criteria for vulnerability assessment
Depending on the system to be investigated, the conceptual scheme described above may vary. For instance, one
of the subsystems is sometimes not present (soil for example). In such a situation the vulnerability assessment method
has to be modified according to the conceptual model.
In central Europe, and probably many karst areas of temperate climate, we could assume that water flows through

Ifthe epikarst leads 90% of the infiltrated water very quickly
into the conduit network, vulnerability is high. Alternatively,
if the epikarst stores and slowly releases 90% of the infiltrated water, then vulnerability will be much lower.
(2) Characteristics of the protective cover (parameter P)
Soils and other sediments overlying the bedrock are very
significant for protecting the aquifer against the rapid infiltration of pollutants.
(3) Type of recharge as infiltration (parameter I)
Classically, two types of recharge are distinguished: (1) concentrated recharge (swallowholes or sinking streams), which
is a typical feature of karst hydrological systems, and (2)
diffuse recharge. In the case of concentrated recharge, the
protective cover and the epikarst criteria are of no significance because we can assume that point infiltration is more
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or less directly linked to the conduit network and the spring.
Point recharge is an easy criterion to map on the field.
(4) Characteristics ofthe karst conduit network (parameters)
This is a key factor because the whole flow system is
strongly influenced by the existence or absence of a welldeveloped conduit network. The vadose and phreatic zones
are not distinguished in the present approach because it is
assumed that the detailed characteristics ofthe conduit network (vadose, phreatic, or both) is of no significance compared to the existence or absence of such a network. It
should be noticed here that the simplification of considering both zones together may not be adequate for extreme
cases. If so, a refinement is necessary. Otherwise the method
will consider a system with a 5 or 10 meter thick unsaturated zone exactly the same as another with 500 or even
1000 meters of vadose zone.
Case study
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acteristics of epikarst, characteristics of protective cover,
recharge or infiltration type, and presence/absence of a welldeveloped conduit network. In our opinion, based on our
conceptual modeling, these criteria are the most significant for assessing vulnerability of a spring or well to pollution. These criteria, or similar ones depending on the selected conceptual model, should be considered in any study
of this type. Applications of the EPIK method, or similar
approaches in other areas, as well as comparisons with numerical studies of karst systems, will help to refine the conceptual models and thus the methods. In our opinion, the
most interesting idea is that several criteria have to be
selected to form the basis of a meaningful conceptual model
of the karst system under investigation. This model has to
take into account the special characteristics of karst systems in general, as well as those of the particular system
investigated. Then all the selected criteria should be simultaneously assessed at every location of the catchment in
order to evaluate the vulnerability to pollution of any particular point. E, P, I, and K are the four criteria derived
from our conceptual model, which is probably adequate
for many karst systems in temperature climates.

Having defined the criteria, we developed a similar approach
to DRASTIC, but especially adapted to karst characterisReferences cited
tics. This is the so called "EPIK" method. Each of the four
criteria has been subdivided into three or four classes. In- Doerfliger, N., 1996, Advances in karst groundwater provestigative methods have been proposed for recognizing tection strategy using artificial tracer tests analysis and
and mapping the various classes for each criteria. Once multi-attribute vulnerability mapping (EPIK method):
those have been mapped, a GIS approach makes it possi- Ph.D. thesis, University of Neuchätel, Switzerland, 308 p.
ble to combine these data to obtain a vulnerability map.
Doerfliger, N., P.-Y. Jeannin, and F. Zwahlen (in press),
So far, the EPIK-method has been applied to at least 5 Water vulnerability assessment in karst environments: a new
different catchments in central Europe. Figure 3 shows the method of defining protection areas using a multi-attribute
maps obtained for the E, P, and I criteria on the Milandre approach and GIS tools (EPIK method): Environmental
test field in northern Switzerland. This catchment includes Geology.
a large cave system with an underground stream. For parameter K (karst conduit network) a single value ("well Jeannin, P.-Y, and D.A. Grasso, 1995, Recharge respecdeveloped") has been assigned to the whole catchment area. tive des volumes de röche peu permeables et des conduits
The resulting vulnerability map is shown in the last box karstiques, role de l'epikarst: Bulletin d'hydrogeologie no.
(bottom right). Several tracing experiments were carried 14, Neuchätel, p. 95-111.
out for verification and showed the method to be adequate.
All examples proved the EPIK method to be feasible even Jeannin, P.-Y, 1995, Comportement hydraulique mutuel
by private consulting companies. The work effort is slightly des volumes de roche peu permeables et des conduits
higher than what is generally carried out in this type of karstiques: consequences sur l'etude des aquiferes
study, but this slight disadvantage is largely compensated karstiques: Bulletin d'hydrogeologie no. 14, Neuchätel p
for by the fact that the resulting vulnerability zone is the 113-148.
result of a standard, explainable, and reproducible method
adequate for the special characteristics of karst.
Mangin, A., 1975, Contribution ä l'etude hydrodynamique
des aquiferes karstiques: These de doctorat d'Etat,
Conclusions
Universite de Dijon, 124 p. (also published in Annales de
Speleologie, 1974-29(3), 283-332; 1974-29(4), 495-601A sound understanding - a conceptual model - of the spe- 1975-30(1), 21-124).
cific behavior of karst is necessary to develop a meaningful
approach to karst water vulnerability. In central Europe Palmer, A. (1991): Origin and morphology of limestone
our model has lead us to consider four major criteria: char- caves: Geol. Soc. of America Bull., vol. 103, p. 1-21.
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Figure 3: Maps of epikarst (E), protective cover (P) and recharge type (I) of the Milandre catchment area in northern
Switzerland. The conduit network is known to be well developed over the whole catchment area. Combining the first
three maps gives the vulnerability map shown at the bottom right (from Doerfliger 1996).
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ANALYTICAL MODELS
Analytical models are based on quantitative relationships
derived from known (or assumed) physical laws. Although
most such models contain coefficients that must be
determined experimentally, the relationships among variables are based on well-accepted principles such as
equations for fluid flow, chemical kinetics, and conservation of mass. Their refined pedigree tends to make them
more convincing to the scientific community than purely
conceptual models, but it is difficult to combine the many
interrelated processes by purely analytical methods. Thus
analytical models are not often able to achieve the great
breadth that their conceptual and digital cousins do.
Perhaps the earliest analytical karst model was that ofWeyl
(1958), who, in an attempt to show rates of solutional
enlargement of conduits, came away puzzled as to how
solution conduits could form at all, since the solvent water
seemed to approach saturation too quickly. Howard
(1964) calculated that the enlargement rate should increase several times at the laminar-turbulent transition.
Wigley (1975) brought the subject still farther by using an
analogy with heat flow. Cave patterns observed in the field
were explained in purely hydraulic terms by Palmer (1975).
Laboratory experiments since the mid-1970s (see references cited in the first paper of this section) provide an
accurate means for calculating rates of cave development
(e.g. White, 1977;Palmer, 1981;Dreybrodt, 1996), which
agree fairly well with those measured in the field and also
resolve the puzzle faced earlier by Weyl. Dreybrodt (1996)
has carried analytical methods for dissolution rate to a
surprisingly high level.

most widely used analytical model of all is the Theis method
for interpreting aquifer characteristics from well tests, later
simplified by Jacob (1940). Use of the Jacob method is
demonstrated in the paper by Jones in the final section of
this volume.
Not all of the papers that follow are purely analytical. The
first is an elaboration of a conceptual model, and one or two
others are highly empirical. However, they are all based
primarily on analytical expressions.
References cited
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from scallops: Natl. Speleological Soc. Bull., v. 36, p. 1-5.
Dreybrodt, W, 1996 Principles of early development of
karst conduits under natural and man-made conditions
revealed by mathematical analysis of numerical models:
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Palmer, A.N., 1975, The origin of maze caves: National
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PATTERNS OF DISSOLUTION POROSITY IN CARBONATE ROCKS
Arthur N. Palmer
Department ofEarth Sciences, State University ofNew York
Oneonta, NY 13820-4015
Introduction
Unlike most geologic processes, the origin of dissolution
porosity lends itself readily to analytical solutions. Four
salient "laws" govern the process: two mass balances
(water balance and chemical mass balance) and two kinetic
equations (which describe the dissolution rate and the flow
rate of water), and in combination they provide a
theoretical basis for quantifying the solutional history of
karst aquifers. The greatest difficulty is in applying these
clean-cut analytical tools to the complex and rather
disordered world of geology. It is impossible to model a
karst aquifer in all its details, because most ofthe details are
unknown.
However, a great deal can be learned about the origin and
distribution of dissolution porosity by using the analytical
approach to obtain a battery of governing concepts that
can be applied to all karst aquifers. This paper summarizes
the evolution of a conceptual model whose details were
first developed on the basis of field observation and
hydraulics, and only later substantiated by chemical
kinetics. It applies specifically to carbonate rocks,
although the general approach can be modified to fit any
geologic setting by substituting the appropriate expressions for kinetics and fluid flow.

common-ion effects) the water will never quite reach
saturation. Since the flow of water is con-tinuous from
recharge source to outlet, and the relatively high C/Cs
allows dissolution to proceed only at a slow rate, the
dissolution porosity is drawn out along the entire length of
the flow paths. Aggressiveness can be maintained by a
gradual rise in C^ for example by oxidation of organic
compounds. Aggressiveness can also undergo a local burst
because of mixing of different waters or by oxidation of
hydrogen sulfide. However, in a typical karst aquifer the
solutional porosity tends to form continuous conduits
rather than isolated voids (Figure 1). The diminution of
dissolution porosity with depth in karst aquifers is well
documented by borehole data (Figure 2).
Introductory geology textbooks typically portray karst
porosity in cross sections that resemble blocks of Tilsit
cheese, with the holes elongated along beds and fractures as
a gratuitous nod to the influence of geology. This portrayal
would be amusing, were it not for the fact that many
scientists and engineers, perhaps subconsciously, use the
same conceptual view of karst when attempting to solve
environmental problems. The real distribution of karst
porosity is more complex, but also more predictable.

General distribution of karst porosity
e |karst
sinkholes
P
The appropriate first step relies on concepts that are well
known to everyone. Water, where it first enters a soluble
rock, is undersaturated with respect to the minerals in that
rock. Its saturation ratio (C/Cs) with respect to these
minerals is at, or close to, zero. (C = concentration of
dissolved mineral, e.g. calcite; Cs = saturation concentration, which is greatly enhanced by acids. Cs for calcite in
typical groundwater is about 2-3 mmol/L.) Dissolution is
most rapid where C/Cs is lowest, and its rate diminishes as
the dissolved load increases. The greatest dissolution
occurs where the water first enters the soluble rock and
diminishes with flow distance. Thus most of the water's
solutional aggressiveness is usually squandered at and near Figure 1: Generalized cross section of a karst aquifer
the bedrock surface, simply lowering the surface and formed by meteoric water, showing relative distribution of
widening the upstream ends of fissures that penetrate the dissolution voids. The apparent porosity is exaggerated in
rock (Figure 1). Underground water circulating through the diagram for clarity. Below the epikarst the total dissothe rock has greatly diminished aggressiveness, but unless lution porosity rarely exceeds a few percent and is comCs decreases (e.g. by C02 degassing, rising temperature, or monly far less (see paper by Worthington in this volume).
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As shown by the morphology of cave passages, the flow of
aggressive water through karst aquifers takes place mainly
along fractures and bedding-plane partings, and much less
so along primary pores. It is important to note that
fractures and partings diminish in width and number with
depth (see Ford and Ewers, 1978, and Ford in this volume).
Provided the openings are too small to admit turbulent
flow, the flow is described by the Hagen-Poiseuille
equation:
100
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Figure 2: An example of the variation in karst porosity
with depth, as observed in deep boreholes in Herzegovina
(Modified from Milanovic, 1981).

Within karst aquifers, most of the dissolution porosity
consists of conduits, usually arranged in dendritic patterns
in which tributaries join each other to produce fewer but
larger conduits in the downstream direction. When we visit
a cave of this kind, our conception of dissolution porosity
can easily be skewed. The impression is that the overall
dissolution porosity must be enormous. However, it is
concentrated in only a relatively few conduits, which, if
compared to the overall rock volume, yield only a tiny
porosity, usually less than a percent (see Worthington, in
this volume, for representative examples). In the most
complex part of Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, Palmer (1995)
calculated the total dissolution porosity to be only 4%,
even though the figure includes many more inactive relict
passages than active ones. Most accessible caves are
surrounded by rock in which the vast majority of openings
have hardly enlarged at all. The conduits are not surrounded by porous zones, with walls like a sponge, where
progressively smaller openings extend indefinitely into the
cave wall. The conduits are quite discrete.

'by
12 u

dfc
dZ,

(1)

where Q=discharge, w=fissure width, b=fissure breadth
(long dimension of fissure cross section), y = specific
weight of water, \i = dynamic viscosity ofwater, and dh/dL
= hydraulic gradient. Although groundwater can pass
through all openings in varying amounts, note the strong
dependence of flow on fissure width. Since w diminishes
downward, one can assume that the water will preferentially follow shallow paths, far more so than in aquifers
whose pore size does not decrease so significantly with
depth (for example, gravel). This applies to fractured bedrock aquifers of all types, but especially in soluble rocks
where the initial openings are enlarged by the flow. As
these openings grow, some will enlarge more rapidly than
others. They are the ones that grow to cave size and which
eventually dominate the flow pattern within the aquifer.
The onset of turbulent flow is often used to distinguish the
birth of a karst conduit.
This discussion applies mainly to phreatic water. Gravitational vadose water is easily perched for some distance on
resistant or relatively insoluble beds, providing a strong
lateral com-ponent to the flow, interrupted by shafts where
the perching beds are breached by fractures (see paper by
Palmer under Statistical Models).
The tendency for conduits not to penetrate far below the
potentiometric surface is disrupted to some extent by
faulting and folding. In tectonically disturbed areas it is
possible for certain flow paths to extend to considerable
depths, especially along faults. For example, in a catalog of
solutional voids encountered beneath river beds during
drilling by the Tennessee Valley Authority (Moneymaker,
1941), the deepest voids are encountered in the folded and
faulted Appalachians and in the fault zone of western
Kentucky. Ford (1971) emphasized low fissure frequency
as the main criterion for why certain caves extend deep
beneath the potentiometric surface, whereas Palmer (1969)
emphasized fissure width. The two contrasting views are
nevertheless compatible.
Despite this disruption, the shallowest paths are still the
most favorable, even in tectonically disturbed areas, and
deep conduits are relatively rare. Pervasive deep flow is
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likely only in confined settings, or where favorable stratigraphic boundaries allow deep dissolution (for example,
along sulfate-carbonate interfaces). Worthington (1991)
cites many examples of sulfate-rich springs fed by groundwater that follows deep basin-wide paths.
Rates of conduit growth
In a fissured aquifer with myriad flow paths, which ones are
most likely to enlarge into solution conduits? This is not a
trivial question, because the presence and distribution of
conduits is one of the most important variables in the
assessment of a karst aquifer. Phreatic conduits form
potentiometric lows and are the main paths of groundwater
discharge, as well as the major paths of contaminant
transport. The configuration of vadose channels determines how sources at the surface relate to the points of
recharge at the underlying water table.
In most carbonate aquifers only a small percentage of flow
routes enlarge into turbulent-flow conduits. Early in the
flow history ofthe aquifer, fissures are narrow and the flow
is dispersed among many different routes, each with its own
overall hydraulic gradient, mean fissure width, total flow
length, and mean discharge. Groundwater discharge and
velocity are so small that the water becomes nearly
saturated with dissolved bedrock long before it emerges at
the surface. This can be verified by measuring the chemistry
of inflowing seepage through narrow openings into
accessible caves. Even some substantial flows of several
cmVsec arrive essentially at C/Cs =1.0 after less than 50 m
of flow. Therefore, in any single flow route, the rate of
dissolutional enlargement depends simply on the chemical
mass balance. The mass of material removed from the walls
of the opening is equal to the mass removed in solution by
the groundwater flow. This rule is independent ofthe shape
of the opening (tube, fissure, etc.).
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required, since we are concerned only with mean values of
S, Q, and r, and again the functional relationships are not
affected.
Early in the evolution of a karst aquifer, when the water
emerges from each opening essentially at saturation, if we
assume that C0 = 0, then AC = Cp which is constant at a
given temperature and C02 partial pressure. Under these
conditions, the mean rate of wall retreat within each
conduit is therefore a linear function ofQ/rL.
The mean £ values plot as the family of lines shown in group
AofFigure3 (10°C,PCO2=0.01 atm). At any value of r, the
larger the QIL ratio, the greater the rate of enlargement.
Large Q and/or small L favor rapid enlargement. Dashed
lines show the corresponding values of UL, where i =
hydraulic gradient, are also shown on Figure 3, valid only
for laminar flow (derived from the tubular version of eq. 1,
where wW12 is replaced by 7tr4/8).
The numerical values for S in Figure 3 are misleading,
because (1) they assume that the water enters each conduit
at zero saturation; (2) most of the dissolution is concentrated in the upstream end of the conduit, so that the rate
throughout the majority of the conduit is less than the
mean; and (3) they do not consider mixing or branching
between different conduits. However, it is the relative
values ~ the general relationships among the terms — that
concern us here, not the specific numerical values. Actual
growth rates are best determined with finite-difference
calculations or analytical methods (e.g. Palmer, 1984,
1991; Dreybrodt, 1990,1996; Groves and Howard, 1994a
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for convenience; the actual conduit shape is not important, tn
Log [tube radius] (cm)
since the functional relationships are the same. Thus, within
Log Q / L (cmz/sec) ■
Log i / L (cm1)
any single conduit segment of rather uniform dimensions,
the rate of wall retreat (5) can be stated
Figure 3: Mean rate of wall retreat (cm/yr) as a function
of discharge (Q), flow distance (L), hydraulic gradient (j),
31.56 Q(C-Co)"
S =
[cm/yr]
(2) and tube radius (r) in tubular conduits at 10° C and PC02 =
2izrpL
0.01 atm (Cs = 212 mg/L CaC03). Values of UL are valid
where C0= initial concentration of dissolved bedrock (mg/ only for laminar flow. A = region of varied growth rates
L) , r = conduit radius (cm), andZ = conduit length (cm). (Q/rL < 0.001 cm/sec); B = maximum possible solutional
All other terms are in cgs units. The numerical coefficient growth rate, limited by chemical kinetics. (From Palmer,
converts the result to cm/yr. A uniform radius is not 1981.)
5 s
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at C/CS <«0.65. At greater CIC^ n ~ 4 (occasionally more;
see Dreybrodt et al., this volume) and k « 0.1.

The earliest conduit growth usually begins somewhere in
(or beyond) the lower left portion ofFigure 3. Growth rates Because C/Cs < 1, an increase in reaction order represents
are far too low to allow turbulent-flow conduits to develop a decrease in dissolution rate. Ironically, this decrease
in a geologically feasible time. Within any given conduit, appears to be essential to the origin of nearly all solution
the growth rate can increase only if Q increases, since L conduits (Palmer, 1984). If the low-order (rapid) kinetics
does not change. If Q does not increase, the enlargement were to prevail throughout the initial opening, virtually all
rate will remain static or actually decrease, as shown by the the aggressiveness would be consumed within a few meters
negative slope ofthe lines in group A as the conduit radius of flow, except in usually wide fissures, and the growth rate
increases. (Conduits of non-circular cross section would would be so slow in the rest of the conduit that it would
have more gently sloping lines in group A.)
never achieve turbulent flow within a geological feasible
time. On the other hand, the high-order (slow) kinetics
But the growth rate reaches an upper limit beyond which it alone are too slow to enlarge the conduits to the size of
cannot rise. This is typically about 0.001-0.01 cm/yr, traversable caves. White (1977) called the change from
depending on the chemical conditions. So far the analysis slow to rapid dissolution a "kinetic trigger" that represents
has been focused on narrow openings in which the water the beginning of true cave development. Thus cave origin
emerges near saturation. Now consider a conduit with such enjoys the best of both worlds: slow growth when the
a large QIL ratio that water is able to pass through the aggressiveness must persist for long distances through
conduit while retaining nearly all its aggressiveness. The narrow fissures, and later rapid growth to achieve large
entire conduit enlarges at a nearly uniform rate (shown as B size.
in Figure 3), which is a function of the dissolution kinetics,
rather than of the mass balance. Rates of wall retreat are Combining eqs. 2 and 3, and substituting Q = VIt and A' =
almost uniform and independent of QIL.
2nrL, gives the following general equation for dissolutional wall retreat in carbonate rocks:
Experiments by Berner and Morse (1974), Plummer and
Wigley (1976), Plummer et al. (1978) show that in
31.56*(1 -ClCf
[cm/yr]
(4)
turbulent flow the dissolution rate for calcite is governed
mainly by the chemical reactions at the wall, rather than by which is valid for all types of flow and conduit geometries
mass transfer within the fluid, and that turbulence and flow (Palmer, 1991). The maximum rate of wall retreat (aside
velocity have little effect on. Mass transfer does have an from occasional mechanical erosion during floods in large
effect at low flow rates in limestone conduits (Curl, 1968; conduits) can be determined by this equation, where CIC
Buhmann and Dreybrodt, 1985a and b, Dreybrodt, 1988)' = saturation ratio where the water enters the conduit. In
and in evaporites at any flow rate, but the pattern of lines in Figure 3, the maximum rate at B is for CICS= 0. Higher
group A in Figure 3 is not affected.
saturation ratios, even as high as 0.9, still provide
enlargement rates that are rapid by geological standards,
For carbonate rocks, the dissolution rate is expressed by
and the overall shape ofthe graph in Figure 3 remains valid!
dC
A'k
2± = ±£{i-ac,Y
N^-secj (3) The composite graph in Figure 3 shows both the early
laminar flow (S dependent on QIL) and the late-stage flow
where A' = surface area of rock in contact with water, F= (S independent of QIL). The curvature of the lines where
water volume, k = reaction coefficient, and n = reaction Zone A meets Zone B was determined by finite-difference
order. It is more common for the parenthetical term to be analysis.
expressed as (Cs - Q, but the form shown in eq. 3 avoids
the problem of having to adjust the units of k whenever n It is not realistic to assume that water can pass through an
changes. Values of k and n depend on the acid content of entire aquifer without changing its saturation ratio. The
the water (for example, PC02), and k also varies with water acquires most of its solute load at the upstream end,
temperature and lithology (Palmer, 1991, derived from the especially where it accumulates in small openings that feed
original lab measurements of Plummer et al., 1978, the main conduits. The maximum enlargement rate in a
Plummer and Wigley, 1976, Rauch and White, 1977, and conduit is thus limited in part by the value of C at its
0
other sources). The reaction order (n) increases rather upstream end, which is rarely less than 0.5. High-g flow
abruptly from 1-2 to 4 or more at C/Cs values that range can pass through a cave-size conduit for great distances
from about 0.6 to 0.9, depending on temperature and P
while gaining only a few mg/L of dissolved load. Because
(Palmer, 1991; Dreybrodt et al. in this volume). In typical ofthe large Q, this still represents a substantial rate ofmass
groundwater, n ~ 2 (or 1, in narrow conduits) and k ~ 0.01 flux.
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Competition between enlarging flow paths: unitary
conduits and branchworks
The specific configuration of conduits within the aquifer is
determined by the relative growth rates of competing flow
paths. The most common situation, where meteoric
groundwater passes through a carbonate unit from an
upland recharge surface to outlets at lower elevation, can
be described as follows:
1. Early in the flow history of the aquifer, the many
alternate flow routes have low QIL ratios and plot in or
beyond the lower left corner of Figure 3. Their QIL values
and rates of conduit growth span a wide range of many
orders of magnitude. All growth rates are small, but some
will be much greater than others. The dots on Figure 4
show some representative flow paths early in the aquifer
development. These are idealizations, because no single
flow path behaves entirely independently.
2. Growth rate can increase only if the QIL ratio increases.
For any given path, this can be achieved only by an increase
in discharge. As each opening grows, its discharge tends to
increase because more water is able to pass through. But
there is a maximum amount of available infiltration, and
eventually a conduit can acquire additional Q only at the
expense of its neighbors. This is achieved in two ways: (a)
As a conduit grows, its hydraulic head decreases (despite
increasing Q) because of the reduced amount of head loss
required to transmit the flow. Water is drawn from
neighboring openings in which the head is greater, which
increases the discharge in the major conduits, (b) Sinkholes
develop as the major openings and their tributaries enlarge,
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Figure 4: Varied growth histories of competing flow paths
in the early stages of a karst aquifer. Paths A, B, and C
accelerate in growth and reach the maxium rate by increasing their discharge. These are the routes that become major dissolution conduits. In contrast, other paths (e.g. D
and E) stagnate at low and usually diminishing enlargement rates.
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especially at the upstream ends, tunneling water into the
largest conduits but bypassing lesser openings. As a result,
the openings with the largest initial QIL or HL are those that
are most likely to acquire increasing flow and to increase
their enlargement rate. As shown by the arrows in Figure 4,
some openings are favored over their neighbors and
increase rapidly in both Q and S. Others languish with
negligible and generally decreasing Q and S.
3. Enhanced discharge is able to increase the enlargement
rate only up to a certain point, beyond which the rate
becomes insensitive to further increases in Q. The
enlargement rate is now limited mainly by the dissolution
kinetics. Those relatively few conduits that reach this state
grow at approximately the same rapid rate, with only minor
differences caused by local variations in chemistry, flow,
and passage configuration. Traversable caves are formed
by water that has achieved this state.
Single-passage stream caves and branchwork caves are the
normal result. Branching caves are by far the most
common, because of the tendency for convergence of flow
toward the relatively low head of the major conduits, and
because of fortuitous intersections between passages. The
typical passage pattern is similar to that in Figure 5a. This
example is located in prominently bedded, low-dip strata.
Greater structural complexity leads to comparable passage
complexity, but the overall cave pattern is usually a branchwork.
Uniform dissolution among many competing flow
routes: labyrinthine porosity
Under certain conditions, nearly every competing flow
route enlarges at comparable rates, and a labyrinth of
interconnected openings is formed. According to Figure 3,
the only way this can happen is to expose many openings
simultaneously to high values of QIL or HL. Beyond a
certain threshold (QlrL > 0.001 cm/sec in tubes, Ql
bL>0.001 cm/sec in fissures), they will all enlarge at rather
similar rates, regardless of size, discharge, gradient, or flow
length. The result is a labyrinth of interconnected passages
consisting of openings that have grown simultaneously to
cave size. Caves formed under these conditions have maze
patterns (Figure 5 b, c, and d). Favorable conditions include
the following:
Where aggressive water first enters the soluble rock (small
values of L). Distances of flow from the entry points are
short, and all openings have large QIL values regardless of
opening size or discharge. The most common example is
the epikarst, the zone of extensive dissolution in the upper
few meters or tens of meters of the soluble rock, located
eitherbeneath a soil cover or exposed directly at the surface
(Figure 1). The same approximate result is achieved where
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Figure 5: Examples of solutional cave patterns: (a) Crevice Cave, Missouri, (b) part of Crossroads Cave, Virginia,
(c) part of Höloch, Switzerland, (d) main rooms of Carlsbad
Cavern, New Mexico. Maps courtesy of Paul Houck, H.H.
Douglas, Alfred Bögli, and Cave Research Foundation,
respectively. E = entrance.

water passes through a porous, non-soluble rock before
entering the carbonate rock, forming a maze cave.
Network caves formed along intersecting fractures are the
most common type (Figure 5b). The flow of water can be
downward from the overlying surface or upward as
artesian flow from an underlying formation (provided the
water has not encountered substantial amounts of
carbonate rock beforehand).
It is also possible to enlarge many alternate flow routes
simultaneously where steep hydraulic gradients are
imposed by flooding. This is most noticeable where soluble
rock is exposed adjacent to entrenched rivers that flood
severely. Water enters the ground as bank storage having
high UL ratios because ofthe steep gradients and short flow
distances. The same effect is achieved in local areas within
preexisting caves where flow constrictions (breakdown,
sediment fill, interference by relatively insoluble beds)
cause floodwater to pond upstream from them. Seasonal or
storm-related flooding periodically injects aggressive
water into every available opening, enlarging them rapidly
and simultaneously. Irregular network caves (western part
of Figure 5b) are formed where vertical or steeply inclined
fractures dominate. Anastomotic caves are formed where
bedding-plane partings or low-angle faults are the main
cave-forming units. Where matrix porosity provides the
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Figure 6: Many alternate routes are able to enlarge simultaneously at roughly the same rate, regardless of size, if
they are all able to sustain high discharges (e.g. because of
steep hydraulic gradients) or short flow distances. Maze
caves, epikarst, and pervasive labyrinthine porosity are produced in this way. Very small openings, or those with low
QIL or UL will not be competitive.

major flow paths, for example in diagenetically young
limestones, breccias, or reef rock, a spongework pattern
will form (as illustrated in parts of Figure 5d).
Where steep hydraulic gradients are sustained (e.g. beneath
dams), growth rates rise steeply in all conduits as r
increases, as shown by the dashed lines in Figure 3, until
they all reach the maximum rates of wall retreat at or near
the top of the graph. A network of similarly enlarged
conduits is expected (Palmer, 1988; Dreybrodt, 1996;
Bauer et al., Digital Modeling section of this volume).
Solutional aggressiveness can be renewed in zones of
mixing between chemically contrasting waters, for
example between infiltrating high-C02 freshwater and lowC02 seawater. Local network and spongework patterns are
produced, not only because the flow distances from the
source of aggressiveness are short, but because of the
diffuse nature of most water flow under these
circumstances. Carbonate aquifers in coastal and island
settings are noted for this kind of porosity (Back and
others, 1984; Mylroie and Carew, 1990; Mylroie and
Vacher, this volume).
Mixing between rising (often thermal) waters and meteoric
water is capable of producing considerable aggressiveness
(see abstract by Luiszer in this volume). Caves formed in
this way tend to have network or irregular ramiform
patterns (Figure 5 b and d).
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Oxidation ofrising hydrogen sulfide rising from depth into
oxygen-rich zones at or near the water table produces a
burst of localized dissolution. This process usually results
in network and ramiform caves, consisting of large
irregular rooms with sequential branches exiting to the
surface (Figure 5d). The outflow usually coalesces into
discrete conduits as aggressiveness is lost and flow length
increases.
Summary
This simplified view of the distribution of karst porosity
leads to several conclusions, which are summarized below:
Karst porosity is greatest near the land surface in areas of
groundwater recharge (for example, in the epikarst). It
diminishes in the downflow direction but coalesces into
relatively few major conduits that are continuous through
the entire aquifer. Except in mixing or redox zones, karst
porosity rarely occurs as isolated voids. Branching conduit
patterns are the most common.
Conduits form only where the setting is favorable for
certain flow paths to gain discharge at the expense of their
neighbors, e.g. by development of sinkholes.
Dissolution labyrinths, in which every accessible opening is
enlarged to comparable amounts, form in several settings:
(a) within short distances of flow from where aggressive
water first enters a soluble rock, or where mixing or redox
reactions produce local zones of undersaturated water
within a karst aquifer; (b) in areas of steep hydraulic
gradient, where QIL and UL are large.
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KARSTIC PERMEABILITY:
ORGANIZED FLOW PATHWAYS CREATED BY CIRCULATION
Peter W. Huntoon
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Las Vegas, NV 89154-4030

Abstract
Most karstic permeability in soluble rocks is created by the
circulation of a solvent through the rock. Given a bit of
geologic time, karstic permeability develops a hierarchal
structure of highly organized conduits that facilitates the
movement of the fluid in the downgradient direction.
Consequently, karst permeability is not an independent,
inherited static attribute of the rock; rather it adjusts
dynamically to changing boundary conditions in the flow
system.
Karstic permeability tends to be the most anisotropic of all
the permeability types found in nature. The permeabilities
of the dissolution channels generally overwhelm the
transmissive characteristics of all the other types of
permeability present. Consequently, when dealing with
assessments ofthe impacts of withdrawals or the migration
of contaminants in carbonate aquifers, the professional is
obligated to find and unravel the character of the organized
conduit network; otherwise the essence ofthe transmissive
and storage properties of the flow regime is inadequately
formulated, so predictive failures are inevitable.

The dynamic evolution of karstic permeability can be
intuitively illustrated. Lateral flow through an extensive
carbonate aquifer can be adequately described using a twodimensional partial differential equations such as:
dh
d(T—)
dx
(1)
dt
dx
dy
where:
b = saturated thickness,
h = hydraulic head,
K = hydraulic conductivity,
S = storage coefficient,
t = time,
T = Kb,
T, T = anisotropic transmissivities at each point,
x, y = spatial coordinates, and
W = source-sink term.
Linkage between permeability and circulation in a soluble
aquifer takes the form:

Karstic permeability
Carbonate aquifers are readily soluble (Palmer, 1991). The
single most distinguishing feature of karst aquifers when
contrasted with other aquifer types is that the permeability
structure within them is predominantly created by the flow
regime. As a result, the permeability is not an independent,
inherited static attribute of the rock, but rather is highly
dynamic over geologic time. Because karstic permeability
is created by fluid flow, it has a highly organized structure
that facilitates circulation in the downgradient direction
(see Bakalowicz and Mangin, 1980).

**

„ dh
s
3s

(2)

where:
q = specific discharge,
s = general spatial coordinate, and
öh/ds = hydraulic gradient;

but wherein:

^rXÄ(M)

(3)

where t-\ and t indicate time progression.
An equally important consideration is that the permeability
structure can adjust as the flow regime responds to
changing hydraulic boundary conditions. Thus, the
hierarchy of permeability pathways and their organization
within the aquifer are dictated by the hydrodynamic
characteristics of the flow system operating within the
recent geologic past and, to a variable degree, the
characteristics of older flow systems (Ewers, 1982;
Huntoon, 1985).

Notice that equations 2 and 3 comprise a feedback
mechanism that adjusts the hydraulic conductivity as
dissolution progresses as a function of the latest available
specific discharge through the rock (Worthington, 1991;
Dreybrodt, 1988). Continual adjustment ofthe permeabilities
in geologic time will inevitably produce a highly anisotropic
permeability structure regardless of the permeability
configuration in the initial state.
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Genesis of karstic permeability is a hydrodynamic process
that occurs overtime. Successive views ofthe permeability
structure in the aquifer are simulated by cycling through a
loop comprised of equations 1, 2, and 3. A solution to
equation 1, using appropriate boundary conditions, yields a
map of the hydraulic head for a time step. Those heads are
used in equation 2 to calculate the current specific
discharges in the x and y directions at all points, and those
specific discharges are in turn used in equation 3 to adjust
T and T throughout the flow field.
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parts of the aquifer are so small, and thus dissolution rates
through those masses are negligible even if gradients are
very large across them.
However, as time passes, the hydraulic gradient
increasingly wins dominance, a condition forced by
equation 3. It is apparent from this cursory analysis that
conduits ultimately will develop in areas where gradients
are steepest because those regions are subjected to the
greatest flow and thus the greatest dissolution rates. The
conduits will tend to adjust to orientations that parallel the
gradient, given a bit of geologic time. The karst system can
be considered mature when the adjustment is complete.

Adjustments to Tx and T result in progressive increases in
transmissivity and reorientations of the flow pathways.
This is accomplished in nature by the successive imprinting
of new, ever more favorably oriented dissolution voids
Unconfined and confined organization
through the rock mass, as well as by enlargement of those
that already have favorable orientations. As the optimally There are organizational distinctions between conduit
oriented conduits become established, their size grows, networks found in unconfined and confined karst aquifers.
allowing them to accommodate increasingly greater Unconfined karst systems usually have a permeability
percentages of the total circulation through the aquifer. structure which has a hierarchal organization with
The progressive capture of flow increases the rate of similarities to a surface-water drainage network.
dissolution enlargement within them, and their locations Unconfined systems contain collector structures at or just
become increasingly fixed within the rock mass. The earlier below the surface, such as epikarst and sinkholes, which
tubes can become abandoned or hydraulically deactivated. often occupy the unsaturated zone. These features feed to
low-order tubes which in turn coalesce downgradient into
Conduit localization in soluble aquifers is a function of successively better organized and higher-order caves
specific discharge. Consequently the primary variables similar in function to the branching tributaries found in
governing the location of the conduits are hydraulic surface-water basins. The higher the order, the more
conductivity and gradient, as shown in equation 2. widely spaced the conduits in the rock mass. The
However, the hydraulic conductivity in a soluble aquifer is Mammoth Cave system of Kentucky is an excellent
dependent on the hydraulic gradient, as revealed in example of this type of architecture (Quinlan and Ray,
equation 3. Accordingly, the independent variable that 1989). Complicated hydraulic short circuits, often stage
ultimately dictates conduit localization, given enough dependent, commonly interconnect adjacent passage
geologic time, is the hydraulic gradient. Heterogeneous networks.
geologic fabrics within aquifers, including tectonic
structures and rocks with differing solubilities, ultimately In contrast, dissolution cavities are more thoroughly
become of secondary concern.
interconnected and far more pervasively distributed in
confined karst aquifers. Consequently, fully integrated 2Competition between hydraulic conductivity
and even 3-dimensional maze-type tube networks tend to
and gradient
develop. The resulting architecture mimics the interconnections between pores in intergranular media, but vastly
Important in the early stages of karstification, or after a differs in scale. Wind Cave, South Dakota, is such a
significant reorganization of hydraulic boundary condi- dewatered two-dimensional maze (Scheltens, 1984).
tions, is the fact that both permeability and hydraulic
gradient compete for dominance in determining where the The explanation for the differing passage morphologies
conduits will localize in the aquifer. Geologic variables appears to be a function of the degree of saturation.
such as lithology and tectonic structure are of supreme Saturation in unconfined systems tends to be minimal
importance early on because they allow for the because the highly permeable conduits that are present
establishment ofthe initial flowpathways through the rock. drain the rock, minimizing the volume ofrock that is bathed
Fracture permeability associated with tectonic structures is in the solvent. In contrast, confined aquifers are fully
often an especially important early consideration, because saturated, thus maximizing the volume of rock interacting
intercrystalline permeabilities within carbonate sequences with the solvent. The result in unconfined systems is
are commonly negligible. In contrast, hydraulic gradient is localized dissolution along fairly well-defined flow
a secondary factor at the beginning of the karstification pathways in contrast to ubiquitous 2- and 3-dimensional
process because the permeabilities through the unfractured dissolution in confined systems. Consequently develop-
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ment of tube networks are favored in unconfined systems
versus 2- and 3-dimensional mazes in confined systems. In
addition, the distribution of passages tends to be more
homogeneous and spread more widely in plan in confined
systems. Thus artesian cave networks tend to exhibit
considerably less hierarchal organization in the downstream direction then is found in unconfined networks.
Large karstic permeabilities ensure that hydraulic gradients
are very small. Gentle gradients facilitate the development
of dissolution mazes which in turn maximizes storage
within the aquifer
Mazes are not restricted to confined systems. They also
develop in unconfined systems where gradients are small,
which minimizes flow rates.
The greater the flow rate, the greater the anisotropy with
respect to hydraulic conductivity. Unconfined systems
therefore tend to be far more anisotropic then confined
systems. Even so, there is a moderate to strong degree of
anisotropy in the confined-aquifer mazes with the
maximum principal permeability tensor aligned roughly
parallel to the modern gradient, some paleo-hydraulic
gradient, or a geologic fabric within the host rock that
caused localization of dissolution.
Conclusion: karstic organization
The transmissive characteristics of a soluble aquifer are
dominated by the presence of the highly organized,
integrated network of dissolved conduits. There is a
hierarchy among the tubes in which those in the
downstream direction generally exhibit the greatest degree
of organization and size.
One ramification of conduit organization is that it creates
an extremely anisotropic permeability architecture.
Velocities measured in the undissolved matrix and the
largest conduits in Paleozoic carbonates range over 30
orders of magnitude (Quinlan and others, 1996). This
range hints at the extreme permeability contrast that is
possible between the minimum and maximum principal
hydraulic conductivity tensors in karstified rocks. For
example, contrast the hydraulic conductivities measured
along a cave and perpendicular to the cavern wall.
An obvious consequence is that the bulk of the circulation
takes place in the caves. More to the point, the
disproportionately large transmissivities ofwell-developed
cave networks in carbonate rocks so totally overwhelm the
mechanical function of other permeability features that the
latter are often almost inconsequential when assessing the
bulk movement of fluids or the rates of migration of
contaminants through the rock.

Huntoon
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Abstract
Two difficulties that karst aquifers can present are
permeability that varies with the scale of measurement (up
to nine orders of magnitude), and permeability that is so
high that standard pump tests obtain no measurable
drawdown. Though it is difficult to quantify, permeability
is the most sensitive parameter for either laminar or
turbulent groundwater equations and must be accurately
estimated.
Permeability data at the small-scale (laboratory and
outcrop) were used to reproduce permeabilities measured
at the well- and regional-scales in the San Antonio segment
of the Edwards aquifer. These calculations provided an
understanding of how features observed at the small-scale
affect permeability measurements at larger scales.
Conversely, these calculations can be performed on the
well- and regional-scale to estimate what small-scale
features are influencing the aquifer. In this paper, equations
and techniques are presented to help answer questions such
as: (1) How can small-scale data be combined to determine
an effective well- or regional-scale permeability? (2) What
size high-permeability features are influencing an aquifer
on the well- or regional-scale? (3) Is the flow in an aquifer
Darcian? (4) What velocities should be expected in an
aquifer?

effect. There are also short sections explaining the concept
of permeability combination modeling and its application
to the San Antonio segment of the Edwards aquifer.
Finally, equations are presented with examples to aid in
understanding how standard hydrogeologic measurements
of permeability are affected by the high-permeability
features present in karst aquifers for matrix, fracture, and
conduit combinations.
Permeability scale effect
Kiraly (1975) first mentioned the scale effect in karst
aquifers of Switzerland, in which permeability continually
increased from the small- to the regional-scale (Figure 1).
He hypothesized that the increase from small- to well-scale
was caused by fractures, and that the largest permeabilities
on the regional-scale were caused by karstic conduits.
Quinlan and others (1992) compiled over 1800 dye traces
from 25 countries, and concluded that average flow
velocity values continually increased with scale. Extending
the work of Brace (1984), Clauser (1992) noted that
permeability increased approximately three orders of
magnitude from the small-scale to the well-scale in
crystalline rocks. However, Clauser suggested that the
permeability of fractured media measured on the well-scale
would not continue to increase when measured on the
regional-scale. Other authors have also suggested that if a

Introduction
This paper is broken up into sections that may be digested
separately. There are various combinations of highpermeability features, and usually someone is interested in
certain combinations. Unfortunately, this format may make
the paper as a whole somewhat segmented. A longer
discussion of how these techniques may be applied to
answer specific questions in a fractured karst aquifer can be
found in Halihan et al. (in press). The averaging and
inversion techniques presented are useful "back of the
envelope" calculations which can be used to estimate the
effects and dimensions of high-permeability features in
karst aquifers. Some definitions are provided for those who
are not familiar with karst hydrogeology (Appendix A),
and a section is devoted to explaining the permeability scale

PERMEABILITY SCALES
•laboratory permeability
- core or chip samples
•fracture measurements
•conduit measurements

»specific capacity tests
»drawdown tests

•packer tests
4— small-scale—► «4

•regional modeling
»hydrograph analysis

»cave maps

well-scale—-► ^— regional-scale-^

Figure 1: Permeability or intrinsic permeability measurements made on different scales. Over this range, aquifer
permeability measurements can vary over nine orders of
magnitude (Halihan et al., in press). The figure does not
include micro-scale measurements of permeability
performed in thin sections.
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sufficiently large volume of rock was selected, a single,
representative value for permeability could be determined
(Long and others, 1982; Odling, 1997). Rovey (1994)
examined carbonate aquifer permeability with variogram
models; he found that for fractured unkarstified
carbonates, a range could be determined in which the
permeability reached a constant value. But for mature,
well-developed karst aquifers, he suggested that
permeability increased to "practical infinity." Halihan et al.
(in press) tested Kiraly's (1975) hypothesis using a
permeability database for the San Antonio segment of the
Edwards aquifer of central Texas and found that Kiraly's
hypothesis was applicable for that aquifer.
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Small-scale permeability distributions
Small-scale permeabilities in carbonate aquifers have a few
common trends. Published matrix permeabilities tend to lie
in the range of 5xl0"17 to 5x10°m2for limestone and
dolomite (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). These values can
extend from below 1017 m2, where they become difficult to
measure, up to values of 10"1' m2, which may include some
small solutional voids or fractures (Hovorka et al., 1993;
Hovorka et al., 1995) (Figure 2). The permeability of the
matrix is often log-normally distributed (Halihan et al., in
press), as it is for many lithologies.
Fracture permeabilities are highly variable in aquifers.
However, the distribution of apertures is generally
assumed to follow a log-normal or power-law distribution
(Bianchi and Snow, 1969; Barton and Zoback, 1992;
Marrett, 1996). When the log-normal or power-law
distribution is modified to permeability using the cubic law
(Lamb, 1932), generally a single fracture or a small number
of fractures will dominate the flow. Although thousands of
fractures may be present, the distribution of apertures
indicates that only a few will control the aquifer.
Conduit permeabilities are difficult to estimate. Most
conduits have variable diameters and limited lengths.
Permeability calculations indicate that on a regional-scale,
a meter-scale conduit would dominate the flow field
(Halihan et al., in press), but the values are very high and
not often observed because of either pump-test limits or
incorrect modeling assumptions in regional models.
However, some work suggests that conduits should follow
a log-normal or power-law distribution as well, with the
result being that, when present, generally a single conduit
will dominate an aquifer (Curl 1986; Laverty, 1987; Ford
and Williams, 1989).
Results of modeling for the Edwards aquifer
Halihan et al. (in press) used permeability combination
models combined with a database of small-scale

10-

10-"

Percent

Figure 2: Permeability scale effect for the San Antonio
segment of the Edwards aquifer. Cumulative distribution
function for permeability values measured from cores
(Hovorka et al., 1993; Hovorka et al., 1995; Hovorka,
personal communication), wells (Hovorka et al., 1995;
Mace, 1997), and regional models (Klemt et al., 1979;
Maclay and Land, 1988; Thorkildsen and McElhaney,
1992). Permeability values for 3 regional modeling studies
were calculated using a range of thickness (110 m -230 m)
to convert from the highest model transmissivity to
permeability. Permeability ranges for limestone, karst, and
gravel (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) are illustrated for
comparison. The individual data points for matrix and well
data are not indicated because the quantity of data available
provides nearly continuous lines.
permeability distributions to reproduce observed well- and
regional-scale permeability measurements in the San
Antonio segment of the Edwards aquifer of central Texas
(Figures 2,3, and 4). The modeling suggested that Kiraly's
(1975) hypothesis worked in the Edwards and that
permeability will depend on scale in a fractured karst
aquifer. They concluded that the well-scale permeability in
the aquifer could be generated as a function of fracture
aperture distribution.
The difficulty that Halihan et al. (in press) had to overcome
was that, for the Edwards aquifer, approximately 15% of
the well tests had no measurable drawdown. They
explained this phenomenon as being the measurement limit
of pumping tests, but the modeling suggested that these
results could be caused by either millimeter-sized fractures
or centimeter-scale conduits, both ofwhich are observed in
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Cretaceous
limestone ' **
Altered/dolomitiC tidal flat ' * -»
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Figure 3: Small-scale permeability information for the San
Antonio segment of the Edwards aquifer. The upper
diagram is a digital outcrop interpretation of the Lake
Medina outcrop that provides the basis for some of the data
in the graphical lower diagram. Graphical data compiled
from 493 matrix permeability measurements from 1-inch
cores (Hovorka et al., 1993; Hovorka et al., 1995;
Hovorka, personal communication), 776 fracture aperture
measurements from roadcuts (Hovorka et al., 1998), and
2685 conduit measurements from roadcuts (Hovorka et
al., 1995). Fracture permeability was calculated using
equation (4a). Laminar and turbulent conduit permeability
was calculated using equations (7c) and (7e), respectively.
It is assumed that a homogenous aquifer would yield a
straight horizontal line on the diagram.

outcrop. The study illustrated the difficulty in applying
standard pump tests to a fractured carbonate aquifer due to
the limitations of pumping tests, and the highly
heterogeneous nature of the high permeability features in
the aquifer.
Permeability combination models
Permeability combination models provide a method for
performing estimates of 1) averaged permeabilities caused

Figure 4: Permeability scale effect (thin lines, and points
connected with lines; see Figure 2) and permeability
combination models (thick lines, and individual points) for
the San Antonio segment of the Edwards aquifer.
Permeability combination model is shown for a 50-fracture
Monte Carlo model using the distributions for matrix and
fracture permeability (Figure 3) and equation 6. 2D singleconduit models are shown for laminar and turbulent flow
using the distributions for matrix and conduit permeability
(Figure 2) and equation 7a. 3D conduit model calculation
(individual points) shown for 1-meter laminar and
turbulent models using equation (8b) with k = 101' m2, and
A =1.7xl06m2.

by a mixture of different permeable features in an aquifer
(Halihan et al., in press; Figures 3 and 4), or 2) size of smallscale permeable features from well- or regional-scale
permeability data. These models are steady-state
geometric models that estimate the effects of different
heterogeneities on aquifer permeability. The models
assume that measurements of permeability on different
scales are all valid estimates, which simply average
different heterogeneities.
Permeability combination models are modifications of
equations for layered aquifers (Leonards, 1962; Fetter,
1994). In addition to the assumptions used for layered
aquifers, three additional assumptions are necessary for
these models: (1) the hydraulic gradients used in the
estimates are uniform between different heterogeneities (2)
equation 4g is valid for fractures and equations 7d and 7f
are valid for laminar and turbulent flow in conduits; (3)
there are no strong interactions between regions with
differentpermeabilities. While the standard techniques for
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measuring permeability yield average values that generally
underestimate flow velocities, these model estimates will
likely overestimate flow velocities. These calculations are
approximations and are highly dependent on the
orientations of the permeable features.
In order to illustrate the use ofthese models, three cases are
given for matrix, fracture and conduit combinations with
example problems. For combining regions of varying
matrix permeability, one case is given for combining smallscale measurements, and two cases for inverting well- or
regional-scale measurements. For combinations of
fractures and matrix, two cases discuss how to combine
small-scale data to obtain estimates of larger-scale
permeabilities, and one case illustrating how to estimate
fracture aperture from well data. Finally, two cases are
presented to estimate how a conduit flowing under laminar
or turbulent conditions would affect well- or regional-scale
estimates, and one illustrating the problem of estimating
conduit size from regional models. The problems are
simplified and ask some rhetorical questions, but do
illustrate the basic ways in which the high-permeability
features present on the small-scale in aquifers can be
combined to affect measurements at larger scales. A more
formal derivation of the equations is presented for the case
of a single fracture intercepting a well (case 4).
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Figure 5: High-permeability matrix layer located in a
lower-permeability aquifer. See Case 1, 2, and 3.
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Case 2: Inverting pump-test results to find highpermeability layer size

Matrix

How thick would a high-permeability layer in an aquifer
Need: (1) transmissivity from pump test (7); (2)
need to be to supply the water flowing to a well? How high
would be the permeability detected in a well if it intercepts conductivity ofthe two lithologies (Km, Khjgh); (3) thickness
of aquifer (btaJ.
a known high-permeability zone? What is the permeability
of a conductive zone that was encountered during drilling?
Calculation:
How much faster does water move through the highpermeability zone than the rest of the aquifer? Often, the
,
_ *e ^m" total
high
v
permeability of a given lithology is known, or can be
v
(2a)
K
high~Am
estimated using small-scale measurements. Using the
small-scale data and information about the well, these
questions can be answered with the equations and Approximation:
examples provided (Figure 5).
If Tm « Te, equation (2a) can be approximated:
Case 1: Using small-scale lithology information to
predict well -test results
(2b)
high

K,high

Need: (1) total thickness ofthe aquifer (b^J; (2) thickness
of high-permeability layer (Z>Hgh>
h); (3) permeability or conCase 3: Inverting pump-test results to find highductivity of the two lithologies (k , A,mgh
., or K.np, K...
permeability
layer conductivity
t
htgh)•
Calculation:

Need: (1) Transmissivity from pump test (Te); (2)
conductivity of the low-permeability matrix (KJ; (3)
thickness of aquifer and the high-permeability layer (b

Permeability:
highs,
31

H^-UT

)

total

(la)
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Calculation:

Solution 2:
T

e~Km(btotarbhigh)

K

(3a)

high
b

high

Approximation:
If Km is negligible, equation (3a) can be approximated:
(3b)

high'
high

Example 1:
A100 m well is drilled though a well-characterized aquifer
with a matrix hydraulic conductivity of 105 m/s. A distinct
2.0 m high-permeability zone is encountered. The well test
yields a transmissivity of 3.0xl03 m2/s. What is the
hydraulic conductivity of the 2.0 m zone?
Solution 1:
Using equation 3a, the hydraulic conductivity would be:
KKgh = [(3.0xl0-3 m2/s - 10-5 m/s (100 m - 2.0 m)) / 2.0 m]
= 1.0xl0-3m/s

Using equation 3 a, the hydraulic conductivity would be:
KMgh = [(3.0xl03m7s - 10"7m/s(100m- 2.0m))/2.0m]
= 1.5xl0-3m/s
Approximation using equation (3b):
KMgh = [3.0xl0-3 m2/s / 2.0 m] = 1.5xl0"3 m/s
As can be seen comparing this example to example (1), the
low matrix permeabilities of limestones make approximations of high-permeability zones easier.
Specific discharge:
(a)Ki = 3.0xl05 m/s * 10"3 = 3x10s m/s = 0.002 m/day
(b) v = 10-7 m/s * 10-3 = 10-10 m/s = 0.000009 m/day
(c) v = 1.5xl0"3 m/s * 10-3 = 1.5X10-6 m/s = 0.1 m/day
Since the specific discharge reflects the transport velocity,
the difficulties with using a homogeneous assumption can
be observed. The specific discharge of the highpermeability zone is 50 times greater than estimated,
assuming a homogenous aquifer.

Approximation using equation 3b:
KUgh = [3.0xl0-3 m7s / 2.0 m] = 1.5xl0-3 m/s

Fractures

Example 2:
The same well as example 1, except the aquifer is
unfractured limestone with a matrix hydraulic conductivity
of 10"7 m/s. What is the specific discharge of the aquifer (a)
assuming a homogeneous aquifer, (b) through the
limestone matrix, and (c) through the high-permeability
matrix, if the hydraulic gradient in the area is 10-3?

What would be the permeability detected in a well if it
intercepted a fracture of a given aperture? What size
fracture would have to be encountered to obtain a specific
transmissivity? Is flow in a fracture Darcian? What would
the flow velocity in the fracture be? Using small-scale data
and information about a well, these questions can be
answered with the equations and examples provided
(Figures 6 and 7). Case 4 includes a derivation of the
equations used throughout this paper.

50
ke, Ke, orTe

40o 30 £ S
0)
co
ST

E
20O
CO

> 10-

o

IT
B
o

km=10-15m2

0
75

80

85
angle, 9 (degrees)

90

Figure 6: Effect of a single 0.1 mm aperture fracture at angle 6, located in a 10 m thick aquifer with matrix permeability
of 1015 m2 (example 3). The increase in permeability due to the horizontal fracture over the matrix alone is approximately
an order ofmagnitude. At angles less than approximately 80°, the effect of fracture angle is negligible. Above this value,
increases in permeability of more than an order of magnitude over the horizontal case are possible.
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2r,w
bf/cos(6)

bf
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permeability ofthe individually permeable regions, and b. is
the thickness of those regions. For this problem, there are
two possibilities (Figure 7): (1) the fracture intercepts the
well bore (low angle), or (2) the fracture penetrates the
entire well vertically (high angle).
For the case ofthe fracture intercepting the well bore (lowangle case) (Figure 7a):

2r

Dividing by the fluid properties, and separating the
quantities into matrix and fracture values:

CO

"5
k b

e totarkmbm+kf

N

'

»,

k

cos(6)

bf/sin(0)

bf

Figure 7: Projected profile view for two cases of a fracture
intercepting a well, (a) For most wells, the increase in
effective permeability due to a fracture at an angle can be
estimated using equation 4h. In this low-angle case, the
end member is a horizontal fracture, and the effective
permeability is independent of the well radius, (b) For
angles greater than arctan {buM I 2rJ (usually an angle
greater than 80°), the effective permeability can be
calculated using equation 4k. For this high-angle case, the
effective permeability is no longer a function of the total
aquifer thickness, but is now a function of the well radius.

where 6 is the angle that the fracture makes relative to
horizontal. The subscripts m and / represent matrix and
fracture, respectively. Note that the equation is only valid
when 6 < arctan (bl0J2rJ which occurs at 6 = 78.7° for
a 1 m thick aquifer with a 0.1 m well and at 6 = 88.9° for
a 10 m aquifer with the same well. Replacing bm and
rearranging, we obtain:
(

Case 4: Singlefracture at an angle—predicting well test
results
Need: (1) permeability or conductivity of the matrix (kj;
(2) permeability or aperture of the fracture (A. or b); (3)
Fracture angle (0), measured from the horizontal; (4) Total
thickness of the aquifer (btota); (5) Well radius (rj.

(4c)

"total

if 6<arctan

b

K totaf

e

m

"total

m

h
b

(

\

f

{ cos(6)J

+k

f

+kf
b

OS Q

tota?

( )

\

h
b

f

\

( cos(8)J

total,/Cos(6)J

(4d)

(4e)

Calculation (derivation for equations used throughout):
We consider the case of an infinite fracture located in a
permeable matrix of finite thickness but infinite extent. The
system is sampled by a well intercepting the fracture at an
angle (0). The conceptualization of this system is shown in
Figure 6. We start with the solution for a vertical averaging
of transmissivity within a well:

Lastly, if we replace fusing the intrinsic permeability of a
fracture (Lamb, 1932):

T=ZT,

bf=(l2kf)m

V

k =k + k k
e m ( r J
V

(4a)

tola.fos(Q))

we obtain:
where Tis the transmissivity. Expressing transmissivity as
a function of fluid properties, permeability, and thickness:

(?)*Aoto/=(?)W,

(4b)

where g is the gravitational acceleration [L t2], v is the
kinematic viscosity [L211], ke is the effective permeability
(m2), b^j is the formation thickness [L], k. is the

(4h)

y

kj

if 0<arctan

(12*/
fosdj
total
total

2r.w }

(4f)

(4g)
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Approximation:

Solution 3:

If km « kfthen equation 4h can be approximated as:

First, calculate the critical angle for determining when the
low-angle case is valid.

3A6(k/n
e

(4i)

b totair/cos(0)

which gives the effective permeability in terms ofthe matrix
and fracture permeability, the aquifer thickness, and the
angle of the fracture. For the horizontal case (6 = 0°), we
obtain:

+

K =*« (*r*J

(12*,) 1/2
(4j)
total

j

This is analogous to the case for a high-permeability matrix
intercepting a well, as illustrated in equation la. For the
low-angle case of a fracture intercepting a well, the
effective permeability is independent of the well radius
(Figure 7a).
For the second case (high angle), where 0 > arctan (b
2rJ, we obtain (Figure 7b):

K =lm+(VU
v / m>
itr

sin(6)

I

(4k)

Approximation:

e

_3.46(ffQ
7"-wsin(6)

(41)

In the limit of the high-angle case, for a vertical fracture (6
= 90°), we obtain:

K -*.+(*/-*->

Tzr

Calculate ^for the problem using equation 4g:
k = bf/12 = (lxlO4 m)2 /12 = 8.33xl0-'°m2
(a) 6 = 0°, using equation 4h: * = 1015 m2 + (8.33xl0!0 m2
-1015 m2)[ 104 m / 10 m * cos (0) ]; k = 1015 m2 + (8.33x
1010 m2 * lxlO5); ke = 9.33xl015 m2 ~ an increase of nearly
an order of magnitude over the matrix value
Approximation using equation 4i:
ke « ( 3.46 * (8.33xl010 m2)3/2 /10 m = 8.32xl0"14 m3 /10m
= 8.32xl015 m2
(b) 6 = 45°: ke = 1.28xl014 m2 - an increase of 0.4 times
over the horizontal case.
(c) 0 = 75°: ke = 3.32xl0'4m2 - an increase of 2.6 times
over the horizontal case.
(d) 0 = 90°, using equation 4k: ke = 10"15 m2 + (8.33xl010
m2 - 1015m2)[ 104m/3.14* 0.1 m * sin(90) ];* = 2.66x
1013 m2 - increase of 27.5 times over the horizontal case.

If £m « ^.then equation 4k can be approximated as:
k

8 < arctan(10 m / 2*0.1 m) = arctan(50) = 88.85°. So
equation 4h is valid for most fracture angles, but above
88.85° equation 4k is valid.

(4m)

In the high-angle case, the effective permeability is now
dependent upon the well radius but is independent of the
aquifer thickness (Figure 7b). There is a third possible case
of a fracture that straddles the side of the bore and the top
and bottom of the bore, but this case would be rare, if not
nonexistent, in real-world well bores with typical fractures.
Example 3:
How much does the effective permeability of a 10 m thick
limestone with a small-scale permeability of 1015 m2
increase if intercepted by a single 0.1 mm fracture that
intercepts a 0.1 m radius well (a) horizontally, (b) at 45°, (c)
at 75°, or (d) vertically (Figure 6)?

Approximation using equation 41:
ke* (3.46 * (8.33xl010m2)3/2/3.14 * 0.1 m * sin (90) =
2.65xl0-13 m2
From this example it is observed that the angle at which a
fracture intercepts a well does not make a significant
difference in the calculated permeability for angles less than
80° in most situations (Figure 6). For angles less than 75°,
the difference is insignificant compared to the other
uncertainty in most field data. For high angles, the
difference is more than an order of magnitude. So although
fractures intercept wells at all angles, the permeability of
the fractures can be closely approximated by the two endmember cases. Additionally, it is unlikely that a vertical
well will intercept a large number of high-angle fractures;
therefore, it is reasonable to approximate the permeability
encountered in a vertical well as a series of horizontal
fractures.
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Case 5: Calculating the hydraulic aperture of a single
low-angle fracture

/Ü

Need: (1) transmissivity from pump test (T); (2)
conductivity of matrix (Km); (3) thickness of the aquifer
(Z.^,); (4) fracture angle (if).

89

T=10-3m2/s

E
o
\<

Calculation:

o

K

m-

10"8m/s

Starting with equation 4h, and substituting back the fluid
properties and the fracture aperture, we obtain,

bf = ?

\
v
Ke =Km +(K
/rKm')

WOS(0)
(5a)

(
total

// 0<arctan

2r.wj

If we then assume that K.»
Km and solve for b„
we obtain:
j
y
„ ,
—^—f.-KJ,,
12KCOS(8)^/7,

Since b is approximately equal to b

7

1/3

(5b)

1/3

(5c)

Approximation: If Tm«T then equation 5b can be
approximated as:
NI/3

12KCOS(6)7;

(5d)

*/"

m

)) V'3; o= 0.00106 m = 1.06 mm horizontal fracture. By
approximation, bf ■ [(12xl0"7m-s) * (103 m2/s)],/3 - 1.06
mm. Would the flow be Darcian? Checking the Reynolds
number:
3
Re =vbftl* =ATJfc>=0.94m/s*10*1.06xlO-3m*106s/
f
f
2
m = 0.996

, substituting:

12 v cosi(&)_) T K
( e~ J total)
8

X

Figure 8: Often, the hydraulic aperture of a fracture
intercepting a well is of interest (example 4). Using the
transmissivity from a pump test combined with equation
(5c), the hydraulic aperture can be determined.

Since the Reynolds number is below 10, the flow in this
system would be Darcian, but the value is high, and under
pumping conditions the flow near the well would likely be
non-Darcian.
Specific discharge (w):
(a) v = Ki = 10-4 m/s * 103 = 10"7 m/s = 0.009 m/day - for
a homogenous assumption; (b) v = 108 m/s * 103 = 10_1' ml
s = 9xl07 m/day - for the matrix; (c) v = 0.9 m/s * 10-3 =
9x10^ m/s = 80 m/day - for the fracture.

Example 4:
3

2

A pump test returns a value of transmissivity of 10 m Is
in a 10 m limestone aquifer. Core samples reveal the matrix
conductivity to be 10"8 m/s. What size single horizontal
fracture could explain this pump test (Figure 8)? Would
flow through that fracture follow Darcy's law if the
regional hydraulic gradient were 103? What is the specific
discharge of the aquifer (a) assuming a homogeneous
aquifer, (b) through the limestone matrix, and (c) through
the fracture if the hydraulic gradient in the area is 10"3?
Solution 4:

This example illustrates why using homogenous
assumptions fails to estimate transport velocities in this
type of aquifer. The homogeneous estimate of specific
discharge is 4 orders of magnitude below the specific
discharge of the fracture (Figure 8).
Case 6: Multiple horizontal fractures - combining smallscale data to reproduce well- and regional-scale data
Need: (1) permeability of matrix (kj, or distribution of km.
(2) fracture aperture distribution (b); (3) aquifer thickness
distribution (blolJ; calculation (Halihan et al., in press):

Using equation 5c, the size of the fracture is
6

2

2

3

2

8

b= [ (12 (10- m /s)/ 9.81 m/s ) * (10 m /s - (10- m/s * 10

+

-K-K
k

°total,

lb

[ <1
,

nh

total,

(6)
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contributing 46.2% of the permeability. The smallest
number of fractures contributing greater than 1% of the
permeability was 1 of 50, which occurred in 6 of the 20
trials. These six trials had an effective permeability range of
1.3 x 1012 to 1.3 x 108 m2, with the largest single fracture
of 29.0 mm contributing 99.9% of the permeability. These
limited tests indicate that flow occurs in a limited number of
fractures in the model, and that some of these fractures are
flowing under non-linear laminar (10</?e<2000) to
turbulent (tf>2000) flow conditions.
Conduits

This formulation was used by Halihan et al. (in press) to
reproduce well-scale permeabilities in the Edwards aquifer
using small-scale data (Figures 4 and 9).

Conduit modeling is very difficult in groundwater settings.
The sizes, location, length, and orientation of conduits are
often ill defined or unknown. The following calculations
allow first estimates of conduit sizes or regional
permeability based on available permeability data (Figures
3 and 10). Equations are provided to calculate hydraulic
conductivity and flow for laminar and smoothly turbulent
conduits. Conduits in natural settings may not follow either
laminar or smoothly turbulent flow laws exactly, but by
using the two different formulations, the effect of
turbulence on the aquifer can be compared with a Darcian
assumption.

Solution 5:

Case 7: Single horizontal conduit - 2D

Figure 9: Multiple horizontal fractures with log-normal or
power-law aperture distribution intercepting a well (case 6;
example 5).

Example 5:

The ke distribution was estimated from the distributions of Need: (1) permeability of matrix (kj; (2) conduit size
km, bf and bt using Monte Carlo simulations with 10,000 estimate (AT); (3) aquifer thickness (btotJ calculation
trials per simulation (Jensen et al., 1997, p. 61-64). These (Halihan et al., in press):
simulations were performed using the distribution for the
d
full aquifer thickness, and the open interval length for bt.
k +
k
KID = m (K- J-T^(7a)
Each fracture was generated separately for the simulations.
"total
These simulations were performed for models of 1,10,50,
and 100 horizontal fractures.
This is analogous to equation (la) and equation (4h).
The best fit of the multiple horizontal fracture model to the
well-test data occurred with 50 fractures (average
connected fracture density of 1 fracture every 3.4 meters).
At this density the model fit approximately 80 percent of
the well-test data with an error in the median values of 8%
(Figure 4). The model predicted higher values for the
effective permeability below the 10th percentile and above
the 90th percentile.

kp, Kp,orT,

To determine the relative effects of the 50 horizontal
fractures and the matrix, 20 trials of the model were
examined. In the random trials, the matrix contributed less
than 0.5% of the permeability in all but one case. The
largest number of fractures contributing more than 1% of
the total effective permeability was 6 of 50 fractures, which
Wi
occurred in 4 of the 20 trials. These four trials had an
12 2
effective permeability range of 1.9x 10'" to 6.0x 10 m . Figure 10: Single horizontal conduit intercepting a well
The largest fracture had an aperture of 1.77 mm, (case 7; example 6).
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Approximation:

Kn-2
Om

Ifk « k then equation 7a can be approximated as:
O
O

kd„
c c
(7b)

\2D

TO

total

,--0>dc =
rv-" 0.25 m

■4-r

O

•f-»

\

Conduit conductivity and permeability:

kc

<
For laminar flow (Gupta, 1989, p. 549-551):

Kcjam

Sdc2

32 v

kc,lam =—
^

w±=10 km
(7c)

Figure 11: Examples 8 and 9 for a single conduit extending
through an aquifer. The difficulty in this problem is
determining whether Darcy's law is valid for the aquifer,
and how the initial assumptions affect the resulting values.

(7d)
example 5). The permeabilities for the conduit distributions
were calculated using both laminar and turbulent flow
equations (equations 7d and 7f, respectively).

For smoothly turbulent flow (Halihan et al., 1998):
4/7

KC,turb
h ,=4.706^ yy

(7e)

k
=Kc.turb ^c.turb
g

(71)

Modeling conduits is intrinsically different when compared
to fractures or matrix layers. One difficulty occurs because
conduits are modeled by lines, not planes, and equation 7a
is valid only for the width of the conduit (Figure 10). This
would be a good approximation for a well permeability, but
the well would be violating radial-flow assumptions and
would be following linear flow equations. The well
permeabilities calculated for centimeter- to meter-scale
conduits are generally too high to measure with a standard
pump test. For regional permeability estimates, the
estimated effective permeability would also include the
matrix to the sides of the conduit, as illustrated in case (8)
(Figure 11).

The laminar horizontal conduit model resulted in a
predicted effective permeability increase of over 7 orders
ofmagnitude compared to the matrix alone (Figure 4). This
prediction is significantly above the calculated well-test
permeabilities and the regional permeabilities. The
turbulent horizontal conduit model resulted in a predicted
effective permeability increase of over 5 orders of
magnitude. It is not expected that every well in the
Edwards intersects a conduit of significant dimensions, so
it is appropriate to compare the horizontal conduit model
prediction either with the upper end of the wellpermeability distribution or with the regional values. The
median value of the turbulent model is 20 times larger than
the median well-test value. However, these values are
similar to some of the calculated values for the highestpermeability wells.
Case 8: Single horizontal conduit - 3D - calculating
estimated regional permeability

Example 6:

Need: (1) permeability of matrix (kj; (2) conduit size or
permeability (dc or k); (3) aquifer thickness (b^J; (4)
Aquifer width perpendicular to conduit (w ).

Equation 7a was used by Halihan et al. (in press) to
estimate well-scale permeabilities in the Edwards aquifer
using small-scale data (Figures 3 and 4).

Calculation:

Solution 6:
The ke distribution was estimated from the distribution of
km, kc, dc, and bt using Monte Carlo simulations (see

V3D

-K<K-K)

d2c%
(8a)
4b

totalW1-
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Calculation:

K.3D =*m+(V*»> 44±

(8b)
Assuming laminar flow, km « k^ and solving equation 8b
for d we obtain

where:

a>
(8c)

A±=b

tota!*W±

128^-L

%

1/4

(K3D kj

(9a)

or

128vA±
<K,
V,3D
3D-KJ
g*

Approximation:

1/4

(9b)

lfkc» km, then equation 8b can be approximated as:
Assuming turbulent flow, km « k^ and solving equation 8b
for d we obtain
K

e,3D~

(8d)

,
4A±
A

K6/77U

Example 7:

7/19

<W*J

(9c)

or

A 1 m diameter cave runs though an aquifer that is 50 m
thick and 10 km wide. The average well-scale permeability
from pump tests is 1012 m2. What is the expected regional
permeability parallel to the conduit, for (a) Darcian flow,
(b) smoothly turbulent flow?
Solution 7:
For this problem, A± = 5x105 m2 from equation 8d, kc ;onj=
3x10"2 m2from equation 7d, and it, ^ = 8x106 m2from
equation 7f.
(a) Using equation 8b, ke 3D= 1012 m2 + (3xl02 m2 - 10"12
m2)[(l m2* 3.14)/ (4 * 5x105m2)]; ke }D = 5xl0-°8m2for
Darcian flow.
Using the approximation (equation 8d), k

\395ginAx

3D

= 5x10s m2.

b) Using equation 8b, * 3D = 10"12 m2 + (8x10"6 m2 - 1012
m2)[(l m2 * 3.14)/ (4 * 5xl05 m2)]; ke 3D = 1x10"» m2 for
smoothly turbulent flow.
For this example, the aquifer matrix has an area that is over
600,000 times greater than the conduit area. But under
laminar flow conditions the flow in the conduit is nearly
50,000 times greater than the flow for the entire matrix.
Case 9: Single horizontal conduit - 3D - estimation of
regional conduit size
Need: (1) regional-scale aquifer permeability (£ 5D); (2)
aquifer area perpendicular to conduit (AJ; (3) k «k.

1.395 vy7A±
(•Ke,3D~Km>
g4nn

7/19
(9d)

Example 8:
A hypothetical confined karst aquifer 10 km wide and 100
m thick contains a single 0.25 m diameter conduit running
the length of the aquifer (Figure 11). The permeability of
the remainder ofthe aquifer is negligible. Assume that flow
in the conduit follows the equation for smoothly turbulent
pipe flow:
19/7

4/7

Ö=4.7067t£

;4/7
1/7

\2)

(9e)

If the hydraulic gradient parallel to the conduit is 103, what
would the aquifer discharge be? Would flow be Darcian?
Using a simple Darcian regional model, what would the
regional hydraulic conductivity be parallel to the conduit?
Solution 8:
Aquifer discharge, using equation 9e: Q = 4.706 *n* (9.8
m/s2)"'7* (10-6 m2/s)-,/7 * (0.125 m),9/7 * (10"3)*7;
Q = 0.027 mVs = 27 L/s.
Is the flow Darcian? Checking the Reynolds number (R ):

R = v djv = (QlA) dh = (40/ (ndcv);

R= (4*0.027 mVs)/(0.25 m*3.14*10^m2/s);
Re = 140,000 ~ flow is turbulent, non-Darcian
What is the regional conductivity? This would generally be
calculated for a Darcian model by examining the discharge
and inputs to the system and calibrating a model to
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available head data. For this example, the calculation would
look like:
Ke

SD

= Q/iA± = (0.027 m3/s)/(10"3* 106 m2) = 2.7xl0-5m/s.

This calculation is in error, since the aquifer is not actually
flowing under Darcian conditions, but most groundwater
models make this type of error when applied to nonDarcian karstic aquifers.

Using the regional hydraulic conductivity estimate from
example 8 (2.7xl05 m/s) and assuming that the matrix
permeability is negligible, what is the approximate size of a
conduit in the aquifer (a) assuming laminar flow, and (b)
assuming turbulent flow? If the hydraulic gradient is 10-3,
would the flow be Darcian (Figure 11)?
Solution 9:
For this problem, A± = 106 m2, £

3D

= 2.7xl05 m/s.

(a) Using equation 9b,
dc« [128 * 10*m2/s * (9.8mJs2*%y * 10« m2* 2.7x10'm/
sp/4. ^ ~ 0.10 meters — assuming laminar flow.
(b) Using equation (9d),
dc = [1.4 *(9.8 m/s2)-*7 *(10-6m2/s)"7/u *106m2 *2.7xl0-5
m/s]7'19; dc = 0.74 meters - assuming turbulent flow.
Would the flow be Darcian?
number:

calculation by altering the regional conductivity to account
for turbulent loss, we may improve our calculation.
Regional conductivity from the Darcian model, Kt
x 10-5*(10"3)3/7= 1.4x10-« m/s.

Checking the Reynolds

R=vdh=Kfd
e
c
c h
(a) Assuming laminar flow: Re=gi dc3132v2; R = [9.8 m/
s2 * 10-3 * (0.10 m)3] / [32 * (io^mVs)2]; R, = 3x105.
(b) Assuming turbulent flow: Re = 2.868 g*7 v "8/7 f1 d™1;
Re = 2.868*(9.8 m/s2)*7 *(10* mVs)*7 (10"3)*7 (0.74 m)12/7;
ReC= 9xl05.
For this problem, the question of laminar vs. turbulent flow
using regional modeling is simple enough. The calculation
showed that the aquifer flows under turbulent conditions,
but neither calculation derived the correct conduit
diameter.
What happened in this example? Which diameter is
correct? Actually, neither approach was truly correct. The
regional modeling was incorrect in assuming Darcy' s law is
valid for this aquifer. The turbulent calculation was wrong
because it assumed that the value obtained using the
Darcian calculation was correct. Ifwe modify the turbulent

3D

=

e, turb

Recalculating conduit size using equation 9d:
de « (1.395 * (9.8 m/s2)"4'7 * (10* m7s)1/7*
1.4x10"« m/s)7"9; dc « 0.25 m.

Example 9:
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This answer is the same as was established in example 8
assuming that the 0.25 m diameter pipe flowed following
the equation for smoothly turbulent flow. In actual aquifers
the flow may not follow this exact equation, but turbulence
will have the same effects on the equations in (1) reducing
the value ofthe hydraulic conductivity and (2) lowering the
effective hydraulic gradient. Calculations of expected
conduit diameter will always be approximations. This
example illustrates some of the difficulties encountered
when applying Darcian assumptions to potential nonDarcian aquifers.
Conclusions
Estimating permeability in karst aquifers is not simple. The
flow is often far from the typical assumptions of
homogeneous and isotropic aquifers. Permeability
measurements vary by many orders of magnitude,
depending on the scale and direction of measurement. The
difficulty is that while permeability is difficult to estimate, it
is also the most sensitive parameter in both laminar and
turbulent groundwater flow equations (Halihan and Wicks,
1998). In order to manage these aquifers effectively,
permeability must be quantified as accurately as possible
for the scale of interest. Fortunately, quantifying the size of
small-scale features that affect well- and regional-scale
permeability estimates makes understanding these aquifers
easier. By quantifying the permeabilities or dimensions of
high-permeability matrix, fractures, or conduits, a better
understanding of aquifer structure and rates of transport
can be obtained.
Appendix A: definitions
Intrinsic permeability or permeability (k) - the ease
with which a porous medium transmits water [length2].
Permeability may be defined for either laminar (Darcian) or
non-laminar (non-Darcian) flow.
Hydraulic conductivity or conductivity (K) - Darcy's
proportionality constant [length/time], or the coefficient of
proportionality between fluid flux and hydraulic gradient.
The difficulty with using hydraulic conductivity to describe
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karst aquifers is that not only does the parameter include
the properties of the fluid, but generally assumes Darcian
flow (that the flux is indeed proportional to the gradient). In
many cases in karst aquifers, Darcy's law may not be valid
(non-Darcian flow), thus making the hydraulic conductivity also a function of the hydraulic gradient. Halihan and
Wicks (1998) defined a turbulent hydraulic conductivity
for the turbulent-flow law as the portion of the flow laws
that do not include the hydraulic gradient or flow area.

Appendix B: variables used

Yb.

high

i

bm
total

Small-scale - Similar to the definitions of Bradbury and
Muldoon (1990), small-scale refers to permeameter tests,
fracture measurements, or conduit measurements that take
place in the laboratory or outcrop and generally make a
measurement over a volume of 0.01 m3 to 10 m3. This is
also referred to as laboratory-scale (Dagan, 1986) or
outcrop-scale.
Well-scale - refers to the scale of well or packer tests that
occur onascale of 100-1000 m3. This scale can have a wide
variation, depending on the depth of well or size of packer
configuration. Well-scale is also referred to as local scale
(Dagan, 1986).

dc
S
i
kc
*c, lam
i
c, turb

ft 2D

K
i

3

Regional-scale - refers to volumes greater than 1000 m .
This common term can be used in karst settings to refer to
something on the scale of a cave map up to the entire
aquifer.

km
K
Kc,c lam

Permeability scale effect - An effect first noted by Kiraly
(1975) that indicates that permeability is dependent upon
the scale of measurement (Figure 1). There is anywhere
from a 3 to 9 order of magnitude increase in permeability
from small- to regional-scale measurements.

K

Matrix - rock where no fractures visible to the unaided eye
are present. For karst aquifers this is generally limestone or
dolomite with intrinsic permeabilities of 5x1017 to 5x1013
m2 (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).

K,
K,high

Fracture - crack visible to the unaided eye that is open, not
filled by minerals. In models, fractures commonly are
considered two-dimensional uniform slots.
Conduit - dissolution feature that extends for a range
greater than that of the well-scale and is visible to the
unaided eye. In models, conduits are generally treated as
one-dimensional pipes.

K
K,

Km
Q
Re
rw
T
Te
Tf
T.
l

Tm
V

Non-Darcian - a situation that occurs when the flow
through an aquifer no longer follows Darcy's law (i.e. the
flux is not directly proportional to the gradient). This is
generally predicted by Reynolds numbers greater than 10
(Linquist, 1933; Scheidegger, 1974, p. 152-187; Fetter,
1994, p. 143-144).

w±
V
7t

6

= cross-sectional area perpendicular to the long
axis of a conduit, [L2]
= fracture aperture, [L]
= thickness of high permeability layer, [L]
= thickness of individual permeable feature, [L]
= thickness of aquifer matrix, [L]
= total thickness of aquifer, (or penetration length
of well), [L]
= diameter of conduit, PL]
= gravitational constant, [L t2]
= hydraulic gradient, [dimensionless]
= conduit permeability, [L2]
= laminar conduit permeability, [L2]
= turbulent conduit permeability, [L2]
= equivalent or averaged permeability, [L2]
= equivalent or average permeability over conduit diameter, [L2]
= equivalent or averaged 3D conduit
permeability, [L2]
= fracture permeability, PL2]
= permeability of high permeability layer, PL2]
= permeability of individual permeable feature
[L2]
= permeability of aquifer matrix, PL2]
= hydraulic conductivity, p^ f1]
= laminar conduit hydraulic conductivity, p^ r1]
= turbulent conduit hydraulic conductivity, [L f1]
= equivalent or averaged hydraulic conductivity
[Lt1]
= equivalent or averaged 3D turbulent conduit
conductivity, p^t']
=■ equivalent or averaged 3D conduit conductivity, \L t1]
= fracture hydraulic conductivity, pL t1]
= hydraulic conductivity of high permeability
layer, \L t1]
= matrix hydraulic conductivity, p. t1]
= discharge, [L311]
= Reynolds number, [dimensionless]
= well radius, [L]
= transmissivity \L211]
;
equivalent or averaged transmissivity PL2 r1]
= fracture transmissivity, p.,2 r1]
:
transmissivity of individual permeable feature
[L2t>]
:
matrix transmissivity, PL* f1]
:
specific discharge, pL f']
:
width perpendicular to the long axis of a
conduit, pL]
:
kinematic viscosity, PL211]
:
pi = 3.14
:
angle between fracture and horizontal
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LINEAR SYSTEMS APPROACH TO MODELING GROUNDWATER FLOW AND
SOLUTE TRANSPORT THROUGH KARSTIC BASINS
Carol M. Wicks1 and John A. Hohe
Department ofGeological Sciences, University of Missouri
Columbia, MO 65211

Abstract

critical, therefore, that the kernel function be determined as
accurately as possible.

Modeling groundwater flow and solute transport in karst
aquifers is complicated by the highly heterogeneous nature
of the aquifer. A linear systems approach provides a basinscale perspective that does not require specific details of
internal geometry. In this study, three kernel functions
were derived: one that relates excess recharge to spring
discharge; one that relates solute input from a point source
to concentrations of the solute in the spring discharge; and
one that relates input from a non-point source to
concentrations of solute in the spring water. Results
indicate that these kernel functions can be used to predict
groundwater flow and solute transport through a large
karstic basin.
Introduction
The linear systems approach is very useful in karst aquifers
because it describes regional (basin) scale transport in
terms of the distribution of travel or residence times
without requiring detailed knowledge of the internal
structure (location and geometry of conduits) in the aquifer
(Knisel, 1972; Ashton, 1966). Using a linear systems
approach, Dreiss (1989a, b) was able to reproduce the
discharge and composition records of a spring as a result of
a storm event with an average 3% error. While she was not
able to predict the discharge or concentrations, she was
able to show that the linear systems approach warranted
further investigation.
A lumped, time-invariant linear system is completely and
uniquely characterized by its response to various inputs or
forcing functions (Blank and others, 1971). This relation
between the input and the response of the system is given
by:

o(t) = fh(t-x) * i(x) dx

When applied to karst aquifers, one input function is excess
precipitation (precipitation minus evapotranspiration and
changes in soil moisture) and the corresponding output
function is the spring discharge. The derived kernel
function relates recharge over a spatial area (that delivered
to the basin) to changes in the discharge at the spring.
Another input function of importance to the karst
hydrologist is the mass of a solute entering the karst system
of interest. The method by which the solute enters the karst
system must be considered in order to accurately derive the
kernel function. A spatially and uniformly distributed nonpoint source solute to the basin will exhibit a different
response than a discrete-input, point-source solute to the
basin due to a difference in kernel functions. Once the
unique kernel functions for an area have been determined,
inputs that are available through monitoring programs can
be used to determine groundwater movement and solute
transport through a karst basin.
Kernel function derivation
Kernel functions were calculated for Maramec Spring
Basin (Figure 1) that relate a point-source solute to its
concentration at the spring, a non-point source solute to its
concentration at the spring, and excess precipitation to
spring discharge. Derivation of this suite of kernel
functions required the use of the linear systems approach
similar to that represented in equations 2 and 3:

qf ct A At
i, solute

(2)

llqtC.A At
T-t

qt*At
(l)

discharge

(3)

where o(/) is the observed output from the system, i(x) is
the input into the system, and h(t-x) is the kernel function of where the h. values are the kernel functions for the solutes
the system. The response of a linear system to any input can and discharge, q. is the discharge, C. is the concentration,
be evaluated once the kernel function is known. It is A is the basin area, and At is the time step. The end result
will be to determine whether or not these kernel functions
will collectively characterize the physical and chemical
Corresponding author.
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transport of groundwater and aqueous-phase solutes
through the Maramec Spring Basin.

Maramec [Spring

Point-source kernelfunction
A well-documented nitrogen fertilizer pipeline break in
Maramec Spring Basin provided an excellent opportunity
to test the ability of the linear systems approach to
characterize the transport of aqueous-phase solutes
introduced as a point source. In November 1981, a pipeline
carrying liquid fertilizer released an estimated 24,100
gallons of nitrogen-rich fluid directly into a losing stream
reach (Figure 1). Collection of quantitative total nitrogen
and dissolved oxygen concentration data was initiated
shortly after the pipeline break in order to document
changes in the spring-water composition and their effect on
the local biota (Vandike, 1985; Crunkilton, 1985).
A point-source kernel function for the nitrogen pipeline
break location was derived using the kernel derivation
method described by Dreiss (1989b) and available daily
nitrogen concentration and spring discharge data for the
period of November 23, 1981 to January 1, 1982. The
nitrogen concentrations that were measured in the spring
water were total nitrogen, representing the sum of all
nitrogen-bearing aqueous species regardless of oxidation
state. Values of daily nitrogen concentration, C, were
multiplied by the daily spring discharge, q., for a time step
At equal to one day. The products of each daily nitrogen
concentration and spring discharge for the period of record
were then summed. The daily values of the point-source
kernel were calculated on the basis of equation 2 (Figure 2).
Dye-trace kernelfunction
In early May 1982, a follow-up study to confirm the
hydrologic connectivity between the nitrogen-pipeline spill
location with Maramec Spring was initiated. Three gallons
of an inert fluorescent dye were injected into the same
losing stream reach downstream from the pipeline break
location (Vandike, 1985). First arrival of the dye occurred
11 to 12 days after injection and confirmed the connectivity
of the nitrogen-fertilizer pipeline break with Maramec
Spring via subsurface karst conduits. Dreiss (1989b)
derived a point-source kernel function for the dye trace
using equation 2 and daily spring-water dye concentrations
and discharge measurements recorded at Maramec Spring
(Figure 2).
Non-point-source kernelfunction
A kernel function for non-point-source solute transport
through Maramec Spring Basin was derived using daily
measurements of spring-water conductivity and spring
discharge recorded at Maramec Spring from January 1,

Crawford Co.
Dent Co.

Licking 4N
5km

Figure 1: Map of the recharge area of Maramec Spring.

1994, to December 31, 1995 (Vandike, 1996). Springwater conductivity predominantly represents mass concentrations of Ca2+, Mg2+, and HC03' in the spring discharge
that has been integrated over the entire karst basin. Using
daily spring-water conductivity to represent the mass concentration of cations, C, in the spring discharge, q.,
equation 2 was used to derive a kernel function characterizing the behavior of an areally distributed non-pointsource solute. To remove the effect of previous storm
events in the kernel derivation, baseflow levels of specific
conductivity and spring discharge were subtracted from the
data by straight-line baseflow separation (Bedient and
Huber, 1992). The daily product of spring-water conductivity and spring discharge for the period of the storm
response was divided by the summed value of spring-water
conductivity and spring discharge to obtain a non-pointsource kernel function for Maramec Spring Basin.
Non-point-source kernel functions were derived for
isolated rainfall events of similar duration that had complete specific conductivity records. Spring-water conductivity and spring-discharge data from the June 27, July 6,
and November 20, 1994, rainfall events and the May 16,
1995, rainfall event were used in the derivation. A characteristic non-point-source kernel function for Maramec
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Spring Basin was calculated by taking the average of the
four derived non-point-source kernel functions (Figure 2).
Groundwater-flow unit Hydrograph
A groundwater-flow unit hydrograph was derived for the
Maramec Spring Basin using observed discharge data at
the spring for the period of record from January 1,1994, to
December 31, 1995 (Vandike, 1996). The groundwaterflow unit hydrograph was derived using discharge data
from isolated storm events and a unit-hydrograph
derivation method similar to that used for the point and
non-point source kernel functions (Dingman, 1994). To
isolate the influence of rainfall-event-derived water from
water already in the karst system, baseflow levels of spring
discharge were removed from daily spring discharge values
using straight-line baseflow separation (Bedient and
Huber, 1992). Daily spring discharge values were summed
over the response time of Maramec Spring to the isolated
storm event. To calculate the values of the unit hydrograph
for the storm event, each daily discharge value was divided
by the summed discharge response of Maramec Spring to
the isolated storm event.
Groundwater-flow unit hydrographs were derived using
observed discharge values from the February 21 and July 6,
1994, rainfall events and the March 26 and December 18,
1995, rainfall events. A characteristic groundwater-flow
unit hydrograph was calculated by taking the average ofthe
four derived unit hydrographs (Figure 2).
Interpretation

point-source kernel also makes sense, as both input functions are areally distributed over the basin. Our ability to
resolve the lag time for the groundwater and non-pointsource kernel is limited by the resolution of the data, which
are daily. The lag time is less than one day.
Significance
Since these results indicate that linear kernel models can be
used to model karst solute transport, this technique
becomes useful in describing solute problems in other karst
basins. Of the large number of karst terrains known, a significant portion of these have been dye traced in the past.
Some karst systems, such as Mammoth Cave, have been
meticulously traced and copious amounts of data collected. Given dye traces for a particular karst terrain, kernel
functions for the karst basin of interest can be computed.
Once the kernel functions for a karst basin have been
calculated, solute and groundwater behavior in the karst
system can be characterized and anticipated for any input of
solute concentration and excess precipitation. The use of
the three kernel functions provides a handle on groundwater flow and solute transport through karst basins.
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TOWARD UNDERSTANDING TRANSPORT IN THE FLORID AN KARST
David Loper
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Institute, Florida State University
Tallahassee, FL 33431

Abstract
There is a strong need for better scientific knowledge of
groundwater behavior in Floridan-type karstic aquifers and
for better mechanisms to transfer such knowledge into
practice. To facilitate this transfer, a new scientific
organization called the Hydrogeology Consortium has
recently been established. The Consortium is described in
detail elsewhere in this volume. Its mission is to
cooperatively provide scientific knowledge applicable to
groundwater resource management and protection.
A necessary adjunct to the mission of the Consortium is the
development of better models of transport and dispersion
in karstic aquifers. A first step in this development is
elucidation of the shortcomings of the standard model of
dispersion. In this model, dispersion is represented by an
effective diffusivity, called the dispersion coefficient,
which is the product of the mean flow speed and the
decorrelation distance. It is shown that this model does not
correctly describe dispersion in an aquifer having porosity
that is weakly correlated on a large scale. That is, the
concept of a decorrelation distance is not viablefor a nonhomogeneous aquifer.
One approach toward the quantification of transport and
dispersion in karstic aquifers to model the aquifer as a
classic Darcian porous medium riddled by a distribution of
macroscopic conduits. The flow properties of this model
are compatible with the standard Darcian model, but its
transport equation is non-autonomous; it has coefficients
that depend on the elapsed time.
Problems modeling transport
and dispersion in karst
Transport ofwater-borne material in an aquifer is the result
of the large-scale flow of water, while dispersion results
from the small-scale flow through the individual pores,
mechanically spreading the material. The traditional
method of modeling transport and dispersion is to use the
classic advection-diffusion equation with the cumulative
effect of the small-scale motions being modeled by an
effective diffusion or dispersion coefficient. The standard
parameterization of the dispersion coefficient, D, is as the
product ofthe mean (macroscopic) flow speed, v, times the
dispersivity or "decorrelation length," 8, which is the

distance over which flow traj ectories become decorrelated:
D « v?>

(1)

Decorrelation is usually defined in the context of a
Lagrangian description of motion and is quantified using
the velocities at two different positions of a given particle
of fluid as it wends its way through the porous medium.
When the distance between the two positions is much less
than the decorrelation length, 8, the two velocities are
strongly correlated, and they are decorrelated when this
distance is much greater than ö.
A definitive treatment of this approach is given by Phillips
(1991, p. 13-22), who argues that 8 is either the grain size
or the characteristic distance between fracture intersections. A related quantity is the decorrelation time:
T=6/v

(2)

which is the time it takes fluid, moving at the mean flow
speed, to travel the decorrelation distance. Phillips'
argument relies on the assumption that the porous medium
is homogeneous on the macroscale, though irregular on the
microscale.
A basic postulate of this approach to modeling transport
(by means of the advective-diffusion equation) is that the
dispersion coefficient is intensive: a function only of the
local mechanical and thermodynamic conditions, and
insensitive to the size of the system being modeled. It
follows from the parameterization given in equation 1 that
the dispersivity 8 must be intensive as well. A strong
indication that the standard parameterization of transport is
fundamentally flawed is provided by field observations,
which show that the dispersivity varies with the scale ofthe
experiment (Gelhar et al, 1985, reproduced as Figure 6.15
inDullien, 1992).
A necessary preliminary to the construction ofan improved
model of transport is the development of an understanding
why the traditional approach fails. To that end, the analysis
of Phillips is discussed in the next section where it is shown
that the assumption of large-scale homogeneity is
conceptually flawed and mathematically singular. A small
amount of large-scale heterogeneity can invalidate the
standard parameterization of dispersion.
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A fundamental flaw in the Standard
parameterization of dispersion

conduits of large radius. To investigate the consequences
of this, let

Consider the flow of water through an aquifer. As noted
above, transport is accomplished by the mean (macroscale)
velocity, while the (microscale) velocity deviations cause
dispersion. The vigor of the deviations is quantified by the
covariance of velocity, which is the average product of
velocity deviations of a microscopic fluid parcel, initially at
position x = a, at two instants of time, t and ftfr as it moves
along its trajectory. The average is in fact an ensemble
mean of all possible (microscale) initial states within the
macroscale volume element located at x=a. Since position
a is arbitrary, we may set t§= 0 without loss of generality.
Following Phillips, the covariance may be expressed as

w(a,0«w(a,0) = wW(t)

(3)

where w is the deviation of the point-wise velocity from the
macroscopic average, w = |w| and W is the autocorrelation
function. Note that, since on average a parcel travels with
the mean transport speed V , its mean displacement in time
interval t is given by
l = Vt
(4)
Two important properties of the autocorrelation function
are the decorrelation time, T, defined by

T = J°° W(i)dt

(5)

(6)

If the decorrelation time is of the order of ö/v, as Phillips
(1991) argues, then L = 6; the parcel velocity becomes
decorrelated at the grain or fracture scale. A basic
assumption of the standard parameterization of dispersion
is that the velocity deviation of the fluid parcel becomes
completely decorrelated for time intervals t much greater
than T, or, equivalently, for length scales / much greater
thanZ-. The stability ofthis assumption of homogeneity will
now be investigated and attention will be focused on
whether the standard parameterization remains valid if a
weak, large-scale correlation exists in the aquifer.
For a homogeneous porous medium the function Wis quite
simple, as illustrated by Figure 2.11 in Phillips' book. An
obvious form for this simple autocorrelation function is
W(t)=exp(-TZt2/4T2)

{

2 )
Tit2

Wx(t) = (1 -e)exp

AT2

\

(

+ eexp

2

7tr7 \
47-2 (8)

o )

where T0 is the decorrelation time when e = 0. The
dimensionless parameter is a measure ofthe strength ofthe
large-scale correlation, while n. is the ratio of the pore scale
to the scale of correlation. Both e and r] are much smaller
than unity. The decorrelation time, Tv for the
autocorrelation function given by (6) is

Tr-

1

e

1+—-e

(9)

The last factor in the parenthesis is small, but the size of the
middle term is unconstrained. This means that the concepts
of a decorrelation time and a decorrelation distance
cannot be applied to an aquifer having porosity with a
large-scale correlation.
Generalizing, suppose that there is a spectrum of
correlation functions. Let

Wß) = j°°A(Q)exp(-Tzt2/4Q2)de

(10)

where the amplitude function A satisfies the normality
condition

r0A(Q)dd = i

and the decorrelation distance,

vT
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(ii)

If ,4(6) = ö (6 - 7), then equation 7 is recovered. The
decorrelation time for the autocorrelation function defined
by equation 10 is

Tc = SQA(d)dd6

(12)

Suppose, for example, that the hierarchy of scales is
uniformly distributed in the porous medium:

-for 0<6<Z/v
A(ß)- L
0 for L/v <0

(13)

where L is the downstream spatial extent of the porous
medium. The cutoff in the distribution of A given in
equation 13 is dictated by the fact that when LI V < 0 at
least one of the two parcels has moved out of the aquifer.
In this case,

(7)
c

Now what if the porous medium is not simple? For
example, suppose that the autocorrelation function has a
weak tail, perhaps representing a small-volume fraction of

2v '

(14)

that is, the decorrelation time is half the residence time of a
particle in the aquifer.
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Now in order to get to the standard parameterization given
by equation 1, one must assume that the elapsed time / is
much larger than the decorrelation time T. But it is not
possible to satisfy this condition if the aquifer has a
hierarchy of scales for which equation 13, or anything like
it, applies. This reaffirms the earlier conclusion that the
standard parameterization is not valid for a porous medium
having any significant correlation on the scale of the
aquifer.

material cannot be ignored in the transport equation if the
conduits are sufficiently large. The typical conduit occurring in Floridan karst (which is large enough to swim
through) is sufficiently large that advection is an important
component of transport. In this case the transport equation
is non-autonomous; it has coefficients that depend on the
elapsed time.

Toward the development of a better
model of transport

Dullien, F. A. L., 1992, Porous Media: Fluid Transport and
Pore Structure: Academic Press.
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DIGITAL MODELS
When analytical models begin to approach the complexity
of real systems, the only way to solve them quantitatively
is to break the model into tiny discrete space and time
increments. Conditions within each increment can then be
solved simultaneously or by successive approximation.
This is the topic of digital modeling. It was originally
known as numerical analysis, but this term is rarely used
today because the only satisfactory way of solving
complex numerical problems is with a computer. Like the
limb of a tree that has grown larger than the main trunk,
digital modeling is simply an outgrowth of analytical
modeling, and it shares the same analytical roots.
There is theoretically no limit to the complexity of a digital
model, and it can be safely said that any natural system in
which the processes and dimensions are accurately known
— no matter how large or complex — can be modeled
accurately by digital methods. The giant fly in the
ointment, of course, is our limited knowledge of the
physical systems and processes.
There are two basic kinds of digital model. In the
geosciences the most popular are the groundwater models
designed to calculate head, flow patterns, and contaminant
transport within an aquifer. The popular software package
MODFLOW, originally designed by the USGS, is the
leading example. The other type of model, which is well
represented by the papers in this section, is designed to
investigate the processes that operate within idealized
systems, rather than in real field sites.
Digital modeling of real karst aquifers has acquired a
dubious reputation, especially among karst researchers
themselves. Some models (e.g. Cullen and LaFleur, 1984)
have been designed to handle the specific characteristics of
karst, and although they provide insight into how karst
groundwater behaves, even the modelers realize that they
cannot be used for predictive purposes. Probably no
natural system is less suited to predictive digital modeling
than karst. The figure on the cover of this volume expresses the fantasy of attempting to do so. The late James
Quinlan, the world's most prolific karst groundwater
tracer, repeatedly claimed that "A single dye trace is worth
a thousand digital models."

No perceptive hydrologist would disagree. But digital
modeling also forces us to come to grips with what is going
on in the field. Each step in designing a model requires an
intimate knowledge of the physical system and the
processes operating within it. The conscientious modeler
uses these design steps as a guide to what information must
be obtained from the field ~ and how much is not known.
And the results should be used only as an idealized
comparison with what is actually observed in the field. The
discrepancy between observed conditions and the ideal
model can be a great help in clarifying field conditions.
Unfortunately it is easy for a modeler to slip around these
requirements by making spurious or tentative assumptions
when designing a predictive model. The result is a bogus
model whose seemingly elegant output takes on a reality of
its own and can lead to seriously flawed decisions.
The validity of a site-specific digital model depends on the
accuracy with which the aquifer variables can be quantified
within the model. The heterogeneity of karst aquifers is so
severe that it is virtually impossible to acquire sufficient
field information to construct a predictive digital model
trustworthy enough to allow extrapolation of heads and
flow conditions from known to unknown locations, let
alone into the future. It can even be argued that digital
models are inadequate to realize these goals in any kind of
bedrock aquifer.
On the other hand, digital models are well suited to
revealing the interactions among water flow, chemistry, and
geologic setting under idealized conditions. The entire
evolution of a conceptual karst aquifer can be modeled in
this manner. This kind of digital model combines scientific
rigor, realistic boundary conditions, and easily refereed
procedures. As shown by the following papers, digital
modeling is the most promising quantitative tool for
investigating karst processes.
Reference cited
Cullen, J.J., andR.G. LaFleur, 1984, Theoretical considerations on simulation of karstic aquifers, in R.G. LaFleur
(ed.), Groundwater as a geomorphic agent: Boston, Allen
and Unwin, p. 249-280.
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DYNAMICS OF THE EARLY EVOLUTION OF KARST
Wolfgang Dreybrodt, Franci Gabrovsek, and Jörg Siemers
Institute of Experimental Physics, University ofBremen, Germany
Abstract
The evolution of karst conduits by calcite-aggressive water flowing in initially narrow fractures requires a non-linear rate law Fn(c) = kn{\-cl ceqf for limestone dissolution close to equilibrium with respect to calcite. A mathematical analysis of the evolution of limestone dissolution
rates of water in such early, narrow fractures as a function
of the distance from the input reveals an exponential decrease of dissolution rates for linear rate laws (« = 1), such
that subsurface karstification is prevented.
For non-linear kinetics (n > 2), however, the decrease of
rates proceeds by a hyperbolic relation, such that dissolution rates at the exit of the fracture are still sufficiently
high to create a feedback mechanism by which after a long
time of gestation a dramatic increase in the widths of the
conduits is established. After this breakthrough event, uniform widening along the entire channel determines the further evolution. The time to achieve breakthrough is given
by T* a0 /2>F(/,0), where 2jF(/,0) is the initial widening in cm/year at the exit of the conduit. This equation
defines the parameters that determine karstification. The
equation above, however, is valid only when the calcite
concentration of the inflow solution is less than 99% of
saturation. Otherwise the positive feedback loop is switched
off and the conduit widens evenly along its entire length
with rates of 109 cm/year to enlarge extremely narrow
fractures with initial widths of several ten microns over
distances of kilometers to sizes of about 0.1 mm within
several ten millions of years. This provides a general explanation for the concept of inception horizons, where usually other mechanisms have been assumed.
The results in one-dimensional conduits were applied to
two-dimensional nets of initial fractures. These are constructed on a square lattice by occupying the lines between
nearest neighbor sites by a water-conducting fissure of
width a0 and length / with an occupation probability p.
For p > 0.5, percolating nets occur that transmit water. To
simulate cave genesis in step 1, we calculate the water flow
rates driven by the hydraulic head h through all fissures.
Then in step 2 the one-dimensional transport-dissolution
model is applied to each of these fractures and the evolution of their widths is calculated during a time step Ar.
Iterating step 1 and step 2 the evolution of the two-dimensional system is modeled. At the onset of karstification,
flow is evenly distributed among all fractures. As the system develops, solutional widening creates preferred path-

ways, which attract more and more flow, until at breakthrough both widening and flow increase dramatically. A
numerical analysis of breakthrough times dependent on
the parameters a0 (width of the initial fractures), L (horizontal dimension of the aquifer), h (hydraulic head acting
on it), and on the chemical parameters of the dissolution
kinetics reveals that the relation valid for one-dimensional
conduits is also valid for two dimensions. The consequences of the dependence of breakthrough time on the
various parameters determining karstification are finally
discussed.
Introduction
The dissolution rate of limestone by C02 containing calcite- aggressive water flowing through a narrow fracture
with a width of several tenths of a millimeter is given
(Dreybrodt and Eisenlohr, 1997; Dreybrodt et al., 1996;
Eisenlohr et al., 1997; Svensson and Dreybrodt 1992)
by

Fl(c)=Jci(l-c/ceq)

for c<cs

(la)

F„(c)=kn(l-c/ceq)n

for c>cs

(ib)

where c is the concentration of dissolved calcite in the
solution and ceq the equilibrium concentration with respect to calcite in mole/cm3. The rate constants k^ and
kn are related by
K = *i(l - c, / ceqf -"

)

[mole/cmVsec] (2)

cs is the switch concentration, where the reaction order
changes from 1 to n. Typically 0.75 <cs< 0.9 for natural
limestone.
To answer the question of how the profile of an initially
uniform fracture develops in space and time when an aggressive solution is forced through, numerical models have
been used that assume a constant pressure head driving
the water through the fracture. These models show
(Dreybrodt, 1990, 1996; Palmer, 1991; Groves and
Howard, 1994a, 1994b) that a positive feedback loop is
operative. Widening ofthe fracture causes increasing flow
through it, and therefore the dissolution rates increase
along the entire fracture and so on, until finally a dramatic increase of flow rates causes a dramatic enhancement of the widening of the fracture. This breakthrough
event terminates the initial state of conduit evolution. To
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gain more insight into this positive feedback mechanism,
we present a simple mathematical model, which avoids
numerical modeling by finite differences. In the second part
of this work we extend this model to two-dimensional networks of such fractures and show that the important results of the one-dimensional model apply also to the more
realistic network model.
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V(x+dx)
C+dC =
C(x+dx)

Dissolution of limestone in a plane-parallel fracture
We replace a natural irregular fracture by a uniform fracture with initial aperture width a0 and a breadth b0. We
furthermore assume that a0 «b0 (typically a0 « 0.01cm,
b0 «100cm). The length of the fracture is /, and the hy- Figure 1: Part of a fracture along the percolating pathway
at distance x from input between x and x + dx. The concendraulic head h is acting on it.
tration increases along the distance by dc.
A part of this fracture is illustrated by Figure 1. At a distance x from the input the calcite concentration is c(x). It
increases by the material dissolved from the walls between
x and x + dx to a value c(x + dx) = c(x)+dc. The flow
velocity of the water is v(x). A(x) is the cross sectional
area of the fracture, and P(x) its perimeter at position x.
According to the law of continuity, the flow rate through
the conduit does not depend on the distance X and is given
by

Q = v(x)-A(x)

(3)

Now conservation of mass requires that the amount of
calcite dissolved per time from the walls between X and
x + dx must be equal to the difference of calcite transported by the flow Q out of the fracture at x + dx to that
entering it at x. Thus

karstification in its initial state. The first group of parameters represents the chemical driving forces. They are
Äj, kn,n, cs, c0 and the equilibrium concentration ceq.
The kinetic constants ^ and kB depend on temperature,
and kn also depends on the lithology of the bedrock
(Eisenlohr et al., 1997). The kinetic exponent n takes values, 2 < n < 11. The equilibrium concentration ceq is related to temperature and to the amount of carbon dioxide
available at the surface of the karst terrain. Finally c0 is the
calcite concentration of the solution entering the fracture.

The physical driving forces are mainly related to the hydraulic head h, i.e. the relief of the fracture system. If meteoric precipitation is high, such that an ample amount of
water is available at the surface, this value remains constant
4a
Q-dc = F(c(x))-P(x)-dx;
< > in time. In the early state of karstification this can be assumed as realistic, since the narrow fractures cannot transIntegration yields
port large quantities of water and therefore the water table
remains close to the surface. In the later state of mature
x)dx IQ
(4b) karst the amount of water available might not suffice to
keep this high water table. Therefore the amount of metec0 is the concentration at the entrance x = 0 of the con- oric precipitation determines the further development ofthe
duit. During the initial state of speleogenesis, flow is lami- karst aquifer.
nar and the flow rate Q(t) at time t through the fracture
is given by
The hydrogeologic setting is characterized by the geometry
of the fracture, which determines its resistance R (eq. 5).
ß(0=4» R=™l[a-3(x,t)b-\x,tyM-\x,t)dx (5) Thus the corresponding parameters are the aperture width
a0, the breadth b0 and the length / of the fracture. Furthermore, the dynamic viscosity t] depends on temperature
where a(x,t) and b(x,t) are its dimensions, which now (?7 = 1.8-10-2 at 0° C, 7-1.33-10"2 at 10° C, and
vary in space and time, T} is the dynamic viscosity of the 7= 0.90-10"2 dynes/cm2 at 25° C). Therefore the amount
solution, p its density, and M(x,t) is a geometric shape of water transported through a system of fractures almost
factor with values between 0.3 and 1 (Beek and Mutzall, doubles if the temperature is raised from 2° C (alpine karst)
1975), g is the earth's gravitational acceleration, and / is to 25° C (tropical karst).
the length of the conduit. Units are [g], [cm], [sec], [mole/
cm3].
As a first step we calculate the initial dissolution rates along
the initial fracture, which at the onset of karstification has
Equations 2-5 specify the parameters that determine not yet been widened. By use of eqs. 1 - 5 one finds
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de

To translate the data of Figure 2 into real situations one

J W-clc ) = 2(a +b )-x/Q
0

0

(6) has to know the values of Z, and F(0). Using ceq = 2 x

0

eq

when linear dissolution kinetics acts to a distance x (of eq.
la). As the water flows along the fissure its calcite concentration increases until at location xs it attains the value
cs, where the rates switch to a non-linear rate law (cf. eq.
lb). In this case one finds

r

dc

!^-cvs2KHXjf'Xf)/0,

(7)

Q0 is the initial flow rate, and is found from eq. 5 as

0

127

'/

W

Integration of eq. 6 and eq. 7 and employing eq. 2 yields
F(x) = kl exp(-x / Z, XI - c01 ceq) for x < xs (9)
and

F(x) =

KQ-cJcT
(£

*£ + |\n/(n-l)

for X > Xr

(10)

10-6 mole/cm3 and £, = 5 x 10"" mole/cm2/sec one finds
Z, » i .6 x 10s «o h/l. In natural karst systems a0 « 2 x 10"
2
cm and A / / » 10'2. Therefore Z, * 10 cm. Initial dissolution rates are converted from mole/cm2/sec into cm/year
by the factor 1.17 x 109. Thus the initial rates at the entrance are about 5 x 102 cm/year. If only first-order kinetics were operative, the dissolution rates would drop to about
10-45 cm/year at a distance of 10 m away from the entrance.
Therefore, caves never could develop. The key to the evolution of caves is the non-linear kinetics, which allows the
water to penetrate deep into the rock without losing its
solutional power. This was first pointed out by Palmer
(1984). From Figure 2 one reads that at a distance of about
1 km, dissolutional widening is about 5 x 109 cm/year for
n> 4.

The initial dissolution rates at the exit of a yet-unwidened
initial fracture of length / and width ao can now be obtained from eqs. 10,11, and 12 by considering that / » x^
/ » Z , and a » b :

TO=*,Ä^
24*?' "

eq

kn(n-l)

)-1

(13)

where

Qfi,eq

A = 2(a + 6 ).^
0
0

Pgh flp-VM) eq
(11)
12*/ 2(a0+b0) k,

and
L„ = Z1/(A7-l);n^l

(12)

Figure 2 illustrates this with the following scenario: Water
with concentrtion cO = 0 enters into the fracture with
b0 » a0. The dissolution rate at the entrance is F(0). We
have plotted F(x) in units of F(0) versus x/Z,. At the
entrance the dissolution rates are determined by linear kinetics and drop exponentially until at x = 2Zj the concentration has reached the switch point at cs = 0.86 • ce (dotted line). From then on dissolution proceeds by a non-linear rate law and the rates drop by a hyperbolic relation.
This is shown by the solid lines for n = 2, 4, and 10.
If, however, no switch were to occur, the rates would continue to drop exponentially as shown by the dotted line,
and within a short distance of x = 30 Z, they are reduced
by 13 orders of magnitude. In contrast to that the rates are
reduced only moderately by about 3 orders of magnitude,
when non-linear kinetics are active.

""m—i nun

10

■ imm i iiuiq i uniij

10* 103 10* 10s

x/Ln
Figure 2: Dissolution rate in units ofthe initial rate F(0) as
a function of distance, measured in units of Z( The water
flows to a distance 2Lt and dissolves calcite with linear
kinetics, then switches to kinetics with n2 = 2,4, or 10 (as
shown in solid lines). The dashed line shows dissolution
with linear kinetics, when no switch occurs.
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Note that the dissolution rates are independent of c0 and
£j and that this equation represents an approximation,
which is valid as long as Ln » L0. In this case they are
entirely determined by the higher-order kinetics. The reason is that first-order kinetics acts only close to the entrance at a distance up to about xs «10cm, which is orders of magnitudes smaller than /. Therefore, the non-linear kinetics is active practically along the entire fracture.
Evolution of an one-dimensional conduit
To illustrate the evolution of a cave under such conditions,
Figure 3 shows the results of a numerical model described
elsewhere (Dreybrodt 1988, 1990, 1996). In this special
case the parameters used are: a0 = 0.02 cm, b0 = 100
cm, / = 105 cm, cn = 2-10"6 mole/cm3, /^ - 4-10"11 mole/
cm2/sec, kn = mole/cm2/sec, n = 4, cs = 0.9ceq.
Figure 3a shows the flow rate Q{t) as a function of time.
After a long gestation time of about 32,000 years, where
Q(t) increases by no more than one order of magnitude,
there is a dramatically steep increase within a very short
time span. We call this event breakthrough, and the time at
which it occurs, the breakthrough time TB. Figure 3b depicts
the profiles of the initially uniform fracture as they evolve
in time. Note that the scale of width is logarithmic. At the
input of the fracture, dissolution rates are high and a funnellike shape is created. Since the rates drop rapidly, this shape
is restricted to distances close to the input. The rest of the
fracture opens up more evenly with a slow widening at the
exit, which finally accelerates dramatically, and within a
short time span of about a hundred years opens up, allowing
breakthrough to occur. During this evolution the kinetic
length Ln increases in a similar way as Q(t) (cf. eqs. 11
and 12). As a consequence the concentration of the solution
at the exit decreases slowly until at breakthrough it drops
rapidly to values close to the concentration c0 at the input.
Figure 3: (a) Flow rate Q(t)as a function of time for a
conduit with a= 0.02 cm, b = 100 cm, /= 105 cm, i =
0.05,'eg
c = 2 x°10"6 mole/cm3,"c
»5 = 0.9 ceq>, k1 = 4x 10"
mole/cm2/sec, n = 4, and kn = 4 x 10s mole/cmVsec. The
steep increase in flow rate marks the breakthrough time.
Note the logarithmic scale of Q. (b) Profiles of the widths
along the distance x for increasing times. From bottom to
top, T0 = 0 years, T2 = 20,000 years, T3 = 30,000 years, T4
= 33,000 years, Ts = 34,000 years, T6 = 34,100 years, T7 =
34,110 years. Note the dramatic increase in diameter in the
last hundred years. Note also the logarithmic width scale.
(c) Concentration profiles along the distance x for the times
T0to T7 listed above. The concentration front, i.e. the steep
increase of the curves, moves slowly toward the exit as the
conduit enlarges slowly. Note that the distance scale is logarithmic here.
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From then on the fast first-oreder kinetics governs
dissolution rates along the entire conduit, and during this
new state of maturity a uniform and comparatively quick
widening of the conduit results. This is illustrated in Figure
3c, which shows the concentration profile c(x) forvarious
times until breakthrough. Note that in Figure 3c the length
scale is logarithmic. After the breakthrough event, turbulent flow sets in and furthermore the amount of water
needed to sustain the hydraulic head may no longer be
available. Therefore the hydraulic head drops to a new value, Figure 4: Profile of a fracture with initial width a0zü time /
which is determined by the amount of meteoric after onset of karst evolution (solid line). The dashed line
precipitation. Consequently the upper entrance parts illustrates the profile that would have developed if the disbecome vadose and further phreatic evolution of the solution rate at the exit had been acting along the entire
length of the fracture.
conduits proceeds below the new water table.
Estimation of breakthrough time
To obtain a deeper understanding ofthe processes illustrated
in Figure 3 we give an derivation of the breakthrough time
which does not require numerical models.

where y ■ F(/,0) is the retreat of bedrock in cm/year, and
the factor y = 1.17-109 transforms the rates from mole/
cmVsec to cm/year.
After this time the dissolution rates have increased and a
further even widening by Aa needs the time

From the knowledge of the dissolution rates at the exit of a
C
N 3»/(it-l)
plane-parallel fracture, it is possible to give an estimation
A
T2=
*
=T(*°).
(16)
of how the width of the exit develops with time. To this
Ka0+AaJ
end we assume that the fracture is widened evenly along
its entire length, with the dissolution rate acting on its exit.
In reality this is not the case, since the dissolution rate at After m time steps the width has increased to (ao + m ■ Aa )
the exit is lower than everywhere else in the fracture. and the time Tm for further widening by Aa is given by
Therefore the fracture, instead of developing a bell-shaped
\ 3«/(n-l)
profile, would maintain an even width a(t) after time t. T
an
Aa
This is illustrated by Figure 4. The initial tube has widened
m=
(17)
2yF(l,Tm_l)
aQ+mAa
to a bell-shaped form. The width at the exit is a(t). The
dashed profile would have evolved if the dissolution rate
at the exit had been active along the entire length.
Therefore, the total time TM necessary for widening the
fracture to (a0 + MAa ) is
We now, by use of eq. 13, calculate the dissolution rate
M
M
F(l,t) at the exit of the idealized uniform fracture with V£ T =T-J2 (&a/a )(l
m
0
+mA.a/aoyW»-» (18)
uniform width a(t).
m=l
m=l

a\t)
F(l,t) = F(l,0).
at

n/(n-l)

(14)

This rate is smaller than the real rate, since the flow rate
through the even fracture is less than that through the bellshaped one.
The time to widen the initial fracture evenly by Aa is given
by

1

2)F{lfi)

2yF{lfi) a, ~

\

(15)

where Jis the time needed for doubling the width of the
fracture
an
T=
(15a)

2/ F(/,0)

Figure 5 shows the widths of the fracture as it develops in
time for several values of n and Aa/a0 =0.001. The
curves depict the plot of TM versus a0 + MAa .
After an initially slow widening, the widths increase rapidly
and diverge at breakthrough time TB. This time is given in
the limit M -> ao, and one finds by numerical calculations
that
T 2«+l
(19)
This becomes numerically practically independent of the
ratio Aal a, for Aa/a0<10~ It should be noted that
this value of TB represents an upper limit owing to the
approximation ofuniform widening along the entire fracture
(cf. Figure 4). In reality the fracture is wider, and therefore
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24T?/ (H-1)

Y 2«+l

PgKc

(*„F (20)

o
D

[years]
Units in eq. 17 are cm, mole, g, and sec. /= 1.17x 109
converts the units of TB into years.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the width of the idealized fracture
as a function of time. The width is in units of ag, and the
time in units of 7(cf. eq. 15a). The numbers on the curves
give the order of the kinetics acting at the exit. Note that T
depends on n. Therefore the time scales are different for n
= 10,4, and 2. The evolution of the fracture width is calculated from eq. 18 (M= 104 and Aa/a = 102.

it carries a larger flow. Therefore, according to eq. 13 the
dissolution rates are larger, and correspondingly TB
becomes smaller.

So far we have assumed that the length Ln in eq. 10 is
several orders of magnitude smaller than the length of the
conduit, such that / » Ln and the value 1 in the
denominator of eq. 10 can be safely neglected. In this case
the dissolution rate Fjn at the input is orders of magnitude
higher than the initial rate F(l,0) at the output. The
feedback mechanism expressed by eq. 14 is valid only under
these conditions.
However, F(l,t) cannot increase beyond Fjn. The general
valid expression for F(l, t) can be derived from eq. 10 as

F(Kt) = Fin

an

I V*3(0

x -nl(n-l)

+1

(21)

Therefore, when a(t) has increased to a sufficiently large
value, the increase in growth rate at the exit slows until
finally it reaches the constant value Fin From then on the
conduit increases linearly in time and evenly along its entire
length. In most cases the flow becomes restricted to a
constant value before this happens. But also then the
feedback mechanism is no longer active and the conduit
increases linearly in time.

After breakthrough the flow rate Q increases with a(t) .
Therefore the length !,(/) increases correspondingly, such
that the concentration approaches cg at the exit and the
dissolution rates are uniform along the entire fracture.

If, however, the solution enters into the conduit with a
concentration co sufficiently close to equilibrium with
respect to calcite, and C0> cs, eq. 7 has to be changed by
replacing cs - c0 and xs - 0. By integration of the modified
eq. 7 one finds

The positive feedback is nicely demonstrated by eq. 17.
Due to the increase of the dissolution rates at the exit by a
power law of a(t) with exponent 3n/(n-1) the times
for widening the exit by Aa decrease correspondingly. Thus
with increasing fracture width the dissolution rates are
enhanced, and this accelerates widening until breakthrough
occurs. This, however, is only possible if the hydraulic head
remains constant. It is the increase of discharge under
constant hydraulic head due to the increasing width of the
fracture that causes the positive feedback. After
breakthrough the flow rate will become limited, and the
dissolution rates become constant with time.

l=
pga30boh-M0-ceq
" 24Tj(ao+b0)l.kn(l-co/ceJ-'.(n-l)

Using eqs. 13 and 15, the breakthrough time can be written
as a function of all parameters, which determine the
evolution of the conduit along a fracture:

^

The dissolution rates in this case are given by eq. 21,
considering xs = 0 and Ln-Ln.
In any case the feedback mechanism expressed by eq. 14 is
only operative as long as la\ I (iKa3(?)) »1 and it is
effectively switched off when this ratio reaches values of
about 0.1 (cf. eq. 10). Therefore, when the width a(t) has
reached the value

*,('>

(23)

the exit rate takes the value Fs(l, tj « 0.9 • Fjn and beyond
that time ts the feedback mechanism is no longer active.
Consequently the width of the conduit increases linearly
with time and evenly along the entire conduit. This is
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Figure 6a: Evolution of the idealized fracture for various
input concentrations c0 in a double logarithmic plot. A: c =
0.75ceq-B.c=0.9ceq, C:c0=0.96c ;D:c0 = 0.9825c.
E: c0 = 0.99 ceq, F: c0 = 0.9925 ceq, G: cB = 0.995 ceq. The
open circles mark the switch-off points, beyond which the
positive feedback loop is no longer operative.
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illustrated by Figure 6a, which shows the evolution of the
idealized conduit for several values of c0. Figure 6a depicts
in a double logarithmic plot the width a(t)la0 versus
TITB. Curves A and B visualize the case where the input
concentrations c0 < cs, cA = 0.75 ceq and cB = cs= 0.9 c^.
In both cases breakthrough is independent of c0. This is
generally true as long as c0<cs. As soon as a(t) reaches
a
*(0> growth continues with a constant rate
2
r ■ K 0 - co I ceq), given by eq. 1. This is shown by curve
B. The open circle marks the switch-off point (as, ts). A
similar behavior is also shown by curves C (c0 = 0.96 ce )
and D (c0 = 0.9825 ceq). In this case c0 > cs and therefore
the higher-order kinetics acts along the entire conduit from
the very beginning of its evolution. The switch-off points
are marked by open circles on the curves in Figures 6a and
6b. For curve C, / / Ln « 300, and / / L * 25 for curve
D.
For curves E, F, and G these values are 4.6, 2, and 0.6
respectively, since the input concentrations are sufficiently
close to equilibrium. (E: c0 = 0.99 ceq; F: c0 = 0.9925 ce ,
G: c0 - 0.995 ceq. Therefore the initial dissolution rates at
the exit (cf. eq. 21) are 0.1F., 0.23F., and 0.53F
respectively. Consequently the feedback mechanism is
reduced so efficiently that breakthrough does not occur. It
should be noted that the logarithmic plot distorts the linear
growth beyond ts. To illustrate this region we have
replotted curves A - G at a linear scale (Figure 6b). Clearly
curves C, D, E, F, and G exhibit maximal constant growth
rates beyond ts and comparatively lower rates before this
time.
Therefore when hydrogeologic conditions favor concentrations sufficiently close to equilibrium, Ln achieves
values of several kilometers, and even widening ofthe order
of 10"9 cm/year may enlarge narrow fractures with aperture
widths of several tens of \im over distances of kilometers
in time scales of several tens of millions of years. This might
be a general and ubiquitous mechanism creating sufficiently
wide fractures as a prerequisite for later karstification, which
then can occur under changing hydrogeologic conditions,
which deliver solutions of sufficiently low input
concentrations to the fractures in this way. In this way,
"inception horizons" as postulated by Lowe (1992) may
find a general explanation based entirely on the dissolution
kinetics of limestone.
Evolution of two-dimensional conduit networks

Figure 6b: Figure 6a in a linear plot to illustrate the linear
growth during the time after the switch-off. The open circles
mark the switch-off points, beyond which the positive feedback loop is no longer operative.

Real karst systems are three-dimensional or at least twodimensional. Aquifers leading water from an input to an
output can develop only if percolating pathways exist. To
give an answer as to whether such pathways do exist, we
employ some basic results of percolation theory (Stauffer,
1985). Imagine a set of joints represented by a square lattice,
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Figure 7: Percolation networks in a square lattice with
occupation probability p = 0.4 (a, upper diagram), p = 0.5
(b, middle diagram), and p = 0.7 (c, lower diagram). The
thin lines represent fractures that cannot transmit flow. The
fat lines are fractures within a cluster and transmit water
from the left-hand side to the right-hand side of the square
lattice.
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as depicted in Figure 7. Each space between neighboring
points represents a possible location of a fracture; but
fractures are not evenly distributed. Therefore we assume
that each ofthese spaces is occupied by a real fracture with
an occupation probability p < 1.
Figure 7a, for example, displays a small net of 30x30 with
a probability p = 0.4, which means that on the average
40% of the possible locations contain a real fracture. We
further assume that water enters at the left-hand side of the
grid and leaves at the right-hand side, whereas the top and
the bottom of the grid are impermeable. In Figure 7a we
have plotted the real fractures by thick lines. We see that
there are clusters of fractures that are not connected
between the input and output, and which therefore cannot
transmit water. In such a case a conduit cannot develop.
Figure 7b illustrates the situation for p = 0.5. In this case
the clusters have merged into each other and percolating
pathways appear. All fractures conducting water to the
output are marked by extra thick lines. From the shape of
the percolation cluster we would expect a dentridic cave
system. Figure 7c gives the situation with p = 0.7. Here
we obtain a water-conducting network and the resulting
cave system might be maze-like. Percolation pathways only
can exist if p >pc, wherepc is called the critical percolation
threshold (Stauffer, 1985; Balberg, 1986; Sahimi, 1995).
Therefore, in each setting having fractures with p < pc,
karst development would not be possible. For values of
P >PC > but still close tope, the water is transmitted through
a few pathways that may evolve to large conduits until the
water table drops. If p, however, is close to 1 all the many
fractures are employed to carry the water and the water
table may drop even when the diameters of the evolving
conduits are still small. Therefore, in highly fractured rock,
karstification may be intense, but major cave systems may
be missing. The boundary conditions, i. e. the regions of
input and output, which are simple in Figure 7, may be
restricted to a few input and output points. Correspondingly,
even though a cluster extending over the entire area may
exist, it may not lead water to the output. It is obvious,
therefore, that the hydrologic setting is of utmost
importance in the evolution of a system of conduits.
Furthermore, each of the fractures in the network has
statistically distributed aperture widths a^ breadths b^ and
lengths /. Among all the percolating pathways these will
exhibit short breakthrough times, which on the average have
a small flow resistance, i. e. a small average length and
large average width, and which are also subject to the most
favorable dissolution conditions. After breakthrough of one
of these pathways the boundary conditions change due to
a dropping water table, and only those pathways connecting
the new water table to the output will develop further,
whereas others will cease to grow. The first crude models
using brickwork patterns offractures in small 7x6 nets have
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been presented by Groves and Howard (1994b). Their
networks, however, were too small to provide sufficient
spatial resolution. But, they all show that breaktrough, as
in one-dimensional fractures, does occur, and therefore they
provide the basis for more extended investigations such as
those reported in this work.

sparse matrices (Jacobs, 1977). Once the heads A. and A
are known, the flow rates Q are given (eq. 2). Then we
calculate dissolutional widening for all tubes in the following way.

To answer this question we present a model of two-dimensional karstification in sufficiently large networks to reveal
the details of cave evolution. Then we will use numerical
sensitivity analysis to investigate the dependence of
breakthrough times on the various physical, hydrogeologic,
and chemical parameters involved.

(B) In the next step we select all nodes where the concentrations of all the inflowing solutions are known. We assume complete mixing of these solutions before they are
transferred into conduits transporting the flow away. For
these, as described above, the one-dimensional transportdissolution model is used to obtain the concentration of
the solution at their exits, and also their new profiles after
the time step At Then we repeat procedure B until the new
profiles of all conduits have been obtained.

(A) First we select an input point at the boundary of the
network. We specify the concentration cjn of the solution
From these arguments one may expect that the concept of that flows into the input tube. Then we apply the one-dibreakthrough as derived from one-dimensional models mensional transport-dissolution model (Dreybrodt 1996)
(Dreybrodt 1996) is also valid for two-dimensional fracture to calculate the concentration profile along this tube, innetworks. Correspondingly, one has to ask the question cluding the concentration of the solution leaving it at the
whether the equation for breakthrough time derived for next node, where this tube is connected to another one.
single one-dimensional fractures (Dreybrodt 1996) is still Furthermore we calculate the new profile of the tube after
meaningful. This is by no reasons trivial, since depending a time step At. We repeat this procedure for all input points
on the occupation probability the total length of a at the boundary. In the dissolution model the dissolution
percolating pathway can vary quite considerably.
kinetics in eqs. 1 and 2 is used.

Model structure

As the first step, a percolation network with given p is
created. Next the boundary conditions for input and output For the new network, we calculate the new flow rates at
are defined and all fractures which cannot transport flow time At and the new profiles at time 2 At. By repeating
are omitted. The remaining percolation cluster represents procedures A and B the profiles of all conduits and their
all percolating pathways. To calculate the flow rates in each flow rates can be obtained as a function of time. It should
fracture, a yet-unknown hydraulic head h. is assigned to be noted that the boundary conditions and the input coneach node where three or more fractures are connected. centrations can be changed after each time step, thus conThe series of single fractures connecting such a point i to sidering external changes by climate or geological changes
the next possible intersection pointy constitutes an isolated (e.g. uplifting or downcutting of base level). It is also posflow resistance R, which for laminar flow is given (Beek sible, instead of specifying hydraulic heads at each arbiand Mutzall, 1975) by
trary mode, to use fixed input flow rates. Thus a variety of
geologic and climatic conditions can be simulated by the
dx
model.

*-^f

pg 3. a\x)b{x)M(x)

(24)

x represents the distance from node / along the series of
fractures connected to the nodey, and a(x) and b(x) are the
profiles of the fracture diameters; p is the density of water, 7] its dynamic viscosity, and g earth's gravitational
acceleration. Flow rates within these elements of the network are calculated by a mass-conservation equation for
each of the nodes:

i

Rij

Qv

(25)

Qjn is the flow rate towards /', whereas Qm! is the flow rate
away from it. Q.. the flow rate in the pathway connecting
nodes i and/ This set of linear equations is solved by standard methods, using a special CG-iteration procedure for

Breakthrough in two-dimensional networks
Figure 8 gives an example of the breakthrough behavior
typical for all simulations. The network with p = 0.7 simulates the initial hydrogeologic setting. The length L of the
square is 3 km. The left-hand side contains a variety of
input points at a hydraulic head of A = 150 m. The righthand side contains output points, all at a hydraulic head of
0. The upper and lower sides of the square are assumed to
be impervious. The width of the fractures is a0 = 0.03 cm
and their breadth b0 =100 cm. The concentration of the
inflowing solution is c0 = 0. The equilibrium concentration with respect to calcite is ceq = 2 xlO6 mole/cm3. The
rate constants of reaction kinetics are it, = 4 xlO" mole/
cmVsec, k4 =4xl0-8mole/cm7sec, « = 4, and c =0.9.
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Figure 8: Evolution of a karst aquifer with p = 0.7 at 9960 years (a), 13,657 years (b), 17,362 years (c), and 17,762
years (d). The upper and lower boundaries are impervious. The left-hand boundary is at constant head (A) = 150 m,
whereas the head at the right-hand boundary is 0 m. The thickness of the lines represents the average aperture of the
fractures, as shown at the bottom of the figure. Parameters a= 0.03 cm, b = 100 cm, Ah = 15,000 cm, L = 3 x 105 cm,
n = 4, c/ceq = c= 0.9, ceq = 2x 10"6mole/cm3, andk4 = 4x 10*mole/cmVsec.

Figure 8a shows the average widths of the fractures after
9960 years. These average widths are those which a uniform conduit with even spacing ä would exhibit, if it had
the same resistance as the real conduit with a profile a(x).
Figure 8(b and c) illustrates the further evolution as the
conduits penetrate into the system. Finally, after 17762
years, the first channel has reached an exit point. The distance of penetration Lp(t) can now be defined by the largest distance from the input, where channels have been widened to 0.1cm. Breakthrough at time TB is achieved when

Lp(TB)=L.

Figure 9 shows the following as a function of time: Lp IL,
the width a(t)la{ TB ), the water flow Q(t)/Q( TB ), and the
concentration c(t)l ceq of the solution at the breakthrough
exit point. All these quantities show a typical breakthrough
behavior. We define the breakthrough time by the time at
which the concentration of the water leaving the major exit
point drops below 10"3 • ceq. In all cases flow was laminar,
as checked by calculating the Reynolds Number to be below 1000.
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Figure 9: Evolution of penetration length L /L, flow rate
A
Q/QM, fracture width a/aM and the concentration c/ce -c
at the exit of the winning pathway. QM and aM are the values achieved at breakthrough. QM = 518 cmVsec, and aM=
4.86 cm. At breakthrough the concentration switches to
values close to zero.
Numerical sensitivity analysis of breakthrough time
4x108

Using such a network but changing only one of its parameters at a time, we have calculated the dependence of the
breakthrough time as a function of these parameters. The
result is summarized by the following expression:
2 +I

"

•knn-l.C(p,s)

(26)

\hCeqJ

(L /h) [cm]

2
t-

The constant c(p,s) is dependent only on the properties of
the initial fracture system. It depends on the occupation
probability p and the geologic setting s. This equation resembles closely that of the one-dimensional case (eq. 20)
provided the the length / of the conduit is replaced by the
spatial dimension L of the fracture system.
Figure 10 represents a verification of eq. 26. Here we have
plotted the breakthrough times calculated for various a0,
L2 /h, ceq and k4 in a double logarithmic plot as functions
1'

2x107

2

( r2„Xn-l

TB=(a0)"->

Af4U~

6x1088x108107

•

1 t

t

«

-

of the corresponding variables, whereby we have used results from the fracture system shown in Figure 8. The
straight lines plotted through the calculated point shows
the validity of the power law, and the exponent can be calculated from its slope. The exponents obtained are within
±10% those predicted from eq. 20. We have also calculated the breakthrough times in their dependence on the
various parameters as defined above for a variety of different values of« between n = 3 up to n =11 and have found
eq. 20 to be valid in this range. We have also performed
such calculations on a variety of different initial fracture
systems with identical boundary conditions and different
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c„ [mole cm"3]
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4x\<f
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Figure 10: Double-logarithmic plot of breakthrough time
as a function of a0, {U/H), c^ and k4 for n = 4 and p = 0.7,
as obtained from comuter runs on the net of Figure 8.
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occupation probabilities. These also have verified the predictions of eq. 20 (Siemers and Dreybrodt, 1998).
Discussion
One may consider the breakthrough time as a measure of
the intensity of karstification in a limestone terrain. The
shorter these times are, the higher is the degree of
karstification. Thus, eq. 20 specifies the intensity of
karstification in its dependence on the various specified
parameters.
The hydrogeologic forces are reflected by the geometric
parameters a0, b0, and / or L, but they are tied to the physical and chemical driving forces by the parameter group
[ I2 ?] I (hceq )]OT[L2TJ/ (hceq) ]. In regions of low temperature, such as alpine or arctic karst, one expects low levels
of C02 with PCo2 from 0.1% up to 1% and consequently
low equilibrium concentrations. In tropical karst PC02 ranges
from 0.2% up to 10% (Brook et al., 1983, Ford and Williams, 1989, White, 1988, Yuan Daoxian et al., 1991). Consequently calcite equilibrium concentrations are higher by
at least a factor of two in tropical karst. Considering the
temperature dependence of the viscosity, breakthrough
times for otherwise identical settings are lower by about a
factor of six in tropical karst compared to low-temperature karst.
One interesting feature is the fact that breakthrough times
depend critically on n. For n = 4 an increase of / by a
factor of only two extends the breakthrough time by a factor
of six. Therefore, in areas of comparable hydraulic head ft,
one expects intensive karstification with many small caves,
where geological setting allows comparatively short
percolating pathways. In contrast, in regions of large /only
few, but long, caves will be found.
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dissolution rates at the exit of the fracture and therefore
depend only kn and «, but not on kr This leads to a most
important conclusion. Since the kinetic length of the firstorder kinetics at the entrance is extremely short, the
concentration drops quickly to cs, in most realistic cases
after a distance of about 103 • /. From there on the higherorder kinetics takes over (cf Figure 3c). Therefore higherorder kinetics practically acts along the entire tube, and
consequently it does not matter whether the water entering
the fracture has already dissolved limestone from the
overlying soil. As long as the concentration c0 remains
below cs, breakthrough times will not be influenced
considerably. This is also the result of numerical calculations,
which in comparison to c0 = 0 show no more than an
increase of about 10% for c0 = cs, provided ceq is not
altered. For these reasons, in contrast to current opinions,
the initiation of karstification is not enhanced when allogenic
water with low hardness enters a limestone terrain.
After breakthrough, however, turbulent flow sets in and
the flow rates become restricted by the amount of water
available at the surface. Due to the large flow velocities
the concentration of Ca2+, changes little along the entire
flow path and stays close to its value at the input. Therefore
dissolution rates are uniform throughout the conduit. These rates, however, depend on the concentration of the
inflowing water and cave development in the mature state
is enhanced when allogenic water of low calcium
concentration enters the cave (Dreybrodt, 1996). Maximal
rates are about 102 cm/year, but rates lower by one order
of magnitude should be realistic (Dreybrodt and Buhmann,
1991; Liu and Dreybrodt, 1997).
Conclusion

To conclude this work, Figure 11 illustrates the history of
the formation of a mature conduit. It shows the conduit
Karstification times depend most sensitively on the initial width at the exit as a function of time. Since during the
fracture width. A variety of investigations using various initial phase it is of the order of 102 cm, its values are
methods report fracture widths between 5 x 10~3 and 10-! magnified by a factor of 5000 to become visible. During
cm with high probabilities in the region between 0.01 to the gestation or initial phase the exit width varies extremely
0.03cm(MotykaandWilk, 1984;Wilketal., 1984;Böcker, slowly until it has reached twice its initial width. Then
1969; Palliet et al, 1987; Palliet, 1988; Bandis et al, 1985; shortly breakthrough sets in and turbulent flow is
Johns et al, 1993). For wide fractures with b0 » a0 and established. The concentration of Ca2+ drops to low values
a0= 2 x 10"2 cm, breakthrough times are several tens of such that a uniform dissolution rate is active along the entire
thousand of years for karst areas where / is high (0.1) and channel length. The initiation time depends critically on the
/ is of the order of 100 m. Such times are realistic and have length and the initial width of the fracture, and in realistic
been reported by Ford (1988), Mylroie and Carew (1986), cases it covers the range from about ten thousand to ten
and Bakalowicz (1982) as minimum times required for the million years.
evolution of a karst aquifer to its maturity. For large systems
with/«10km and i= 0.01 correspondingly larger times After breakthrough, enlargement of the conduit proceeds
in the order often million years are needed.
under phreatic conditions at a rate of about 400 mm/ky
with variations of about 200 mm/ky. In contrast to the
A further interesting point should be addressed. As we have initiation phase, the enlargement phase is similar for all
shown, the breakthrough times are controlled by the phreatic conduits and independent of their former
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Figure 11: Schematic diagram of the evolution of a conduit from initiation to maturity. The encircled x symbols
mark the transition from initiation to phreatic enlargement
and from there to the vadose state.

development. Eventually the conduit will become vadose
with a river flowing in it. Then entrenchment of canyons
with similar rates will occur. Finally the passage becomes
completely abandoned and growth stops until at a later time,
because of varying external conditions, it may become active
again and resume growth. The active phreatic phase is
comparatively short, since it takes only about 100,000 years
to create a passage about 30 m diameter, which is not
often encountered in nature.
Finally, this work shows that to understand the evolution
of cave systems one has to consider the dissolution kinetics
of limestone. An understanding by only looking for the
influence of calcite equilibrium in the system
H20 - C02 - CaC03 is not possible.
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POTENTIAL INFLUENCE OF APERTURE VARIABILITY
ON THE DISSOLUTIONAL ENLARGEMENT OF FISSURES
Harihar Rajaram, Wendy Cheung, and Blair Hanna
Dept. of Civil Engineering, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309

Introduction
Development of conduits and caverns in soluble rock occurs
by sustained dissolution over large spatial scales. It is widely
believed that the occurrence of extensive cave systems in
carbonate rocks is largely due to the steep drop in the
dissolution rate as the solubility limit is approached. White
(1977) referred to the sudden rise in dissolution rate in a
growing conduit as a "kinetic trigger" that leads to major
cave development. In recent years, quantitative modeling
of dissolutional growth of fractures in limestone (e.g.
Dreybrodt, 1990,1996;Palmer, 1991; Groves and Howard,
1994; Howard and Groves, 1995; Hanna and Rajaram,
1998) have contributed significantly to improved
understanding of the morphology of cave systems and timescales of evolution. Clemens et al. (1996) included natural
boundary conditions such as springs and recharge into their
model for a more complete understanding of karst
development. Initiation of conduits during the early
evolution of karst is of particular interest, because it is
believed to be the slowest phase of cave development.
The dissolutional growth of a single one-dimensional
fracture was modeled by Dreybrodt (1990,1996), Palmer
(1991), and Groves and Howard (1994). In all of these
studies it was observed that once turbulent flow is initiated,
further dissolutional growth occurs at a relatively rapid
rate. In these works, the duration of the initial phase of
karst evolution is quantified using the concept of
"breakthrough time," which refers to the time at which
turbulent flow is first encountered. As breakthrough is
approached, the flow rate through the system increases
rapidly, leading eventually to turbulent flow. After
breakthrough occurs, conduits are expected to grow at a
relatively rapid rate of a few millimeters a year (Dreybrodt,
1990, 1996; Groves and Howard, 1994). Thus the
occurrence of breakthrough ensures further development
of caverns. The time required for the onset of turbulent
flow typically depends on the length of the fissure, the
hydraulic gradient and the initial aperture. Typical
breakthrough times estimated from one-dimensional studies
by Dreybrodt (1990,1996) and Groves and Howard (1994)
range from 5xl05to 106 years (0.25 mm initial aperture,
1000 m long, hydraulic gradient of 4%). The mechanism
by which conduits are initiated in one-dimensional systems
is by progressive enlargement of the entrance and
subsequent increase in flow rate (Dreybrodt, 1996).

Groves and Howard (1994) and Siemers and Dreybrodt
(1998) simulated dissolutional growth of a network of
fractures, illustrating the highly selective growth patterns
that result during the initial phase (before breakthrough
occurs). Hanna and Rajaram (1998) considered the
dissolutional growth of a two-dimensional variable aperture
fissure, motivated by the widespread recognition that natural
fissures exhibit highly irregular geometries (e.g. Tsang and
Witherspoon, 1981; Brown and Scholz, 1985; Power and
Tullis, 1991; Zimmerman and Bodvarsson, 1994; Brown,
1995). Their computational experiments illustrated that
highly selective channelized growth patterns occur in
variable aperture fissures. Other important conclusions from
their study are that (i) aperture variability leads to reduced
breakthrough times and (ii) sustained dissolutional growth
can occur even in the absence of a kinetic trigger. The
fundamental mechanism leading to these features is the
"reactive infiltration instability" identified by Ortoleva et
al. (1987). The essence of the reactive infiltration instability
is as follows: when a plane dissolution front is perturbed,
dissolution fingers develop and advance ahead of the
average dissolution front; since the permeability is larger
within the fingers, more flow is focused into the fingers,
leading to an increased rate of dissolutional enlargement
within the fingers and slower enlargement outside the
fingers. The irregular geometry of natural fissures will
provide an inherent mechanism for initiating unstable growth
and result in behavior significantly different from that of
one-dimensional fissures.
In this paper we present some published results from Hanna
and Rajaram (1998) and additional results related to the
influence of the correlation scale of the aperture field. We
also clarify some of the underlying features of dissolutional
growth in variable-aperture fissures, such as progressive
flow capture by the dominant dissolution channels. The
influence of aperture variability on the breakthrough time
is investigated based on simulations carried out in multiple
realizations of the random-aperture field. For each set of
statistical parameters, average breakthrough times are
estimated based on multiple realizations and compared to
the breakthrough time in a uniform-aperture fissure.
Additional simulations are presented to illustrate that
aperture variability can lead to sustained growth of conduits
even in the absence of a kinetic trigger.
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In eq. 2, R(£x, ^,) is the covariance function corresponding
to separations ^x and £y in the x and y directions respectively;
G[2 is the variance of Inb; E[ ] denotes the expectation
operator; (x,y) refers to a spatial location; X^ and X, are the
correlation scales in the x and y directions respectively.
When X^ and Xy are equal, an isotropic two-dimensional
random field results. Random fields with the desired
covariance function (eq. 1) are generated using a Fourier
summation algorithm described by Shinozuka and Jan
(1972). The mean (p.) and variance (a) of the aperture field
are related to those of the log-aperture field based on the
familiar relationships between the moments of log-normal
and normal distributions, i.e. \i = exp( u,, + o,2/2), a2 = exp
(2p, + G,2) (exp(a2- 1)). In this study, the coefficient of
variation of the aperture field a/(i = (exp(o2- 1))I/2 is used
as a measure of the degree of heterogeneity.

To our knowledge, no field observations of aperture
variability within a single fissure in a karst formation are
reported in the literature. Dreybrodt (1990,1996) cites field
data obtained from a depth of about 150 m in a mine in
Poland, wherein typical aperture values in networks of
limestone fissures before karstification were found to be
about 0.2 mm on the average, with extreme values larger
than 0.5 mm. In the present study, we used hydraulic
aperture values of about 0.25 mm, which is within the range
suggested by Dreybrodt (1990). Different degrees of fissure
variability were used to assess the sensitivity of the
breakthrough time to the aperture variance. The logarithm
of the initial aperture field within a single fissure is
represented as an isotropic second-order stationary gaussian
random field (i.e. the aperture values are log-normally
Computational methods
distributed). These models have also been used in numerical
studies of solute transport in rock fractures (e.g. Moreno
et. al., 1988; Tsang and Tsang, 1989). Some other studies A full description ofthe governing equations, computational
(e.g. Brown and Scholz, 1985; Power and Tullis, 1991; methods, and validation exercises are presented in Hanna
Brown, 1995) suggest that non-stationary models such as and Rajaram (1998). The computations involve solution of
self-similar random fields are required for modeling the the two-dimensional flow (based on the cubic law) and
roughness of natural rock surfaces. However, even in these reactive transport equations, invoking the low value of the
studies, the power-spectrum of the aperture field (modeled ratio of solubility limit to the mineral density to simulate
as the space between the two rough surfaces) takes on a dissolutional growth via a sequence of quasi-steady states.
constant value below a certain cutoff wavenumber. A finite This approximation was introduced previously by Ortoleva
value of the power-spectrum at zero wavenumber et al. (1987) and Lichtner (1988). The calcite dissolution
essentially implies stationarity. For this reason, we have kinetics was specified based on the empirical rate
chosen to employ a second-order stationary random field expressions presented by Palmer (1991).
description of aperture variability. The influence of selfsimilar or multi-scale variability and anisotropy in the The numerical solution of the quasi-steady equation to
aperture field on dissolutional growth of fissures are topics determine the head distribution is based on the conventional
which may be addressed separately at a future date. It should finite-difference approach (e.g. Bear, 1979, pp.450), which
be noted further that a log-normal field cannot take on leads to a five-diagonal symmetric matrix system of
negative values. Therefore, contact areas are not equations. A pre-conditioned conjugate gradient algorithm
represented if a lognormal distribution is used to describe was used to obtain the head solution. The preconditioning
the aperture field. Alternatively, we may view the hydraulic matrix was computed based on the modified implicit
aperture at the scale of a grid block as log-normally factorization (MIF) technique (Larabi and De Smedt, 1992).
The flow solver requires that the mass-balance error (i.e.
distributed.
relative error between inflow and outflow rate) is less than
The natural logarithm of the aperture field, denoted as Inb, 1%, and that the error norm is less than 10~16. The quasisteady state Ca2+ concentration field is computed using an
is represented as follows:
upstream-weighted finite-difference approximation to the
transport equation. Additional approximations used to
lnb(x,y) = \i + f(x,y)
(1)
l
speed up the transport solution and validation of the
numerical solutions are described by Hanna and Rajaram
In eq. 1, |i is the mean value of Inb and f(x,y) is a zero- (1998).
mean, second-order stationary, isotropic random field with
an exponential covariance function of the following form: A grid size of 0.1 m in the x and y directions, used in the
computations, adequately captures the sharp concentration
front near the entrance to the fissure at early time, thus
1
'
preventing numerical saturation and leading to reliable
(2) estimates of the breakthrough time. An alternative approach
Rax,fy=E[Axs)Kx+&<y))=<>i exp
to grid design employed in reactive infiltration problems
K K,
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involves adaptive gridding (e.g. Ortoleva, et al., 1987,
Dreybrodt, 1996). Although it may be cumbersome to come
up with an adaptive gridding scheme suitable for
heterogeneous velocity fields, this is an important issue
which merits further investigation. Experimentation with
different values of At on fissures with a/|i in the range of
0.0 to 2.0, for hydraulic gradients within the range
considered in this study, revealed that the breakthrough
time estimated using At = 1.0 year is not reduced by more
than 6% as At is further refined. For this reason, a value of
At = 1.0 year is used in all the simulations.
Computational results
In this section the influence of aperture variability on the
breakthrough time is quantified based on detailed
computations. The primary quantity of interest is the extent
to which the breakthrough time is reduced, quantified by
the ratio of time to breakthrough in a variable-aperture
fissure to that in a uniform aperture fissure of the same
length, and the same initial effective transmissivity. With
the same initial effective transmissivity, the initial flow rate
through the fissure is the same for a given hydraulic gradient.
It is well established (see, e.g., Gelhar, 1987; Tsang and
Witherspoon, 1981, Zimmerman and Bodvarsson, 1994)
that the equivalent hydraulic aperture for a two-dimensional
variable aperture-fissure with isotropic correlation structure
and a log-normal aperture distribution, is the geometric
average. For this reason, the geometric average of the initial
aperture field was maintained the same in all cases compared
against each other. The domain under consideration is a 15
m x 15 m fissure, with a hydraulic gradient of 20% imposed
along two parallel boundaries, and no-flux boundary
conditions on the other two parallel boundaries. Two sets
of simulations were carried out to determine the influence
of aperture variability. a/\i values of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0,
2.0 were considered, maintaining X constant at 1.0. Values
of X used were 0.1, 0.5,1.0,2.0, and 5.0 with constant a/
p. = 0.5. In the two sets of simulations that follow, 5
realizations of the random-aperture field were carried out
for each c/(i and X.
In a fracture with uniform aperture, the dissolution pattern
involves uniform enlargement of the whole width of the
conduit near the entrance. In contrast, the dissolution is
focused in a few high-permeability channels in variableaperture fissures. For smaller values of a/\i, the dissolution
channels are wider and the dissolution is more diffuse; while
for large values of o/p, the dissolution channels are narrow
and more tortuous. The growth of the fissure occurs
primarily along preferential flow paths, suggesting that the
morphology of conduits is related to the structure (and
number) of preferential flow paths (Figure 1). Figure 1 also
suggest highly selective growth patterns ~ only one
dissolution channel eventually breaks through to the outflow
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end of the domain, and the growth of other dissolution
channels is inhibited by the dominant channel. This feature
is evident in the experimental studies of Ewers (cited by
Ford and Williams, 1989) and Hoefher and Fogler (1988).
A highly selective enlargement of fractures is also evident
in numerical simulation studies of dissolutional growth in
random networks (Groves and Howard, 1994) during the
laminar flow regime and possibly explains the structure of
caves in meteoric regimes. As noted by Meakin (1991),
selective growth and dominance of a single channel is
characteristic of a broad range of Laplacian growth models
wherein fluid flow is described by a linear equation such as
the Darcy equation.
The role of heterogeneity in fissures is critical to the early
stages of karst growth and breakthrough time as shown in
Figure 2. In comparison to a/|i = 0.0, or a uniform fissure,
when o/|i is increased to 2.0, the drop in breakthrough
time is almost an order of magnitude. It is also observed
that within each set of realizations, there is more variability
with greater o/u.. Figure 3 illustrates that with increasing
o/(i, less travel time through narrower channels results in
smaller values of total mass removed at breakthrough.
However, the rate of mass removed is apparently larger.
The entrance flux for selected time periods (Figure 4) shows
that for all a/(i values, only one dominant flow channel
exists. On the log-normal plot, while the dominant flow
channel continues to increase with time, the flux drops in
the surrounding region, a phenomenon which can be
explained well by the mechanisms described by the reactive
infiltration instability. The fluxes increase only in the
dominant channels upward to 4 orders of magnitude. The
development of dominant flow channels can only occur in
2-dimensional modeling, not 1-dimensional, as discussed
later. This feature implies that a kinetic trigger is not really
essential for breakthrough to occur. [Editor's note:
"breakthrough" in the authors' context refers to the onset
of turbulent flow. Most modelers use the change to loworder chemical kinetics, causing a sharp increase in reaction
rate, as the criterion for breakthrough (e.g. Dreybrodt, this
volume). In general, both changes take place at roughly
the same time — but not necessarily (as is demonstrated
here).]
A second set of simulations was run while varying the
correlation scale or X to provide insight into the effect of
spatial persistence on the development of flow channel.
The size of the fracture modeled was 15 m x 15 m. With
increasing correlation scale, the degree of connectivity of
each grid block to its neighbor becomes greater. Figure 5
shows this results in wider channels and greater dominance
of the leading dissolution channel. In Figure 6, the
breakthrough time decreases as X increases up to a value
approximately that of domain length/6 before it begins to
level off. There is only about a 30% reduction in
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breakthrough time from the smallest X (0.1 m). Perhaps as
X increases even more and approaches the domain length,
breakthrough time will increase since the fissure will be
more uniform. The cumulative mass removal, shown in
Figure 7, drops as X increases. This effect is not as obvious
as the simulations with varying a/(i, whose breakthrough
times were also more dramatic. There appears to be a
widening of flow channels for increasing X values up to
those which correspond to the level-off of breakthrough
times (Figure 8). Consistent with a/(i results, for all X values,
a dominant flow channel does persist to breakthrough.
Dissolution rates and kinetics vary significantly between
different minerals (Ford and Williams, 1989). For instance,
gypsum is known to dissolve according to first-order
kinetics over a large range of concentrations, at a relatively
fast rate (James and Lupton, 1978). It is generally believed
that waters which come in contact with a rapidly dissolving
mineral will become saturated with respect to that mineral
within a relatively short distance, inhibiting sustained
conduit growth over large distances. As noted previously,
the slower dissolution rate of calcite close to saturation, is
widely believed to be the key to extensive karstification in
limestone formations. Based on their one-dimensional
experiments and computational studies, James and Lupton
(1978) suggested that "runaway situations" (sustained
dissolutional enlargement leading to breakthrough) are not
expected to occur in gypsum, except at very high hydraulic
gradients. In this section, we compare the breakthrough
times obtained in uniform and variable aperture fissures
over a wide range of first-order reaction. An aperture value
of 0.25 mm was used for the uniform aperture fissure, and
the variable aperture fissures had the same initial hydraulic
aperture. A moderate value of 0.5 was used for the

i...

30

40

coefficient of variation of the aperture field (o/ji). The same
hydraulic gradient of about 19% was maintained across
the fissure for both cases.
The influence of the reaction rate on the breakthrough time
is shown in Figure 9 for both the uniform and variableaperture fissures. The reaction rate is represented as K (mg/
m2/s) = 7.1 (mg/m2) k (s1), and k is varied over a wide
range. For small values of the reaction rate k, there is little
difference between the breakthrough times in uniform and
variable aperture fissures. When the reaction rates are slow,
the fluid in contact with the rock is undersaturated within
the entire fissure. As a result, dissolutional growth occurs
throughout the fissure and flow is not focused by
preferential growth into high flow channels. At large values
of the reaction rate however, the behavior of a variable
aperture fissure is dramatically different from that of a
uniform aperture fissure. The time to breakthrough
increases with reaction rate in a uniform fissure, whereas
there is no change in breakthrough time in the case of a
variable-aperture fissure.
In contrast to the uniform fissures, the growth of preferential
flow channels within variable aperture fissures is sustained
by their ability to progressively capture flow away from
the surrounding regions. The difference between the
behavior of uniform and variable-aperture fractures at high
reaction rates is of practical significance. Dissolutional
growth of conduits and caves in massive gypsum have been
observed in the vicinity of dams such as the abandoned
McMillan dam (James and Lupton, 1978). These cave
systems were not detected before construction, and are
therefore believed to have developed in a relatively short
time. Whereas one-dimensional models of dissolutional
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Figure 8: Entrance flux profiles for varying X (o/(j, = 0.5).

growth may predict that cave development will not occur
within short time scales, cave development is almost sure
to occur in reality, due to aperture variability within fissure
systems. On a larger scale, variability between mean
aperture values in networks of fissures can lead to a largerscale preferential growth mechanism which leads to further
acceleration in conduit development.

Summary and discussion
In this paper, we have illustrated the potential influence of
aperture variability on the dissolutional enlargement of a
fissure, based on numerical simulations. Our investigation
focused on the initiation phase of conduit growth, wherein
the flow is in a laminar regime. The duration ofthe initiation
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phase is quantified using the concept of breakthrough time
(time required for the first occurrence of turbulent flow
within the fissure). The influence of aperture variability on
the breakthrough time is examined based on numerical
simulations in multiple realizations of random aperture
fields. The logarithm of the aperture (In b) is represented
as an isotropic gaussian random field, with an exponential
correlation structure. The size of the fracture modeled is
15 m x 15 m. The influence of the degree of aperture
variability (quantified based on the coefficient variation (o7
H.) of the aperture field) and the correlation scale (k) are
examined. We also examined the dissolutional growth of a
variable-aperture fissure in the absence of a kinetic trigger.
The following points summarize our results:

2.5 10":

(ii) With a value of G/(I = 0.5, an increase in the correlation
scale from 1 m to 2 m led to a reduction in breakthrough
time by about 30%. Further increase in the correlation scale,
up to 5 m, does not appear to reduce the breakthrough
time further. As expected, the variability in breakthrough
times between different realizations increases as the
correlation scale increases. The dissolution channels are
wider as the correlation scale increases.
(iii) The key mechanism contributing to accelerated conduit
growth is the "reactive infiltration instability" identified by
Ortoleva et al. (1987). In a variable aperture fissure,
dissolution occurs at a faster rate in high-flow channels,
leading to faster enlargement within these channels, and
slower enlargement outside them. As a result, these highflow channels progressively capture flow away from the
surrounding regions and grow at a relatively fast rate.

(i) With correlation scales of 1 m (A*= ^ = lm), aperture
variability leads to a reduction in the time to breakthrough
by a factor of two, even for very small degrees of
heterogeneity (a/|i = 0.1) and by as much as an order of (iv) As a/(i or the correlation scale increases, less mass of
magnitude for large degrees of heterogeneity (G/JI = 2.0). calcite needs to be dissolved before the onset of turbulent
At larger values of c/\i, dissolution patterns suggest flow. This results from a combination of a reduction in the
narrower and more tortuous conduits. As expected, the breakthrough time and highly selective growth. However
variability between breakthrough times in different the overall rate of mass removal before the onset of
realizations increases as a/\i increases.
turbulence is larger in both cases.
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(v) With fast first-order dissolution reactions, rapid conduit
growth can occur in a variable-aperture fissure, whereas in
a uniform-aperture fissure the fluid becomes saturated with
respect to the mineral very near the entrance and the
breakthrough time becomes very large. It is widely believed
that the change in reaction order leading to slower
dissolution as saturation is approached is essential for
sustained growth over large distances (Palmer, 1984).
However, our results indicate that aperture variability can
lead to sustained growth even with linear dissolution
reactions. This is again due to the rapid growth along
preferential flow paths, which leads to a progressive
"capture" of flow away from the rest of the fracture and
hence sustains growth. These results may partially explain
why sustained conduit growth can occur in gypsum,
whereas previous one-dimensional studies (e.g. James and
Lupton, 1978) indicate otherwise.
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fracture: Journal of Geophysical Research, v. 100, B4, p.
5941-5952.
Clemens, T, D. Hückinhaus, M. Sauter, R Liedl, and G.
Teutsch, 1996, Acombined continuum and discrete network
reactive transport model for the simulation of karst
development, in Calibration and reliability in groundwater
modeling, Proceedings of the ModelCARE 96 Conference
held at Golden, Co., Sept. 1996: UAGS Publ. No. 237.
Dreybrodt, W, 1990, The role of dissolution kinetics in
the development of karst aquifers in limestone: A Model
Simulation of Karst Evolution: Journal of Geology, v.98,
no. 5, p. 639-655.
Dreybrodt, W.,1996, Principles of early development of
karst conduits under natural and man-made conditions
revealed by mathematical analysis of numerical models:
Water Resources Research, v. 32, no. 9, p. 2923-2935.

A limited amount of data is available on the nature of
aperture variability in fissures and faults (e.g. Brown and
Scholz, 1985; Brown, 1995; Power and Tullis, 1991). Ford, D. C, and P. Williams, 1989, Karst geomorphology
However, the extent of heterogeneity that could occur in a and hydrology: Boston, Unwin Hyman Ltd.
karst formation before karstification is initiated is not
adequately quantified. Based on the results presented in Freeze, AL., and J. Cherry, 1979, Groundwater: New York,
this study, we suggest that characterization of heterogeneity Prentice-Hall.
in soluble rock formations can be useful in refining estimates
of breakthrough times and understanding the morphology Gelhar, L.W., 1987, Applications of stochastic models to
of conduit systems. The study of dissolutional enlargement solute transport in fractures rocks: Swedish Nuclear Fuel
of fissures is also important in connection with the safety and Waste Management Company, SKB Tech. Rep. 87of nuclear waste repositories (e.g. Lichtner, 1996) and the 05, Stockholm, Sweden.
impact of acid mine drainage or acid rain on carbonate
terrains (Wicks and Groves, 1993). Variability in the Groves, CG, and A.D. Howard, 1994a, Minimum
hydraulic properties of rock fissures potentially impacts all hydrochemical conditions allowing limestone cave
of these phenomena. Additional field and computational development: Water Resources Research, v. 30, no. 3, p.
studies will help to identify the influence of statistical 607-616.
parameters such as correlation scales relative to the domain
length, anisotropy and self-similarity in aperture variations Groves, CG, and A.D. Howard, 1994b, Early development
on the dynamics of dissolutional growth.
of karst systems, 1. Preferential flow path enlargement under
laminar flow: Water Resources Research, v. 30, no. 10, p.
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ENHANCEMENT OF EARLY KARSTTFICATION BY SUBTERRANEAN SOURCES
OF CARBON DIOXIDE
Fraud Gabrovsek and Wolfgang Dreybrodt
Institute ofExperimental Physics, University ofBremen, 28334 Bremen, Germany
Abstract
When investigating early karstification by one-dimensional the standard case, where no C02is delivered. In a second
digital models, so far one has assumed that the C02 scenario we assumed a constant rate of C02 input along
contents of the calcite-aggressive water stems entirely parts ofthe fracture, as could be delivered by the activity of
from the surface. Subterranean sources of C02, however, aerobic bacteria dwelling along its walls. In this case drastic
can rejuvenate the solutional power of the water already reductions ofthe standard breakthrough time by about one
close to equilibrium with respect to calcite, and boost order of magnitude are observed. These reductions are
dissolution rates. In a first scenario we have investigated enhanced when the fracture width of the initial fracture
the influence of a point source of C02, for example release decreases. The physico-chemical mechanisms of enhanceof volcanic C02, into a karstifiable region at some position ment of karstification can be examined in detail by
kL from the entrance of the widening joint of length L considering the evolution of the fracture width and of the
(where k<l). The results show that only a small increase of dissolution rates in space and time. The results show that
the PC02 in the solution to about 0.01 atm is sufficient to biological activity in primary fractures can exert a
reduce the breakthrough times to about 0.3 with respect to significant influence on the intensity of karstification.
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THE INITIATION OF HYPOGENE CAVES IN FRACTURED LIMESTONE BY RISING
THERMAL WATER: INVESTIGATION OF A PARALLEL SERIES
OF COMPETING FRACTURES
Kevin A. Dumont, Hari Rajaram, and David A. Budd
Department of Geological Sciences, University of Colorado, Campus Box 399
Boulder, CO 80309
Abstract
Integrated cave systems can either form at or near the
surface of the earth (epigenic) or at some depth below the
earth's surface (hypogenic). For caves that form in fractured limestone, the two most common types of cavesystem morphologies are branchwork and mazework.
Branchwork caves are composed of tributaries that
coalesce in the downstream direction, similar to surface
streams.

dissolutional enlargement. As noted in previous numerical
studies, epigenic systems are characterized by the
dominance of a single flow path, which is consistent with
the structure of epigenic caves. So, in order to explain the
structure of maze caves, one has to explain why no single
flow path attains dominance. The retrograde solubility of
calcite coupled with heat transfer from the fluid to the rock
is hypothesized to provide the mechanism by which
dissolutional power is distributed among all competing
Mazework caves exhibit two or more sets of parallel flow paths. Numerical models of fluid flow, heat transfer,
passages intersecting in a grid-like pattern. The majority of and calcite dissolution chemistry are integrated to develop
epigenic caves exhibit branchwork morphologies, which a model of hypogene cave initiation in fractured limestone.
represent the dominance of individual flow paths. In Flow is assumed to occur in the presence of a spatially
contrast, mazework caves develop when dissolution variable rock temperature field that is constant through
occurs along numerous flow paths. Whereas most epigenic time. Preliminary numerical modeling results for a system
caves are related to surficial meteoric flow systems, some of parallel fractures demonstrate the differences in the
mazework caves are thought to have formed in hypogene nature of competition between flow paths in epigenic
environments where rising thermal water cools in response (constant temperature) and hypogenic systems (flow in the
to the geothermal gradient.
presence of a negative thermal gradient).
Our objective is to examine the fundamental cause for the
difference in morphology between epigenic and thermal
hypogenic cave systems using numerical models. In
particular, we are examining the competition between
different flow paths in fractured limestone undergoing

Differences in results using various kinetic models for
calcite dissolution are also presented. The role of aperture
variation and distribution in a parallel set of fractures is also
examined.
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ON PREDICTING CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT IN CARBONATE TERRAINS:
BEHAVIOR AND PREDICTION
W.K. Annable and E.A. Sudicky
Department ofEarth Sciences, University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, N2L 3G1
Abstract
A three-dimensional numerical model was used to quantify
the fate of conservative transport in carbonate terrains.
Numerical flow and transport experiments were conducted
in proto-conduit scale limestone terrains (conduits less
than 10cm) which determined that a priori information on
the 'spill' and/or 'tracer injection location' and discharge
locations provided little insight in characterizing the
complexity of the internal labyrinth of interconnected
conduits. Scaling, aside from the characterization of the
geologic media, was one of the most limiting factors in
quantifying recharge tracers or contaminant distribution.
However, if sufficient numbers of discharge locations
(springs) are known, the extent of downstream contaminant migration can be characterized.
Introduction
Over the past several decades there has been significant
advancement in the conceptual and theoretical understanding of karst land forms which include their surface
topography, inter strata evolution, water resource
capabilities and their susceptibility to contamination (see
for example White, 1988; Ford and Williams, 1989).
Correspondingly, advancements have also been made in
the understanding of the physical and geochemical
processes that have formed the primary and secondary
porosity of many of the world's carbonate terrains (see for
example Friedman and Sanders, 1978) whereby in this
specific case secondary porosity represents the chemically
altered state of the primary structure subsequent to
deposition. Many other researchers have investigated the
processes of geochemical dissolution which result in protoconduit, conduit, and cave formation in carbonate terrains
(Curl, 1965; Plummer et al, 1978; Dreybrodt, 1988,
Arakaki and Mucci 1995, among others). Within the same
time period, advancements in computing technology have
made it possible to simulate many ofthe above principles in
a rigorous numerical framework as an added tool in our
evolving understanding of carbonate terrains. Definingthe
source and pathway of surface and/or groundwater inputs
is a prerequisite to understanding the impact of
contaminants originating at the surface or within carbonate
terrains. Numerical models can provide a useful tool in
evaluating possible flowpaths and the timing, duration, and
magnitude of inputs to the system from various sources.

Much work has been done over the past thirty years in the
development of numerical methods to evaluate carbonate
terrains. However until recently, the body of this work as
been limited to petroleum reservoir simulations and oil
extraction techniques (see for example Fräser and Davis,
1998). Analogous to flow and transport in limestone
conduits is the transport of water, contaminants and
sediment in storm sewer drains which was born out of
research which resulted in the development of the DarcyWeisbach equation. Subsequent to this early research and
more advanced methods, there has been a significant
amount of research and application on storm sewer pipe
network modeling in historical and modern day cities (see
for example Daugherty and Franzini, 1965). Although the
geochemical process of carbonate terrains cannot be
quantified using such modeling approaches, routing and
distributed runoff models can be generated which
characterize areas of many square kilometers.
Kiraly and Morel (1976a, b) were likely among the first
researchers to numerically simulate a geochemically
evolving carbonate terrain. More recently in a series of
papers by Groves (1993), Groves and Howard (1994) and
Howard and Groves (1995) a two-dimensional model was
introduced which integrated geochemical processes into a
subterranean laminar and/or turbulent flow field. Flow and
transport were simulated through a series of onedimensional discrete pipes and coupled to a twodimensional finite element mesh which accounted for
diffusive geochemical matrix interaction. Modeling results
showed significantly different conduit evolution over an
approximate 1,000 year to a 100,000 year ranges in time
spans under either laminar or turbulent flow conditions.
The modeling domain used in all of the above simulations
was set at 750m by 350m with a course level of
discretization which lead to convergence thresholds of
conduit sizes as outlined by Dreybrodt (1996).
Dreybrodt (1992, 1996, 1997, 1998) has conducted
numerical experiments on the evolution of carbonate
terrains using various 1-D and 2-D models. Dreybrodt
(1992) illustrated the effects of enhanced geochemical
dissolution at the faces of hydraulic structures constructed
in carbonate terrains and showed that significant conduit
evolution could occur under increased hydraulic heads
from dam structures within approximately 100 years which
can lead to the failure of such structures. The modeling
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domain used in these experiments was set at 100 m. In
further applications of a vast data base of investigated
geochemical reaction rates of calcitic limestones ,
Dreybrodt (1996, 1997, 1998) demonstrated the
geochemical evolution of conduits along well-defined 2-D
conduit networks. In these cases modeling domains were
less than 5 m.
In a separate series of numerical modeling experiments by
Sauter (1992) and Clemens et al. (1996, 1997a, 1997b),
another model was developed which incorporates discrete
pipe networks into a 2-D dual-permeability porous matrix
to describe flow and solute transport under laminar and
turbulent flow conditions. Originally developed to quantify
recharge distribution and tracer evolution along flow paths
in a karstic aquifer in southern Germany (Sauter, 1992), the
simulator has been further developed to account for
geochemical interactions to study the formation of
conduits in carbonate terrains. Dendritic conduit
formations were investigated by Clemens et al. (1996,
1997b) and maze cave formations (Clemens et al., 1997a)
as defined by Palmer (1991). Other than the regional-scale
quasi-2D modeling by Sauter (1992), modeling domains
were kept to approximately 1,350 m by 1,050 m.
In all of the above numerical experiments, modeling
domains have been limited to approximately one kilometer
or less in order to capture the important geochemical
processes. However, it is well known that solutionally
enhanced limestone terrains which occur along parting
planes, sheeting structures, joints etc. can extend aerially
for several kilometers. These units can also be connected
vertically between many geochemically inactive units
through vertical fractures or joints generating a complex
three-dimensional network ofpossible flow routes. Adding
further complexity to these systems is the addition of
contaminants and / or tracers at particular locations. In a
dissolutionally enhanced carbonate terrain, travel times
over kilometer scales can occur within hours to a few days
and the distribution of contaminant can be vast in aerial
extent relative to what would be expected using an
equivalent porous medium model. Moreover, most of the
conduits have smaller secondary conduits as was described
by Ford and Ewers (1978), which may, depending upon
their orientation, result in 'dead-end conduits' similar to
the dual permeability concept of dead end fractures as
outlined by Smith and Schwartz (1993). Such conduits or
'immobile zones' can result in significant changes in the
mass balance results in dye tracer experiments or can
drastically hinder contaminant remediation. The presence
of dead-end immobile zones was not accounted for in the
above mentioned modeling techniques.
This study presents a modeling technique in threedimensional space which can account for flow and
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transport in a network of interconnected conduits and dead
end cavities. Diffusive exchange of solute mass between
the conduits and immobile zones including diffusion in the
rock matrix are also incorporated. Although not presented
in this paper, decay chain transport of such species as
tritium, deuterium, helium, chlorine etc. have also been
integrated into the model. Numerical experiments presented herein investigate the effect of scale on mass
recovery observations using a conservative tracer/contaminant.
Numerical model
The numerical model PipeMod (G.S.G., 1997) has been
developed to simulate advective-dispersive transport
through an arbitrarily structured network of interconnected one-dimensional pipes in three-dimensional space.
In essence, PipeMod is based on a conceptualization that
flow and transport in a three-dimensional rock mass
containing a network of interconnected fracture planes can
be reduced to that in a network of pipes, where the pipes
represent the primary flow conduits through the fracture
planes. Hanna and Rajaram (1998) recently demonstrated
with a series of numerical experiments that flow along
horizontal fracture planes is primarily channeled along
conduits in a geochemically evolving matrix where natural
variability exists in aperture size rather than parallel plates.
Therefore, the pipe-flow hypothesis is considered valid in
the present work. Furthermore, matrix interaction and
more diffuse flow out of fractures can be accounted for
using the immobile zone equations built into the existing
simulator. The model also accommodates (1) diffusion ■
from the pipes containing mobile groundwater into the
surrounding rock matrix containing immobile groundwater, (2) diffusion into the immobile porewater within the
fracture "plane" attached to a pipe containing the flowing
groundwater, (3) diffusion from the mobile groundwater in
a pipe to attached "dead-end" pipes that contain immobile
groundwater, and (4) diffusion into fracture infilling or
surface-coating material. Thus, in general, each pipe
containing the flowing groundwater can be connected to
multiple interacting immobile porosity zones. The model
also allows for the sorption of the solutes onto the geologic
materials within each immobile zone, including sorption
onto the surfaces of the pipes in the network. Sorption is
described by a linear Freundlich isotherm such that a
retardation factor can be defined for each solute for each
pipe and each immobile porewater zone.
The governing transport equation presented is based upon
the pipe network conceptualization described above to
describe solute migration through a fractured rock mass.
Although the equations are solved using the Laplace
Transform Galerkin (LTG) finite-elementmethod (Sudicky,
1989; Sudicky, 1990; Sudicky and McLaren, 1992), the
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equation presented is given in the real-time domain.
Assuming steady-state flow and a first-order approach to
describe the diffusive mass transfer of a solute between the
groundwater in a pipe and the multiple immobile porosity
zones attached to it (see, e.g., Sudicky, 1990), the
advective-dispersive transport of solute species k in a pipe
network is given by:

ea

A(t)

dt

*

dt

di

{

*

dl

±£St ö («-o+£ Q(ck-ck*w-t)
IM

E p(™, t)ak(im, t)(CrCk ) = 0

im=\

where:
A(t)
i^(0
q(l)
Diß)

m.

desired im can equal 0) [-]
= Total number of immobile zones attached
to pipe 0[-]
= Species number [-],
= Number of parent species decaying to
species k [-],
= time [T]

It should be further noted that if there is no flow along a
particular conduit within the network (i.e. q(l) = 0), then
the model allows for diffusive transport along the length of
this conduit. It should also be pointed out that if fluid is
withdrawn at a resident concentration C* = Ck, then the
term involving Q in (1) vanishes. If the injectate concentration is C* = 0.0 then this term accounts for the dilution
effect of the injection of solute-free water.

da

dC.

IM(l)
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(1)

= Pipe cross-sectional area [L2]
= Retardation factor [-]
= Specific discharge (=Pipe velocity v) [L/T]
= Dispersion coefficient = av + Dk° [L2/T]
= Pipe longitudinal dispersivity [L]
= Free-solution diffusion coefficient [L2/T]
A°
= Decay constant [1/T]
m.
= Number of parents for species k (=1 for
straight chain)
= Stoichiometric constant indicating fraction
of parent species j that decays to daughter
species k
= 1.0 for straight decay chain;
(0.0 < r^. < 1.0 for branching chain)
M(t)
= Internal solute mass source/sink [M/T]
= External fluid source/sink [LVT]
Q
ö(«-o, -0 = Dirac delta [1/L]
P(im,i)
= Immobile zone wetted perimeter for
immobile zone "im" attached to pipe T'
[L]
a k(im,5) = Pipe/immobile zone transfer coefficient
for immobile zone "im" attached to pipe
T [L/T]
= Pipe concentration [M/L3]
= Immobile zone concentration [M/L3]
= Concentration of injectate in external fluid
source [M/L3]
= Distance along interconnected pipe
network [L]
= Location of solute mass source/sink [L]
= Location of external fluid source/sink
im
= Immobile zone class number (note: if

The initial concentrations of all species within the domain
are assumed to be zero in the current version of PipeMod.
For boundary conditions, they can be either of the
Dirichlet-type where the input concentration history of
each species is a specified function of time, or of the
Cauchy-type where the advective input mass flux can be
prescribed as a function of time.
In order to represent the diffusive exchange of solute mass
between the pipes and within any of the im immobile zones
attached to them, Pipemod uses a first-order approach was
has been commonly used in the past (see, e.g., Sudicky,
1990, among others). Accordingly, the governing equation
for the inf immobile zone, allowing for chain decay and
sorption according to a linear equilibrium Freundlich isotherm is described by:

da.

e

*M Orjiim, i) Rk(im, 0-

+ Rk(im, t)Xfk

E %^j Rj- (im, Q)Cj

- P(im, l)ak(im, t)[CrCk]
where:
®Jim>)

dt

(2)

=

Immobile zone porosity for immobile zone "im"
attached to pipe "i" [-],
v im
J A = Immobile zone volume/unit pipe length for
immobile zone "im" attached to pipe "f' [L2],
Rk (im,H)= Immobile zone retardation factor for immobile
zone "im" attached to pipe T [-].
Note that PipeMod assumes the initial condition Ck' (0,0) =
0. With the formulation given by (1) and (2), the mass
transfer coefficient ak is interpreted to be:
-0imD°kT

ort =

(3)
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x =
d =
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Tortuosity [-]
Diffusion distance [L]

results with a with a very coarse grid used in Pipemod
yielded highly accurate results.

If a particular immobile zone is fluid-filled, such as within
an immobile water zone attached to a pipe within a fracture
plane, then the immobile zone porosity, 6^, would equal
1.0. Note that the definition of ctk given above differs from
that used by Sudicky (1990) in that he uses d2 in the
denominator of (3).

Flow and transport simulations

The matrix equations arising from the Laplace transform
solution algorithm when used in conjunction with the de
Hoog et al. (1982) Laplace transform inversion scheme are
complex-valued, and the coefficient matrix is sparsely
populated for an arbitrary network ofinterconnected pipes.
The WatSolv iterative sparse-matrix solver library
(VanderKwaak et al., 1997) was employed and adapted to
handle the complex system of matrix equations. The
WatSolv library is based on an ILU factorization of the
non-symmetric coefficient matrix with user-defined levels
of infill and several alternative re-ordering methods,
including Red/Black system reduction, and employs
CGSTAB (van der Vorst, 1992) acceleration to solve the
preconditioned system of matrix equations. It also uses a
compact ia-ja data storage structure such that only the nonzero terms in the matrix equations are stored and operated
on. Further details on the capabilities of WatSolv can be
found in VanderKwaak et al. (1997).

In this paper simulations were conducted on a 3-D network
of interconnected conduits with immobile zones or 'dead
end' conduits at varying scales as outlined in Table 1.
The computational domain was initially generated for
each simulation using a dx = 20.0m by dy=5.0m spacing
and the vertical layer boundaries as illustrated in Figure 1.
The discretization was assumed to be analogous to an
average fracture frequency occurrence of weathered
limestone. The entire 3-D grid was initially filled with
connecting elements on a regular lattice grid (i.e. conduits)
and then elements were randomly removed based upon
specified probabilities for both vertical and horizontal
conduit occurrences. In the case of horizontal conduits,
probabilities were specified for both longitudinal (xdirection) and transverse (y-direction) conduits recognizing
that dissolutional enhancement would generally occur in
the down gradient direction (x-direction) to a greater
extent than across a given flow field. In all simulations, the
probability of vertical and horizontal fractures were held
constant.

Horizontal fractures were assumed to only occur along the
contacts between the overlying dolomitic limestone and the
Verification problems were conducted by GSG [1997] on vuggy limestone (z = 5.0m) and at the lower contact of the
single and double-porosity transport problems involving vuggy limestone and the underlying non-fractured
nonreactive and reactive solutes. Test cases were dolomitic limestone (z = 5.5m). Solutional enhancement
compared against results from Ogata-Banks analytic was assumed to be horizontally most dominant along the
solution for the case of one-dimensional advective- contacts of the different strata where pore water chemistry
dispersive transport on nonreactive solutes and matched would maintain the highest chemical gradients. Crosswith a high degree of accuracy. Additional verification sectional areas of the remaining conduits, subsequent to
problems were conducted for a non-sorbing (i.e. R=l) elimination using a random probability grid field generator,
solute in a double-porosity system comprised of parallel were also specified. Mean conduit cross-sectional areas
fractures embedded in low-permeability, low-porosity and variances were specified for both vertical and
rock matrix. Results were compared with the analytic horizontal transverse conduits along the boundary of each
solution of Sudicky and Frind (1982) at times equal to stratigraphic unit. Based upon the mean conduit size
1,000 and 10,000 days and at steady state. Comparison of specified and variance for each strata, random crossTABLE 1 Domain parameters for simulations
Simulation

X(m)

dX
(m)

Yfm)

dY
(m)

Z (m) at contact elevations
Bold values represent contact elevations
of solutionally enhanced zone

Final
Nodes

Final
Elements

CPU Solution
Time (seconds)*

Small
Scale

100

20

50

5

0.0 (Top) // 5.0 // 5.5 // 7.0 (Bottom)

27

25

0.031

Medium
Scale

1000

20

500

5

0.0 (Top) // 5.0 // 5.5 // 7.0 (Bottom)

2758

2918

673

Large
Scale

5000

20

1000

5

0.0 (Top) // 5.0 // 5.5 // 7.0 (Bottom)

66332

72029

1173

NOTE: CPU time referenced to a 400 Mhz Pentium II Dual processor (512Mcg - RAM)
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Sululionally enhanced limestone layer
(landom verticdland hoii/ontal conduits)

Non-fractured dolomitir limptfonp

0.5m
S

Figure 1: Modeling domain - vertical profile
sectional areas of each remaining conduit were calculated
for input into Pipemod to calculate the flow velocity field.
In the case of longitudinal horizontal conduits, a minimum
conduit diameter, variance and maximum 'exit boundary'
cross-sectional areas were specified. Studies by Curl
(1965),FordandEwers(1978),andPalmer(1991), among
others, have shown that geochemical dissolution along
fracture planes has the greatest enlargement proximal to
the locations where recharge to the confining layer occurs
(i.e. conduits are largest close to the vertical fractures) and
decrease in size downgradient from the vertical fractures as
calcite solubility reaches saturation. In this paper, the
geochemical enhancement of conduits at the intersection of
vertical fractures is represented by an increase in crosssectional area downgradient of each vertical fracture. The
specific mean cross-sectional area at a given location along
the flow field was scaled relative to the maximum flow field
length and the largest conduit using the following equation:
A=a+ß(LOG(xmJ-LOG(x))

(4)
2

where A is the final mean cross-sectional area [L ] for a
given distance along x, a is the minimum cross-sectional
diameter [L2], x^ is the maximum domain length in the xdirection [L], x is the location of a discrete vertical fracture
location occurring from z=0 and > is a fitting parameter
defined by:
A max -a
(5)
ß=LOG(xmJ
where Amax is the maximum specified cross-sectional area
[L2] at the exit boundary of the domain.
The vertical domain is divided into three separate strata as
illustrated in Figure 1. The top unit is considered to be a
geochemically inactive doiomitic limestone 5.0m thick
with random continuously penetrating conduits from the
bedrock surface to the underling vuggy limestone. The
location of the conduits are random in location and are

originally based upon the 20m longitudinally (x-direction)
and 5m transverse (y-direction) grid spacing as outlined in
Table 1. Vertical fracture planes are considered to
represent the discretization in the x and y directions. Within
these planes it is assumed that the conduits represent joints
at the intersection of two fracture planes with a mean
conduit diameter of 0.02 m and a variance of 0.015 m. The
probability of a vertical fracture occurring at any give node
was set at 3% (i.e. 3% of allpossible nodal connections may
be vertically connected from the surface to the underling
limestone layer). Bulk permeability of this layer was set at
lxlO"7 m/s and it's porosity equals 5%.
Between depths 5.0 m and 5.5 m, a vuggy limestone exists
as illustrated in Figure 1 with randomly occurring vertical
and horizontal fractures throughout the unit. The
probability of horizontal fractures occurring within this
unit was set at 60% in the x-direction and 25% in the ydirection for each given node. The maximum conduit
diameter was set at 0.10m and a mean diameter value of
0.03 m with a variance of 0.02 m. Vertical fracture
probability within this unit was set at 20% with a mean
aperture diameter of 0.02 m and a variance of 0.15 m. Bulk
permeability of this layer was set at lxlO6 m/s and its
porosity is 10%. The unit below the vuggy layer is
considered to be a non-fractured doiomitic limestone and
treated as an impermeable boundary.
Three model scale domains were studied, as outlined in
Table 2, and the random fracture generation field results for
the x=100 m and x =1000 m simulations are illustrated in
Figures 2a and 2b respectively.
The large simulation (x=5000 by y=l 000 m) was visualized
in 3-D in addition to figures 2a and 2b but not presented
since the resulting network was too complex to be visually
interpretable. It should further be mentioned that in Figures
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Figure 2a: Small scale grid (x = 100m, y = 50m, z = 7.5m)

FIGURE 2b: Medium scale grid (x = 1,000m, y = 500m, z = 7.5m)
2a and 2b, the vuggy limestone layer between 5.0 m and 5.5
m was vertically exaggerated to view the connections
between different contact layers, particularly in the case of
Figure 2a. To provide further characterization of the three
dimensional random network of conduits, particularly in
the horizontal planes, Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the
resulting networks subsequent to random conduit
generation in plan view. In Figures 3a, 4a and 5a, the
bedrock surface at Z=0 illustrates the discrete locations
where conduits from the bedrock surface penetrate to the
5.0 m elevation of the underlying vuggy limestone. The
specific sizes of the conduits illustrated in these figures
have been exaggerated to view the input locations to the
underling unit. Variation in diameters of conduits, most
visible in Figure 3a, provides further conceptual
representation of the variability in diameters ofthe vertical
conduits.

It should be further pointed out in Figures 3a, 4a, and 5a
that a source-node location has been identified in each
illustration. These are the specific locations where a
conservative tracer or contaminant has been introduced
into the network. To assure that an injection node would
eventually exit the domain at any one of the observation
nodes located on the xmax boundary (at either the z=5.0 or
z=5.5m contacts), a form of particle tracking was used.
Subsequent to the initial randomization ofthe computational
domain, a discrete memory kernel was set at each of the
three constant head boundaries (i.e. z0, xmax, xo). Any nodes
(conduits) remaining along the constant head boundaries
were assigned the respective kernels. An iterative
procedure was then used to determine which nodes/
elements in the remaining domain, regardless of how
complex the pathway or the number of 'dead-end conduits,
were hydraulically connected to any of the three constant
head boundaries. If hydraulically inactive nodes were
J
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Figure 3a: Plan view of bedrock surface (z = 0) and vertical conduit locations of
small scale grid (x = 1,000 m, y = 500 m, z = 7.5 m)

Figure 3b: Plan view of 5.0 m contact depth and horizontal
conduit locations -Small scale grid (x = 1,000 m, y = 500 m,
z = 7.5m)

Figure 3c: Plan view of 5.5 m contact depth and horizontal
conduit locations -Small scale grid (x = 1,000 m, y=500 m,
z = 7.5 m)

Discussion of simulation results
identified, they were eliminated from the domain for
increased computational efficiency.
In all of the simulations, the hydraulic head was set at 7. lm
on the exit boundary (x^J and an average gradient of
0.00 lm/m (0.1%) was established across the domain in the
x-direction. Therefore, for x domain lengths of 100m, 1000
m and 5000 m the (x=0) heads were set at 7.2 m, 8.1 m and
12.1 m respectively. Constant head nodes were assigned
for the vertical conduits at the bedrock surface (z=0) based
upon their longitudinal location (i.e. Zhead = 7.1+0.001x).
Observation nodes were set at each conduit that exited the
domain at xmax on both the z=5.0 and z = 5.5 m horizontal
contact planes. The observation nodes represent locations
of springs or seepage faces along an exit boundary of the
domain where sampling of groundwaters would typically
occur.

The simulations investigated consist of the transport of a
single nonreactive solute/tracer(retardationR=1.0, decay
constant A = 0.0) by advection and dispersion with the
permeabilties and porosities for each unit identified above.
The source of injectates as identified for each simulation in
Figures 3 a, 4a, and 5a were set as continuous sources
which were initiated at t=0.
Figure 6 illustrates the results ofthe small-scale simulation.
The modeling domain presented in Figure 6 illustrates the
vertical projection of all horizontal fractures (i.e. Figures
3b and 3c combined), a similar representation if presented
for the remaining illustrations. The random grid generation
routine produced a single conduit that extended across the
entire x domain with two vertical entry points from the
bedrock surface. One hydraulically connected observation
node atxmaxwas present aty=5.0m and at the 5.5 mcontact
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Figure 4a. Plan view of bedrock surface
(z = 0) and vertical conduit locations of
medium scale grid (x = 1,000 m, y = 500
m, z = 7.5 m
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Figure 4b. Plan view of 5.0 m contact depth and horizontal
conduit locations - Medium scale grid (x=1,000 m, y = 500
m, z = 7.5 m)
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Figure 4c. Plan view of 5.5 m contact depth and horizontal
conduit locations - Medium scale grid (x = 1,000m, y =
500m, z = 7.5m)
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Figure 5a. Plan view ofbedrock surface (z=0) and vertical conduit locations of large scale grid (x = 10,000 m, y=5,000
m, z = 7.5 m
Figure 5b. Plan view of
5.0 m contact depth and
horizontal conduit locations
- Large scale grid (x = 5,000
m, y = 1,000 m, z = 7.5 m)

Figure 5c. Plan view of 5.5 m
contact depth and horizontal
conduit locations - Large
scale grid (x = 5,000 m, y =
1,000 m,z = 7.5 m)
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elevation. Although the source location is relatively close
to the exit boundary, the arrival time is significantly longer
than would be expected for such a short distance. One
would typically expect first arrival of a tracer at an exit
boundary for this distance within minutes to a few hours for
a 2-cm diameter conduit. However, upon further
inspection of Figure 2a, the particular flow path from the
injection point must travel towards the left (x=0) boundary
20m before descending into a conduit along the lower 5.5
m contact where it then proceeds to exit the domain at the
right boundary. The conduit from it's entry point to the
upstream location of the vertical conduit which connects
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down to the 5.5 m elevation is hydraulically constrained as
a dead-end conduit.
Therefore, the only process that controls the transport of
solute in this instance to the lower vertical contact is
diffusion. This is further characterized by the time of
maximum concentration arrival at the observation node
being greater than one month.
Figure 7 illustrates the results from the medium scale grid
simulation. Randomization of the initial 20,604 node
computational domain produced a final network which

SOURCE
LOCATION
(x = 80m)

/
/

1

w

Figure 6. Simulation results - time of concentration to observation nodes - Small grid simulation (x = 100 m, y = 50 m,
z = 7.5 m)

SOURCE
LOCATION
4s = 2ftO*H)

Figure 7. Simulation results - time of concentration to
observation nodes - Medium size grid simulation (x = 1,000
m, y = 500 m, z = 7.5 m)
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consisted of 84 bedrock surface entry points and 50
conduits that exited the boundary
at xmax . The maximum
•*
simulation time was set to 30 years and at the end ofthat
period, only six observation nodes showed a response to
the contaminant injection. The most noteworthy
observation with respect to this simulation is that, although
the source injection point is located at x = 200 m and y =
310 m, breakthrough times and maximum concentration
arrival were first observed at observation nodes between y
= 60 m and y=95 m at the exit boundary. Therefore, solute
moved significantly transverse to the general flow direction
to reach these locations. Initial arrival times for the three
observation nodes between y = 60 m and y = 95 m were
within two days following the injection, comparing
relatively well with many dye tracer studies of similar
distance. Maximum concentration arrival time for all three
nodes was approximately one month. The time difference
between the initial arrival time and the time of maximum
concentration is affected by the number of immobile zones
and dead-end conduits within the domain. If dead-end
conduits and immobile zones did not exist, the
concentration fronts would be relatively sharp. Since the
concentration curves are almost identical for the
observation nodes between y=60 m and y=95 m, it would
seem likely that a single conduit pathway transported the
injectate through
much of the domain towards the xmax
^
boundary. In nearing the xmax boundary, a branching of
conduits was likely present close to the exit boundary
which produced the three similar breakthrough curves at
the distinct observation points on the exit boundary for
transverse distances of y=60 m, 90 m, and 95 m. Although
small quantities of tracer arrived at three other observation
nodes on the exit boundary at y=440 m, 450 m, and 465 m,
their relative concentrations were very low (C/C = 0.006).
Although the duration of the simulation illustrated in
Figure 7 is approximately three years, the time of arrival of
the maximum concentration at the three nodes between
440m and 465 m occurred between 14 and 18 years.
Figure 8 illustrates the results from the large scale
simulation. The computational domain, as outlined in Table
1, was originally set at 201,804 grid nodes and, after
random conduit elimination, a computational domain of
66,332 nodes and 72,029 elements resulted. Three hundred
and twenty four surface entry nodes remained out of a
possible 50,451 nodes (3.4%) and 121 exit boundary nodes
at xmm were present. The source node was located at x=800
m and y=725 m.
The simulation time was set to 100 years; however for
presentation purposes, results for only the first three
months (lxl07 seconds) are presented. As illustrated in
Figure 8, although the source node is located
approximately 4km upstream of the exit boundary, tracer
breakthrough was observed at three different observation
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nodes (y=200 m, y=900 m and y=920 m) within one day
of the injection. Moreover, the three observation nodes
where breakthrough occurred at early times were not
clustered in one location, but located across the entire Y
domain. Two possible explanations exist which could have
produced this early occurrence. Similar to the explanation
used for the medium scale simulation, it is possible that a
single conduit may be present along much of the domain
(i.e. x-direction) in the direction of mean flow, but near the
exit boundary a branching occurs which would lead to the
tracer being observed in two very different y-locations at
the exit boundary. However, considering that the domain is
1 km wide by 5 km long, this is an unlikely scenario because
the conduit flow would have to bifurcate dramatically
transverse to the general flow direction just prior to the exit
boundary. If this were the case, breakthrough times should
occur at other nodes between Y = 200 m and Y = 900 m in
a similar time frame. As illustrated in the plot for ydistances between 701 m and 835 m, breakthrough times in
this region lag by approximately one week, supporting the
argument that this scenario did not occur. A more plausible
explanation is that a single conduit carried the tracer for a
relatively short distance away from the source node which
then split into two distinct and different flow paths which
were longitudinally continuous over most ofthe domain in
the direction of bulk flow. This scenario is further
supported when the response period between the first
arrival time and maximum concentration arrival time at the
three observation nodes (i.e. y=200 m, 900 m, and 920 m)
are considered. In the case of observation nodes located at
y=920 and y=900, initial arrival times are virtually identical;
however, there is a strong asymmetrical shape to the
remainder of the curves leading up to time of maximum
concentration. The y=920 m curve has a sharp front up to
C/Co 0.3 whereas, in the case of the y=900 m curve, the
response is very diffuse at first but then rises at late times.
The y = 920 observation node discharges at the z = 5.0 m
elevation whereas the y = 900 m node discharges at the 5.5
m elevation. The differences between the two curves can be
explained by the additional flow paths taken by the lower
conduit discharge point. There would likely be a greater
number of secondary or dead-end conduits occurring along
the primary flow path which would lead to a dispersed
response. Until the tracer arrives in the conduits
surrounding the primary flow tube, these secondary
conduits would not have any affect on the concentration in
the primary flow tube as illustrated for the breakthrough
curve at y=900 m. In the case of the y=200 m, curve the
discharge node is located at the z=5.5 m elevation and the
concentration increases most rapidly beyond C/Co 0.5.
This would be typified by a smaller conduit with higher
velocities and fewer secondary conduits along the flow
path.
As further illustrated in Figure 8, other observation nodes
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Figure 8. Simulation results - time of concentration to
observation nodes ~ Large size grid simulation (x = 5,000
m, y = 1,000 m,z = 7.5 m).

Conclusions
on the exit boundary experienced initial tracer arrival times
between one week and one month (y= 205 m, 210 m, 390
m and 940 m). Through the course of the 100-year
simulation, tracer concentrations at 17 other observation
nodes reach the maximum value of C/C =1.0 and were
distributed across the entire exit boundary of the domain.
These occurred mainly between y=400 and y=760 m.
Furthermore, various lower levels of tracer concentrations
were observed in 23 other exit conduits at the end of the
simulation period, with peak values ranging from C/Co =
0.018 to 0.47. The gentle increase in tracer concentrations
at these locations would be commensurate with the
hypothesis of diffuse converging/diverging flow through
the network.
O

A three-dimensional network model has been developed
and presented which has been successfully applied to
simulate flow and transport through a complex protoconduit-scale carbonate terrain. As indicated by the results
presented here, a conventional approach whereby
equivalent porous medium concepts are used to interpret
tracer migration in a complex network of solutionally
enhanced carbonate terrains cannot capture the sporadic
responses observed. Although at the small scale a
carbonate system containing conduits may appear to be
well behaved and predictable, the level of confidence for
reliable prediction of tracer arrival times and concentration
values decreases dramatically as the scale of the system,
and hence the likelihood of conduit branching increases.
Thus, the correlation between a specific contaminant
injection point or spill location and the location of
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discharge points decreases with an increase in scale.
Furthermore, investigative procedures for characterizing
the geologic system and the monitoring of the transport of
contaminants maybe severely compromised ifconventional
porous-medium approaches are exclusively employed.
Depending on the interconnectivity of the conduits, the
presence or absence of dominant "primary" channels and
the scale of the system, tracer arrival times can range from
hours to decades, and transverse spreading can be minimal
to exceedingly large. Moreover, we would expect even less
predictability in highly transient karstic systems exhibiting
low storage capacity. If this is the case, then the system
response with increasing temporal and spatial scales may be
chaotic and therefore not amenable to conventional
stochastic treatments.

presented at the 4th International Congress of Speleology:
Ljubljana, Slovenia.
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SUBSIDIARY CONDUIT SYSTEMS: A HIATUS IN AQUIFER MONITORING
AND MODELING
Christopher C. Smart
Department of Geography, University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario N6A 5C2, Canada

Introduction
Karst aquifers are generally conceived and modeled as
"diffuse" aquifers penetrated by trunk conduits. Head loss
in conduits is much lower than in surrounding fractures or
porous media (e.g. Jeannin and Mareschall, 1995). As a
result, conduits control head distribution in the aquifer and
permit exceptionally rapid transfer of water and
contaminants. The diffuse aquifer is conceived of as a
reservoir, slowly adjusting to autogenic (surface) recharge
and backflooding from the primary conduits. Most karst
hydrogeologists would recognize that this is an
oversimplification; real karst aquifers constitute a network
of fractures and subsidiary conduits.
The simplification arises because it permits aquifer
modeling with reasonable demands for field parameterization. Cave mapping, groundwater tracing (e.g. Quinlan and
Ray, 1981) and spring discharge monitoring (e.g. Smart,
1988) provide tools for diagnosis of the primary conduit
structure of the aquifer, e.g. trunk conduits linking discrete
stream sinks and springs. Conventional borehole waterlevel and testing techniques are available for porous and
fractured media and can be used to characterize the diffuse
aquifer.
Detailed characterizations of borehole hydrogeology
reveal the presence of highly permeable horizons or points
in karst aquifers. Presumably, these features correspond to
small conduits and anastomosing horizons such as those
observed in quarry faces and road cuts. While small in size,
the hydraulics of these subsidiary conduits permit rapid
transfer of water and contaminants, and distort the
piezometry of the surrounding aquifer. Characterization of
subsidiary conduits may permit development of more
realistic aquifer models. Unfortunately, there seems to be
little information on such features; they fall between testing
wells and characterizing conduits. It therefore seems
imperative to understand, identify, and characterize
subsidiary conduits.

vertical and size hierarchies. Unfortunately, exposures are
not readily tested for their hydraulic function. Observation
wells will permit some diagnosis of hydraulic function, but
may not penetrate a subsidiary conduit. Data from
observation wells must be regarded as a statistical sample,
rather than characteristic of the aquifer.
As a first step in understanding the nature of subsidiary
conduits, the relationship between a primary conduit, an
observation well, and karst openings will be investigated
using simple simulation models. The response of an
observation well to hydraulic forcing ofan adjacent conduit
depends upon the link between the two. Differences in
hydraulic head can be considered "errors" in representation
of the conduit head, or can be regarded as diagnostic of the
link between the well and conduit.
A subsidiary conduit model
The model is composed from two fundamental elements
linked in a simple two-dimensional orthogonal array.
Horizontal water-filled cylindrical pipes convey water
between larger radius, variable volume, vertical pipes or
reservoirs (Figure 1). Because head loss scales to radius to
the fifth power, the latter large openings are considered
frictionless. Each element is characterized by a length (I),
radius (R) and vertical position. Rather than rendering each
pipe in detail, an "equivalent pipe" is used.
Observation
Well

„
R,

Qi

t

Link

1

'

Exposures suggest that subsidiary conduits are focused on
fractures and bedding planes and are therefore likely to
have similar structure to primary conduits. They probably
consist of dendritic or braided channels organized in

Conduit

K

^-^

1 '

Figure 1: Definition diagram for the observation well
connected to a conduit by a restrictive link.
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initiated as the head at either end reaches the elevation of
the pipe. When an active pipe emerges above current water
level, the outlet head is taken as the elevation of the outlet.
The volumetric water balance (AS) of free-surface storage
elements (wells and reservoirs) is computed to provide
change in head,

A time-series approach is taken to investigate the response
of karst systems to hydrological forcing. Recharge is
modeled as an arbitrary characteristic hydrograph form,
projected as an independent time sequence of hydraulic
head in a major conduit.
Flow through each pipe segment is governed by the DarcyWeisbach Equation:

Q = 2 %gQ-5R2\Qi2-hx)/f t) 0.5

\A1

Ah = AS/**,2 = &Qin-XQoJ*R?

(2)

where AS is the volumetric change in storage, SQin and
EQ0Ut are total inflow and outflow. Ah is applied to the
current head to obtain the subsequent head at that point.
Vertical storage elements are considered "hydrostatic."
Results are expressed as five-minute time series of head on
vertical elements, and of discharge through pipe elements.

(1)

Where g is acceleration due to gravity, h2 - ht is hydraulic
head difference across the conduit element (treated as an
absolute number), / is the length ofthe conduit element, and
/is the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor. Model results are
relatively insensitive to/and /, and they are held constant at
0.05 and 10 m, respectively.

The remainder of this paper describes the outcomes of
various simple modeling experiments undertaken to learn
The models operate by adopting a set of initial conditions of something about subsidiary conduit systems.
uniform steady head of two meters, and then gradually
Reservoir, observation well, and forcing conduit
varying the head in the primary conduit. The head
hydrograph adopted here is initialized with hc = 2 m at 2
hours, peaking at hc = 10.4 m at ~7.5 hours, and returning A karst observation well is extremely unlikely to encounter
to 2 m around 30 hours. Flow is modeled as "gradually a primary conduit. It follows that a distinctive link must
varying steady flow" in time steps of 1 second. Fluxes for exist between the well and the conduit. If the link is a
each pipe element are computed from (1), based on subsidiary conduit, how will its form influence the
difference in head across the connecting pipe. Pipe flow is representation of the conduit head in the observation well?
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well. The conduit head series constitutes the "standard hydrograph" used in all subsequent simulations. Head differences
between the conduit and well are considered to be "errors" of representation.
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Figure 1 shows the model configuration adopted to tackle
this question. It consists of a trunk conduit linked to a
vertical observation well of radius R by a link of smaller
radius, Rr Head within the conduit (hc in Figure 1) is
modulated to force the model with a simple hydrograph.
Head in the observation well (hj adjusts by flux (Q)
through the link, driven by the head difference between the
conduit and the observation well.
Water flux through the link is limited, and therefore the
head in the observation well lags behind and has a lower
amplitude than that in the conduit (Figure 2). The departure
of the observation-well signal from the conduit signal can
be simply defined by differences in peak height and time lag,
and by maximum absolute differences between the two
(Figure 2). The influence of/and / on these errors is
relatively minor; the link and well radii (Rt andi?w) are the
dominant controls. Accordingly, the discrepancies, or
"errors," have been determined for various values of Rt
with all other factors held constant (Figure3). For
example, the current conduit flood amplitude of ~8m
translated through a 1 mm radius link has a phase error of
~4 hours, peak amplitude 2 m less than that on the conduit,
and a maximum head difference of ~5m. Under current
model conditions, large errors are seen at R of 1 mm, and
"error" is negligible at Rt of 5 mm. These two values are
taken in all following model scenarios as characterizing
"poor" and "good" connections. A larger borehole radius
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The necessity for a flux of water to represent hydraulic
head changes is responsible for the observation-well
problem. Accordingly, decreasing observation-well radius
reduces the problem. Many wells installed in karst contain
vugs and karst cavities. As water levels encounter such
openings, more water is required to produce a given rise in
head. If the flux through the link is restricted, then the rate
of change in water level may drop. Is it possible to identify
and characterize such features by analysis of the
observation-well head time series?
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A link between a primary conduit and an observation well
will thus "translate" the conduit hydrograph, depending on
the link radius. Such a well is likely to represent conditions
in neither the conduit nor the diffuse aquifer. The water
sampled at the entry point into an observation well during
the rising stage of an event may be conduit water, albeit a
little delayed in delivery. However, during falling stage, the
well water is largely derived from the falling column of old
conduit water in the well. This water is representative of
neither conduit water nor diffuse aquifer water. Sampling
and monitoring of karst observation wells are therefore
fraught with uncertainty.
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See Figure 2 for definitions.
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Figure 4 provides a simplified example where an
observation well expands from Rw = 50 mm to R =
100mm between 7 and 8 meters above datum. Figure 5
presents the results for A, = 1, 2, 3, and 5 mm with the
conduit forcing represented in Figure 2. When inflow is
restricted by small R, (Figure 5 a), then a distinctive plateau
appears in the time series of well water level (hj, as the
water level never passes above the top of the vug. At larger
link radii (Figures 5b, c), the water level rises more slowly
as it passes through the vug. At R= 5 mm, the well head
follows the conduit head almost exactly, as the link is
competent to deliver the additional water required to fill the
vug.
Discharge through the link is governed by the head
difference between the conduit and the well. As the link
radius increases, subtle changes in this relationship result in
a complex pattern of discharge through the link (Qp Figure
5). The spikes of discharge arise from the additional flux
necessitated by the vug. At R, = 5 mm, peak velocity is of
the order of 0.22 m/sec during the rising stage, but less than
half this on falling stage, a result of the asymmetry of the
forcing hydrograph. Such velocity anisotropy will promote
advection of clastic particles into the body of an aquifer
rather than into a conduit. The sediment commonly
occupying the floor of anastomoses and filling karst wells
may thus have been derived from conduit floodwaters
rather than internal residuum.
If the observation-well time series data are of sufficiently
high frequency and resolution, the rates of change in water
level across a transition can be used to obtain the effective
radius of such a vug as follows:

R2 = J?! J(bhlbt\l(bhlbf)2

(3)

<-R„.

K
Conduit
,

Where öh/öt is the change of head with time, and subscripts
1 and 2 refer to known and unknown well radii,
respectively.
It may be possible to determine if a conduit-well link is
restricted and likely to cause errors. Absolute flux through
the link is increased when the observation-well radius
increases. A non-buoyant slug suspended in a well can be
used to restrict the cross-sectional area. If during a flood
event, the absolute rate of water-level change increases at
the slug, then the link is implicitly restrictive and the well is
under-representing the conduit hydraulics.
A poorly connected open observation well may generate
misleading conduit stage data. A correctly installed
pressure piezometer does not require a flux of water to
generate a head signal. However, the signal will still be
influenced by other karst elements attached to the
connecting link, and only costly installations are able to
withstand the extreme head changes.
Observation well and karst outlet
A cavity encountered in a well may be a karst connection
(Figure 6), functioning as a simple overflow. How might
this influence the observation-well head time series and
resulting fluxes? Figure 7 presents the results of simulating
this using a rather unrealistic constant head at the outlet of
a 10 m long karst connection at 5 m above datum. This
might arise if the overflow encountered a permanently airfilled shaft. Net flux out of the conduit through the
observation well is the result. (The sign of discharge is
positive into the well.) The overflow demonstrates how a
karst reservoir with an independent, restricted link might be
filled, only to drain very slowly
In general, overflows suppress hw, head in the observation
well, providing the overflow is of the same order as, or
larger than, the link to the forcing conduit (Figure 7a, b, d).
Where the overflow is large relative to the link, a
characteristic overflow "plateau" (e.g. Figure 7b), or
suppressed peak (e.g. Figure 7d) occurs in the well waterlevel series. The detachment points of the plateaus indicate
the level of the overflow.

Well

r
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K

1 -

Link

Figure 4: Vug definition diagram. The vug consists of a
section of well Rm ■ = 0.10 m between 7 and 8 m elevation
For all simulations, Rw= 0.05m, R= 5 mm,/= 0.05, L = 10
m. Standard hydrograph.

A large overflow suppresses head in the observation well,
and large discharges can result (Figure 7d). Peak velocity is
in excess of 1 m/sec, more than enough to initiate and
sustain sediment transport. More subtle onset (Figure 7b)
and steps (Figures 7c, d) in discharge also arise from the
overflow. Head series are not sufficient to identify the
overflow condition. However, the well mass-balance is
distinctly different than with the vug model. Discharge data
are also required to distinguish overflow from a vug.
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12

12

Conduit-.

Q

Figure 5: Vug-in-well results: (a) vug influence on response curve R = 1 mm; (b) vug influence on response curve R{
= 2 mm; (c) vug influence on response curve R = 3 mm; (d) vug influence on response curve R = 5 mm.
Overflow into a reservoir rather than a void
Overflow from a connection would more normally feed an
adjoining karst system, and some back pressure would be
developed. The simplest representation of this is to feed the
outlet into the base of a reservoir of radius Rr which
gradually fills and then drains back into the observation
well during falling stage (Figure 8).
The models here adopt a large (Ä,=5 mm) link between the
conduit and the well, so that exact matching of well and
conduit heads would be expected (Figure 3). The overflow
is positioned 5 m above base level. Under these
circumstances, two primary variables control the response
of the observation well to a reservoir: overflow radius and
reservoir radius. The former determines the rate at which
flux occurs in response to a developed hydraulic gradient.
The latter governs the rate at which the reservoir head
matches the well head.
Reservoirs have little impact on the well-head record unless
they are large and well connected (e.g. Figure 9d). In

contrast, the reservoir displays a wide variety of lowamplitude responses. Only in Figure 9c (small reservoir,
large overflow) does the reservoir water level match that of
the conduit. Surprisingly, Figures 9a and 9d give very
similar reservoir water levels despite strong contrasts in
overflow and reservoir form.
Small-scale reservoirs have relatively little effect on well
water levels and discharges. The impact of intermediatescale reservoirs {R= 0.10 m, Figures 9a and c) is highly
dependent on the overflow radius. Larger overflow radius
(Figure 9c) permits the reservoir head to match the well and
conduit head. As the reservoir runs dry, discharge from the
well back into the conduit (Q) is reduced dramatically, with
no indication of this in the well head.
Large-radius reservoirs develop little back pressure, so
they develop similar simulation histories to simple
overflow (Compare Figures 7d and 9d, 7c and 9b.), except
that there is a sustained reflux of the water stored in the
reservoir.
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Figure 8: Definition diagram for overflow to adjacent
reservoir. For all simulations, Rw= 0.05 m, i?=5 mm,/=
0.05, / = 10 m. Standard hydrograph.
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is an order of magnitude greater than in other graphs.)
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Once more, well discharge patterns provide more useful
diagnostic criteria than water levels. Significant breaks in
discharge occur at overflow thresholds without any
concomitant response in head. All larger reservoirs show
distinctive steps in rising-stage discharge through the link,
but only those with larger radii develop flows competent
enough to transport sediment.

(Figure 11 a) as the overflow ceases operation and the well
suddenly is only draining through a single conduit. This
feature is better developed in Figure 1 lb, where the rising
stage analog is also present. It is suggested that multi-level
conduits provide a physically rational explanation ofmultisegment recession curves, in contrast to the conventional
interpretation of progressive drainage of multi-permeability media (e.g. Shevenell, 1996; Smart, in prep.).

Multi-level links between conduit and well
Multiple linkages are likely to develop in well-bedded, low
dip limestones. Returning to the simple original model, the
impact of tandem links at different elevations can be
investigated (Figure 10). When the lower link is large (R2 =
5 mm, Figures lie, d), the well water level follows the
conduit water level. A small upper-level link has negligible
effect on discharge (Figure 5c). When both links are small
a subtle break in slope appears in the falling-stage well head

Where both conduits are pressurized and of identical size,
their discharge is identical. Larger overflows result in a
number of curious features (Figure 1 lb). When the well
water level is below the outlet of the upper conduit,
extreme discharges occur, albeit briefly (Figure lib,
maximum overflow discharge is 0.03 L/sec at 0.4 m/sec).
Note that these are features "in principle;" the exact form of
such "transients" is inadequately represented in the current
model.
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Reliable sampling for tracers or water quality in tandemlinkage wells is very difficult. Variation in fluxes at different
inlets in wells will alter the apparent hydrostratigraphy,
confusing attempts to identify a coherentpoint of sampling.
In addition, activation of a large overflow conduit may
significantly reduce flow through a lower conduit, delaying
tracer delivery (Smart, in preparation).

Well
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Figure 10: Tandem-link definition diagram. For all
simulations, Rw= 0.05 m,/= 0.05, / = 10 m. Link 2 is 5m
above link 1. Standard conduit hydrograph.

Surface recharge into wells and reservoirs would
contribute to the local water balance and enhance local
head (Figure 15). There is precious little information on
spatial patterns ofrecharge (e.g. Jeannin and Grasso, 1995;
Smart and Friederich, 1986). It may be fair to assume that
larger underground voids (reservoir cavities) will have
correspondingly great surface catchments, and greater
volumes of more rapid recharge. Such scaling will
moderate the impact of surface recharge on local head.
Nevertheless, in areas removed from primary pressure
conduits, local recharge may be the primary source ofhead
perturbation.

Tandem links between reservoir and well
The final logical step in this modeling progression is to
consider the impact of tandem links between the well and
reservoir (Figure 12). While the conduit-well link is
maintained at Rt=5mm for all simulations, the remarkable
sensitivities revealed have necessitated reporting separately for small and large reservoirs (Figures 13 and 14,
respectively). The usual forcing hydrograph is applied, but
sustained drainage of larger reservoirs requires extension
of the time scale to 48 hours in Figures 14b and d.
With the smaller reservoir (Ä=0.1m, Figure 13), the only
marked effect arises from a larger overflow (Figure 13c).
Reservoir water level tends to match well water levels
where any larger overflows are present. A larger reservoir
(Figure 14) markedly depresses and modulates peak well
water levels, if larger overflows are anywhere present.
Larger reservoirs showvery subdued water-level response.
Discharge patterns arising from tandem overflows are
remarkable in terms of pattern and magnitude, but only a
limited prospect is provided here. The complexity arises
from the influence ofmultiple overflows on head matching
between well and reservoir. In general, rising-stage fluxes
are greater in absolute magnitude, sometimes remarkably
so (e.g. Figures 13c and 14c). Velocities up to 1 m/sec
occur (Figure 14b), and sometimes discharges change very
suddenly (Figure 13c, d) and in very distinctive form
(Figure 14d). An important feature identified here is the
relative ease of recharging a reservoir by backflooding
from a conduit, compared to its slow drainage.

Attempting to model these effects significantly increases
the proportion of ad hoc assignments in model design. This
undermines both conviction and learning. As education and
guidance were the objectives of this modeling campaign,
these results will not be tackled here.
Conclusions
A forcing conduit and observation well have been used as
an example of how information about the subsidiary
conduit system might be obtained. It is difficult to
generalize even from the limited results presented here.
Overall, water levels have a complex relationship to water
flux in subsidiary conduits. The main determinants of the
pattern of response are the radii of conduits and reservoirs,
and the elevation at which these are joined. Results are not
so sensitive to distance and roughness, though the overall
variability of these factors may be greater. Contrary to
much opinion by karst hydrologists, flow regime and flow
law are not of compelling significance.
The routing, storage and reflux of water through even
simple subsidiary conduit systems suggests that water
levels and water sampled from wells linked into the
subsidiary conduit system is unlikely to characterize the
aquifer. Similarly, a tracer cloud traveling through such a
system may be fragmented, mixed, and delayed during
unsteady conditions. Traces made away from primary
conduits tend to show these features to the extent that
breakthrough curves are often undefinable (e.g. Aley
1997). Flow velocities directed away from the primary
conduit are generally greater than those returning. This
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arises not only from the asymmetry of the forcing
hydrograph, but is also a result of multiple conduits.
Systemic anisotropy implies that clastic sediment will be
transferred into the aquifer rather than out to the primary
conduit.
From the monitoring perspective, it has long been known
that low-frequency (e.g. bi-weekly) sampling of water
levels will not identify event-driven variations in water
level. Such data will not allow characterization of the
subsidiary conduits and sustains the continued use of
inappropriate groundwater models in karst. Highfrequency, high-resolution monitoring of karst wells will
increase costs — so is itpossible to derive useful parameters
from high-resolution water level data? The present
modeling indicates that observation-well data are likely to
be highly ambiguous, representing neither the primary
conduits nor the diffuse aquifer. Although water-level data
from karst wells contain breaks and anomalies similar to

those modeled here (e.g. Ray 1997), the modeling effort
indicates that water-level effects are subtle and ambiguous
in origin. In contrast, discharge patterns along the
subsidiary conduits are remarkable in their variety and
uniqueness. Adequate diagnosis of karst aquifers will
require specialized methods, beyond conventional waterlevel observation, slug testing and packer testing.
Discharge measurements seem to be the key.
Is there any prospect of incorporating subsidiary conduits
into aquifer models? Probably not in the sense of physical
realism. It is field information which is limiting, not
computational power. Until we have effective underground
remote sensing capability, observation wells provide our
only window into the aquifer. Even if correctly interpreted,
evidence from any well will be spatially idiosyncratic, a
statistical sample rather than an absolute parameterization.
However, it appears feasible to obtain information on the
level and caliber of conduits, and the diameter and position
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of reservoirs, which may be key features in any successful
karst aquifer model.
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Figure 15: Definition diagram for surface recharge of the
well and the reservoir. The recharge is likely to appear as a
subsurface inflow.

If subsidiary conduit systems are as sparse as those
considered here, then few observation wells will be
compatible with the model. If subsidiary conduit systems
are of very high volumetric density, then near-continuum
hydraulics will prevail and diagnostic testing may be
impossible. Even if diagnostic testing is feasible, we may
have to become reconciled to describing conduit form in
"equivalent" terms, as absolute information on length,
radius and roughness may never be resolvable.
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Abstract
This paper presents numerical model studies regarding the
development of leakage rates of dams in karst regions due
to solutional enlargement of conduits in the rock beneath
the reservoir. A hybrid continuum-discrete flow model
(CAVE) is used for the modeling. The fractured carbonate
rock beneath the reservoir is represented by a network of
initial conduits. The effects of a preferential flowpath and a
grout curtain on leakage rates are studied in different
scenarios. For the parameters considered in this paper, the
simulation results suggest that dissolutional widening of
the network leads in all scenarios to leakage rates
endangering the reservoir within 100 years.
Introduction
In many regions of the world, recharge to groundwater is
scarce or concentrated during just a few months ofthe year.
Dams and reservoirs are means of ensuring the water
supply of the population over an extended period of time.
Some ofthese dams are located in karst areas, especially in
the Mediterranean and the Middle East. The primary
permeability of carbonate rocks consists of a network of
fissures and cracks. If these are connected to form a
flowpath, and if water enriched with C02 flows through the
system, then solutional widening of the initial fissures leads
to the development of secondary permeability, i.e. conduits, a process termed karstification. Under natural
conditions, hydraulic gradients are low (<0.1), flowpaths
are of the order of thousands of meters, and therefore
karstification is generally a slow process. However,
hydraulic structures in karst regions, such as dams and
reservoirs, imply much higher gradients and shorter
flowpaths, thus greatly enhancing dissolutional widening
of conduits. These may lead to leakage shortening the
lifetime of the dam considerably. This process has been
analyzed by Palmer (1988) and Dreybrodt (1992) for
individual fractures. They both arrived at comparable
results, which demonstrated that hydraulic structures may
seriously be affected by dissolution of the underlying
carbonate rock within a time span of 100 years.
This paper studies the effect of dissolution of the
underlying carbonate rock on the leakage rate of a dam.
Compared to the work by Palmer (1988) or Dreybrodt
(1992), dissolutional development of a conduit network

and water exchange between the conduits and the
surrounding fissured rock are considered. This type of
interaction has been shown to be characteristic of the flow
in karst systems and essential ifrealistic karst modeling is to
be attempted. The employment of various strategies to
prolong the lifetime of a dam or a reservoir, e.g. a grout
curtain, is considered.
Modeling approach
In order to model the characteristic flow patterns of karst
aquifers, the dualistic structure ofthe flow system has to be
considered. Conceptually, the flow system of a karst
aquifer consists of a conduit system, which is characterized
by low storage and high hydraulic conductivity, and a
fissured system with high storage and a much lower
conductivity. Karst genesis models also have to consider
ionic transport in the conduits, dissolution from the conduit
walls, and thus enlargement of the conduits. These processes have been implemented in the model CAVE by coupling
the discrete continuum flow calculation to a carbonate
dissolution model. Groundwater flow in the fissured
system is modeled by a continuum approach using
Boussinesq's equation. Flow in the conduit system,
represented by cylindrical tubes intersecting at nodes, is
governed by Kirchhoff s rule, stating that total inflow and
total outflow balance at each node. The relationship
between hydraulic head difference and discharge is adapted
to the flow conditions, i.e. the model distinguishes between
laminar and turbulent flow. Exchange of groundwater
between the fissured and the conduit system is modeled by
a linear steady-state exchange term (Barenblatt et al.,
1960), i.e. the water flux is assumed to be proportional to
the head difference between the flow systems. The
corresponding proportionality factor is termed the exchange coefficient.
Transport of calcium in the conduit system is described by
the ID advection equation, with an additional source term
accounting for the increase in concentration due to calcite
dissolution at the conduit walls. At the nodes of the conduit
system, additional inflow of dissolved calcium from the
fissured system is considered, and instantaneous and complete mixing of all inflow concentrations is assumed.
Modeling of carbonate dissolution is based on experimental findings by Buhmann and Dreybrodt (1985), which
show that dissolution kinetics is fast if the dissolved
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calcium concentration is far from saturation with respect to
calcite, and slow if it is close to saturation. The amount of
carbonate mass dissolved from the conduit walls is used to
determine the increase of conduit diameter with time. Flow
in the fissured system is simulated by central finite
differences using MODFLOW (McDonald and Harbaugh,
1988). Flow in the conduit system is solved utilizing the
iterative Newton-Raphson method in order to deal with the
nonlinearities occurring in turbulent flow conditions.
Transport of calcium is modeled by employing an upwindfinite-difference scheme with integrated reaction kinetics.
The model supports a wide variety ofboundary conditions,
thus enabling a good approximation of natural situations.
For more details and model verification see Clemens et al.
(1996).
Model area and scenarios
A model dam was designed to examine the enhanced
dissolutional widening of conduits under high gradients.
The model consists of a 2-D cross section of the carbonate
aquifer below the dam, i.e. dissolution in the carbonate
rock underlying the dam and the reservoir is considered.
The cross section is a slice of 10 m thickness and contains
one plane of solutionally enlargable conduits. The conduit
system thus represents a region of fractures every 10
meters. The bottom boundary represents a different
lithological layer, which is assumed to be much less
permeable and not soluble, e.g. a clay layer. Different

hydraulic scenarios are studied to investigate the effects of
a grout curtain and a preferential flowpath, and the model
was designed accordingly.
Model dimensions, boundary conditions and geometry of
the conduit network are shown in Figure 1. The model area
is 500 m long, 10 m wide and 55 m deep. The reservoir is
modeled by fixed-head cells with a potential head of 40 m,
and downstream of the dam the potential is fixed at 0 m.
The left, right, and bottom sides of the model domain are
considered no-flow boundaries. The hydraulic conductivity of the fissured system is set to lO^m/s, and the aquifer
is considered to be confined. The exchange coefficient is
set to 106 m/s. The dam base is 90 m long with a hydraulic
conductivity of 10~8m2/s. The conduit system has equal
spacings of 10 m between the nodes and initial diameters of
0.4 mm. The grout curtain is located in the middle under the
dam and has the same conductivity as the dam. It reaches to
30 m depth below the dam and is 10 m thick. A preferential
flow path right under the dam is included and has a larger
initial diameter of 1 mm. This preferential flowpath is
intercepted by the grout curtain in Scenario 4 (Figure lb).
Calcium equilibrium concentration is 1 mmol/L, the fast
first-order kinetic rate constants for laminar flow and
turbulent flow are 2.5 x 10~5 cm/s and 5 x 105 cm/s,
respectively. If the calcium concentration is near saturation
(>90%) with respect to calcite, a slow fourth-order kinetic
is applied with only one constant for laminar and turbulent
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flow of 1.3 x 10" cm'°/(mol3sec). The calcium concentration of water entering the conduit system from the
reservoir is zero, and the water entering the conduit system
from the fissured system has equilibrium concentration.

100 m wide with a catchment area of 50 km2, the critical
leakage rate would be 0.03 m3/s (115 m3/h).

The influence of a grout curtain and a preferential flow path
on leakage flow from the reservoir is studied in four
different scenarios: Scenario 1 with neither preferential
flowpath nor grout curtain; Scenario 2 with preferential
flowpath but no grout curtain; Scenario 3 with no
preferential flowpath but a grout curtain; and Scenario 4
with both preferential flow path and grout curtain.

Figure 2 shows the development ofthe conduit system with
time for Scenario 1 of 15,30, and 50 years. Widening ofthe
conduit system begins at the reservoir, from which
aggressive water is entering the system. Conduits under
high hydraulic gradients are enlarged first, because they
display highest flow rates and thus the most aggressive
water. Conduit diameters decrease with increasing flow
length, as calcium concentrations increase due to dissolution, and slower kinetics becomes active. The flowpath
closest to the dam, which is most rapidly widened by
dissolution, changes from a laminar to turbulent flow
regime after 15 years. After 30 years the conduit system is
widened more or less uniformly under the dam, even down
to the impermeable base at 55 m depth. Most of the tubes
are now turbulent and fast first-order kinetics is active in
most of the widened conduits. After 50 years the conduit
system shows further enlargement and slowly extends
further downgradient. Most of the tubes now have

The preferential flowpath and the grout curtain are shown
in Figures la and b. As a design criterion a critical leakage
rate under the dam was calculated, above which the dam
would lose more water than is supplied by recharge to its
catchment area. A catchment area of 10 km2 and a
groundwater recharge rate of 0.2 m/a are assumed for the
calculation of a critical leakage rate of 0.06 m3/s (230 m3/h).
The critical leakage rate is thus scaled to a catchment area
of 10 km2 and a dam width of 10 m, which enables
comparison to dams with other dimensions. If the dam is
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rate is reached after 72 years. Leakage rates in Scenario 3
are lowest compared to the other scenarios, due to the
grout curtain. Breakthrough is achieved after 23 years, the
first turbulent flow path after 28 years, and the critical
leakage rate after 82 years. For Scenario 4, which includes
both grout curtain and a preferential flowpath, the corresponding times are 14, 21, and 78 years, respectively.
Conduit diameters at the critical leakage rate vary between
6 and 9 cm for all scenarios.

CD

Discussion and conclusions
1.O0E-3 —

A close analysis of Figure 2 shows that nearly all conduits
under the dam are enlarged simultaneously. Solution first
' /l
enlarges tubes near the reservoir, from which water with a
calcium concentration of zero enters the conduit system
1.00E-4
and follows the path of highest hydraulic gradient in the
100
40
60
Time [a]
conduit network. Thus dissolution spreads to depth as well
Figure 3: Development of leakage rates with time for the as downgradient and quickly reaches the impervious botdifferent scenarios. Also included is the leakage rate for a tom boundary. The turbulent flow conditions combined
model with boundary conditions of Scenario 1, but no with a fixed-head potential in the reservoir lead to a
uniform enlargement of the conduit system, because even
exchange between the fissured and conduit system.
conduits with a longer flowpath still receive a constant
supply of water. There is no selective mechanism
diameters between 1 and 5 cm, and the conduits upgradient developing, which, in the case of limited water supply,
from the dam have grown to just above 5 cm diameter. leads to evolution of the fastest evolving conduit only (e.g.
After 73 years the leakage rate has risen to the critical rate Clemens et al., 1996; Groves and Howard, 1994). All tubes
of 0.06 mVs, i.e. the catchment cannot supply enough that are turbulent at the time of the critical leakage have
recharge water to refill the reservoir. Similar patterns of diameters varying only between 6 and 9 cm. This type of
uniform enlargement is also reported by Howard and
dissolutional widening arise from the other scenarios.
Groves (1995) for turbulent-flow conditions with fixed
Figure 3 shows leakage rates over time for the different heads. The reason is that under fixed-head boundary
scenarios. At the beginning of the simulation all leakage conditions all conduits are solutionally enlarged. After
rates are approximately 10^ m3/s. Leakage rates for turbulent flow is established, the calcium mass dissolved
Scenarios 3 and 4 are a little lower, due to the presence of from the conduit walls per unit time remains nearly
the grout curtain. In the early stages, flow occurs mainly in constant. Therefore, as the conduit surface area grows with
the fissured system and flow through the conduit system is time, the increase in conduit diameter is gradually slowing
lower by approximately 4 orders of magnitude. Flow down.
through the fissured system remains nearly constant
throughout the simulation for all scenarios, since the In the scenarios considered here, both grout curtain and
hydraulic conductivity of the fissured system does not initial preferential flowpath have no significant effect on the
change. Leakage rates for Scenario 1 start to rise after 15 development of the leakage rate with time (Figure 3). All
years. Breakthrough time to first-order kinetics, defined as scenarios reach the critical leakage rate within a time span
the time when the first tube at the outlet at the lower head of 10 years from 72 years onward. As can be expected from
boundary shows a calcium concentration lower than 90% the boundary conditions, Scenario 2 with no grout curtain
of the equilibrium concentration, is 11 years. The first and an initial preferential flow path has highest leakage
turbulent flowpath from the reservoir to the outlet is rates, while Scenario 3 without an initial flowpath but with
established after 15 years. From then on the flow rate a grout curtain shows the lowest leakage rates. The
through the conduit system is comparable to that in the uniform widening of the conduit system eventually
fissured system. It rapidly grows with increasing overrides differences that arise in the early stages of the
dissolutional widening of the conduits and eventually conduit development. Although breakthrough time for
dominates the leakage rate. Due to the presence of an initial Scenario 2 is only 2 years, compared to 14 years of
preferential flow-path leakage rates rise first for Scenario 2 Scenario 4, this initial difference in conduit conditions does
(Figure 3). Breakthrough time is 2 years, the first turbulent not result in corresponding differences between leakage
flow path is established after 9 years and the critical leakage rates.
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Figure 3 also shows the leakage rate for a model run with
the boundary conditions of Scenario 1 but no exchange
between fissured and conduit system. Almost no
dissolutional widening is taking place, only the first few
conduits directly beneath the reservoir are enlarged, and
there is no breakthrough or turbulent flow. The reason is
that the special boundary conditions arising when modeling
a dam lead to highly enhanced dissolution, if exchange
between fissured and conduit system is accounted for: from
the beginning ofthe simulation, the hydraulic conductivity
of the conduit network is higher than that of the fissured
system. Therefore, downgradient of the reservoir the
hydraulic heads in the conduit system are higher than in the
fissured system and exchange flow is directed into the
fissured system. As a result, the conduit system loses water
with high calcium concentration to the fissured system at
each node below the reservoir. This amount of water
flowing into the fissured system is resupplied to the conduit
system from the fixed-head reservoir with a calcium
concentration of zero, i.e. by highly aggressive water.
Therefore this exchange provides a sink for water high in
calcium and acts as an additional source for aggressive
water. This effect strongly enhances the development of
the conduit system.
The model results presented here show that dissolution of
small conduits under man-made structures like a dam can
have serious effects on the performance of the reservoir.
The depth of 30 m for the grout curtain used in the
simulations seems too small to effectively prohibit the
strong increase of the leakage rate. The model results also
suggest that small conduits with initial diameters of 0.4 mm
can be solutionally enlarged within tens of years and may
cause serious water losses, if the effect of the fissured
system is accounted for.
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF TRACER BREAKTHROUGH CURVES FROM
TRACING TESTS IN KARST AQUIFERS
Malcolm S. Field
National Center for Environmental Assessment
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Washington, D.C. 20460

Abstract

Tracer-breakthrough-curve parameters

Numerical analysis of tracer-breakthrough curves allow
quick reliable estimates for many of the basic hydraulic and
geometric parameters. Tracer-breakthrough curve analysis
relies on the application of a continuous mass balance
model for transport parameter estimation. Readily obtained hydraulic parameters required for modeling include
peak arrival time and peak velocity, longitudinal
dispersion, and Peclet number. Geometric parameters
include volume, cross-sectional area, and diameter. Some
boundary-layer effects can also be roughly estimated.

Tracer analyses plotted, preferably in conjunction with
discharge measurements, constitute a "true" breakthrough
curve. Typically, tracer-breakthrough curves appear as a
positively-skewed histogram. The positive skewness is
often considered to be a result of longitudinal dispersion
effects, but has been shown to be more realistically a result
of immobile-flow regions (Field et al., 1998).

Introduction

Tracer-breakthrough curves can be inspected visually for
some important parameters. Such inspection can be very
useful in developing an initial assessment of solute behavior
in the aquifer system. Some parameter estimates from
inspection of the tracer-breakthrough curve can be highly
reliable while others may be highly unreliable.

Groundwater flow and contaminant transport in fracturedrock aquifers are very complex, and considerably more
complex in karst aquifers. This is because flow and
transport in karst aquifers are often rapid, may be nearly
parallel to regional equipotential lines, or even appear to be
traveling against the regional hydraulic gradient. Darcy's
law is not readily applicable because flow tends to occur in
discrete channels, and apparent hydraulic conductivities
can approach infinity if evaluated for laminar flow
conditions {e.g. similar to the hydraulic conductivity of a
lake), or are nonlinear for turbulent-flow conditions (e.g.
hydraulic conductivity of a fast flowing river). These
problems can only be addressed by conducting quantitative
groundwater tracing studies and applying mathematical
models to analyze the results (Field and Nash, 1997; Field,
1997), but there is considerable need to ensure that the
initial parameter estimates obtained from the tracer tests
are reliable.
This paper illustrates how reliable parameter estimates may
be obtained from tracer-breakthrough curves. Tracerbreakthrough curve analyses provide abasis for estimating
total tracer recovery and such hydraulic parameters as
residence times, flow velocities, longitudinal dispersion,
Reynolds number, and Froude number. Karst-conduit
geometric parameters that may be estimated include
conduit volume, cross-sectional area, diameter, and
sinuous length. Boundary-layer effects can also be
estimated.

Tracer residence times from tracer-breakthrough curve
inspection

Initial tracer arrival (first arrival) is a highly unreliable
parameter that is often used by water managers to estimate
how quickly a pollutant may reach a community water
supply. It is based on the first appearance of tracer in water
samples. First arrival is based greatly on the sensitivity of
analytical instruments used to analyze for the tracer, and
the prevailing hydrology at the time of the tracing test. It is
also strongly affected by interpolation algorithms.
Peak tracer arrival is a more reliable parameter that best
represents the residence time of the tracer during a tracer
test. It is also dependent on the prevailing hydrology and
mass injected, but not on the sensitivity of the analytical
instruments, provided adequate tracer masses are used.
Comparison with theoretical models typically shows the
peak arrival to be very representative of subsurface
conditions affecting solute transport.
Elapsed residence time is also an unreliable parameter mat
relates the length of time that the tracer could be observed
in the system. Water managers use this parameter to
estimate the length of time that a community water supply
will be affected by a pollutant. This parameter is greatly
affected by the sensitivity of the analytical instruments,
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prevailing hydrology, and mass of tracer injected. It is also
strongly affected by extrapolation algorithms.
Analysis of tracer-breakthrough curves
Numerical analysis of tracer-breakthrough curves relies
primarily on the method of moments. Integrating tracerbreakthrough curves provides reasonable estimates for
mass recovery, mean residence time, and mean flow
velocity. However, the method of moments will tend to
seriously overestimate longitudinal dispersion.

Mean tracer residence time
Mean tracer residence time is the length oftime required for
the centroid of the tracer mass to traverse the entire length
of the karst conduit. The centroid generally lags behind the
peak concentration of the tracer mass of the tracerbreakthrough curve, but the more the groundwater flow is
constrained to discrete conduits the less obvious the
difference between the centroid and the peak concentration.
Mean tracer residence time may be estimated by

Tracer mass recovery
Assuming complete mixing within the karst conduit,
estimation of tracer recovery for individual sampling
stations is obtained by

\tC{t)Q(t)dt
t = -2

(4)

00

M0=fC(t)Q(t)dt

and total tracer recovery from all downgradient sampling
stations may be estimated by

MT = JTMO;(

jC(t)Q(t)dt

(l)

with a standard deviation.

(2)

f(t-t)2C(t)Q(t)dt

i'=7

Tracer recovery is essential for evaluating groundwater
monitoring systems and contaminant-transport processes.
Tracer recovery must be quantified to ensure that all
relevant discharge locations have been monitored for the
discharge of contaminants. A low-percent recovery of
tracer mass may occur as a result of inadequate sampling of
downgradient tracer discharge locations. A high-percent
recovery suggests that most downgradient discharge
locations were adequately monitored for the tracer.
Quality of tracer mass recovery
The quality of the tracer experiment may be quantified in
terms of mass recovered. Usually, the quality of the trace
experiment is given as percent of mass recovered, but this
affords little insight. An accuracy index given by
(Sukhodolov et al., 1997)

A1 -

M

MT

*~
M..„

(3)

provides more insight into the quality of the tracing
experiment. An At = 0 indicates a perfect tracing
experiment. Apositive^indicates more mass injected than
was recovered, while a negative At suggests more mass
apparently recovered than was injected. As A moves
further away from zero, the quality of the tracing
experiment gets poorer.

°t =

v2
(5)

fC(t)Q(t)dt
Equations (4) and (5) assume that tracer residence time will
vary from nearly zero for instantaneous exit of tracer mass
from the karst conduit upon injection to apparent infinity
for tracer mass that is stored in micropores within the
aquifer system. Equation (4) contributes relevant information on the time required for the centroid of a
nonreactive pollutant mass spilled in the vicinity of the
injected tracer to be discharged. Equation (5) is a measure
of the possible range of travel times weighted for tracer
concentration, sampling-time interval, and discharge.
Time to peak concentration t and peak tracer concentration Cp may generally be considered more reliable
parameters for describing transport processes and are
easily read directly from the tracer-breakthrough curve.
However, no level of uncertainty may be established for
these two parameters except by conducting multiple tracer
tests in the same system.
Mean tracer velocity
Mean tracer velocity is a measure of the velocity of the
tracer centroid estimated by
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x
f-±C(t)Q(t)dt

A„P =CPn Jf
V P
(6)

v =

fC(t)Q(t)dt
with a standard deviation
1

1

fxfL -Ljc(t)Q(t)dt

¥2

°, =

(7)

fC(t)Q(t)dt
Investigations of numerous caves throughout the world
have shown that most cave passages average about 1.5x
their straight-line distance. This average sinuosity estimate
is also considered to be representative of most karst
conduits even though they may be much smaller in terms of
length and breadth than mapped cave passages.
Equation (6) assumes that tracer residence time varies from
nearly zero for instantaneous exit of tracer mass from the
karst conduit upon injection to virtually infinity for tracer
mass that is stored in micropores within the aquifer system.
Mean tracer velocity is more useful for defining the
hydraulic geometry of the karst conduit than is maximum
velocity and is necessary for conducting acute and chronic
toxicity risk assessments.
Longitudinal dispersion
Flow in karst conduits may occur as open-channel or
closed-conduit flow and exhibit longitudinal effects typical
of surface-water streams or storm sewers. Estimation of
longitudinal dispersion is best accomplished using openchannel or closed-conduit flow models. Studies of
longitudinal dispersion, mostly with respect to openchannel flow, have led to the development of various
models that generally ignore non-Fickian effects. A method
for determining longitudinal dispersion that applies to both
open-channel and closed-conduit flow and affords a visual
assessment of non-Fickian effects can be obtained from
(Chatwin, 1971)
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(9)

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation (8) is the
v intercept and the second term on the right-hand side of
Equation (8) is the gradient. Either term on the right-hand
side allows solution for the longitudinal dispersion
coefficient, Dxs, provided that a plot ofthe left-hand side of
Equation (8) against early-time data reasonably falls on a
straight line (Day, 1975).
The late-time data will depart from the straight line due to
non-Fickian dispersion characteristics that result from
immobile-flow regions. Typically, longitudinal dispersion
is estimated using the method-of-moments, which tends to
greatly overestimate longitudinal dispersion because the
method-of-moments does not allow for exclusion of
immobile-flow regions.
Karst conduit volume
Tracer mass recovery at a spring where discharge has been
measured during a tracer study allows a rough estimate of
the maximum volume of the karst conduit traversed by the
tracer cloud. This is achieved by
/
V=

Qdt

(10)

If a single discharge value is used as a mean spring
discharge, then the karst-conduit volume may be estimated
by
V = Qt

(»)

A maximum volume estimate based on the sum of each
individual conduit traversed by the tracer cloud may be
determined from

VT

= i>,
/=/

(12)

(8)

Equation (10) is a more realistic estimation method for the
conduit volume than is (11). Both (10) and (11) are more
reliable methods for estimating karst-conduit volume than
the conventional method of taking the product of the mean
spring discharge, Q, and the time to peak concentration, /.
By far the majority of volume space will be occupied by
micropores, but these contribute little to groundwater flow
and solute transport in conduit-dominated karst aquifers.

where the constant of proportionality A is estimated from
peak tracer concentration C and the peak time of arrival /
(Day, 1975):

Aquifer volume estimation using (12) will be a coarse
approximation at best. Summing the volumes of individual
karst conduits to achieve an estimate of total volume space
occupied by karst conduits should not be expected to
produce very accurate estimates because it represents an

A„
t In (-B-)

a*

V2

vt

2D

2D,
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oversimplification ofthe aquifer system. For example, (12)
may be used to sum the volumes of several karst conduits
that are presumed to be distinct but in reality may actually
be connected along significant segments of their total
lengths. However, the sum of the individual karst conduits
does provide some indication of the aquifer volume
occupied by conduits.

(15)

which is a reasonable approximation.
Peclet Number
The Peclet number is a measure of the relative contribution
of mechanical dispersion and diffusion to solute transport.
It relates the effectiveness of mass transport by advection

Empirical fluid dynamics models
Experiments with fluid dynamics have led to the development of many models of flow for specific geometries.
These geometries will not necessarily reproduce those of
the actual karst conduits or fracture systems, which cannot
be reliably approximated whether or not physical
measurements can be made. However, by making some
simple assumptions, reasonable parameter estimates may
be obtained. For karst conduits, it may be assumed that the
phreatic conduit will best be approximated by assuming a
cylindrical geometry. Such an assumption is reasonable for
phreatic conduits developed in flat-lying sedimentary rocks
and may not be unreasonable for other structural and
stratigraphic conditions.

vx, dC
Dxdx

-Pe

sc

to the effectiveness of mass

transport by either dispersion or diffusion

&C

(Schiesser

and Silebi, 1997, p. 372). Peclet numbers below 0.4
indicate diffusion/dispersion control; 0.4 - 6.0 suggest that
diffusion/dispersion and advection are in transition and
thus approximately equal to each other; and >6.0 indicate
advection control. Large Peclet numbers indicate strongly
advective systems.
Estimation of a Peclet number may be obtained from the
estimated longitudinal dispersion and mean tracer velocity
by

Karst conduit geometries
The easiest and probably most reliable geometric
parameter that can be estimated is cross-sectional area.
Because the karst conduit volume V could be estimated
from (10) or (11), the cross-sectional area may be
estimated from

A =

(13)

which is based on a sinuous distance and hence less than the
straight-line distance would suggest.
By assuming a cylindrical karst conduit it is possible to
estimate a karst conduit diameter from a tracerbreakthrough curve. Because the system volume has been
estimated the karst conduit diameter may be obtained by

Dc =2

A_
»H =

A

N

(14)

7V

where V/xs has been used to reliably estimate crosssectional area. Obviously (14) can be used to estimate the
karst conduit radius, which is typically used in many
modeling endeavors.
If open-channel flow is assumed to occur in the karst
conduit, then a hydraulic depth may be estimated by

vx
Pe = —^
D.

(16)

Dynamic flow equations
Open-channel and closed-conduit flow phenomena are
usually described by dimensionless equations for flow
behavior. The Reynolds number furnishes a means for
determining if flow is laminar or turbulent. The Froude
number is used to determine if the flow is subcritical or
supercritical.
Reynolds Number
The resistance of flow depends upon the conduit geometry
and magnitude of the Reynolds Number. The smaller the
Reynolds number, the more resistance there is to flow.
Assuming a cylindrical conduit, a rough approximation of
the Reynolds number for each individual sampling station
may be obtained from

N„

pvDr

(17)

where p represents fluid density, Dc the conduit diameter,
and n the dynamic viscosity.
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Froude Number

Laminar-flow sublayer

The ratio of the mean flow velocity to the linear dimension
of flow (hydraulic mean depth, D^) is useful for
determining if flow is in the subcritical or supercritical
range. The parameter describing the effect is the Froude
number, given by

It is well documented by empirical studies that turbulent
flow occurs as a core that is surrounded by a laminar flow
sublayer. The thickness of the laminar flow sublayer is
dependent on the degree of conduit wall roughness. If a
typically very rough karst conduit is assumed, then the
laminar flow sublayer may be estimated by (White, 1988, p.
163)

NF =
=

(18)
^H

Estimation of the Froude number by (18) will be a rough
approximation mainly for the same reasons that apply to the
Reynolds number estimation. The Froude number is used
to explain flow behavior for streams with a free surface,
which may increase uncertainty because karst conduits may
exhibit either open-channel flow, closed-conduit flow, or
both flow types depending on stage. An estimated Froude
number for karst conduits exhibiting closed-conduit flow is
not appropriate. Also, as presented, the calculation for the
Froude number assumes that the cross-sectional area of the
karst conduit divided by the diameter ofthe conduit is equal
to the mean hydraulic depth, which may not always be true.
Boundary-layer effects
While not generally considered in tracing studies,
boundary-layer effects can substantially impact the study
results. Karst conduit walls are often assumed to be
smooth, which is unreasonable. Cave exploration has
revealed that conduit walls are often covered with scallops,
making them very rough. Additionally, sediment coating
on cave walls and layers on cave floors greatly add to
roughness and surface area. Cave breakdown is an extreme
case, which causes significant roughness.
Friction-factor estimation
When flow is believed to be laminar, a friction factor may
be estimated by (White, 1988, p. 163)

64_
ff =

(19)

and for when flow is turbulent, a friction factor may be
estimated by (White, 1988, p. 163)
D
1
c
— = 21og—£ + 1.14

(20)

iff
where the relief of surface irregularities e is a controlling
factor and depends on the nature of the conduit through
which the flow is occurring.

Ö
D,

32.8

(21)

NRJff

which is an important parameter for assessing the extent of
solute sorption to conduit walls and the possibility of
matrix-diffusion effects. Matrix diffusion can only occur
from the laminar-flow sublayer.
Hydraulic head loss
When flow is laminar, the hydraulic head loss along the
conduit can be estimated by (modified from White, 1988, p.
162)

h =

8.04nvx,

*-

(22)

pgr'

and for when flow is turbulent, the hydraulic head loss
along the conduit may be estimated by (White, 1988, p.
163)

ff*?
L

(23)

4gr

which emphasizes the influence of friction on head loss.
Quantitative example
Figure 1 shows a typical original version and modification
of a tracer-breakthrough curve for Quarry Spring in
Tennessee. Quarry Spring was the recovery site for a
Rhodamine WT tracer test initiated at a monitoring well
drilled at a nearby Superfund site. The spring is located in
an unused formerly flooded quarry and discharges
approximately 0.02 mVsec. The site is underlain by
Cambrian limestones and dolostones of the Conasauga
Group. A natural-potential survey was used to site the
monitoring well in or near a flooded karst conduit.
Monitoring-well depth was 18 m below land surface.
During drilling, circulation was lost, and Quarry Spring
(300 m distant along the strike) was observed to discharge
turbid water, representing substantial sediment transport,
whereas all previous discharges had been relatively clear.
Dye slugs were injected as rapidly as possible into the
monitoring well with approximately 1500 L of potable
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Figure 1: Tracer-breakthrough curve for Quarry Spring, Tennessee. A represents the original data" B and C represent
interpolated data using >100 and ^300 knots, respetively; and D, E, and F represent interpolated/extrapolated data
using ^200 knots applied to an exponential decay function, cubic Hermite function, and a statistical determination
method, respectively The cubic Hermite function is a piecewise interpolation procedure with a continuous derivative
Knots are the abscissa values of the interpolated points.
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water to flush the dye out of the well for each trace. Initial
dye recoveries occurred within 3 hours of the injections at
Quarry Spring. The two tracing events were initiated
approximately 48 hours apart and were separated by a
storm event.

interpolation/extrapolation methods were applied. The
greatest change again occurred when an exponential decay
function was applied.

Tracer mass recovery

Table 4 depicts the geometric parameter estimates and
fluid-dynamics estimates. Relatively small volume, area,
and diameter estimates were obtained. Turbulent flow
conditions were also estimated. The greatest effect was
caused by the exponential decay function.

Results of numerical integration of the tracer-breakthrough
curves, shown in Figure 1, are listed in Table 1. Mass
recovery was excellent and only slightly affected by
interpolation/extrapolation of the data. Data extrapolation
using an exponential decay function had the most effect
because it resulted in the greatest extension of the time
data.
Hydraulic parameters
The basic hydraulic parameters estimated from the tracerbreakthrough curves shown in Figure 1 are listed in Tables
2 and 3. Results were not greatly different even when

Geometric andflow dynamics

Estimates of boundary-layer effects
Table 5 lists the estimates for the basic boundary-layer
effects. Small values for the laminar flow sublayer and
hydraulic head loss were obtained, as expected. A very
large surface area and insignificant sorption coefficient
were also obtained. The greatest effect was caused by the
exponential decay function.

Table 1. Estimated tracer mass recovery and related parameters.

Straight Data
(no interp.)
Interpolated Data
(> 100 knots)
Interpolated Data
(> 300 knots)
Extrapolated Data
(exponential decay)
Extrapolated Data
(cubic Hermite)
Extrapolated Data
(statistical)

Percent
Recovered

Tracer Mass
Recovered
(g)

Accuracy
Index
(dimen.)

37.75

6.77 x 103

3.29 x 10-2

96.7

37.75

6.76 x 103

3.42 x 10-2

96.6

37.75

6.77 x 103

3.30 x 10-2

96.7

69.25

6.86 x 10

3

1.97 x 10~

2

98.0

42.28

6.79 x 103

2.99 x 10~2

97.0

38.96

3

2

96.8

Maximum
Integration
(h)

Method of
Analysis

6.78 x 10

3.17 x 10-

All extrapolated data > 200 knots.
Table 2. Estimated tracer-transport times and peak concentration.
Method of
Analysis

Straight Data
(no interp.)
Interpolated Data
(> 100 knots)
Interpolated Data
(> 300 knots)
Extrapolated Data
(exponential decay)
Extrapolated Data
(cubic Hermite)
Extrapolated Data
(statistical)

Initial Tracer
Breakthrough
(h)

Time to Peak
Concentration
(h)

Peak Arrival
Concentration

4.27

6.25

2.35

10.41±5.79

4.15

6.42

2.35

10.4Ü5.80

4.15

6.29

2.35

10.41±5.79

4.12

6.52

2.35

10.81±6.79

4.15

6.42

2.35

10.50±6.00

4.15

6.42

2.35

10.44±5.87

All extrapolated data > 200 knots.

O^L-1)

Mean Tracer
Residence Time
(h)
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Table 3. Estimated tracer-flow velocities and dispersion effects.
Method of
Analysis

Peak Tracer
Flow Velocity
(m h-1)

Straight Data
(no interp.)
Interpolated Data
(> 100 knots)
Interpolated Data
(> 300 knots)
Extrapolated Data
(exponential decay)
Extrapolated Data
(cubic Hermite)
Extrapolated Data
(statistical)

Mean Tracer
Flow Velocity
(m h~')

Shear
Velocity
(m h"1)

Logitudinal
Dispersivity
(m)

Peclet
Number
(dimen.)

72.00

43.24±2.04

20.66

17.40

25.86

70.12

43.21±2.04

20.64

17.10

26.13

71.52

43.22±2.04

20.65

18.41

24.45

69.01

41.63±1.96

19.65

18.26

24.65

70.12

42.86±2.02

20.42

18.24

24.67

70.12

43.09±2.03

20.57

18.14

24.80

All extrapolated data > 200 knots.

Table 4. Estimated karst-conduit geometries and flow dynamics.
Method of
Analysis

Conduit
Volume
(m3)

Straight Data
(no interp.)
Interpolated Data
(> 100 knots)
Interpolated Data
(> 300 knots)
Extrapolated Data
(exponential decay)
Extrapolated Data
(cubic Hermite)
Extrapolated Data
(statistical)

Conduit
Area
(m2)

Conduit
Diameter
(m)

Hydraulic
Depth
(m)

Reynolds
Number
(dimen.)

Froude
Number
(dimen.)

524.52

1.17

1.22

9.57 x 10-1

1.28 x 104

3.92 x 10-3

524.89

1.17

1.22

9.57 x 10_1

1.28 x 104

3.92 x 10~3

524.68

1.17

1.22

9.57 x 10-1

1.28 x 104

3.92 x 10"3

544.79

1.21

1.24

9.75 x 10-1

1.26 x 104

3.74 x 10~3

529.14

1.18

1.22

9.61 x 10-1

1.28 x 10"

3.88 x 10-3

526.35

1.17

1.22

9.59 x 10-1

1.28 x 104

3.91 x 10-3

All extrapolated data > 200 knots.

Table 5. Estimated karst-conduit boundary-layer effects parameters.
Method of
Analysis

Friction
Factor
(dimen.)

Laminar Flow
Sublayer
(m)

Hydraulic
Head Loss
(m)

Surface
Area
(m2)

Sorption
Coeficient
(m)

Straight Data
(no interp.)
Interpolated Data
(> 100 knots)
Interpolated Data
(> 300 knots)
Extrapolated Data
(exponential decay)
Extrapolated Data
(cubic Hermite)
Extrapolated Data
(statistical)

5.81 x 10-1

4.08 x 10-3

1.58 x 10~3

4.22 x 105

4.23 x 10~B

5.81 x 10-1

4.09 x 10-3

1.58 x 10~3

4.22 x 105

4.41 x 10~5

5.81 x 10_1

4.09 x 10-3 •

1.58 x 10~3

4.22 x 105

4.24 x 10-5

5.67 x 10_1

4.29 x 10~3

1.40 x 10-3

4.09 x 105

2.68 x 10~5

5.78 x 10-1

4.13 x 10-3

1.54 x 10~3

4.19 x 105

3.89 x 10~5

5.80 x 10-1

4.10 x 10-3

1.56 x 10~3

4.21 x 105

4.10 x lO"5

All extrapolated data > 200 knots.
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Notation
A
A,
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D

c

DxS

ff
g

K

M.in

N

«
Pe
Q
Q

V

xs
V

X
X

$

5
e

P

°,o

karst conduit cross-sectional area (L2)
accuracy index (dimensionless)
constant of proportionality for amount of
diffusing material (M T!/21/3)
tracer concentration (M L3)
peak tracer concentration (M L3)
karst conduit diameter (L)
karst conduit hydraulic depth (L)
longitudinal dispersion coefficient (L2 T1)
friction factor (dimensionless)
gravitational acceleration (L T2)
hydraulic head loss (L)
mass of tracer injected (M)
mass of tracer recovered (M)
total tracer mass recovered from all sampling
stations (M)
Froude number (dimensionless)
Reynolds number (dimensionless)
Peclet number (dimensionless)
groundwater discharge (L3 T1)
mean groundwater discharge (L3 T1)
time of sample collection (T)
time to peak concentration (T)
mean tracer residence time (T)
mean tracer velocity (L T1)
radial distance to sampling station (L)
volume of individual karst conduits (L3)
total volume space occupied by karst conduits in
karst aquifer (L3)
straight-line tracer migration distance (L)
sinuous tracer migration distance = 1.5°° (L)
laminar flow sublayer (L)
relief of karst conduit wall surface irregularities
(L)
dynamic viscosity (M L"1 T1)
fluid density (ML3)
standard deviation for mean residence time (T)
standard deviation for mean flow velocity (L T1)
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NONEQUILIBRIUM SOLUTE-TRANSPORT MODELING IN KARST AQUIFERS
Malcolm S. Field
National Center for Environmental Assessment
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460
Solute-transport modeling in karst aquifers using a tworegion nonequilibrium model that accounts for partitioning
of solute into mobile- and immobile-fluid regions in karst
conduits may be used to refine initial parameter estimates
more accurately than traditional equilibrium modeling
(Figure 1). Solute partitioning into mobile- and immobilefluid regions causes an increase in average real velocity and
a decrease in longitudinal dispersion estimates. Assumptions include flow through a Type I karst network (single
flow channel), 100% volumetric water content for flooded
karst conduits, and no Sorption sites available to the mobile
fluid.

the degree of nonequilibrium and mass transfer can be
obtained to a reasonable degree. While improvements in
velocity estimates maybe small, dispersion estimates will
exhibit significant improvements because the adverse
influence imparted by immobile-fluid regions on dispersion
will be negated. Unfortunately, parameter estimates that
describe the immobile-fluid region are identifiable only in
terms of ratios describing solute partitioning. However,
knowledge of the physical properties of the model provide
constraints on allowable ranges for the nonidentifiable
parameters. As a result, these ranges will be sufficiently
narrow that the nonidentification problem becomes trivial.

Improved estimates for average real velocity and longitudinal dispersion over initial estimates and advectiondispersion model estimates can be obtained. In addition,
ranges for the solute partitioning parameters that describe

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this paper are solely
those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views
or policies of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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Figure 1: Comparison of equilibrium and nonequilibrium model fits to tracer-breakthrough curve data for Quarry Spring,
Tennessee.
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MODELING BREAKTHROUGH CURVES OF TRACING EXPERIMENTS
IN A KARST ENVIRONMENT
Pierre-Yves Jeannin, Michael Hauns, and Olivier Atteia
Center ofHydrogeology, University ofNeuchätel, Rue Emile-Argand 11,
CH-2007 Neuchätel, Switzerland

During the past ten or fifteen years the development of
sampling and analysis techniques has considerably improved
the possibility of quantitatively measuring breakthrough
curves during tracing experiments. In Europe it is now common to record fluorescence more or less continuously at
springs or wells using field fluorometers and data loggers.
Analysis and interpretation methods of these curves are
still under development. Many codes have been developed,
but almost all of them for modeling tracing experiments in
porous media (1, 2, or 3D analytical or numerical solutions of solute transport equations). If these codes are applied to karst or fissured aquifers, then a retardation of the
observed data with respect to the model is often present
along the falling limb of the breakthrough curve. Some of
the codes have been improved in order to be able to fit real
data. For this purpose, processes like adsorption/desorption,
or diffusion of the tracer into the rock matrix have been
introduced. Although such codes can fit observed data very
well, it can hardly be believed that these processes are of
great significance in karst systems where flow can be very
fast and surface contact area between conduits and surrounding clays (for adsorbtion) or matrix rock (for diffusion) is pretty low.
Furthermore, none of these models reproduce the "scale
effect" on apparent dispersivity that has been observed by
many authors in heterogeneous aquifers, karst included.
This scale effect is characterized by an increase of the apparent dispersivity when observation scale increases.
We have developed a new approach. We assumed that retardation and scale effects could result from the special
features present in karst conduits, like cascades, pools (enlargement of a conduit's cross section), solution pockets,
rapids, etc. For testing this hypothesis, we used a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model, a laboratory model,
and we made several tracing experiments in a cave. This
approach made it possible to demonstrate that a significant
retardation can result from any ofthese features, especially
from pools, because of the presence of recirculation zones
(eddies) which keep part of the tracer trapped for a certain
time (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Flow routes in a pool.
On the basis of CFD models and convolution techniques,
we were able to look at the effect of several of these features (like pools) repeated along the course of an underground flow path. The aim here was to investigate the scale
effect on apparent dispersivity. The convolution models reproduced the scale affect with a good approximation.
It can be concluded that one pool induces retardation (or
"tailing") due to recirculation in eddies. When several pools
separated by channels with turbulent flow conditions are
traversed by a tracer, there is a statistical compensation of
the retardations in each pool, leading to a general increase
of the dispersivity when the number of pools (e.g. the investigation length) increases. This adequately reproduces
the "scale effect on dispersivity" generally observed in karst
systems (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Scale effect on dispersivity and compensation of
the tailing along the course of successive pools and rapids
(results from the convolution approach based on CFD
models).
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HYDROLOGIC INSIGHTS FROM A FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL OF THE
YIGO-TUMON SUB-BASIN, NORTHERN GUAM LENS AQUIFER
J. M. U. Jocson and J. W. Jenson
Water & Environmental Research Institute of the Western Pacific
University of Guam, Mangilao, Guam 96923
D. N. Contractor
Dept. of Civil Engineering & Engineering Mechanics
University ofArizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

Abstract
The Northern Guam Lens Aquifer (NGLA) is a Pleistocene
karst aquifer in an uplifted Cenozoic limestone sequence
forming a plateau about 60 to 180 meters high. Climate is
tropical wet-dry, with average rainfall about 2.5 m/a (100
in/a), 80% of which falls between July and January.
Monthly recharge estimates for 1982 through 1995, based
on positive-definite daily differences of rainfall minus pan
evaporation, suggest a relationship between monthly
precipitation and recharge of N = max(0, -1.7+0.87P),
where N and P are estimated minimum monthly recharge
and precipitation, respectively, in inches. We used a twophase fresh-water/saltwater flow model to simulate
transient regional-scale responses ofthe fresh-water lens to
monthly variations in natural recharge in the Yigo-Tumon
sub-basin of the NGLA. Boundary conditions included
monthly-averaged mean sea-level changes. Recharge rates

were based on the assumption that 100% of monthly
recharge infiltrated to the fresh-water lens within each onemonth time step. Comparison of observed well-water
elevations with elevations simulated for various values of
hydraulic conductivity, K, suggest a regional K of about
6100 m/day (20,000 ft/day), consistent with previous
studies. Variations of +1-20% around this value produced
calculated water levels consistent with observed water
levels. The most significant result from the modeling study,
however, is that even for best-fit simulations, simulated
water levels are consistently higher than observed levels for
wet-season months and lower than observed levels during
the dry-season months. The simplest explanation is that
vadose storage is sufficient to dampen monthly-scale
variations in recharge.

Contractor and Jenson
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SIMULATED EFFECT OF A KARSTIC VADOSE ZONE ABOVE
THE NORTHERN GUAM LENS ON WELL-WATER LEVELS
DinshawN. Contractor
CEEMDept., University ofArizona.Tucson, AZ 85721
John W. Jenson
WERI, University of Guam, Mangilao, Guam 96923
Abstract
Saltwater intrusion in the Northern Guam lens has been
simulated in the past using a finite-element, sharp-interface
computer model, SWIG2D. Comparison of measured and
computed water levels in several wells indicated systematic
differences between the two. The computed peaks were
higher and the computed lows were lower than the
measured levels. This suggested that there was some
storage in the vadose zone during peak inflows, with a
subsequent higher release into the lens during low inflows.
Hence, it was decided that the vadose zone should be
modeled so as to reduce the error between the measured
and computed water levels. The vadose zone was
simulated using a one-dimensional, finite-element,
unsaturated-flow program, UNSAT ID, in the vertical
direction above each finite element in the SWIG2D
network. The van Genuchten model was chosen to
characterize the unsaturated properties of the karstic
vadose zone. The parameters ofthis model were not known
a priori and hence were obtained by calibration.
The two programs, UNS AT ID and SWIG2D, were
combined into one large program, VADOS WIG. The input
to VADOSWIG was the rainfall excess at the ground level
and the output was the computed water levels in the
observation wells. Calibration of the unknown parameters

of the vadose zone was performed using a global
optimization technique called the Shuffled Complex
Evolution (SCE-UA) Method. Hydrologie data from 1982
through 1995 were used in the calibration. Water levels in
four observation wells were used to calculate the errors in
the calculated response. The sum-of-the-squared-errors
between computed and measured water levels in the four
wells was reduced by 35% when the vadose zone was
modeled.
The conclusions reached in this study are that the vadose
zone is capable of storing a considerable amount ofrainfall
excess. The vadose zone recharges the aquifer at a rate
significantly different from the rainfall input. The storage
and recharge rates are functions of the moisture content of
the vadose zone. When the vadose zone is 500 feet thick
and relatively dry, the peak recharge rate is shown to occur
five months after the rainfall, and the recharge will be
completed about a year later. When the vadose zone is
relatively wet, the peak recharge is shown to occur two
months after the rainfall, and the recharge is completed in
five months. Understanding this phenomenon is necessary
in predicting the response ofthe water levels in the wells to
rainfall inputs. It is also important when analyzing the travel
times of pollutants through the vadose zone.
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SCALE MODELS
Most researchers have been tempted at one time or another
to build scale models (i.e., hardware models) to evaluate
physical processes that have too large a spatial or temporal
scale, or are too difficult of access, to study conveniently in
the field. Few succeed, because there is more involved than
simply reducing the scale: the ratio of forces must also be
kept similar to those in the field.
For example, in closed-conduit flow, the ratio of inertial to
viscous forces, expressed by the Reynolds Number (pvL/p.
— units defined below), must be about the same in the
model as it is in the field. Since the size ofthe model is much
smaller than the field scale, other factors such as fluid
velocity, density, or viscosity must be adjusted to make the
Reynolds Numbers equivalent. In open-channel flow the
Froude Number (v2/gL) must be similar to that in the field.
If surface tension is a dominant factor, the Weber Numbers
(pv2L/o) must be similar. Furthermore, in scale models the
hydraulic gradients must be the same as in the field, unless
special compensation is made.
Example: A model boat 0.5 m long is built to determine the
stability and efficiency of the real thing, which will be 8 m
long. The real boat will travel up to 10 m/sec. At what velocity should the model be towed across a water surface to
simulate the dynamics of the real boat? Towing the model
at 10 m/sec would produce very exciting results! The
problem involves a water surface, so the Froude No. in the
real boat = (102/(8g) = 1.27. To achieve this same Froude
No. in the model its velocity must be about 2.5 m/sec.
Ignoring the issue of dynamic similarity has led to blunders
such as attempting to simulate river meanders with trickles
of water running down glass plates (disparity in Weber
Number), or by using small sand models for erosional
studies. In sand models the ratio of erosive force (a
function ofv2) to resistive force (a function ofthe weight of
the sand grains) falls far below that in the field, because the
erosive force is greatly reduced but the resistive force
remains the same. Tilting the model to increase erosive
force violates the need for similar gradients, and linear
trenches appear instead of meanders.
In laminar-flow models the exact Reynolds Number is

unimportant, as long as it falls within the fully laminar
range. Most scale models of early karst evolution are valid
for this reason, and even where turbulent flow develops in
the models their Reynolds and Froude Numbers may not
deviate greatly from those in the field, except where large
conduits are involved.
The best-known karst models are those of Ewers (1982),
who simulated the development of karst aquifers by forcing
water through artificial partings made by the contact of
transparent media pressed against blocks of gypsum and
salt. One can argue that the chemical dynamics differed
from those of carbonate rocks, and that the hydraulic
gradients were more akin to floodwater conditions than
normal groundwater flow; but the growth, competition,
and linkage of conduits that Ewers observed in the models
led to a conceptual view that has been verified many times
over in the field (see examples illustrated in the paper by
Ford in the section on Conceptual Models). These experiments have been given wide exposure in the landmark paper
on cave origin by Ford and Ewers (1978).
The paper that begins on the next page, our single brave
excursion into the field of scale modeling, describes a recent
approach to modeling the flow of water through conduits
surrounded by a porous matrix.
Units
L = representative dimension (e.g. length, width,
etc.) and the model and of the real object
v = fluid velocity (or velocity relative to object)
g = gravitational field strength (9.81 m/sec2)
p, \i = density and dynamic viscosity of fluid
a = surface tension of fluid
References cited
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BENCH-SCALE KARST MODELS
Lee J. Florea and Carol M. Wicks
Department of Geological Sciences, University ofMissouri
Columbia, MO 65201
Approaches to mathematical modeling
in karst aquifers
Modeling the transport of solutes through karst aquifers is
difficult due to their complex nature. Traditional
groundwater modeling in porous media uses a Darcian
approach to describe flow though porous media. Flow
though karst aquifers does not display Darcian behavior, as
a large portion of the flow is through conduits and not the
matrix. Use of a Darcian approach may be not appropriate.
Another approach to karst aquifer modeling is by the
application of a pipe-network model. This approach
requires knowledge of the internal geometry and flow
conditions at all locations in the aquifer. The internal
geometry is determined through cave mapping. It is not
possible to use cave mapping in many karst aquifers for
several reasons. Curl (1966) states that the statistical
probability that a cave is enterable is low. Therefore, many
karst aquifers exist for which there is no human-size
entrance. Even with an entrance, the aquifer may not be
enterable because many of the largest karst aquifers are
perennially under phreatic flow conditions. Even if the
aquifer is enterable, the resolution ofthe mapping is limited
by the size of the surveyor. This biases the perception of the
conduit geometry. A pipe-network model is useful if details
can be obtained, but impossible to use if that information is
lacking or unobtainable.
The linear systems approach is a "black box" model that
relates a known input function to a known output function
through a kernel function (Dreiss, 1982). The values of the
solute-transport kernel function, y , can be calculated
according to:
ym

_

J C At
<ln,
m m
m
N

m = 1,2,...JV

Cave systems tend to follow one of four conduit
morphology patterns (Palmer, 1991). Branchwork
morphologies compose about 55-60% of the total
observed in nature, and network morphologies represent
about 15-20% of the total observed in nature (Palmer,
1991). It is reasonable to assume that karst aquifers also
follow the four morphologic patterns described by Palmer
(1991). Therefore, the internal geometries ofkarst aquifers
that cannot be entered and mapped can be assumed to be
branchwork or network systems. Branchwork and
network morphologies are emphasized because of their
statistical predominance and hydrogeologic importance.
The question to be answered in this study is: Do the kernel
functions change as a function of conduit morphology, or
as a function of the distance from the injection location to
the spring?
Approach and methods
While field studies are very useful, their use in investigating
the relation between conduit morphology and kernel
function would be cumbersome and very time-consuming.
The approach used in this study was to perform a
laboratory study using scale models of karst aquifers. This
decision led to two other questions: Is it possible to design
and construct a bench-scale karst model including typical
karst characteristics (e.g. sinkholes and conduits)? Are the
results from the scale models consistent with results
derived from field studies?
The models constructed for the study measure 16 cm by 16
cm by 3.8 cm. Two models were built: one representing
branchwork morphology and the other representing
network morphology. Both models were created using the
same construction methods and materials.

(1)
Materials

m=0

where qm are the values for the discharge from the spring,
Cm are the concentrations of the solutes corrected for
background, and Ads the incremental time (Dreiss, 1989).
The shape of the kernel function might correlate with the
physical processes and properties within the aquifer and
might provide an understanding of the internal workings of
the aquifer.

The first aspect of the karst models investigated was the
choice of modeling material. The material must be easily
molded yet have hydraulic characteristics of karstic
aquifers. Ceramic clays were selected. Three types of
ceramic clays were available: 35-mesh Hawthorn, 20-mesh
fireclay, and red earthenware clay. Nine cylinders were
made of each type of clay (27 total). Of each set made of
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ceramic clay, three were fired at each of the following small conduits joining and increasing in size in the direction
temperatures: 970° C, 1100° C, and 1300° C. After firing, of groundwater flow) (Padilla and Pulido-Bosch, 1995).
the porosity and permeability were determined and Both models were created with the same numbers of
compared to values typical of karstic aquifers. From these conduit segments of a given order.
test results, the 20-mesh fireclay fired at a temperature of
970° C was shown to provide the best choice of porosity For each model and for each path, the number and order of
(12 %) and permeability (0.00015 darcys).
the conduit segments along each path were known, and
therefore the path length and the theoretical pore volume
Sinkholes, conduits, path length, and efficiency
could be calculated. The combination of path pore volume
and path length provided information about the openness
Karst aquifers receive recharge via diffuse flow in the of each path and was defined as the path efficiency (PE):
bedrock and rapid recharge through sinkholes and swallets.
pF _ path pore volume
The locations of sinkholes on the models were determined
(2)
path length
by creating a Cartesian grid of 1-cm spacing on the surface
of the model with the grid intersections representing
possible sinkhole locations. The distribution for the A higher value for path efficiency results from solute paths
diameters of sinkholes was calculated by using the depth- containing greater numbers of higher-order segments.
distribution function with the coefficient for Missouri karst Higher-efficiency paths are less constricted.
(White, 1988). Results for the distribution were grouped
into six classes of sinkholes such that the largest diameter Experimental setup, experiments, and data analyses
class had the lowest frequency of occurrence. The
locations of each sinkhole of each class were determined by A recharge delivery system designed for the solutedrawing random numbers representing grid locations on injection experiments provided recharge evenly distributed
the surface ofthe model (Figure 1). The spatial distribution across the top of the model. The system consisted of 256
of sinkholes and the diameters of the sinkholes were the pipette tips that were fed from a bifurcating system oftubes
same on both of the models.
leading from a peristaltic pump. The rate of recharge was
controlled with the pump. Distilled water was used to
The number of segments of conduits within a given cross- decrease the background concentration.
sectional area was calculated using fractal statistics and a
fractal dimension of 2.5 (Curl, 1986). A conduit segment A syringe pump was used to inject the solute onto the top
connected two adjacent grid locations on the model. The of the model at ten discrete locations. The injection
results were grouped into five segment orders, each locations were located along five rays that originated at the
containing a range of percentages of the cross-sectional outlet of the model. The angles between adjacentrays were
areas. The locations of segments of a given order were equal. Along each ray there were two injection locations:
determined by the distribution of sinkholes (as larger one proximal and the other distal relative to the location of
conduits are needed to carry the extra recharge provided by the outlet (Figure 1). Path efficiencies were calculated for
larger sinkholes) and by a hierarchization of flow (many the only path leading from any injection location to the
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Figure 1: Schematic diagrams (a) of the grid pattern, (b) of the location and size of sinkholes, and (c) of the injection
locations,
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spring for the branchwork model and for the three shortest
paths from each injection location to the spring for the
network model.

differences between the two models (conduit morphologies) were tested by performing two-sided t-tests at the
95% confidence interval.

A one-molar NaCl solution was used as the solute solution.
The solution that discharged from the outlet of the model
(the spring) flowed through a voltage probe. The voltage
was recorded on a strip chart and the data were digitized.
The voltage was converted to concentration through the
use of a calibration curve that was developed for each
probe. Probes were calibrated before and after each set of
experiments. The experiments were conducted under
steady-state conditions.

Results

For both models, triplicate experiments were performed
for each ofthe ten injection locations using a short-duration
input function. The changes in concentration of the
solution that discharge from the spring were used to derive
kernel functions (eq. 1). For each ofthe derived kernels, the
following statistical parameters were calculated: the time
lag between the start of an injection and the breakthrough
of solute at the spring, the time lag between the start of an
injection and the time at which the maximum value of
kernel occurred, the mean residence time (first moment
about the mean), and the variance (second moment about
the mean). The resultant kernel functions were grouped
according to path length and averaged. Statistical

The path lengths in the branchwork model are similar to the
shortestpaths in the network model (Table 1). Branchwork
proximal and network proximal paths have the highest PE
(0.16). Branchwork distal sites have an intermediate PE
(0.14). Network distal sites have the lowest PE (0.12). The
standard deviation of the PE is 0.01.
The results of the solute-transport experiments show a
distinct difference due to path length (Table 1). Injections
at distal locations tend to have higher lag times, times to
maximum value of kernel, mean residence times, and
variances than do injections made at proximal locations.
There is a linear relation between path efficiency and lag
times, time to maximum value of kernel, mean residence
time, and variance (Figure 2). For paths that are less
efficient, these measures are shown to be greater.
Discussion
The results from the solute-transport experiments show
that there are differences in the parameters of the kernel

Table 1: Results for the branchwork and network models.
Path Length
(cm)
Branchwork Model
Location
Bl
10
B2
8
B3
7
B4
7
B5
8
B6
18
B7 ■ 16
B8
19
B9
17
BIO 21
Network Model1
Location
Nl
8
8
N2
N3
7
N4
9
N5
8
N6
19
N7
16
20
N8
N9
17
N10 21

Path
Efficiency

Lag Time
(seconds)

Time to Maximum
(seconds)

Residence Time
(seconds)

Variance
(seconds)

0.14
0.15
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.12
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.13

4.7
4.3
3.3
3.7
3.3
7.7
9.0
7.7
7.7
7.3

14.0
11.0
11.0
10.3
11.7
15.3
16.0
17.3
16.7
15.0

23.2
13.2
24.2
22.5
13.0
38.4
39.0
38.7
26.3
49.1

19.1
8.8
24.6
20.1
8.6
29.9
29.3
29.5
15.9
37.4

0.15
0.15
0.17
0.15
0.16
0.12
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.11

5.7
5.6
4.7
5.0
5.3
12.3
10.8
7.7
8.3
6.3

11.8
11.3
11.9
11.1
11.2
24.3
25.8
22.8
27.8
15.3

33.7
28.5
29.4
27.8
25.8
53.5
55.9
52.1
60.9
38.0

31.1
26.7
26.5
27.1
23.9
34.1
33.6
38.2
40.5
31.7

'•Path lengths and efficiencies shown for most efficient network path.
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Figure 2: Correlations between model properties and path efficiency.
functions that can be attributed to conduit morphology.
The variance of the kernel and the time to the maximum
value of the kernel function for the network morphology
tends to be higher than for the branchwork morphology
(Table 1). Though differences between morphologies were
detected, it may not be possible to determine the
morphology of an aquifer based only on its output
response. But when compared to the path efficiency, the
kernel functions can provide us with information about the
openness of the aquifer (Figure 2).
The experimental kernel functions were compared to
kernel functions derived from three field sites. The first
kernel was derived from concentration and discharge data
that were gathered during a fertilizer pipeline break (Hoke,
1998). The other two kernels were derived from two dye
traces: one at Dyer Spring and the other at City Spring,
both in Elizabethtown, Kentucky (Mull and others, 1988).
The field sites were more complex than a simple
branchwork model (Figure 3). The peaks of the kernel

functions from field locations were not damped like the
distal kernel functions from the model, indicating a
proximal-like response.
Conclusions
The bench- scale karst models created in this study provide
a means to test solute transport in a laboratory setting. The
kernel functions have different values of statistical
properties due to the length of transport path. By
correlating the statistical properties of the kernel functions
to path efficiency, the model was described in terms of
openness of conduits. Conduit morphology did have some
effect on the kernel functions attained in this study. The
derived kernel functions have similar statistical properties
to those derived from field sites. Therefore, these benchscale karst models lend insight to how real karst aquifers
behave and provide a basis for continued physical karst
aquifer modeling.
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STATISTICAL MODELS

Statistical karst models are designed to fit measured field
data to ideal distributions. If successful, such a model allows the distribution of karst features to be predicted or
extrapolated with a degree of confidence that depends on
how well the data fit the ideal.

cumulative frequency, a method that does not allow confident extrapolation. Yet the very deviations from the ideal
curves by themselves are of interest, because they lead to
genetic questions about what accounts for the discrepancies.

The most common statistical ideal is the normal distribution, the well-known bell-shaped curve, which plots as a
straight line on probability paper. Some data, such as fracture widths, have a discrete lower limit close to the mean
value (for example, fractures cannot have widths less than
zero). These data usually fit a log-normal distribution, in
which the logs of the data values fit the normal curve. Karst
porosity gives the impression of fractal distribution, and a
a few researchers have pursued the goal of characterizing
caves and lesser pores in this manner.

Most statistical work in karst has taken the form of morphometric analysis of features such as sinkhole dimensions
and interrelationships (e.g. Williams, 1972). Less has been
done on hydrological aspects. This is a promising field that
in the future may allow environmental scientists to answer
site-specific questions in terms ofprobability and confidence
intervals, rather than in qualitative terms.
Reference cited
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ENTRANCELESS AND FRACTAL CAVES REVISITED
RaneL. Curl
Department of Chemical Engineering, University ofMichigan,
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2136

Abstract
Cave geometric properties have been studied between 1958
and today as statistical or fractal objects. These studies
have divulged some degree of order in such properties as
the distribution of cave lengths in a region and the distribution of cave passage sizes, and exhibiting some degree
of self-similarity, suggesting a fractal nature, or moderate
departures from self-similarity, suggesting geological
mechanisms that introduce particular scales. The studies
have also produced methods for estimating roughly the
number of entranceless caves and the length distribution
of all caves in regions, and the volume of caves as a function of the size of cave passages, first steps in a more complete description of karst aquifers.

A cave is a hole in the ground. That caves generate so
much popular and scientific interest is not surprising, considering that the earth is, in most places, solid. It is not just
relative rarity but also their present environment and contents, and questions about the origins of caves and their
contents, which lead people to visit, study and write about
them. This is my own story of the exploration of a group
of facets of the cave puzzle (in what follows, my publications will be cited just by date).
The first issue is, how does one describe caves, measure
them, and generalize about their shapes and sizes? My interest in these questions arose soon after I started exploring caves and was triggered by a nearly facetious observation: there are lots of caves with one entrance, some with
two, fewer with three, and four-entrance caves are very
rare. Could counts of caves with n entrances be plotted
and extrapolated back to n= 01 An explorer's dream! It
wasn't hard to plot and extrapolate, but it appeared to have
little basis in geological processes. A model was needed.
A few years later I attended an extension course in statistics and learned of the Erlang stochastic process that describes telephone trunking — in particular, the probability
that an exchange will have n trunks occupied if subscribers call and hang up at random. The concept and the model
transferred directly to the number of entrances to caves in
the following manner: entrances form and are lost randomly

over time by geological processes. If one postulates that
the rate at which caves gain entrances is proportional to
their length and that the rate at which they lose entrances is
proportional to the number of entrances they have, caves
will, after the process reaches equilibrium, be distributed
over n by a Poisson distribution conditional on length. The
model has only one parameter (K), the ratio of the rate constants for caves gaining an entrance (per unit length of cave)
to the rate constant for caves losing an entrance (per entrance). All that was necessary was to measure the lengths
and numbers of entrances of caves in some region, estimate X by fitting the mathematical model to the data, and
extrapolate to n = 0. This was done for two sets of cave
data, from West Virginia and Pennsylvania (1958), which
fitted very closely by the model. A result for West Virginia
(data from Davies, 1949, Caverns of West Virginia) was
that for caves longer than 100 feet, 257 with one or more
natural entrances were described, while the model predicted
2,405 with no entrances. In addition, the model also took
the measured length distributions of surveyed caves and
predicted the length distribution of entranceless caves. In
more thorough studies conducted some years later (1966,
1987), the caves in eleven regions were analyzed, including with alternative models, and the caves of all regions
were fitted best by the simple conditional Poisson model. It
has been shown than the number and lengths of entranceless
caves in many regions can be predicted.
There is no question that there are many naturally
entranceless caves. A recent dramatic documentation of this
was by Wilson (1994), who studied wells that penetrated
caves in the Orange County (FL) aquifer, and concluded
that there are at least 7,600 miles of (entranceless) cave per
cubic mile of limestone. However, the existence of
entranceless caves is not the essential problem. It is, what
is meant by cave and cave entrance in a context in which
the only available data (apart from well data) come from
caves that are explorable and entrances that are negotiable,
by people. Does this relate to karst hydrological systems,
which don't care about people?
In a pair of studies following the 1958 work, I explored the
questions of why the predicted distribution of the lengths
of all caves (including those without entrances) appeared
to fit a hyperbolic distribution (1960 - inversely proportional to some power of length) and afterward, how to de-
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fine a cave (1966). The most significant conclusion of the
latter was that it is not meaningful to limit what one considers a cave to spaces necessarily large enough for people.
Cave spaces exist at all scales, from microns to hundreds
of meters. The tewaproper was introduced to denote caves
large enough for people (because most with proper entrances have proper names), and the term cave modulus
was introduced for the size of an explorer that defines the
cave space it can explore. It has been observed (in these
terms) that non-proper cave space, with scales smaller than
the proper modulus, (i.e. subproper) is the vast majority
of the habitat for cave organisms.
As an amusing footnote, prior to 1997 the Glossary of
Speleology defined a cave as "Anatural cavity, recess, chamber, or series of chambers and galleries beneath the surface
of the earth, large enough for a person to enter'' (emphasis added). This must have been one of the few geological
definitions to be essentially political in nature. The current
definition in the Glossary (Jackson, 1997) is merely schizophrenic: "(a) natural underground open space, large enough
for a person to enter; spaces large enough to enter are
proper caves, entrances large enough to transit are proper
entrances."
Time passed. Although it was recognized that non-proper
cave was probably the majority of cave volume, it could
not be studied except by the very unsatisfactory method of
drilling. Then, between 1977 and 1983, Mandelbrot published versions of his book, The Fractal Geometry of Nature, and another block fell into place. Fractals are geometric objects irregular at all scales, often showing selfsimilarity and distributions of sizes (scales) that are hyperbolic. Proper cave lengths are approximately hyperbolically distributed (1966), and caves are certainly irregular
at all scales. Caves are fractal objects! The problems were
to invent a description and method of measurement that
would reveal, if possible, whatever self-similarity is expressed by caves and to determine their fractal dimension
for comparison with natural (and mathematical) phenomena. A model for doing this was reported in 1986.
The technique that was developed was to "fill" a cave with
(spherical) linked modular elements (LME), touching each
other and the nearest walls of the cave. This could be implemented on a computer by placing a LME at each survey
station that was the size of the distance to the nearest wall
(lesser of the survey left-right and up-down distances), and
then interpolating more LME between stations. The sum
of the sizes of all the LME is the "length" of the cave. The
statistical distribution of the sizes of the LME could be
determined. The first cave studied, Little Brush Creek Cave
in Utah, exhibited self-similarity (the distribution of the sizes
of the LME was hyperbolic), and a fractal dimension of
2.8 (which means, physically, that the cave is more than
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plane filling — it has an area approaching infinity due to the
many irregularities—but is not space filling). The data truncated at a lower LME size of about 0.6 meters — the proper
modulus. The cave volume in chosen modulus ranges was
estimated by assuming that the self-similarity extended to
zero size, and with information from the known distribution of proper cave lengths in various regions. For example,
it was estimated that, in limestone regions of Pennsylvania,
there is a total of 2.1 x 107 cubic meters of cave space,
37% of which has a modulus below 1.0 meter, and 14% of
which has a modulus below 1.0 centimeter.
The model and method involve several important questions,
indeed limitations, which have not been resolved:
1. The LME do not fill the entire cave volume. The LME
are fitted along a "string survey" of the cave, so they represent the survey data, but not the full three-dimensional
structure of the cave volume. If one filled the total volume
with LME and added up their sizes to determine the "length"
of the cave, an enormous number would be created in caves
with high and narrow (or low and wide) passages — the
same passage "length" would be counted many times. However one might well ask exactly what one means by the
"length" of a cave? The concept applies only anthropometrically to complex three-dimensional (spatial) objects
like caves. Putting aside the subjective use of the concept
of "length," what is a better fractal measure of the structure of a cave? To be determined....
2. The LME method was subsequently applied to Stagebarn
Crystal Cave in South Dakota, again with apparent selfsimilarity and a fractal dimension of 2.5 (1991). A more
recent application by William Howcroft (personal communication), to be presented at this symposium, exhibits an
apparent departure from self-similarity. This raises some
interesting new questions. If the departures from self-similarity are real, what do they mean geologically? One must
accept that observing self-similarity is the unexpected result, as there are many ways in which scale dependencies
can enter into geological phenomena, but departures from
self-similarity can also arise from measurement biases and
data truncation. If the departures are real, mathematics have
been developed to describe what is called multi-fractal behavior (e.g. Belfield, 1994), but a greater challenge is to
identify the responsible geological process.
3. Neither descriptions of the distribution of cave lengths
or of LME sizes contribute anything to describing the threedimensionality and connectivity of a cave. They are rather
like trying to describe a forest by only marginal statistical
description of trunk and branch sizes. Something is learned
about the forest, but not enough to reveal its vastly greater
complexity than revealed by such a measure. There is still
required a technique to put true spatial three-dimensional-
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ity and connectivity into these statistical models. A lot of
similar considerations are involved in trying to describe the
hydrology of karst aquifers. Attempts related to that are
numerous and include many topics such measurement techniques and the application of percolation theory (e.g.
Benson, et al., 1993; Berkowitz, 1995). It is not known
which, if any, of these techniques now under development
will be fruitful in adding three-dimensionality to the current fractal description of karst aquifers.
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FRACTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONDUIT SYSTEMS
William D. Howcrofi and John W. Hess
Water Resources Center, Desert Research Institute, 7010Dandini Boulevard, Reno, Nevada 89512,
and Graduate Program ofHydrologie Sciences
University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada 89512
Abstract
Cave survey data from California, New Mexico, South
Dakota, and Tennessee are being examined to determine
the fractal characteristics of conduit systems within karst
aquifers. Linked Modular Element (LME), box counting,
and Richardson's Law type fractal analyses are being
applied to elucidate self similarities in conduit length, size
distribution, and pattern in 3-D space. Different types of
conduit systems, including branchwork caves, anastomotic
mazes, network mazes, and ramiform/spongework caves,

are being analyzed to deduce similarities between one
conduit type and another. In addition, data from individual
caves within the same aquifer are being examined to
ascertain whether data from an individual cave may be
representative of the entire flow system. Contrary to work
performed by other researchers, results thus far obtained in
this study indicate that not all cave systems exhibit fractal
size characteristics.

VOLUMETRIC FRACTAL DIMENSION AS A QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTOR FOR
SATURATED CAVE MORPHOLOGY
ToddR. Kincaid
Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Wyoming
Laramie, WY 82071
Abstract
A method is presented for calculating a volumetric fractal
dimension from three-dimensional cave survey data that
describes a particular cave's volume-filling capacity or
"bulkiness." A modified box-counting technique is utilized
to sample cave volume at varying scales of investigation.
Using this technique results in 3 <= D <= 4 because D
describes the clustering of the cave volume, where a perfect cube yields D = 3. The lower limit of the scaling range
is dependent on the resolution of the cave survey. The upper limit is dependent on the conduit dimensions of the
cave system being sampled.

ordinates were then gridded in three dimensions with a \ x
1 x 1 m spacing and exported as regularly spaced coordinate data files from which a box-counting method could be
used to determine the volumetric fractal dimension. The
caves include Wakulla Spring in the Floridan aquifer of north
Florida, Duden Spring in the Antalya Travertine aquifer of
southern Turkey, and Kirkgoz-1 Spring, Finike-Suluin, and
Kirkgoz-Suluin in the Taurus Mountain aquifer of southern Turkey. The spring caves display dendritic morphologies while the other two caves display spongework morphologies.

The method has been tested on five saturated cave systems. Three-dimensional models were constructed from
detailed survey data consisting of azimuth, depth, width,
and height measurements collected at closely spaced survey stations along linear paths through the conduits. Cartesian coordinates were determined for points along the
cross-sectional perimeter of the cave at each survey station. Additional cross sections were generated between
survey stations by linear interpolation. The Cartesian co-

For these five caves, D ranges between 3.16 and 3.92 with
an approximate error of 0.05. The dendritic caves displayed
D values of 3.48 and up, while the spongework caves were
characterized by lower values of 3.16 and 3.23. These results indicate that the volumetric fractal dimension provides
a quantitative descriptor for saturated cave morphology.
Further work is being conducted to determine how these
results relate to surface and boundary fractal dimensions
calculated for the same cave systems.
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A STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF THE STRUCTURAL INFLUENCE ON
SOLUTION-CONDUIT PATTERNS
Arthur N Palmer
Department ofEarth Sciences, State University ofNew York
Oneonta, NY 13820-4015

Abstract
Geologic mapping of accessible vadose and phreatic cave
passages in a variety of carbonate aquifer types has
quantified the relation between conduit trends and the local
stratal dip. Gravitational flow in the vadose zone tends to
follow the dip of the strata, with varied degrees of
downward discordance across the strata according to the
distribution of cross-cutting fractures. This trend is
strongest in prominently bedded strata of low dip. Likewise
there is a distinct tendency for phreatic flow to follow paths
nearly parallel to the local strike. This pattern is most
favored in bedded rocks of all types, especially those of
high dip. However, in prominently fractured strata the dip
orien-tation of vadose channels is faint, and there is no
significant preference for strike orientation of phreatic
conduits. The data and interpretive methods described in
this report pertain only to unconfined karst aquifers, and
only to major flow paths that are capable of forming
discrete solution conduits.

choice depending on the nature of the cave. The data
presented in this report are derived from that study.
A practical goal of quantifying groundwater flow directions is to enable one to evaluate paths of potential
contaminant movement. Tracer tests can show quite
clearly the paths between selected inputs and their spring
outlets. However, they do not show the exact paths
between these points, which may be equally important in
some studies. Occasionally it is not possible to conduct
tracer tests at all.
The method presented here is a complementary approach
that can be used in conjunction with tracing, by which it is
possible to predict flow patterns in both the downstream
and upstream directions. It also demonstrates a promising
tool in geologic and hydrologic studies — the use of
statistics to provide an approximate probability of hydrogeologic conditions, so that predictions or explanations of
field conditions can be made in the same manner as a
weather report, in terms of probability.

Introduction
A glance at a typical cave map is enough to demonstrate
that geologic structure plays an important role in the
patterns of solution conduits in karst aquifers. Otherpapers
in this volume, including those by Sasowsky, Jancin, Ford,
and Kastning, emphasize this relationship. The most obvious manifestation is the guidance of solvent groundwater
by fractures.
The effects of stratal dip and strike are more subtle.
Although they are widely recognized, little has been done
to quantify their effect in a systematic manner. In many
caves the relationship is conspicuous, especially where the
dip is steep, but in massive rocks it is far less clear. In gently
dipping strata, where the true dip directions and angles cannot be discerned by eye, the relationship must be measured
by precise geologic mapping.
Toward the goal of quantifying the geological influences on
patterns of solution conduits, approximately 100 km of
cave passages have been mapped in a variety of settings by
the author and M. V. Palmer with an automatic surveyor's
level, hand level, or tripod-mounted Brunton compass, the

This is an update of an earlier report (Palmer, 1986). It
applies only to epigenic caves ~ the "common" caves
formed by meteoric ground-water flowing between upland
karst areas and springs at lower elevations.
The ideal unconfined groundwater flow pattern
As an ideal, consider a prominently bedded limestone
aquifer with a moderate dip (Figure 1). Vadose solution
channels are formed by gravitational flow that follows the
steepest available openings. In the absence of prominent
fractures, virtually all of these openings consist of dipping
bedding-plane partings. Vadose passages should therefore
have a strong down-dip orientation that underscores their
gravitational origin. In real aquifers, however, even in the
most prominently bedded strata, the flow tends to cut
across the bedding in places, usually along scattered
fractures. In vadose channels this discordance is almost
invariably downward across the strata, producing gradients that are steeper than the dip. The typical result is a
stair-step pattern in which dip-oriented canyons or perched
tubes alternate with shafts discordant to the strata. Floor
entrenchment by free-surface streams can cause secondary
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former) water table, most passages change to tube-shaped
conduits with a strong tendency for strike orientation.
Undulatory profiles are common in tubes, as are overall
low gradients and certain segments that rise in the downstream direction.

to spring

strike
Figure 1: Ideal pattern of vadose and phreatic flow in a
prominently bedded unconfined aquifer. Actual flow patterns deviate from this ideal in different amounts according
to the structural setting.

discordance to the strata, but only the primary flow paths,
prior to entrenchment, are included in the data for this
paper.
Once the water reaches the potentiometric surface (water
table, in this case), the incoming vadose flow loses its
gravitational tendency, because gravity is offset to varying
degrees by the downward increase in hydrostatic pressure.
So the orientations of phreatic flow paths are generally
independent of the stratal dip, and this is true also for the
resulting conduits. Phreatic flow is concentrated along the
most efficient paths—those that offer the least resistance to
a given discharge. In the ideally bedded example of Figure
1, these paths are unlikely to cut across the strata, and since
the incoming vadose water already occupies favorable
partings, there is a very strong tendency for the water to
remain within them. Penetration beneath the water table is
an option, but only if it affords an efficient path to the
surface at a lower elevation. This likelihood is greatly
suppressed by the decrease in width and spatial frequency
of openings with depth as a result of lithostatic pressure.
This decrease can be disrupted by structural deformation,
for example in tectonic belts, but even in those areas the
tendency persists for the majority of efficient flow paths to
be shallow. As a result, in the well-bedded case shown in
Figure 1, the maj or phreatic flow paths are nearly parallel to
the local strike of the strata. This outcome is dictated by the
combination of stratal concordance and shallow flow. The
direction along the strike (left or right with reference to the
incoming vadose flow) is that which affords the most
efficient outlet (usually, but not always, the one with the
steepest gradient).
In the well-bedded example, the distinction between initial
vadose and phreatic conditions is clear, even in abandoned
conduits. Vadose channels are relatively steep with downdip trends having no rises in the downstream direction.
Passages consist mainly of canyons and perched tubes,
perhaps interrupted by discordant shafts. At the present (or

The reader's reaction at this point is probably one or more
ofthe following: (1) Isn't this obvious? (2) This is no 'rule'
— it's an exception; or (3) Cave origin is too complex to
allow such simple relationships. One serious objection to
this scheme might be that the earliest phase of cave origin
is thought to be deep beneath the surface along favorable
inception horizons (Lowe, 1992). The importance of initial
deep flow as a factor in conduit development is revealed by
the many large regional karst flow systems that discharge
sulfate-rich water from depth (Worthington, 1991). The
impact of deep artesian flow on emerging carbonate aquifers, even those that are now fed by shallow meteoric
water, has been emphasized by Klimchouk (in press).
Therefore analysis of the field data is necessary to assess
the validity of the idealized flow paths of Figure 1, as well
as the objections to it.
Field data
To assess these relationships, the local stratal dip within
each conduit must be precisely surveyed, especially in lowdip settings, because geologic maps based on surface
exposures rarely provide sufficient detail. Small structural
irregularities (tectonic or sedimentary in origin) superimposed on the regional structure can produce local dip
directions that differ greatly from regional patterns. Dips
can vary from bed to bed in response to irregular stratal
thickness, so the exact bedding-plane parting(s) that originally controlled the passages must be mapped. In vadose
canyons these are usually interpreted to be the uppermost
partings at or near ceiling level. In phreatic tubes they are
considered to be the partings exposed in the walls at the
widest parts of the passage cross section. Determining the
vadose or phreatic nature of each passage is not as
subjective as it sounds, thanks to the genetic clues
described earlier. The few passages of ambiguous origin
are not included in the statistical summary.
The geologic structure in representative caves has been
mapped in a variety of unconfined karst aquifers throughout much of North America, Europe, and a few other
locations. A list of aquifers from which the earliest data
were acquired is given in Palmer (1986). A disproportionate amount of field effort has been expended in low-dip
settings, because the relationships are most subtle there and
require more careful mapping to reveal the structures.
However, equally as many caves have been examined in
deformed strata, e.g. in the Rockies and Appalachians.
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Figure 2: Pattern of vadose and phreatic conduits in a typical epigenic cave formed by unconfined meteoric water
(Shiloh Cave, Indiana). Although the regional dip is to the
southwest, a local dip reversal is responsible for the eastward trend of vadose infeeders. Distributary routes at the
downstream end are independent of the dip, having formed
under floodwater conditions in response to collapse of the
spring outlet. Map courtesy of Central Indiana Grotto,
National Speleological Society.

setting: (1) prominently bedded strata of low dip, such as
the Ste. Genevieve, St. Louis, and Monteagle Limestones
of the east-central U.S.; (2) prominently bedded but
tectonically disturbed strata (folded and faulted), such as
the Jefferson Limestone of the Rockies and Onondaga
Limestone along the Hudson Valley, New York; and (3)
prominently fractured strata, generally massive, in which
more than 50% of cave passages are fracture-guided, linear
fissures, e.g. the main strata of the Salem Limestone in
Indiana, epigenic karst zones in the Madison Limestone in
the Rockies, and the Hauptdolomit ofthe Alps. The low dip
of group 1 is considered to be less than 5 degrees. The
prominently fractured strata of group 3 generally have an
average bed thickness greater than 2 m. Aside from this
general grouping, the exact magnitude of the dip angle
appears to have little effect on cave trends. The structural
character of an aquifer can vary geographically, or from
one stratigraphic interval to another.
The surveyed sample was divided into vadose and phreatic
passages. The mean trend of each passage was determined
by the overall direction from its most upstream accessible
point to its farthest downstream accessible point, or where
it merged with another passage. Where appropriate, the
upstream or downstream end was instead considered to be
the point where the passage changed character from vadose to phreatic.
Several relationships were derived from the geologic data:
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A typical example is shown in Figure 2, a cave located in the
prominently bedded upper Salem Limestone of Indiana.
The vadose infeeders enter from the west, which is contrary
to the WSW regional dip shown on geologic maps. Field
measurements show that the mean dip within the cave is
actually to the east at about half a degree. The main passage, of phreatic origin (although modified by vadose
water) is nearly parallel to the local strike. Another example
is shown in Figure 3 of Kastning in the section on
Conceptual Models. However, the clarity of these examples should not be taken to mean that this pattern is
inevitable.
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Statistical summaries of field data
Preliminary investigations (Palmer, 1986) show that the
data fall into three major groups according to the structural

Figure 3: Cumulative frequency plot of vadose passage
trends, with respect to deviation from the local dip direction.
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Figure 4: Discordance of vadose flow to dipping strata. In
the measured sample the discordance is almost invariably
downward (gradient of flow > dip), except in a few places
in prominently fractured aquifers. For each structural type,
the scatter around the mean discordance has an approximately log-normal distribution (see Figure 5).
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phreatic conduits from the local strike of the strata.
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Figure 5: Discordance of vadose cave passages to stratal
dip (gradient minus dip), plotted on a log-normal scale.

1. Direction of vadose conduits relative to the local dip
direction. The direction of each conduit was compared to
that of the measured local dip, and the deviation of the
passage from the true dip direction was measured in
degrees. The data are compiled in a cumulative frequency
plot (Figure 3). The vertical scale shows deviation from the
mean dip direction in a one-tailed normal (Gaussian)
distribution, although the data deviate somewhat from the
normal, as shown by their non-linearity in Figure 3. A few
vadose trends in massive and steeply dipping strata are
against the dip, and although they were included in the
statistics, they plot outside the graph.
2. Discordance of the gradients of vadose conduits to
the local dip angle (Figure 4). The gradient of the initial
flow path of each conduit was compared to the measured
local dip angle, and the deviation from the dip angle was
recorded in degrees (+ = dip steeper than gradient; - =
gradient steeper than dip). These measurements give the

overall trends for paths that in detail usually consist of
irregular stair-step patterns. The data fall rather well on a
log-normal probability plot (Figure 5). This is the only data
set to show clearly either a normal or log-normal distribution. To avoid congestion, individual data points for the
middle line (bedded, deformed strata) are not plotted. A
few vadose passages cut across the strata in the up-dip
direction, so their discordance is greater than 90°, and
therefore they plot off the graph. They represent less than
2% of the data. More data points plot beyond the limits of
Figure 3 than they do in Figure 5, causing a slight disparity
in the number of points on the two graphs.
3. Direction of phreatic conduits relative to the local
strike. The difference in direction between each phreatic
conduit and the local strike was measured and found to be
almost invariably in the direction of the dip. Left and right
orientation relative to the incoming vadose flow path was
not included, as this is determined more by geomorphic and
hydrologic factors than by structure. The results are compiled on a cumulative frequency plot in Figure 6. The data
have a maximum in the strike orientation, with diminishing
frequencies toward the dip direction, and hardly any data
opposite the dip direction. Some conduits that clearly
follow irregularities in local strike, but whose mapped
trends happen to fall slightly updip of the mean strike
direction, were assigned values of zero. The few samples
that clearly deviate in the updip direction are included in the
statistics, in the same manner as Figure 3, but fall outside
the limits of the graph.
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Evaluation of data
Figures 3, 5, and 6, in combination with the original
geologic data, show that the ideal model of down-dip
vadose flow and strike-oriented phreatic flow is most
applicable in prominently bedded low-dip strata. Bedded
but steeply dipping strata showed greater deviation from
the ideal model, but not as much as one might expect.
Conduits in massive, prominently fractured strata were
least likely to follow the dip-strike pattern. In these aquifers
the dip tendency of vadose flow is still present though
subdued, but there is a poor correlation between phreatic
passages and the strike. Details are summarized below.
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Prominently bedded, low-dip strata
In well-bedded rocks lacking many prominent discordant
fractures, most conduit-forming flow follows beddingplane partings, or, in some cases, a myriad of small
fractures within favorable beds. Concordance of flow
routes to the strata is greater than in any other structural
setting. Vadose water easily perches on insoluble beds,
even rather thin ones. Phreatic water also tends to follow
paths that are strongly concordant with the bedding. There
are many similarities to the ideal model in Figure 1. In lowdip settings, at least within the field sample, 90% of the
vadose passages fall within 10° of the local dip direction;
and 82% have a discordance to the strata of less than 10°.
Phreatic passages deviate from the strike by only 10° at the
50th percentile but as much as 60° at the 90th percentile.
Prominently bedded, deformed strata
In bedded, deformed strata, vadose passages are less apt to
follow the dip than they are in low-dip rocks. Although at
the 50th percentile the deviation from the dip is only 10°, it
is 60° at the 90th percentile. Vadose discordance to the
strata is about 35-40° at the 90th percentile. Phreatic
passages show the greatest tendency toward strike
orientation of any data set, even more than in low-dip
strata. This is due to the fact that to follow any other
direction, water would have to follow paths with considerable discordance to the strata. At the 90th percentile
the deviation of phreatic passages from the strike is about
the same as in low-dip bedded strata, but at the 50th
percentile the deviation is a mere 2 degrees.
Prominently fractured strata
Prominently fractured strata, regardless of dip angle, show
the greatest disparity to the ideal flow pattern of Figure 1.
At the 50th percentile, vadose channels deviate from the
dip as much as 30°, which shows only a faint influence of dip
on vadose flow direction. The deviation is more than 60° at
the 90th percentile. Discordance of vadose flow to the

Figure 7: Composite predicted zone of conduit flow in a
prominently bedded, low-dip aquifer, with a 70% probability, on the basis of field data shown in Figures 3,5, and
6. The prediction is less precise in prominently fractured
aquifers.

strata is also greater than in any other structural setting. At
the 50th percentile the discordance is less than 10°, but at
the 90th percentile it is about 90°. Phreatic conduits show
great deviation from the strike direction. At the 50th
percentile the deviation is nearly 60°, indicating no
significant relationship to the strike direction.
Although there are some large deviations from the exact
dip and strike direction, particularly in fractured aquifers,
only about 5% of the passages in the total sample follow a
direction opposite to that of the dip. This shows an
overwhelming structural influence on major flow paths.
Deflection from the exact dip or strike direction is caused
mainly by discordant fractures. The geologic mapping
shows that passage sinuosity, such as that shown in Figure
2, can not only be caused by intersecting fractures but also
by local irregularities in dip or strike orientation (Palmer,
1976, 1989).
A composite view of conduit patterns
The results of this study can be applied to several common
field problems. (1) A contaminant spill occurs at a known
point. What path is it likely to follow, and where is its most
likely point of emergence at the surface? (2) Contaminants
are detected in a well or spring. What is the most likely
source? (3) Well-head protection areas are being mapped.
What areas are most and least likely to supply the wells?
To guide such field investigations, a probability plot can be
devised that shows the most likely paths of flow, at least on
the basis of this data sample. Figure 7 shows the result of
combining the data from Figures 3, 5, and 6 in a well-
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bedded aquifer of gently dipping strata, with a probability
of 70% (a bit more than +/- one standard deviation from the
mean). Zonations showing greater and lesser probabilities
can also be shown if desired.
In Figure 3, at 70% cumulative frequency, the data fall
within a 6-degree deviation in both directions from the dip.
This is shown by the angle expanding outward from the
input point on Figure 7. In Figure 5 the mean discordance
of vadose flow to the bedding is about 2 degrees (at
cumulative frequency = 50%), and 70% of the data fall
approximately between 0.25 and 10 degrees (cumulative
frequency = 15-85%). This range, in combination with the
range of probable deviation from the dip direction,
produces a trapezoidal zone at the water table where the
incoming vadose water is likely to arrive. Its exact position
is determined by projecting the probability zone downward
to the water table at the appropriate angle, which depends
on the dip angle and thickness of the vadose zone. Figure 4
shows an idealized profile through this zone.
Finally, the probable paths of phreatic outflow to the outlet
river valley are determined from Figure 6. A cumulative
frequency of 70% spans the range 0-15 degrees deviation
from the strike, in the direction of the dip. The mean value,
at a cumulative frequency of 35%, is about 3 degrees. This
range is shown by the diverging lines emanating from the
shaded trapezoidal zone. The probable zone of emergence
of the water is shown with a cross-hatched pattern along
the valley wall. The ideal path, with no deviation from the
mean, is shown as the bold arrow-headed line.

surface divide

Figure 8: Perching of vadose flow can cause substantial
down-dip deflection from the commonly assumed vertical
paths. Potentiometric data from wells can detect the groundwater divide, but dye tracing is the only reliable method
for detecting the deflection of flow across the groundwater divide. In water-budget studies, delineation of well-head
protection zones, or predicting contaminant transport, this
tendency should be anticipated, especially in prominently
bedded strata.

The method can be applied to prominently fractured strata,
but although the mean conduit trends are similar to those of
Figure 7, the range of uncertainty is far greater. There is
some chance (about 5%) that the vadose flow will not even
be in the dip direction, and an even greater probability that
the phreatic flow will deviate from the strike in the direction
opposite to the dip.
It is also possible to trace flow paths upstream to potential
source areas, although with less precision. For example, if
contaminants are detected in a well or spring, the most
likely source areas can be determined, potentially reducing
the amount of required field work needed to identify the
exact source.
Ironically, the lower the dip, the greater its importance in
controlling conduit patterns, because discordance to the
strata is small, allowing vadose perching to extend for great
distances (kilometers in some cases). Vadose flow can
easily cross groundwater divides, as shown in Figure 8.
Interpretive problems
Many examples of these conduit trends can be cited on the
basis of geologic mapping (e.g. Palmer, 1972,1976,1989).
However, many other studies appear to contradict these
findings. In particular, Ford (1965, 1971, and in this
volume) gives examples of dip-oriented flow that continues
discordantly in the down-dip direction through the phreatic
zone. His type example is that of the Mendip Hills,
England, which contain steeply dipping, prominently
fractured limestones, with favorable outlets only in the dip
direction. However, he cites many other examples of both
dip and strike orientation as well (e.g. Ford and Ewers,
1978). In general, these seemingly contrary observations
do not conflict with the results presented here. They differ
mainly in emphasis.
Many researchers favor the view that the initial water table
in a carbonate aquifer is at or near the surface, so that the
vadose zone is virtually absent (see Ford in this volume).
This may be a valid assumption in certain aquifers,
especially in areas of rapid tectonic uplift or where a thick
insoluble caprock is being breached. However, in terms of
cave development, the sample for this paper shows that
even the earliest vadose passages have a prevailing downdip trend in nearly all cases, with evidence for a rather deep
water table.
The geomorphic setting has a strong influence on the
structural attributes of an aquifer. For example, Sasowsky
and White (1994) give examples from the deeply
entrenched Obey River Gorge, Tennessee, where openings
are favored by stress release caused by local erosion. Dip
and strike relationships are greatly subdued in such areas,
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Figure 9: Plan view of two New York
caves in prominently fractured SilurianDevonian strata that dip 2.3 degrees to
the south-southwest. McFail's Cave, to
the east, consists of a down-dip canyon
that merges with a nearly strike-oriented
tube. Despite conspicuous jointing,
much of the cave is guided by a few
major bedding-plane partings and lowangle thrust faults. The southern extension is a relatively recent diversion passage. Barrack Zourie Cave, to the west,
follows the contours of a buried preglacial valley (shaded) and has more
prominent fracture control. If its vadose
passages had followed the dip direction,
it would have extended beneath an
undissected plateau capped by less
soluble strata. Stress release along the
walls of the valley has provided a more
favorable route. In such highly fractured
strata this deviation of vadose passages
away from the dip is more probable than
in prominently bedded rocks. Some of
the strata here are thin bedded, but discordant fractures cut across entire rock
formations and transmissive beddingplane partings are sparse. Linear cave
trends along fractures are masked on
these small-scale, generalized maps.

even in well-bedded strata. The influence offloodwaters on
cave origin in these settings also helps to obscure the
relationships to dip and strike. Another example is shown in
Figure 9, where stress release along the steep walls of a preglacial valley has favored cave development along the
valley margin, independent of the dip, despite the fact that
other caves in the area show prominent dip and strike
relationships.
One should anticipate that the dip configuration may have
changed since the origin ofthe solution conduits. There are
many examples in the Madison Limestone of the Rockies,
where late Cretaceous or Tertiary tectonism has disrupted
the original structure in which many now-relict caves were
formed during the Paleozoic. The problem is more subtle in
caves that were formed in the present geomorphic setting,
but where tectonics, isostatic movements, or erosional
unloading have disrupted the original structure. This
problem is likely only in low-dip settings, where tiny
changes in bedding attitude can have a large effect on local
dip directions. This possibility should be investigated
wherever measurements show a poor correlation between

what otherwise should be clear dip-oriented vadose trends.
It is common for field researchers to attribute cave trends
simply to the prevailing hydraulic gradient, without
reference to stratal dip effects. Many of these statements
are backed by specific examples. However, these examples
are rarely based on actual structural mapping within the
caves. The cave in Figure 2 is a good example that seems to
defy the influence of dip on vadose passages. However,
leveling surveys show that the dip is reversed in this area.
The seemingly erratic conduit patterns in low-dip strata are
largely the result ofvariations in local dip, which are rarely
discernible on surface geologic maps. Many examples have
been demonstrated in the Mammoth Cave region (Palmer,
1989). As a further complication, dip-influenced vadose
development in many caves has superseded phreatic
development as the result of a drop in base level. It must not
be assumed that the lowest passages in a cave are invariably
phreatic.
Some caves show no relation to the ideal pattern of Figure
1. In general they formed under hypogenic or confined con-
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Figure 10: Distribution and first-arrival time (days) or vadose seepage into underlying cave passages in GB Cave,
Mendip Hills, U.K., as determined from dye injection at
point A (from Smart and Friederich, 1986). The carbonate
units are prominently fractured and dip steeply southward.
Vadose seepage tends to be highly dispersed, in contrast to
the flows that are capable of forming conduits.

ditions and lie outside the scope of this paper. They reveal
very little about the patterns ofmeteoric groundwater flow.
The observations in this paper apply only to major flow
paths that have the potential of forming solution conduits.
Small amounts ofvadose seepage are capable of dispersing
among many different flow routes as the result of overflow
into, or leakage through, neighboring fissures. Tracer
studies often show great dispersion of flow through karst
aquifers, especially in the vadose zone (Figure 9). Thrailkill
and Robl (1981) distinguished between vadose seepage
and vadose flows, where only the latter are able to form
cave passages. They suggested a minimum discharge of
about 1 cmVsec for flows. Phreatic seepage, in contrast,
tends to be tributary to the major conduits, at least during
low flow. It consists of laminar flow through fissures with
little or no solutional enlargement. A knowledge of conduit
trends is thus vital to the interpretation of the surrounding
laminar flow.
What of the deep-basinal flow described earlier as the
precursor to epigenic cave development? Evidence for its
influence on accessible caves is scant, even in aquifers in
which deep flow has been presently documented. For
example, the Illinois Basin contains deep flow paths along

sulfate zones within the St. Louis Limestone (Krothe and
Libra, 1983). Around the perimeter of the Illinois Basin, the
St. Louis also contains some of the longest caves in the
U.S. (e.g. Hidden River Cave, Kentucky). Presumably, if
deep flow once occurred in the same strata, it must have
created preferential paths for cave development. Careful
mapping has been aimed specifically toward identifying
passages out of adjustment with the present shallow
groundwater pattern, but there is very little evidence of
early, deep flow paths. Why not? There are several possible
reasons: (1) The deep flow paths may be very sparse. (2)
Deep sulfate-hosted openings may collapse and thus be
represented only by intrastratal breccias. (3) The early flow
paths may be so out of adjustment with shallow meteoric
flow that they tend to be bypassed by meteoric
groundwater flow and eventually become filled with
sediment. (4) The sulfate-rich beds that favor deep flow
may not have extended into the marginal parts of the basin
where the presently accessible caves are. Local zones of
former sulfate nodules produce minor pockets in cave walls
in certain stratigraphic horizons, which have no significant
influence on the cave origin or pattern. Thus it appears that
this fourth hypothesis is at least partially valid. (5) Or
perhaps they are utilized and are simply modified to look as
though they were formed by shallow flow. But if so, they
should not possess the strong relation to the local dip and
strike that has been demonstrated here. Deep-seated
dissolution must have some effect in guiding the paths of
presently accessible caves formed by unconfined meteoric
water, but in most karst areas its influence is limited and
subtle.
Many caves show clear evidence of having concentrated
along relatively few bedding-plane partings. Much of
McFail's Cave (Figure 8) follows a few major partings near
the contact between the Manlius Limestone and the
overlying Coeymans Limestone. Do these represent
inception horizons that have been prepared by deep flow
for preferential cave development by shallowwater? This is
unlikely because of the strong relationship of the passages
to the dip and strike. These zones are favored by cave
development because thin shaly beds have allowed prominent partings to appear along certain bedding planes in an
otherwise highly fractured unit.
Conclusions
This paper gives a simple but effective first approximation
of vadose and phreatic conduit trends in unconfined karst
aquifers fed by meteoric groundwater. It probably also
represents the major pre-conduit flow patterns. Exact
numerical values should not be taken literally, because a
larger data base and more detailed analysis is warranted.
However, in the absence of any other data, there is no harm
in using this as a rough guide to the major flow patterns in
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karst. It is not likely that further sampling will greatly
change the results shown here.
An interesting aspect of the control of stratal attitude on
passage orientation is the enormous range of scales that it
spans. At the largest scale, for example that of entire
carbonate massifs, much groundwater flow is oriented
down the dip slopes oftectonic uplifts (Maire, 1990). Many
of the world's deepest caves are vadose systems perched
within steeply dipping beds and concentrated along
synclinal axes. At the smallest scale, structural mapping
shows that the individual bends within many sinuous
passages are simply following the contours of minor depositional irregularities (Palmer, 1989; see also Figure 2).
Some puzzles remain, such as the relation between deep
early flow and shallow cave development, which invite
further field investigation. For this study to be considered
statistically valid, despite its large sample size, the question
must be addressed as to whether it is representative of the
entire population of caves in each category (a very slippery
concept, since the total population will never be known),
and whether the members of each sampling group are
sufficiently homogeneous and random.
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ACQUISITION AND APPLICATION
OF FIELD DATA

It is essential that models be based on solid field evidence,
and that any conclusions from the model be validated in the
field. The acquisition of appropriate field data should be
not only the first step in modeling, but a continuing process
throughout the project. That is the explicit message of
several of the papers in this concluding section.
There are many different kinds of karst, as the papers in this
volume show. When beginning a field project, the most
fundamental piece of information to ascertain is the
geomorphic province in which the karst area lies. Within
each province the nature of karst tends to be similar. At a
smaller scale, the specific stratigraphic units that host the
karst determine the nature of the pre-solutional porosity.
The geomorphic layout of the aquifer determines the
pattern of groundwater recharge and discharge.
Although the nature of the karst hydrology tends to be
rather uniform within the same formation and physiographic setting, it can differ a great deal from that in other

provinces and strata. Simple as this observation may seem,
it is surprising how many field studies focus on local details
without much thought as to the overall picture.
At this broad scale, most of the appropriate information is
available from state geological surveys and from published
reports and maps. Specific details about local carbonate
aquifers must be obtained from a combination ofwell tests,
tracer tests, cave information, spring hydrographs, thermographs, and chemographs, and similar quantitative methods. Examples are described in the papers that follow.
Additional guidelines can be found in the references at the
end of the Introduction.
Throughout any field investigation, especially in karst, it is
wise to avoid too narrow an approach. Any study that is
based solely on one or two of the above approaches is
certain to overlook critical information at other scales
within the aquifer.
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BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN REAL AND MATHEMATICALLY SIMULATED
KARST AQUIFERS
Chris Groves1, Joe Meiman2, and Alan D. Howard3
'Center for Cave and Karst Studies, Department of Geography and Geology
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101
2
Division of Science and Resource Management, Mammoth Cave National Park,
Mammoth Cave, KY 42259
department ofEnvironmental Sciences, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22903
Abstract
Although several numerical codes have been developed to
study the patterns of karst aquifer evolution and behavior,
in the current generation of models simplifying
assumptions must be made because of incomplete
quantitative understanding of key processes. A one-year,
high-temporal-resolution study of carbonate chemistry
with Mammoth Cave's Logsdon River, designed to
investigate details of these processes, reveals that
limestone dissolution rates vary appreciably over storm and
seasonal time scales due to variations in the flux of C02rich waters that wash through, and flood, conduits during
storm events. This undersaturated storm water dissolves
rock within a flood zone 25-30 m thick. Through the year,
waters were undersaturated only 31% of the time. Time
scales of actual karst development may thus be impacted by
time-varying processes different from the constant-input
chemistry assumed in current published numerical codes.
A dual approach, coupling quantitative modeling and
refinement of the models by careful measurement of
processes within real karst aquifers, provides a framework
for developing a comprehensive understanding of karst
system behavior.

development of models aimed at solving applied karst
environmental problems because it helps us understand
how karst systems work. Without this understanding, we
are just fumbling in the dark when we attempt either
environmentally related planning or remedial actions. Not
only do the histories of water resource development and
engineering in karst landscapes bear this out, but in some
cases legal regulations are still based on an inadequate
understanding of karst groundwater flow.
What are the limitations of the modeling approach?
Because they start from first principles, models of this type
are necessarily idealized constructs that attempt to capture
flow-system behavior in a way that is realistic enough to
provide meaningful inferences about long-term processes
and patterns of dissolution. However, numerous
simplifying assumptions must be made. The first is to
simplify the physics and chemistry in the interest of
mathematical tractability and computational efficiency.
The "numerical fluids" within the conduit systems of
Howard and Groves (1995), for example, are subject to a
variety of assumptions concerning incompressibility,
constant properties, certain negligible gradients, and fully
developed, steady-state flow. Input chemical conditions,

Introduction
Significant progress has been made in the development of
mathematical models of karst aquifers, particularly for
those that study long-term evolution of flow patterns and
conduit sizes. These models use coupled expressions
describing fluid flow and limestone dissolution kinetics to
shed light on details and time scales of the karst
development process, and have included, for example,
models of single conduits (Dreybrodt, 1988,1990; Palmer,
1991; Groves and Howard, 1994a); and network
development (Figure 1; Kraemer, 1990; Groves and
Howard, 1994b; Howard and Groves, 1995; Clemens et
al., 1996; Annable and Sudicky, 1997; Siemers and
Dreybrodt, 1998). Although this work is theoretical and
abstract, it represents a critical step in the ultimate

Figure 1: Mathematically simulated karst flow system
designed with coupled expressions describing fluid flow
and limestone dissolution kinetics to study factors that
determine conduit selectivity (Groves and Howard,
1994b).
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specified by C02 pressure and temperature, are constant,
and the conduits are kept fully saturated. In the continuing
evolution of this work, limitations due to these types of
assumptions are a temporary problem only, with the rapidly
evolving memory capacities of personal computers, and as
future investigators develop new generations of codes
evolving from the earlier efforts.
Another, more difficult problem is that we still have
incomplete understanding and quantitative descriptions of
many of the important processes that in real aquifers may
significantly impact carbonate chemistry, conduit growth
rates, and transport of dissolved species, contaminants, and
sediment. To better understand these we have to go into the
caves themselves. A dual approach, which couples
quantitative modeling and refinement of the models by
careful measurement of processes within real karst
aquifers, provides a framework within which we can
ultimately develop a comprehensive understanding ofkarst
system behavior.
Motivated by this need, an ongoing hydrologic research
program is currently underway at Mammoth Cave National
Park by a consortium of scientists and students from the
National Park Service, the Center for Cave and Karst
Studies at Western Kentucky University, and the Cave
Research Foundation. This work is taking place in various
parts of the Mammoth Cave System, primarily in Losgdon
River, especially near its confluence with Hawkins River in
the Proctor Cave section of the system, and the Echo River/
River Styx Complex within Mammoth Cave Ridge.
The assumption of a system of continually phreatic
conduits with constant input conditions may be a
reasonable approximation of the earliest stages of
evolution of a karst flow system, but as the aquifer evolves,
changes inevitably occur that compromise the relatively
restrictive assumptions of the current generation of
published numerical models. As conduits enlarge and
overall flow resistance decreases, flow and chemical
conditions can fluctuate rapidly in response to storm
recharge. Dissolution and the associated evolution of the
aquifer framework increasingly takes place within a
floodwater zone, where water levels can fluctuate rapidly
over as much as tens of meters, and at any moment
individual fractures and conduits can be saturated, partly
filled, or dry. Analysis ofthe locations and elevations of 47
km of surveyed cave passages within Kentucky's Martin
Ridge Cave System (Glennon, 1998), for example, reveal
that about 30% of the conduits contain perennial, freesurface streams that only partially fill the conduits during
low-flow conditions, 10% vary from dry to saturated (and
thus potentially dissolving) throughout a 25 m thick
floodwater zone, and the remainder are permanently
abandoned.
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A key goal of our field program is to understand the
distribution of water/rock interactions, and thus aquifer
development, within the floodwater zone of the Mammoth
Cave karst aquifer. This paper reports on the results of a
one-year sampling program (May 5,1995 to May 4,1996)
designed to evaluate the spatial and temporal distribution
of the flow and carbonate chemistry of aquifer fluids in the
vicinity of the confluence of the Logsdon and Hawkins
River. These are two of the major underground rivers of the
humid-temperate south-central Kentucky karst aquifer.
Field site
The south-central Kentucky karst is located within the
broad karst region that extends through the Interior Low
Plateaus of the southeastern United States, and is among
the most extensively developed, well explored, and
intensively studied of the world's karst landscapes (White
et ah, 1970; Hess, 1974; White and White, 1989). Within
one part of this region, beneath an area of about 100 km2
between the Green and Barren Rivers of south-central
Kentucky, over 800 km of cave passages have been
explored and surveyed. This includes 560+ continuous km
in the Mammoth Cave System, the world's longest known
cave. The aquifer is developed within a 160 m thick section
ofnearly horizontal, Upper Mississippian limestones ofthe
St. Louis, Ste. Genevieve, and Girkin Formations (Pohl,
1970; White et al, 1970; Palmer, 1981). The limestones
are intermixed with minor chert and dolomite layers, and in
the northern part ofthe study area, are covered by flat-lying
clastic caprocks (primarily the Big Cliffy Sandstone) that
form the dissected Mammoth Cave Plateau.
Logsdon River is one of the major underground streams of
the south-central Kentucky karst. Within the Proctor Cave
section of the system, near the southwestern currently
explored edge of Mammoth Cave, Logsdon River
converges with Hawkins River, which drains about 75 km2
near Park City, Kentucky. About 100 m upstream from the
confluence of the two rivers are two sets of 15 cm diameter,
145 m deep observation wells, with two wells intersecting
each river. At each location, one well is equipped with a
compressor-driven pump for collecting water samples
from the surface, and through the other electronic probes
deliver high-resolution (two-minute) data on stage,
velocity, temperature, and specific conductance. The
bottoms of the wells can be reached underground (for
pump and probe installation and maintenance) through the
Doyel Valley Entrance to Mammoth Cave, requiring a 3
km round-trip through the cave.
The conduit at the Logsdon River well site is about 3 m tall
and 7 m wide (Figure 2), and lies near the downstream end
of one of the world's longest known sections of accessible
underground river passage, continuously traversable for
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magnesium, and bicarbonate concentrations, as well as
hydrogen-ion activities. These derived parameters, along
with direct temperature measurement, then allow
calculation of several important components of carbonate
system behavior with high temporal resolution, including
the saturation state of the groundwater with respect to the
calcite making up the limestone bedrock, carbon dioxide
pressure, and calcite dissolution rates.
We have also studied sediment samples collected in late
summer from the bed of Logsdon River and examined
individual grains using scanning electron microscopy.
Figure 2: Losgdon River, Mammoth Cave Kentucky,
showing the bottom three meters of a 145 m deep well
through which water samples are collected under varying
conditions. Another well, just out of the picture in the
sediment alcove along the left side of the passage, delivers
probes that measure temperature, stage, specific
conductance, and velocity with two-minute resolution.
Photo by Chris Groves.

over 8 km. At the Logsdon wells the river drains an area of
about 25 km2. Waters at the Logsdon River site reflect the
recharge characteristics of this dissected plateau region,
with 38% of the flow draining the clastic rocks, and 62%
reaching the aquifer as direct recharge onto the karst
surface, primarily through sinkholes.
Methods
The primary objective of the research has been to collect
sufficient high-resolution data on both flow and chemical
characteristics of the river to quantitatively evaluate the
magnitudes and rates of change of carbonate chemistry and
water/rock interactions at a variety of time scales. Four
probes were installed into the river through one of the 145
m deep wells that intersect Logsdon River, including
temperature, specific conductance, stage, and velocity. A
Campbell 2IX multichannel data logger queries the probes
every thirty seconds and averages these readings every two
minutes. The logger is programmed to record data at
varying intervals, from every two minutes during rapidly
changing flow or chemical conditions in the rivers to hourly
during static conditions.
Hourly water-chemistry measurements have also been
made during storms of various magnitudes by sampling
from the surface through the second well using a
compressor-driven Bennett pump (Hall, 1997; Meiman
and Groves, 1997; Anthony, 1998). With this information
we have used regression analysis to relate high-resolution
specific conductivity data from within the river to calcium,

Analyses
Values describing the carbonate system used in our
calculations were obtained by regression between specific
conductance (spC), measured in Logsdon River with twominute resolution, and direct measurements of Ca, Mg,
HC03, and pH under a wide range of conditions.
Significant linear relations were found for bicarbonate and
the cations, and a third-order expression was fit to
hydrogen activities. Water samples used in the regressions
have been collected during storms at various seasons, and
there does not appear to be a seasonal dependence on any
of the relationships. Continuing study of the seasonal
changes in carbon flux and impacts on carbonate water
chemistry at the site is underway (Anthony, 1998).
Because of the relationships between carbonate mineral
dissolution rates and the relatively short residence times for
waters within many karst flow systems, these waters are
often out ofthermodynamic equilibrium with respect to the
limestone aquifer framework. Both equilibrium chemistry
and kinetics of the dissolution reactions must thus be
considered in order to understand the evolution of the
systems, as well as the waters that flow through them. An
instantaneous measure of the state of the fluid/rock
interaction with respect to this equilibrium condition is
provided by the calcite saturation index (SIca):
[Ca2+][COt]
car °Su>
K.cat

SI

l

(i)

where activities are designated by square brackets, and^T.a/
is the equilibrium constant for calcite dissolution.
Carbonate activities are generally very low at the pH ranges
of karst groundwaters, and were calculated from HCCy,
pH, and temperature, using appropriate equilibria.
Negative and positive S.I. values predict undersaturated
and oversaturated conditions, respectively, while a value of
zero predicts thermodynamic equilibrium. Expressions for
the temperature dependence of calcite and carbonate
system equilibria developed by Plummer et al. (1976) and
Plummer and Busenberg (1982), were used in our cal-
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culations. Activity corrections used the extended Debye- where the k values are temperature-dependent rate
Hückel limiting law (Stumm and Morgan, 1981), and our constants (Plummer et al., 1978), and rates are given in
aqueous model assumes that the impact of ion pairing and mass per surface area of mineral/fluid contact per time.
complexation on calculated results is negligible.
Assuming a limestone density of 2.7 g/cm3, we report
dissolution rates in mm/yr of wall retreat. With data
Carbon dioxide pressure (PC02 [arm]), was also calculated resolution varying from two minutes during storms to
for each observation
hourly during static conditions, these values were
f
calculated for 21,473 observations between May 5,1995 to
[H2C03 ]
PCO-,
(2) May 4,1996. Equipment problems led to a loss of 19.9 days
(5.4% of the period) of conductance data during the year.
where KH is the Henry's Law constant for dissolution of With the large number of conductance chemographs
C02 gas in water (Plummer et al., 1976; Plummer and during storms over the rest of our study period, however,
Busenberg, 1982), and HfO* is the sum of H2C03 and we were able to closely estimate these missing periods
aqueous C02 (Stumm and Morgan, 1981).
using a procedure analogous to unit-hydrograph analysis
(Chow, 1964). In addition, electrical problems created
Calculation of limestone dissolution rates assumed offsets of the data (29.2 days, or 8.0%) that were corrected
reaction-limited kinetics, and used the expression of by calibration and translation.
Plummer et al. (1978):
Results and discussion
RATE=kl [H+] +jy#2C03*] +k3[H20]
-k4[Ca2+][HC03~]

(3)

Fifty-six storm events caused measurable changes in the
flow or chemistry within Logsdon River during the study
(Figure 3), with thirteen of the storms flooding the conduit
to the ceiling. The lower, horizontal line across Figure 3, at
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Figure 3: Stage and calculated limestone dissolution rates for 21,473 observations between May 5,1995 to May 4,1996
in Logsdon River. Measurements were made with two minute resolution, recorded hourly during static conditions. Rate
calculations used the expressions of Plummer et al. (1978). The horizontal line in the bottom figure shows the level of the
cave ceiling at the study site, and that in the upper figure indicates calculated equilibrium with respect to calcite
dissolution. Negative dissolution rates predict calcite precipitation.
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3 m stage, corresponds to the cave ceiling. During the and early fall, and a peak in the early spring. Our data
largest storm, on May 8, 1995, the water level reached a suggest that C02 pressures at this point in the river system,
maximum height of 28.2 m, with a maximum rate of rise of in the lower end ofthe basin, are influenced primarily by the
6.03 m/hr. The ceiling ofthe conduitunder these conditions relative contributions ofhigh-PC02 recharge from discrete
is about 25 m below the water table, and the conduit inputs and during storms, and lower-PC02 diffuse flow
inputs. The latter have been in close, prolonged contact
remained totally flooded for 114 hours.
with limestone, and much of the gas has been consumed by
Calculated calcite saturation indices for the year show that the resulting carbonate mineral dissolution. This
at various times the water at this point in the river may be seasonally in C02 pressures, and thus dissolution rates, is
either undersaturated or oversaturated, thus conduit more closely in phase with seasonal hydrologic changes
enlargement is episodic, and closely associated with (including the influence of both precipitation and
storms, as passages are washed with relatively evapotranspiration rates) than changes in seasonal soil C02
undersaturated, high-PC02 waters. The waters were levels, which are in general highest in the warm seasons.
undersaturated, and thus capable of enlarging the conduit,
only for 113.6 days, or 31.6%, of the year, with saturation With regard to the development of quantitative models of
indices ranging from -1.11 to a maximum of+0.67. These karst aquifer behavior and development, we conclude that
showed both storm- and seasonal-scale patterns and are fluctuations in both flow and chemical conditions at a
closely related to the distribution of C02 pressures. The variety of time scales may significantly influence aquifer
fractures and conduits throughout the floodwater zone behavior. As these models (and the questions we are able to
above local base level experience flow only periodically, investigate with them) evolve, they should be calibrated
with a decreasing probability higher above base level, but with the results from studies of the dynamics of real karst
when fluids do reach these areas, they are relatively high in systems. It is only through these types of quantitative
observations that we can ultimately determine which
C02 and undersaturated with respect to calcite.
processes are important, and how they might impact the
Calcite dissolution rates also have a flashy, storm-scale success with which quantitative models (and what they
pattern (Figure 3), with instantaneous calculated rates teach us) reflect the real systems that we set out to study in
during the year ranging from around one mm/year to the first place.
predicted precipitation of up to four mm/yr. Negative
dissolution rates on the upper part of Figure 3 predict
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF BASIN-SCALE CONCEPTUAL MODELS
OF THE ACTIVE-FLOW CONDUIT SYSTEM
Joe Meiman
Office of Science and Resource Management, Mammoth Cave National Park, KY 42259
Martin T. Ryan
ERM Southeast, Brentwood TN 37027
Abstract
In the development of a conceptual model for conduit flow,
the most fundamental aquifer unit, the groundwater basin,
defines the spatial boundary ofthe model while storm-scale
responses provide temporal limits. Within the basin, the
framework of the model develops as the relationships
between recharge (sinking streams and sinkholes), transfer
mechanisms (conduits), and discharge points (springs) are
revealed. Several investigative methods are used, including
rigorous qualitative dye tracing, and intensive monitoring
of physical and chemical properties of the groundwater
during storm-pulse activity. The combination of these
techniques may reveal details that could be missed if only
one method were used. Three basin-scale conceptual
models were developed at Mammoth Cave National Park.
Methods used were largely dictated by access points to the
active conduits within aquifer.
Introduction
At the core of modeling is the ability to predict or
interpolate, with a relatively high degree of certainty, the
outcome of an unknown based upon a set of known
variables and assumptions. The best models are derived
from large and accurate data bases and mathematical
expressions that give a detailed description of the known
conditions and variables. In the best-understood karst
setting, the most detailed and accurate information on the
flow conduits is described by a cave survey. A survey team,
with compass, tape, and book, creates a descriptive graphic
and spatial narrative of the traversable cave. Passage
dimensions and orientations are measured, physical
appearance described, tributaries plotted, and other
attributes located. Such a detailed inventory yields a
realistic picture of the cave but a limited representation of
the karst aquifer, as one can only map caves that are large
enough to permit passage of human-sized particles —
which are considerably larger than cave fish, sediment,
chlorinated hydrocarbons, and water molecules. For every
kilometer of accessible, "meter-scale" active conduit, there
may exist tens of kilometers of active flow conduits that are
is simply inaccessible due to sumps and collapses, and
hundreds or thousands of kilometers of conduits on the

scale of centimeters and millimeters. The question
becomes: How can we predict (model) the hydrogeology
of inaccessible conduit portions of the karst system?
Although there have been steady advances in the
development of mathematical models to predict karst flow,
they are still somewhat limited in applicability in a realword setting, especially if the investigator is interested in
flow properties of a specific karst groundwater basin. Data
generated by using a variety of techniques can greatly
increase our understanding of the inaccessible portions of
the karst aquifer as a conceptual model of the aquifer takes
shape. A conceptual model of the karst flow network,
based primarily on the collection and interpretation of
detailed hydrogeologic data, can be thought of as a
schematic representation of the aquifer. In the construction
of any model, we must start with the simplest predictable
entity, usually the one with the most descriptive data. This
paper deals with conceptual modeling of the basin-scale
active conduit system alone. Although absolutely essential
to understanding and predicting the overall behavior of a
karst aquifer, diffuse recharge/storage mechanisms are not
within the scope of this paper.
Three case studies
Each of the following case studies is located within
Mammoth Cave National Park, Kentucky, north of the
Green River (Figure 1). In this part of the Park, caves are
numerous but generally short. Sinkholes and karst valleys
are present but not with great ubiquity or size. The regional
dip is generally away from the Green River, which hindered
the development of extensive karsted recharge areas. Only
the uppermost portion ofthe thick Mississippian carbonate
sequence (which contains the Mammoth Cave System
south of the Green River) is exposed, and only along the
deepest valley bottoms. The valley walls and ridges are
composed of an alternating sequence of perched karst
aquifers and siliciclastic strata. Water generally flows
overland across the siliciclastics and through the
limestones, ultimately sinking into the upper Girkin
Formation, which is the top of the basal karst aquifer
(Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Location of Buffalo Spring,
Running Branch Bluehole, and Big Spring
groundwater basins, Mammoth Cave
National Park, Kentucky.
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NATIONAL PARK
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The boundaries of each basin were defined by qualitative
dye traces — the fundamental step to understanding, and
thus producing any conceptual model (Kentucky Karst
Atlas, 1998). Several different methods of developing a
conceptual model of the active conduit networks of these
basins were used: quantitative dye tracing with flowthrough fluorometers; high-resolution monitoring of
aquifer conditions; and circum-storm monitoring with
storm-pulse tracing. Fluorometers for these studies were
developed and built in-house (Ryan, 1992). Linked to a
digital datalogger, these battery-powered filter units, when
submersed in a spring or cave spring, recorded the
concentrations of dyes at 15-minute intervals. Stage
pressure transducers (Druck PDCR 80) and a variety of

The Buffalo Spring Basin (Ryan and Meiman, 1992) —
multiple aquifer access points; multiple quantitative dye
traces; pipe-diagram model
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other probes were also coupled to the datalogger
(Campbell 21X). A program that automatically senses
changing conditions was written to record stage
conditions as frequently as every two minutes, and as
seldom as once per hour. Circum-storm monitoring
combines the high-resolution electronic monitoring of
physical and chemical properties of the groundwater with
water-quality parameters. Storm-pulse tracing involves
the injection of dye into a sinkpoint immediately prior to or
during a runoff event, and the recovery of dye, as well as
water quality samples, at a spring or cave stream. This
method required the use of discrete automatic water
samplers.
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Figure 2: Typical hydrostratigraphy of the karst groundwater basins north of the Green River within Mammoth
Cave National Park.

Buffalo Spring, a rise-pit with an average discharge of
about 500 L/s, is located at the mouth of Buffalo Creek at
the Green River (Figure 3). The spring is stratigraphically
situated in the middle ofthe Girkin Formation. The primary
tributaries to Buffalo Creek, the Wet Prong and the Dry
Prong, are oriented roughly northeast-southwest, along
the regional strike. Surface flow in the tributaries typically
sinks into the Girkin Formation just downstream from the
contact of the overlying Big Clifty Sandstone. The
recharge area for Buffalo Spring (25 km2) is nearly
identical to the Buffalo Creek surface catchment. During
the Buffalo Spring study, nine quantitative traces were
completed and up to three fluorometers were deployed at
a given time, taking advantage of multiple conduit-access
points.
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Figure 3: Map of the lower portions of the Buffalo Spring groundwater basin, showing key surface and subsurface
features. Solid lines represent hypothesized groundwater flow routes. (1" = 2700'.)
Rhodamine WT was injected at the Wet Prong terminal Double-peaked recovery curves were recorded at Fort's
sinkpoint at exactly the same time fluorescein was injected Funnel and Buffalo Spring during several traces from both
into the cave stream of Fort's Funnel (Figure 3). The dye Mill Branch and the Dry Prong sinkpoint (Figure 5). There
cloud from the Wet Prong arrived at the sampling site at were no double-peaks recorded in Buffalo Creek Cave.
Buffalo Spring ahead of the dye from the much closer The double-peaked curves suggest the presence of a
Fort's Funnel. These results seemed to conflict with bifurcated flow path — an anastomose. The absence of a
qualitative tracer tests, which had shown that water sinking double-peaked curve at Buffalo Creek Cave implies that
in the Wet Prong passes through Fort's Funnel on its way the anastomose must be located between Buffalo Creek
to Buffalo Spring. From quantitative traces it became Cave and Fort's Funnel. This section of trunk is
apparent that the Buffalo Spring basin includes two major inaccessible in these caves due to terminal sumps.
trunk conduits — the Wet Prong and the Dry Prong trunk
(the latter accessible through Fort's Funnel and Buffalo It is possible to further infer the nature of the anastomose
Creek Cave). Furthermore, the two trunks join somewhere through the interpretation of mapped passages of Buffalo
between Fort's Funnel and Buffalo Spring. A minor Creek Cave. Mapping of the stream passage of Buffalo
conduit must pirate a small portion of flow from the Wet Creek Cave revealed an abundance of similar flood cutProng trunk into the Dry Prong trunk upstream from Fort's arounds ranging between 50 to 300 meters in length.
Funnel. Since the distance between the Wet Prong sink- During moderate to high flow they serve as auxiliary flow
point and Buffalo Spring is greater, and the travel times paths. The anastomose responsible for the double dye
less, than between Fort's Funnel and Buffalo Spring, the peaks at Fort's Funnel is a similar flood cut-around. This
Wet Prong trunk gradient must be steeper. It is apparently interpretation is supported by a series of repeated traces
this head difference between the two trunks upstream from during falling discharge. The dual peaks eventually
Fort's Funnel that is responsible for the piracy upstream disappear and only one peak remains under lower flow
from Fort's Funnel. These relationships are schematically conditions; one of the routes is apparently abandoned at
displayed in the pipe-diagram (following the example of some point during receding flow.
Smart, 1988) of Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Pipe diagram of the Buffalo
Spring groundwater
basin active conduit
flow system.
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Running Branch Bluehole Basin (Ryan and Meiman,
1997) — single aquifer access point; instrumentation,
multiple quantitative dye traces; schematic cross-section
model
The Running Branch basin (2.5 km2) features its namesake
cave (with a perennial stream in its lowest level) at the
basin's midpoint and an intermittent bluehole spring about
60 m from the Green River (Figure 6). The channel
connecting the spring to the Green River is completely
floored with alluvium with limestone exposed only in the
side wall.
A series of four quantitative dye traces was performed with
flow-through fluorometers deployed in Running Branch
Cave and Running Branch Bluehole. Both sites, as well as
the Green River, were equipped with pressure transducers
to measure stage. The dye-recovery curves shown in
Figure 7 are typical of all four traces. The leading edge of
the dye slug arrived at the cave stream (670 m straight-line
distance) in only 4.5 hours, while it then took an additional
38 hours to traverse the remaining 610 m to the bluehole.
An additional trace was initiated after the fluorometer was
removed from the cave, and as the dye traveled toward the
river, the spring's discharge dropped to zero—the level of
the bluehole surface was lower than the spring run. The
fluorometer remained in the spring and, surprisingly,
recorded the passage of the dye cloud even though there
was no flow issuing from the bluehole (Figure 8).

PERENNIAL SINKPOINT

ij> VADOSE CONDUIT
^Ot* PHREATIC CONDUIT

6r

to the level of the bluehole spill-over point along the spring
run. Note that the river peak of the day-25 event caused a
subtle increase in bluehole stage some 4 hours later.
During times of low flow, up to 100% of the basin's
groundwater was discharged to the Green River through
floodplain alluvium. That is, although there was measurable flow in the basin (evident by flow in the cave
stream), the bluehole was not flowing — at least on the
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Simultaneous stage data for the cave stream, the bluehole
and the Green River are shown in Figure 9. The
hydrographs were nearly identical in response to the day14 storm pulse until the river stage began falling at a faster
rate on day 21. The elevation at which the inflection occurs
is ofparticular importance here because it also corresponds

Figure 5: Double-peaked recovery curves along a
common conduit. This signature was only present during
moderate to high flow conditions as a high-level flow
anastomose becomes active between Buffalo Creek Cave
and Fort's Funnel Cave.
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Figure 6: Map of Running
Branch Bluehole groundwater
basin, showing key surface and
subsurface hydrologic features.

Base-flow Surface Stream Sinkpoint

Kilometers 0

Groundwater Flow Route
Groundwater Basin Boundary

surface. Initially it was believed that a submerged
distributary spring might be pirating flow from the
bluehole. Upon further review, the alluvial flow model
stands to reason: (1) the slight increase in river stage on day
25 was recorded in the bluehole four hours delayed; there
would have been an instantaneous response through an
open conduit; (2) a difference in head of 24 cm was
measured between the bluehole and the river during
baseflow conditions; such a steep gradient would be
difficult to maintain through a significant open conduit;
and, perhaps conclusively, (3) although a filled conduit
might produce a similar response, the nearest limestone is
approximately 12 meters beneath the aggraded river
channel.
Discharge from the bluehole occurs in three ways,
depending on flow conditions: (1) pooled overflow, (2)

riffled overflow plus alluvial underflow, and (3) alluvial
underflow only. Pooled overflow occurs when the river
stage is higher than the spring spill-over point, causing
pooled flow along the spring channel (Figure 10a). Under
this flow condition the gradient through the alluvium is
essentially zero, so there is no underflow component. Also,
any stage increase in the river is immediately recorded in
the bluehole and the cave stream, as it is linked to the spring
through a phreatic conduit. Riffled overflow occurs when
the river stage drops below the spring spill-over point
elevation (Figure 1 Ob). The inflection point seen on the day
14-21 hydrographs mark the beginning of riffled overflow
as the river stage drops rapidly (Figure 9). Under these flow
conditions a gradient begins forming through the alluvium
and underflow commences. At some point, as the river
continues to drop (increasing the gradient through the
alluvium) and as the discharge of the basin decreases,
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Figure 7: Results from a single quantitative dye trace
through the Running Branch Bluehole groundwater basin
initiated from the baseflow terminal sinkpoint in Running
Branch Hollow (see Figure 6) and monitored at two
locations along a common conduit.

STAGE RESPONSES

spring overflow ceases and all discharge is through the
alluvium (Figure 10c). The "zero-flow" recovery curve
shown on Figure 8 was recorded at the bluehole under this
flow condition.

Type of Discharge from Bluehole
1 Pooled Overflow
2 Riffled Overflow Plus Underflow
3 Underflow Only
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Figure 8: Dye-recovery curve recorded at Running Branch
Bluehole initiated at Laurel Hollow (see Figure 6). There
was no flow along the spring run during the passage of this
cloud. The negative inflections near the peak are the result
of the fluorometer being temporarily out of the water.

28
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Figure 9: Stage responses simultaneously recorded at
Running Branch Cave, Running Branch Bluehole, and
Green River following a storm event. Note bluehole flow
conditions labeled within graph (see Figure 10).

Quantitative tracer test data show that the main conduit
segment upstream from Running Branch Cave is very
different from the downstream portion (Figure 11).
Upstream the conduits are composed of a number of
convergent tributaries, one for each sinking stream. These
segments are free-flowing, high-gradient cave streams,
which rarely, if ever, fill with water as they are high within
the vadose zone. The conduit segment downstream is
largely phreatic, and where it is not phreatic, in the lowest
part of Running Branch Cave, it is pooled. Stage-response
hydrographs from the pooled water in the cave were
identical in timing, shape, and magnitude to hydrographs at
the bluehole. Although groundwater travel through this
segment is rather slow due to the low gradient, flood waves
are propagated virtually instantaneously through the filled
conduit.
It is important to note that if a fluorometer had not been
placed in the cave stream, and only the bluehole monitored,
the true character of the conduits in most ofthe basin would
be unknown. The much-longer dye travel times of the
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Big Spring Basin (Ryan and Meiman, 1996) — no aquifer access points; circum-storm monitoring, storm-pulse
tracing; schematic cross-section model
When there is no access to the conduit system of the karst
aquifer, the investigator must rely on observations made at
the spring to predict the hydrogeology upstream. As
demonstrated in the Running Branch study, interpreting
dye travel times from a single recovery point may yield an
erroneous model ofthe conduit system. We have found that
rigorous circum-storm sampling and storm-pulse quantitative dye tracing can disclose important clues concerning the
plumbing of the inaccessible conduit system.
The Big Spring groundwater basin (14 km2) is roughly
bisected by the northeast boundary of Mammoth Cave
National Park (Figure 12). The basin discharges into the
Green River primarily through Big Spring and, to a lesser
degree, through its distributary Mile Five Spring.

Figure 10: (a) At high stages, there may be little gradient
between the bluehole and the river. During these times,
deep, pooled overflow results (Zone 1, Figure 9). (b) As
stage drops in the Green River, riffled overflow occurs as
the pool elevation of the bluehole is higher that the spring
run, which is in turn higher than the river. Alluvial
underflow begins as well (Zone 2, Figure 9). (c) As stage
continues to drop, all groundwater flow is through the
alluvium (Zone 3, Figure 9).

downstream end of the basin would have masked the rapid
travel times through the upstream portion. One should be
careful, when interpreting quantitative trace data from only
one monitoring point, not to make unwarranted inferences
about the entire conduit network.

Data were recorded during two separate storm events, one
each in September and March, representative of summer
and winter antecedent flow conditions. This paper will
discuss the aquifer response of the March event (for details
ofthe September event and the water quality responses, see
Ryan and Meiman, 1996). An automatic water sampler was
positioned on the floodplain above Big Spring and
programmed to collect 24 samples at two-hour intervals
(although samples were retrieved every 24 hours).
Sampling commenced eight hours before the onset of
precipitation. Samples were collected and analyzed for
fecal coliform bacteria, turbidity, dye concentration, and
specific conductivity. The stage height at Big Spring was
measured using a pressure transducer and datalogger (as
used at Running Branch) which recorded as often as every
two minutes. A discharge rating curve was made which
allowed the conversion of stage data into continuous
discharge data. Hourly rainfall was recorded at a weather
station one kilometer south of Big Spring.
Shortly before the March runoff event, rhodamine WT was
injected into the stream of Logsdon Cave and fluorescein
into a sinking stream in the Big Woods (both situated at the
top of the Girkin Formation) (Figures 2 and 12). Four
hours later the rain gauge noted the arrival of the storm
event as 0.65 cm of precipitation were recorded in the first
hour (Figure 13). Because of the nearly saturated soil
conditions, most of the precipitation resulted in runoff that
promptly increased the volume of recharge entering the
aquifer through stream swallets. The discharge of Big
Spring increased almost immediately in response to the
storm-induced recharge. Even though discharge rose
rapidly from its antecedent level of 200 L/s, specific
conductance, turbidity and fecal coliform remained at their
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Figure 11: Schematic cross section of the
Running Branch Bluehole groundwater basin.
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Not until 14 hours after the initiation of the runoff event did
specific conductance begin decreasing from its antecedent
level. The drop in specific conductance denoted the arrival
of the relatively low-ionic-strength stormwater runoff at
Big Spring. Driess (1989), Hess and White (1988), and
Meiman (1989) also observed similar delays between the
initial discharge response and the arrival of storm-derived
waters. They suggest that this delay was the time required
for the displacement of antecedent (pre-storm) water in the
conduit system between the inputs and the spring.

The discharge hydrograph and the timing of water-quality
variations revealed the presence of a significant phreatic
conduit immediately upstream from Big Spring. The
discharge response to the storm runoff was nearly
immediate at Big Spring, even though there was no
immediate corresponding change in water quality. This
was caused by direct runoff arriving, shortly after the onset
of precipitation, at the upstream end of a major phreatic
conduit, and the hydrostatic head of the flood wave was
instantaneously propagated through the phreatic conduit
to Big Spring (similar to Running Branch). There was no
significant change in water quality at the spring until a
volume of 17 million liters had been displaced from the
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ROLE OF CAVE INFORMATION IN ENVIRONMENTAL
SITE CHARACTERIZATION
Mark Jancin
USFilter, 120 Radnor Rd., State College, PA 16801

Abstract
For consultants concerned with developing site-specific
conceptual models for flow and transport in karst, cave
information can be worth accessing. At the scale of the
basin, caves often display patterns that correlate with both
the flow and recharge characteristics of their aquifers.
Characterization of overall basin hydrology bolsters
predictions and monitoring recommendations which
address the site. Although the presence of caves beneath or
near sites is rare, site-based information such as water-table
maps (under both natural and pumping conditions), well
water-level fluctuations, well turbidity observations,
borehole-void yields during drilling, and dye-trace results,
are potentially useful in defining conduit-flow boundaries
to diffuse-flow blocks. The appropriate choice of dyetracer methods should acknowledge whether most site
conduits (or borehole voids, or even caves) are within the
epikarst, the vadose zone, the phreatic zone, or the
oscillation zone. For inferences on site flow directions, it is
useful to compare the directional frequencies of cave
passages and joints, faults, and photolinears in the area.
There is evidence that where caves are well developed,
there tends to be a low correlation between photolinear
locations and relatively high well yields. LNAPL migration
will be retarded where main conduits are well beneath the
water table, but an extensive overlying system of saturated
epikarstic pores serve as traps. Karst with high seasonal or
storm variations in water level will tend to repeatedly
remobilize LNAPLs. Given sufficient volume, DNAPLs
can penetrate vertically integrated networks of pores,
fractures, or solution conduits to great depth. However,
where such pathway networks are lie above relatively tight
lithologies at shallow depth, and are not sediment filled,
lateral movement can greatly exceed vertical movement.
Characterization of the 3-D nature of pores and pathways
is an important element in understanding the migration of
free product, and therefore in understanding the evolution
of associated aqueous plumes.
Introduction
This paper is written from the perspective of a
hydrogeological consultant concerned with site-specific
environmental characterization in karst terranes. Emphasis
is on using cave information in developing conceptual site
models (CSMs) for groundwater flow and contaminant

transport and fate. If cave information is available and
geographically relevant, it is almost always useful in
developing a fuller context for CSMs and for
characterization of the drainage basin or sub-basin. Good
hydrogeological context-development promotes good,
and relatively comprehensive, CSMs, which in turn
promote testable predictions and defensible monitoring
recommendations.
Issues touched on include: potential sources of cave
information; cave types associated with various carbonate
aquifer systems; interpreting the hydrologic significance of
cave locations on the scale of the basin; complementary
information from inventories of sinkholes, sinking streams,
and springs; implications ofnearby caves for distinguishing
diffuse versus conduit flow at the scale of the site; dyetracer methods for vadose versus phreatic conduits;
inferring flow directions from trends of cave passages,
joints, faults, and photolinears; conduits and NAPL
migration; and how the acquisition of cave information can
foster more thorough and defensible CSMs.
Key definitions and distinctions
Cave: natural subsurface void in rock that is large enough
for human access. Filled by air or water; often partially
occupied by sediment.
Borehole void: subsurface void located along a borehole,
with a presence either inferred (e.g. rod drops during
drilling) or observed (e.g. downhole camera). Human entry
is not possible, regardless of void size. Filled with air,
water, or sediment.
Conduit: either (1) elongate subsurface void of any size
(may be synonymous with cave); or (2) elongate void of
cross-sectional size too small to permit human entry, but
arbitrarily more than ~1 cm wide or tall; or (3) inferred,
hidden parts of underground drainage networks.
Cavity: inferred subsurface void of any size >1 cm
(arbitrarily) with either (1) indeterminate three-dimensional form, or (2) roughly equant three-dimensional form.
Filled with air, water, or sediment.
Candidate geophysical signatures: possible (but
unproved) cavities or conduits inferred from various types
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of surface geophysical surveys, including natural potential,
microgravity, ground temperature, shallow seismic
reflection, ground-penetrating radar, and resistivity
surveys.

of the soluble rocks. Stratigraphy and structure often guide
the locations and types of caves in an area. Groundwater
flow regimes will reflect these factors in proportion to the
degree of local or regional karstification of the aquifers.

Potential sources of cave information

Topographic maps are used to delineate the boundaries of
the catchment basin surrounding the site. Then one can use
geologic maps to see the basin layout of soluble versus
nonsoluble rocks. Of course, in fairly mature karst basins
the actual groundwater divides may not coincide with the
surface divides, and the groundwater divides may shift
location due to variations in recharge. Still, it is important
to have at least a first-order depiction of the catchmentbasin boundaries in order to place the site into a meaningful
context for hydrogeological characterization.

Desirable information includes cave entrance locations,
cave maps, stratigraphic locations, and structural features
observed in caves. Such information may be available from
printed sources retrievable at a good geology library.
General sources include regional cave surveys and cave
catalogs, topographic and geologic maps, and field
searches.
Regional surveys generally are systematic inventories of all
known caves in a specific geographic area. Such areas may
be at the scale of the state, county, or a geographic district
of particular interest to the compilers. Some surveys are
conducted by formal groups that publish their results in
journals or monographs. Other surveys work with formal
state geological groups which publish the results. Some
surveys are very informal (and sometimes small) groups
that may either never publish their results, or only publish
limited information within, for example, guidebooks for
conventions of cavers. White (1988, his table 3.2) has
summarized recent, major regional and state cave surveys
in the United States.
Informal survey groups, or groups that otherwise do not
publish their information comprehensively, generally must
be sought out by the consultant desiring cave information.
In such situations, it may be difficult to access their
(private) information, unless the consultant is a member of
a recognized caver group, such as the National
Speleological Society. It is important not to divulge cave
locations or maps without specific permission from the
survey. If cave information is accessed but locations are not
provided on a map from the survey, the consultant will need
to use any available location control (e.g. latitude and
longitude) to plot the cave entrances on topographic and
geologic maps.
Topographic maps often contain useful information on the
locations of sinkholes, sinking streams, springs,
underdrained areas, karst windows, and so forth.
However, such maps virtually never show all such features
— in many karst investigations it is vital to do field
reconnaissance for such landforms. Many topographic
maps have proven unreliable in distinguishing perennial
versus intermittent streams, but this distinction is often
essential for understanding the groundwater hydrology of
the drainage basin.
Geologic maps are useful because they show the locations

Rarely, one can locate caves in an area of interest by talking
to local residents and doing field searches. Even in an area
with a fairly large number of caves, it is very unlikely the
consultant will locate more than a few in this way.
Topographic maps, geologic maps, and aerial photos can
help limit the areas targeted for investigation. Most
industrial sites are small enough that it is exceedingly
unlikely an accessible cave will be on the property, even in
rather mature karst.
Cave types in various carbonate aquifer systems
White (1969) outlined a classification of diverse types of
groundwater behavior in carbonates by relating the flow
type to particular hydrogeologic environments, each
(ideally) having characteristic cave morphology. White's
scheme is shown in Table 1, as applied to regions of low to
moderate topographic relief.
White referred to three main classes of carbonate aquifers:
diffuse flow, free flow, and confined flow (Table 1).
Diffuse-flow aquifers are those in which the rocks have
undergone little dissolution. To varying degrees, flow
approximates Darcian conditions (ideally meaning that
flow rates are proportional to hydraulic gradients).
Solution cavities are limited and fairly randomly located,
while caves are rare and generally small and poorly
integrated. Where the carbonate rock reaches the surface,
there is little geomorphic expression of karst landforms.
The lithologic associations are with solution-retarding
carbonates, such as shaly limestones and dolomites.
Where maturely karsted, free-flow aquifers have been
dissolved to form well-integrated conduit systems, White
subdivided this aquifer class into perched and deep flow
systems (Table 1). Flow is non-Darcian and often
turbulent. The conduit systems (sometimes caves) tend to
be of branchwork form and often serve as subsurface
continuations of surface streams. In the absence of
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TABLE 1
Hydrologie Classification of Carbonate Aquifers (after White, 1969)

Flow Type

Associated Cave Type

Hydrological Control

I. DIFFUSE FLOW

GROSS LITHOLOGY
Shaley limestones; crystalline
dolomites; high primary porosity.

Caves rare, small, have
irregular patterns.

II. FREEFLOW

THICK, MASSIVE SOLUBLE
ROCKS
Karst system underlain by impervious
rocks near or above base level.
Soluble rocks extend upward to level
surface.

Integrated conduit cave systems.

A. PERCHED
1. Open

Cave streams perched-often
have free air surface.
Sinkhole inputs; heavy sediment
load; short channel morphology

Aquifer overlain by impervious rock.

Vertical shaft inputs; lateral flow
under capping beds; long integrated
Flow is through submerged conduits.

1. Open

Karst system extends to considerable
depth below base level.
Soluble rocks extend to land surface.

2. Capped

Aquifer overlain by impervious rocks.

2. Capped

B. DEEP

III. CONFINED FLOW
A. Artesian
B. Sandwich

STRUCTURAL AND
STRATIGRAPHIC CONTROLS
Impervious beds which force flow
below regional base level.
Thin beds of soluble rock between
impervious beds.

impervious capping beds, karst landforms tend to be well
developed. The lithologic association is with thick,
massive, fairly pure limestones.
Confined-flow aquifers are associated with stratigraphic
and structural controls dominating the hydraulics. In the
artesian subclass (Table 1), tilted impervious confining
layers force flow below the regional baselevel — associated
caves are usually inclined, three-dimensional network
mazes with joint control. In White's sandwich subclass,
thin horizontal beds of soluble rock (often <12 m thick)
occur between impervious confining layers — associated
caves are typically horizontal, two-dimensional network
mazes with joint control. White noted that caves with this
pattern often are located near major streams, where
backflooding may contribute to their development. White
(1988) later referred to sandwiched, 2-D network caves as
a type of interstratal karst. Jancin and Ewart (1995)
proposed such 2-D conduit networks can form within
steeply inclined, thin-bedded sequences of soluble and
nonsoluble layers, under the action of diffusely recharging
waters. Confined-flow aquifers tend to have little

Short tubular abandoned caves
likely to be sediment-choked.
Long, integrated conduits under
caprock. Active level of system
inundated.

Inclined 3-D network caves.
Horizontal 2-D network caves.

geomorphic expression, since the soluble layers intersect
the surface over very limited areas, or not at all.
White (1977) later expanded his 1969 classification scheme
to include factors of relief, structure, and aquifer size.
Palmer (1991) presented an interesting classification of
cave patterns related to three main types of groundwater
recharge: focused (point), diffuse, andhypogenic. Palmer
also emphasized that artesian aquifers have no inherent
tendency for the development of maze caves.
Cave locations on the scale of the basin
It is important to locate all known caves on maps of the
drainage basin encompassing the site — it is preferable to do
the same with surrounding basins or sub-basins. This
exercise allows one to address a key first-order question:
are the caves overall acting as approximately dendritic
feeders to the main baselevel streams? If the apparent
answer is "yes," then there is a follow-up question: is the
site close enough to the main streams to have a significant
chance of pronounced subjacent or nearby conduit
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influence, or is the site far enough from these streams that
such is less likely (or even demonstrably not the case)?
From this basin-wide perspective, the goal is to evaluate
the evidence for a fluviokarst setting and cave distribution.
Within autogenic systems, caves acting as dendritic feeders
to surface streams tend to grow headward, and become
increasingly well integrated, over geologic time. One
manifestation of this progression is the rather common
observation that groundwater in the headwater portions of
a predominantly autogenic basin often behaves in a slowflow, diffuse manner, while groundwater in the lower
reaches of the same basin can show fast flow reflecting the
presence of large, hydraulically efficient caves or conduits
(e.g., Currens, 1995). Where the main base-level streams
are incised into carbonate rock, there may be a tendency for
the development of meander-cutoff caves (e.g., Mylroie
and Mylroie, 1990).
Along steep topographic faces, especially plateau rims,
there sometimes can be a tendency for cave development
subparallel to, and within, the faces (Sasowsky and White,
1994). This configuration probably represents the
predominance of solution along stress-release joints, which
form from expansion of the rock mass during erosion.
These so-called Cumberland-style caves are associated
with the margins of the Cumberland/Allegheny Plateau,
where they are usually developed on the downdip valley
walls but not elsewhere (Sasowsky and White, 1994). It is
likely that stress-release fracturing has controlled cave
development in other fluviokarst settings, and one should
check for possible concordance in orientations of valley
walls and underlying caves.
Where cave and stream locations show little correlation,
cave genesis is probably unrelated to more-or-less modern
groundwater circulation in an epigenic, fluviokarst setting.
This negative correlation makes it harder to infer the likely
presence or absence of sizable conduits beneath or nearby
a site. For example, caves deriving from a paleokarstic
origin may be exhumed by eventual erosion — their
locations need not bear a clear spatial association with
modern basin boundaries, baselevel streams, or major
springs. Another example comprises hypogenic caves in
the Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico-Texas — these
relict caves have little or no genetic relation to the present
landscape and surface recharge (e.g. Ford and Williams,
1989).
Inventories of sinkholes, sinking streams, and springs
Although the frequency of natural ground-subsidence
events is low compared to those induced by human
activities, the possible presence of surface depressions
within the site's drainage basin is worth investigating.
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Sinkhole occurrence implies either that there is sufficient
underlying void space to accept the displaced debris, or
that conduits are well enough developed to permit
groundwater flow sufficient for lateral transport of the
debris sediments (under either natural or induced hydraulic
gradients). Sinkhole spacing also is an indication of
whether recharge over a given area tends to be distributed
(diffuse) or concentrated (focused). As well, evaluating
area and regional sinkhole occurrences allows one to
develop a sense ofwhether sinkhole development might be
a hazard on site property (for example, via pumpinginduced drawdown).
Where surface streams lose much or all of their flow to the
subsurface along discrete points, the karst is moderately to
very mature. Sinkholes, integrated conduits, and springs
are likely to occur in parts of the drainage basin. Plotting
the locations of such features on a map of the site's basin
permits one to see whether the site falls within an area that
is likely to have conduit-influenced drainage and flow. This
information forms an important qualitative part of the
eventual CSM, and it should be integrated with sitespecific information such as the degree of definition of the
water table, storm and seasonal well water-level
fluctuations, well-water turbidity responses to storms, and
the locations, yields, and frequency of borehole voids.
It is important to gather the fullest possible information
regarding the basin spring locations and discharge
characteristics. These characteristics include flashiness,
turbidity, variation in water conductivity, peak-to-baseflow ratios, and so forth (e.g. Quinlan et al., 1991; Rovey,
1994). Forbasinhydrologic characterization, and therefore
site context, karst springs are the most revealing features
regarding integrated characteristics of aquifer recharge,
storage, flow, and discharge. Unfortunately, most regions
will not have this sort of spring information compiled in a
single source, if at all. The researcher or consultant
generally has to ascertain much ofthis information by direct
observation and measurement within limits dictated by
time, cost, and the degree of concern regarding potential
groundwater impacts to people and the environment.
Inventories of the above sorts of information are
complementary to cave information. On the one hand, if
known caves act as significant groundwater flow channels,
most or all of the above karst features should be expected
within the relatively mature basin--their absence should be
looked upon as a curiosity requiring further investigation.
Conversely, the presence of most or all of the above karst
features indicates a relatively mature basin, and the absence
of known caves should not be taken as a hard indication
that hydrologically significant conduits are not, in fact,
present. This sort of investigative approach amounts to
marshalling the key evidence, reviewing it for consistency,
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and then targeting any unexpected feature correlations or
gaps for further consideration. In some cases, reevaluation
ofpreviously drawn groundwater-basin boundaries may be
in order (though definitive boundary delineation requires
dye tracing).
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Dye-tracer methods for vadose versus phreatic
conduits

Any water-bearing caves beneath or nearby a site
potentially make excellent locations for either injecting
tracer dye or monitoring for dye that has been injected
elsewhere. Of course, they also are useful monitoring
Diffuse versus conduit flow at the scale of the site
points for constituents of site-related interest. Introduction
The presence of conduits (including caves) beneath or near of dye into sinking surface streams or cave streams
a site should not be taken as a basis to dismiss the role of generally provides a direct input to part ofthe conduit-flow
diffuse flow in the site groundwater system. Conduit flow system in the vadose zone, with potential for throughput
is always localized, in that the conduits are embedded into the phreatic zone. Point-to-point connections and
within more diffuse-flow parts of the rock mass and travel rates determined from dye traces in karst have mostly
aquifer. This has important implications for development focused on such dye-introduction locations, with such
of defensible CSMs and groundwater monitoring results skewed toward the fast-flow components of the
programs. The concepts of diffuse versus conduit flow aquifer located relatively near springs.
(e.g. White, 1969, 1988) must always be scale-qualified,
and the same is true for gathering and interpreting the Less commonly, entirely phreatic caves have been dye
evidence upon which aquifer flow regimes may be labeled traced (e.g. the Leon Sinks Cave System in the Woodville
Karst Plain of Florida). Such tracing generally involves
as diffuse or mixed or conduit.
penetration by divers to an interior point of strong flow,
Even in rather mature karst aquifers, caves (and, by where the dye is released.
extension, conduits and proto-conduits) comprise a rather
small part of the total storage — such conduit storage might Recently, attention has turned to dye injection at locations
be roughly l/30th of the total storage (Atkinson, 1977; lacking focused recharge or cave streams and which may be
Ford and Williams, 1989). Though many groundwater flow located relatively far from springs. Aley (1997) has defined
lines in contiguous diffuse-flow volumes will tend to and used Epikarstic Dye Introduction Points (EDIPs) for
converge on transmissive, integrated conduits, other flow dye inj ection. He has used either selected monitoring wells
lines will not, and flow can reverse direction during high or specially constructed wells as the EDIPs, in both cases
recharge events. If recharge over an area or site tends to be targeting borehole voids. He has referred (p. 207) to the
distributed (diffuse), significant aquifer volumes with epikarstic zone as, "...the dissolutionally weathered upper
diffuse or mixed-flow behavior may never drain into nearby portion of the bedrock in carbonate landscapes; it has
conduits, but instead will flow toward diffuse discharge sometimes been called the subcutaneous layer." In this
(seeps) along base-level streams or shorelines, or perhaps sense, the term epikarst refers to the top-of-bedrock and
along tight rock perched above baselevel. However, point the uppermost part (typically -10 m) of the underlying
bedrock. Aley (1997) defined three hydrologic classes of
discharge tends to dominate in most carbonate terranes.
epikarst, based on whether such zones are mostly dry
With sufficient well coverage at a particular site, one can through time, seasonally saturated, or perennially
try to get a handle on the locations and sizes of saturated.
approximately diffuse-flow blocks (separated by conduitflow zones) from the following information: (1) steep, local It is worth noting that this idea of "perennially saturated
potentiometric gradients may indicate conduit influence; epikarst" seems to represent a recent expansion of the
(2) local potentiometric troughs may align along conduits; original meaning ofthe term epikarst (and its synonym, the
(3) fluctuations in well water levels of more than ~10 m subcutaneous zone). For example, Williams (1983) stated,
may indicate conduit influence; (4) borehole-void intervals "The subcutaneous zone is the upper weathered layer of
with sustainable yields greater than (arbitrarily) 100 gpm rock beneath the soil, but above the permanently saturated
indicate conduit flow (though no trend direction can (phreatic) zone." Such earlier usage of the term epikarst
usually be determined); (5) well water turbidity during (subcutaneous zone) referred to a relatively high
recharge events generally shows conduit flow to the permeability zone, generally with temporary storage,
wellbore; (6) blowouts at a separate location during the having a base above the phreatic zone.
drilling or development ofa well imply conduit connection;
and (7) dye-trace travel times and reception locations can Aley (1997) has emphasized that most water tracing
prove conduit flow between points (although the actual reported in the literature has used dye introduction points
that poorly characterize the functioning ofthe seasonally or
flow routes must be inferred).
perennially saturated epikarstic zones. He argued that
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many karst industrial sites are associated with release of
contaminants into such epikarst, where dye-recovery rates
are lower, and groundwater-travel rates are slower, by one
or two orders of magnitude (or more) than those generally
reported in the literature.
Inferring flow directions from caves and structural
elements
For many CSMs, an essential component is inference ofthe
direction(s) of flow. Groundwater flow is biased in
directions of decreasing head but controlled by available
pathways. Even at sites where the water table is quite well
defined, solution and fracture conduits can promote local
flow oblique to, or even almost parallel to, potentiometric
contours. In forming a CSM while reasoning from evidence
that will never be complete, it is useful to compare known
cave-passage trends with the strike orientations of joints,
faults, and photolinears. Where one or more of these
classes of features are available for measurement on the
site, the inferred flow direction may be compelling. Where
most of these measured features are offsite, the inferred
flow direction is quite circumstantial and can only become
compelling by the acquisition of other information (e.g.
dye- trace results, or detection of constituents of interest at
monitoring points).
Cave maps are needed for evaluation of the frequency
distribution of the passage trends. One procedure is to plot
cumulative passage length versus azimuth as a rose
diagram (e.g. Deike, 1969). More qualitatively, one can
generalize the overall trend frequencies, by rank, as
orientation sets with reference to general compass
directions.
This same sort of orientation analysis and summary is done
for any available data regarding joint and fault populations.
Unlike cave passages, joints and faults are planar features.
Where most of these planes are subvertical, rose diagrams
are suitable for depicting the orientations. Where many of
these planes are off the vertical, their orientations are best
analyzed using stereographic projections (such as an equalarea net diagram). It is useful to supplement these
orientation data with any available information (e.g. from
published reports or quarry observations) regarding
preferred directions of solutioning along certain joint sets,
and any suggestions that larger faults in the region have
tended to act as groundwater conduits, or barriers, or both,
or neither.
Maps of natural photolinears in an area will allow
orientation analysis and depiction in rose diagrams. It
seems that some photolinears trace deep, steeply inclined
zones of enhanced solution or fracture permeability. Others
are likely to trace elevated-permeability zones that are bed-
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delimited (not penetrating to great depth); others are likely
to trace faults (possibly unrecognized in surface mapping);
and some are likely to be artifacts of perception. Without
ground-truthing or investigative follow-up, no hydrologic
significance should be attached to most photolinears.
Among others, Zewe and Rauch (1991) have reported
interesting results from correlations of photolinear
locations, the degree of cave development, and well yields.
Generally, they found that where caves were well
developed, there was little correlation between photolinear
locations and relatively high well yields. Conversely, where
known caves were poorly developed or absent, photolinear
locations correlated with relatively high well yields. They
proposed that poorly cavernous carbonate rocks are
productive diffuse-flow aquifers with networks of
fractures and small solution conduits that are well
integrated along photolinear zones. This jibes with the idea
that the best development of karst features, including
caves, tends to occur where joints are spaced relatively
widely.
With the above orientational information compiled, one
evaluates the degree of correlation between the different
features. For example, if the direction of greatest cavepassage frequency correlates with the direction of greatest
joint-strike frequency, and independent information
suggests this same joint set tends to be preferentially
solutioned in the area or region, it is reasonable to view this
direction as a candidate for preferred flow pathways
beneath the site. Next, consider any other available sitespecific information which may correlate; for example: do
any potentiometric contours form a zig-zag pattern along
one or more correlative directions? Do any surface
geophysical anomalies (e.g. natural potential) correlate in
direction? Do inferred (straight-line) dye-travel paths
correlate in direction? Do any pumping tests show
drawdown contours elongate in this same direction?
Such correlations build a circumstantial case for preferred
directions of groundwater flow. As with other aspects of
CSMs, it is best to view such ideas as hypotheses which
may eventually be supported or refuted by the acquisition
of new site information.
Conduits and NAPL migration
The presence or absence of conduits has implications for
the migration of nonaqueous phase liquids (NAPLs).
According to Ewers et al. (1991), the following conditions
decrease the likelihood of light NAPL (LNAPL)
movement in conduit-bearing karst aquifers: (1) the
limestone is thick and conduits are well beneath the water
table; (2) the limestone is covered by a thick soil mantle
fostering slow, non-turbulent recharge; (3) the aquifer is
not recharged by sinking streams so that conduit-flow
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turbulence is minimized; and (4) an extensive system of
epikarstic pores, overlying the main conduits, provides
cavities for LNAPL trapping. Mobilization of LNAPLs
trapped within the epikarst could be fostered by intense
rainfall, sinkhole development, excavations through the
soil mantle, and sufficiently deep pumping-induced
drawdown. Free-product migration within the phreatic
conduits is fostered by any conditions which promote
turbulent flow, or any water-level declines that could allow
free-surface stream flow. Karst with high seasonal or storm
variations in water level (approximately 10-30 m or more)
will tend to repeatedly remobilize LNAPLs.
Not all LNAPLs move as floating product or entrained
globules. Where fractures or solution conduits are
integrated vertically, it is possible for LNAPLs with
sufficient volume and head to migrate well beneath the
water table, especially along narrow pathways (Cooley,
1991). Evaluation ofthe potential for LNAPL movement is
also important for understanding the distribution of the
associated aqueous plume.
Dense NAPL (DNAPL) migration is driven mostly by
gravity (density contrasts leading to negative buoyancy).
Capillary forces also play a strong role in migration;
hydrodynamic forces generally play a very restricted role.
Given sufficient volume, DNAPLs can penetrate vertically
integrated networks of pores, fractures, or solution
conduits to great depth. Of course, where conduits are
sediment filled they do not serve as migration pathways.
Sediment-filled conduits located in the uppermost phreatic
zone may eventually be flushed open by artificially induced
or natural causes. Filled conduits deep in the phreatic zone
are likely to remain nontransmissive.
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variation (pressure-induced spreading).
Along wide bedrock pathways, DNAPLs tend to migrate
as drops or in a steady stream to points of entrapment
where the pathways pinch out. Along narrow fissure and
joint pathways, considerable residue often remains from
globule entrapment by snap-off or bypassing mechanisms,
or by catchment in offshoots from the main migration
routes. Residual DNAPL saturation values in the phreatic
zone generally exceed those in the vadose zone. Such
residues tend to persist indefinitely, acting as secondary
product sources for vapor or aqueous phases. These
residues are immobile and tend to defy remediation where
located deep within the saturated zone. Shallower DNAPL
residues can be amenable to volatilization by sparging or if
pumping drawdown allows air to infiltrate the pores.
There often is a variation between the predominant
horizontal direction of groundwater flow and any lateralmigration direction(s) of DNAPL. This should foster
aqueous-phase plumes that tend to evolve via advance in
both the direction of groundwater flow and the direction of
DNAPL migration.
Conclusions
Caves are conspicuous and interesting features of relatively
mature karst terranes, but it is challenging to incorporate
cave information into site-specific environmental characterizations. This is not surprising, given the very small areas
of most sites and the heterogeneity inherent in the
development of conduit porosity. Even in mature karst, it is
very uncommon to have accessible caves located beneath
or nearby sites.

Beneath many sites with DNAPL surface sources one must
infer the presence of subsurface DNAPLs from chemical
concentrations in groundwater samples. DNAPLs often
move along such narrow, filamentous bedrock pathways
that they are not directly intercepted by site monitoring
wells. Ifbackground information allows key surface source
areas to be located, and a relatively dense network of
monitoring wells exists, one can constrain the threedimensional DNAPL distribution at depth. If such
information suggests limited lateral components of
DNAPL movement relative to surface source areas, it is
fair to suspect that no laterally persistent, transmissive
conduits have been utilized during migration.

Cave information generally is most useful in furthering the
conceptual characterization of the hydrogeology of the
site's drainage basin. This is valuable, since the basin
constitutes the physical context within which the smaller
site exists. For the consultant concerned with developing
conceptual site models (CSMs) for flow and transport, it is
vital to flesh out the hydrology of the basin as much as
possible in order to make, and defend, predictions and
monitoring recommendations which address the site. As
well, the consultant who proposes CSMs while ignorant of
the existence of any noteworthy caves in the vicinity of the
site can, during eventual regulatory review, be viewed as
having "left a major stone unturned" during his karst
investigation.

Gravitative DNAPL migration can occur along very gently
inclined pathway networks. Where such networks are on
top of relatively tight lithologies at shallow depth, and the
DNAPL volume is sufficient, lateral movement can greatly
exceed vertical movement. Lateral movement along
horizontal pathways can be driven by DNAPL thickness

Given the spectrum of recharge, storage, flow, and
discharge characteristics demonstrated by carbonate
aquifers, it is difficult to systematize how one can
productively incorporate cave and conduit information into
CSMs. Nonetheless, this paper provides some key topical
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and analytical associations between cave information and
CSM development. There are associations between
particular cave patterns and both the flow and recharge
characteristics of their aquifers. In autogenic karst basins
there is a tendency for diffuse, slow flow in the headwater
areas and conduit, and fast flow in the discharge (spring)
areas. It can be useful to place some sites into such a basinwide context in order to infer the likely nature of flow near
the site. Site-based information such as water table maps,
well water-level fluctuations, well turbidity observations,
borehole-void yields during drilling, and dye-trace results,
are potentially useful in delineating conduit-flow
boundaries to relatively diffuse-flow blocks. If significant
conduit flow beneath the site is demonstrated by such
information, one should suspect there are caves in the
vicinity—ifno caves are known, one should try and explain
why. Conversely, if caves are known near the site, but
considerable evidence indicates no conduit flow beneath
the site, one should try and explain why. The appropriate
choice of dye-tracer methodology should include
considerations of whether most site caves (or conduits or
borehole voids) are within the epikarst, the vadose zone,
the phreatic zone, or within the oscillation zone. In
inferring flow directions for CSMs, it can be useful to
compare the directional frequencies of cave passages with
those of nearby joints, faults, and photolinears. AtNAPL
contamination sites, evaluation of the three-dimensional
role played by fracture and solution conduits in freeproduct migration will greatly aid understanding the
evolution of the associated aqueous plume.
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VARIATION OF KARSTIC PERMEABILITY BETWEEN UNCONFINED AND
CONFINED AQUIFERS, GRAND CANYON REGION, ARIZONA
Peter W. Huntoon
Department ofEnvironmental Studies, University ofNevada at Las Vegas
Las Vegas, NV 89154-4030
Abstract
Most of the ground water in the Grand Canyon region
circulates to springs in the canyon through the thick, deeply
buried, karstified Cambrian through Mississippian
carbonate section. These rocks are collectively called the
lower Paleozoic carbonates and comprise the RedwallMuav aquifer where saturated.

systems is often dominated by flow-through rather than the
pulse-through hydraulics as found in the confined systems.
Spring discharges from the unconfined systems tends to be
both flashy and highly variable from season to season, but
total dissolved solids are small. In contrast, the pulsethrough hydraulics in the artesian systems causes spring
discharge responses to be highly moderated and, in the
The morphologies of the caves are primarily a function of larger basins, remarkably steady. Both total dissolved
whether the carbonates are unconfined or confined, a solids and temperatures in the waters from the confined
distinction that has broad significance for groundwater aquifers tend to be elevated because most of the water is
exploration and which appears to be generally transferable derived from storage.
to other carbonate regions. Caves in unconfined highgradient environments tend to be highly localized, partially Karst permeability is created by the flow system,
saturated, simple tubes, whereas those in confined low- consequently predicting where the permeability is best
gradient settings are saturated 2- or even 3-dimensional developed in a carbonate section involves determining how
mazes. The highly heterogeneous distribution of the circulation should be ideally organized through an
unconfined conduits makes for difficult drilling targets, examination of the geometry of the flow system. The areas
whereas the more ubiquitously distributed confined mazes where flow concentrates are the areas where karstification
are far easier to target.
will maximize, provided enough time has elapsed to allow
dissolution to adjust to the imposed boundary conditions.
The distinctions between the storage characteristics within The rate of adjustment in the Grand Canyon region appears
the two classes is probably even more important. There is to be related to the degree of saturation. The artesian
minimal groundwater storage in the unconfined systems systems are far better adjusted to hydraulic gradients than
because they are well drained. In contrast, the saturated the unconfined systems, a finding that probably implies that
mazes exhibit maximal storage. Consequently, system there is greater contact between the solvent and rock in the
responses to major storm recharge events in the unconfined saturated confined systems.
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ANISOTROPY IN CARBONATE AQUIFERS
Arthur N. Palmer
Department ofEarth Sciences, State University ofNew York
Oneonta, NY 13820-4015

Introduction

Recognition of anisotropy

Anisotropy, or directional permeability, is characteristic of
most bedrock aquifers and can have considerable effect on
patterns and rates of contaminant transport. Horizontal
anisotropy is especially common in strongly fractured
rocks, owing to variations in relative abundance and
prominence of different fracture sets. This is less likely in
thin-bedded strata in which bedding-plane partings are
dominant, but in these rocks the contrast between vertical
and horizontal permeability is greater.

Horizontal anisotropy can be recognized most easily by
cones of depression that are elongate in the direction of
maximum hydraulic conductivity (K^). However, few
pump tests are accompanied by enough observation wells
to delineate the theoretically ideal elliptical cone. Usually
the anisotropy is manifest simply as erratic distancedrawdown relationships (see the well data of Jones later in
this section). A common puzzler for newcomers to the field
is to find that the drawdown in a remote observation well is
greater than that in a nearby one.

At any given point in an aquifer, anisotropy represents the
variation of hydraulic conductivity with direction, which
differs from heterogeneity, which is the variation from
place to place. Most bedrock aquifers are both anisotropic
and heterogeneous, and without a great deal of well-test
information it can be difficult to distinguish between them.
The two are combined in such a chaotic way in some karst
aquifers that no meaningful distinction can be made at all.
The main concern in this brief summary is the recognition
and evaluation of horizontal anisotropy — how to detect
variations in hydraulic conductivity and their effect on
piezometric data. The concepts are derived from basic
groundwater flow equations and well-test data and are
easily verified with digital models, but detailed information
on the subject is rarely encountered in textbooks.

If sufficient data are available, the cone of depression can
simply be contoured. Figure 1 shows the combined results
of two pump tests in the steeply dipping, highly fractured
Beekmantown Formation (mainly limestone), in a location
that must remain anonymous. The plot was generated by
the kriging routine of SURFER (Golden Software Corp.,
Golden, Colo.) without manipulation. Figure 2 is an idealized view that identifies the appropriate parameters. The
following procedure can be used to determine the mean,
maximum, and minimum Rvalues:
1. Determine the ratio between the maximum and minimum cone diameters (d^/d^), taking an average if the
data are not consistent. In Figure 1, the diameter ratios for
the two widest closed contours are 2.7 for the 10-foot and
3.5 for the five-foot contour.
Elongate cone of depression due to 1.10 anisotropy

drawdown in feet
■vnin ' "Snax

Figure 1: Elongate cone of depression in an anisotropic
carbonate aquifer (Beekmantown Fm., Pennsylvania). PW
=pumping well.

: d

( min' dmaxy

Figure 2: Elongation of cone of depression vs. axes of hydraulic conductivity in an anisotropic aquifer.
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2. Calculate the anisotropy ratio (Kmax/KmiiK
. ) = (dmax/dmm'
. V.
In Figure 1 the conductivity ratio in the vicinity of the well
is between 7.5 and 12 (i.e. the square of the diameter
ratios), with K^ aligned with the local strike of the beds.

by Jones, the vast differences in Tralc represent heterogeneity, and although anisotropy is also present, it is not the
reason for the discrepancies in calculated T.

3. Use the Theis or Jacob method to evaluate the effective
transmissivity (T^). In the example shown in Figure 1, the
mean of several calculations gave T=0.46 cm2/sec with the
Jacob and Theis methods (with misgivings, since the
formation contains numerous solutional voids). These
methods are designed for confined aquifers but can also be
applied to unconfined aquifers if the drawdown is only a
small proportion of the saturated thickness (b), where K^.
= T^/b. The aquifer in Figure 1 is unconfined, and
although the bottom was not reached by the wells, their
depth of penetration below the water table averaged about
40 m, which, if used for b, gives a lower limit of 1.2 x 10-4
cm/sec for Kcaic.. It is best to determine Tcalc, or Kcalc, from
drawdown in a well that is aligned in the K direction,
because its response to pumping will be more rapid and
there is less chance that boundaries will have interfered
with the drawdown. It is surprising how many well tests in
karst give nearly ideal drawdown curves that can be
evaluated by these methods, which are valid only for
Darcian flow. Occasionally the results are difficult to
interpret, as one might expect in a karst aquifer (see, for
example, the Jones data).

Anisotropy can also be recognized, although not necessarily quantified, by anomalous piezometric data under
natural (non-pumping) conditions, since the groundwater
drainage will be more efficient in the Km direction. Maps
of static water levels in carbonate aquifers typically show
isolated points of unusually low head. These may be
associated with anisotropy but are more commonly the
result of encountering solution conduits. An actual field
example from the anonymous Beekmantown aquifer is
shown in Figure 3. The well at A shows an extraordinarily
low head, even though it was not being pumped at the time
of measurement. SURFER produced a plot that makes the
well look like the vortex of a tornado. Such data are often
omitted from final potentiometric maps in the assumption
that they are blunders or meaningless outliers. In this
example there was heavy pumping west ofthe field site, and
this single point appears to represent a communicating
conduit or fracture zone. The conduit is not aligned with
the axes of anisotropy. Although the conduit itself is
certainly anisotropic, from the standpoint of the surrounding aquifer it serves more as a potentiometric
boundary rather than an expression of either anisotropy or
heterogeneity.

rj

x

v

4. In an anisotropic aquifer, K^ is the geometric mean of
the maximum and minimum K: mat is,' (Kcalc, )2=(KmaxKmm'
.).
Smce Kmin. = Kmax (dmm. /dmax')2,' therefore Kcalc. = Kmax (d
./
^ mm
d).
.
max' The same is true for T values. The actual Kmax andKmm
(or Tmax m<* TmJ can be found in the following way: K =
(KJtf^AU, and K^ = (KJ^/^J. In Figure" if
the mean d^/d^ = 3.1, thenK^ = (1.2 x 1(H)(3.1) = 3.7
x 10^ cm/sec, and Kmin = 3.9 x 105 cm/sec.
v

7

v

Interpretation of anisotropy from geologic data
and cave maps

v

Anisotropy can be anticipated, even before well data are
available, from local joint patterns. Rose diagrams of joints
give a clear idea of the directions of maximum and mini-

Papadopulos (1965) presents a method for determining
anisotropy from the drawdown in 3 or more observation
wells (see condensed review in Dawson and Istok, 1991)
without the need to define the sometimes-uncertain
elongation of the cone of depression. K or T values
intermediate between the maximum and minimum can be
calculated from the conductivity ellipsoid (e.g. Freeze and
Cherry, 1979, p. 174), but in bedrock aquifers the results
are suspect.
Oddly enough, the calculated T or K in an anisotropic
aquifer is independent of the direction of the observation
well with respect to the pumping well. One might expect
them to be greater in the K^ direction. Yet in a
homogeneous anisotropic aquifer the slopes of log time vs
drawdown are identical, regardless of direction. At any
given distance from the pumping well, the drawdown in the
K^ direction will simply be delayed. In the example given

Figure 3: Anomalous point (A) in static potentiometric
data in the Beekmantown Fm., Pennsylvania, interpreted
as a conduit or fissure zone connecting with area of pumping to the west. This has no direct bearing on anisotropy.
Contour interval = 2 feet. Data points shown as dots.
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mum K, and to some extent the degree of anisotropy.
Measurement ofjoints in quarries, outcrops, and roadcuts
is encouraged (see papers by Sasowsky and Jancin in this
volume). Lineaments on aerial photos are also feasible
sources of information, although the results can be
ambiguous, subjective, and difficult to quantify.
Cave maps provide a ready source of information on
anisotropy. Nearly every known cave of substantial size has
been mapped, and their patterns alone can provide a clear
indication of anisotropy and preferred groundwater flow
directions. A rose diagram of the passage segments from
survey shots can quantify the anisotropy to some extent.
Some examples are given below:
Beekmantown caves, Pennsylvania
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were plotted on rose diagrams (Figure 4), and the cumulative length of the longest trend was divided by that of the
longest trend normal to it. In Goods Cave, the major trends
occur within individual 10-degree sectors, but in Emigs
Cave the major trends span 20 degrees each, and so the
values of the two adjacent sectors were summed for the
following calculations. The length ratios (major vs. minor
axes) were 2.7 for Emigs and 4.6 for Goods. If these ratios
are treated in the same manner as the dmax/dmin. ofaconeof
depression in an anisotropic aquifer, squaring them gives
values of 7.3 and 21, which can, with only a few
reservations, be considered indicators of local anisotropy.
The results are compatible with the well data in Figure 1, in
which the anisotropy is between 7.5 and 12. Goods Cave
lies along the crest of an anticline, where stresses are highly
directional, and its high ratio is atypical (compare with
Figure 5a).

The asymmetrical drawdown from the pump test in Figure
1 shows that the local Beekmantown Formation has a Blue Spring Cave, Indiana
prominent K trend along joints parallel to the strike of
the steeply dipping beds. Caves in the region are small, Most of Blue Spring Cave, Indiana, is located in massive,
complex, and fragmentary, with highly varied patterns. prominently jointed Salem Limestone of Mississippian age.
They nevertheless show the dominant fracture trends and The dominant regional joint patterns are very clear in the
rose diagram of the trends ofpassage segments (Figure 5a).
suggest the direction and amount of anisotropy.
The pattern of the rose diagram is virtually identical to that
No local caves are known, but there are two caves in nearby of joints measured in surface exposures. High-yield wells in
counties in the same formation where it has similar amounts the area show an alignment along the direction of the
of deformation. They also show a distinctly dominant largest peak in the rose diagram (Palmer, 1969). The
strike-oriented alignment (Figure 4). Along with their rose probability of drilling a new high-yield well in proximity to
diagrams, simplified outlines of the two caves are shown, a known high-yield well is increased about 3-4 times if the
reduced from maps by Bernard Smeltzer (Stone, 1953; new well is situated in the direction of the dominant joint
Reich, 1974). Caves witha clear rectilinear joint pattern direction shown on the rose diagram. Well yields in this
are best for this purpose. Those with only a few passage formation cluster at either high or low values, with few at
intermediate values. This clustering has no direct bearing
segments are not appropriate candidates.
on whether the aquifer is anisotropic, but it is a charThe cumulative lengths of passage segments for each cave acteristic that usually accompanies that condition in

Figure 4: Rose diagrams of passage trends in caves in the
Beekmantown Formation, Pennsylvania: (a) Emigs Cave, (b)
Goods Cave (both from survey
data by B. Smeltzer). The dominant strike-oriented joint patterns are clearly portrayed and
provide a rough indicator of
anisotropy ratios (see text for
details). The outlines ofthe caves
alone are sufficent to portray the
preferred directions of groundwater movement.

a

circle radius = 50 m

10m
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bedrock aquifers.
Where two major joint sets intersect, as indicated by the
conduit trends in Figures 4 and 5a, the dominant peak is the
Kmax direction and the secondary•* peak
is considered the Knun.
*
direction. Flow in other directions is thus considered to
encounter intermediate K values that are a composite ofthe
Kmax and Kmfa, because the water is expected to follow
irregular paths that zig-zag between the two major joint
sets.
Blue Spring Cave, Tennessee
Where bedding-plane partings dominate, well tests show
little if any anisotropy. Blue Spring Cave, Tennessee, is
located in prominently bedded Monteagle Limestone of
Mississippian age. The lack ofprominent jointing is shown
by the scatter in the rose diagram of passage segments
(Figure 5b). Passages are sinuous and have generally been
guided by bedding-plane partings. The broad, low peak in
the NE-SW direction is caused by alignment of many
passages sub-parallel to the strike. The cave patterns
suggest no anisotropy, nor do the pump tests elsewhere in
this formation.
Effects of anisotropy on laminar flow patterns
Groundwater flow lines are traditionally drawn normal to
equipotential lines, i.e. in the direction of steepest hydraulic
gradient. If the anisotropy axes are not orthogonal to the
equipotentials, the flow is deflected away from the paths of
steepest gradient in the direction of Kmax. If anisotropy is
ignored, estimated routes of contaminant movement can be
highly inaccurate, even within the laminar-flow parts of
bedrock aquifers.
The traditional method for adjusting flow directions to
account for anisotropy is to reduce the scale of the
equipotential map in the K^ direction by the square root of
the Kmax/Kmin ratio, then draw the flow lines perpendicular
to the equipotential lines and finally stretch the map back
out to its original scale. This method, though long known,
had not been embraced with enthusiasm because of the
labor involved. But computer-aided design software turns
the exercise into a game. Some digital groundwater models
are able to produce similar results, but without the personal
insight that free-hand drawing gives.
Figure 5: Plan views of passages, and rose diagrams of
cave-passage survey shots, in the two longest caves in InFor example, Figure 6a shows an equipotential diagram for diana and Tennessee, which happen to share the same name:
an aquifer
in which Kmax/Kmin. =10. Shrinkingo the Kmax (a) Blue Spring Cave, Indiana, located mainly in promi*
dimension by a factor of 3.16 (square root of 10) gives the nently fractured Salem Limestone; total surveyed length
strangely attenuated version of Figure 6b. Flow lines are 33 km. (from Palmer, 1969); (b) Blue Spring Cave, Tendrawn orthogonal to the equipotential lines at this distorted nessee, in prominently bedded Monteagle and upper St.
aspect ratio, and then the map is expanded back to its Louis Limestones; total surveyed length 52 km. (from suroriginal scale, giving the flow pattern shown in Figure 4c. vey data supplied by W. Walter and M. Yocum).
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The result can help to clarify flow patterns and contaminant
movement within the laminar-flow parts of bedrock aquifers. Although it has no direct bearing on flow in existing
conduits, this flow-path adjustment may relate to certain
aspects of conduit origin.
Significance of recognizing anisotropy
Knowledge of anisotropic conditions is most significant to
estimations of contaminant paths and well-head protection
areas. Refer to the paper by Spangler (later in this section)
for examples of the difficulty of estimating time-of-travel
zones in carbonate aquifers. Transmissivity or conductivity
data from pump tests are generally limited to the simple
Tcalc, orKcalc, values described earlier,' which,' in anisotropic
aquifers, have been shown to represent only the geometric
means of Tmax or Kmax . Although
the maximum and
°
minimum values are rarely determined from pump tests,
they can easily be at least an order of magnitude greater or
less than the calculated values. Since estimates of groundwater velocity depend linearly on the K values in the
direction of flow, this oversight can cause large errors in
estimating travel times and contaminant transport.
r

As shown in Figure 6, failing to recognize anisotropy can
cause substantial errors in prediction of contaminant paths,
even in the laminar-flow portions of karst aquifers. Often
there is insufficient pump-test information to reveal anisotropy, let alone quantify it. Thus it must be anticipated, and
one of the most direct ways of doing so is to make use of
structural field data and cave maps.
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MODERN DYE-TRACING DATA AS FUNDAMENTAL INPUT
FOR KARST MODELING
Thomas Aley
Ozark Underground Laboratory, 1572 Aley Lane
Protem, MO 65733
Abstract
Modern dye-tracing approaches provide fundamental data 3) Sampling uses both activated carbon samplers and water
for karst modeling. Groundwater tracing studies which samples. Some of the water samples may be collected with
yield such data typically have the following characteristics: programmable automatic samplers.
1) There are numerous sampling stations which often
include both natural groundwater discharge points (such as
springs) and monitoring and/or pumping wells. Dyes are
recovered from multiple sampling stations.

4) Dye analysis is quantitative and utilizes instruments such
as spectrofluorophotometers operated under synchronous
scan protocols. With careful study designs, with the aid of
such instruments, multiple dyes can be used concurrently
and their concentrations credibly calculated.

2) Dye sampling occurs at regular intervals for periods of
up to several months, and sampling stations are not 5) Dye introduction points are chosen to characterize the
dropped after one or two positive dye recoveries.
aquifer and its interactions with the epikarstic zone.
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ON THE IMPORTANCE OF STOCK DYE CONCENTRATIONS FOR ACCURATE
PREPARATION OF CALIBRATION STANDARDS
Malcolm S. Field
National Center for Environmental Assessment
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C. 20460

Fluorescent dyes are commonly used in tracing surfaceand groundwater flow, especially in karstic terranes.
However, no effort has been made in the past to ascertain
the actual pure dye content of the stock solution. In
general, stock dye solutions are incorrectly assumed to be
20% or 100% strength, depending on dye type. As a result,
fluorometric instrument calibration is incorrect. In particular, calibration standards are prepared that have been
excessively diluted beyond that which is noted and
recorded (Figure 1). The high dilutions used as standards
cause fluorometric instruments to be incorrectly calibrated
with a bias towards weaker concentrations.
By calibrating with standards that are more diluted than
intended, all subsequent water samples tend to be measured
at inferred concentrations that are weaker than the actual
concentration. Fluorometric water-sample analyses based
upon a calibration curve that is weaker than recorded
concentrations translates into a reduced tracer-breakthrough curve and serious-mass balance errors.
In addition, incorrect specific-gravity estimates applied to
liquid dyes can further exacerbate incorrect fluorometric

instrument calibration. Incorrectly high specific gravities
raise stock concentration estimates, while incorrectly low
specific gravities lower stock concentration estimates.
Reliable fluorometric instrument calibration can be
achieved by preparing dye standards using dry powders
that account for the manufacturer's standards and
individual batch percentages. Preparation of dye standards
using liquid dyes can be reliably achieved by noting the
percent pure dye content, batch percent, and specific
gravity of the dye. For example, the actual stock
concentration of a dry powder sample of Acid Yellow 73
with an 82% manufacturer's standard and a batch percent
equal to 99.5% can be reasonably estimated by
C = 82.0 x 0.995
S

0)
= 81.6%
and the actual stock concentration of a liquid sample of
Acid Yellow 73 with a 30.0% pure dye content, a batch
percent of 98.7%, and a specific gravity of 1.19 g/cm3 can
be reliably estimated by
C =30.0x0.987x1.19
S

(2)
= 35.2%
where the units for specific gravity are accounted for
elsewhere in the dilution process.
When obtaining fluorescent dyes for tracing studies, a
certificate of analysis should be obtained that details the
manufacturer's standard for dry powders, or percent pure
dye content for liquid dyes, and the batch percent. This
information is not always readily available, but can and
should be demanded prior to purchase.

Concentration (pg L~4)

Figure 1: Simulated calibration curves for a dry powder
sample of Acid Yellow 73.

Disclaimer: The views expressed in this paper are solely
those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views
or policies of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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DELINEATION OF SOURCE-PROTECTION ZONES FOR CARBONATE SPRINGS IN
THE BEAR RIVER RANGE, NORTHEASTERN UTAH
Lawrence E. Spangler
U. S. Geological Survey, Salt Lake City, UT 84104
Dye tracing to determine recharge areas and residence
times for water from carbonate springs in the Bear River
Range in northeastern Utah indicates that pathways of
increased groundwater velocity need to be considered
when source-protection zones (zones of contribution) are
delineated. Drinking-water source-protection zones for
springs in fractured-rock terrains are commonly delineated
using hydrogeologic mapping and time of travel (TOT)
based on Darcy flow equations. Aquifers in these terrains,
however, are often assumed to behave as uniform, porous
media at the scale of the study area.
Dewitt spring, near Logan, Utah, discharges from
Paleozoic carbonate rocks into the Logan River, which is
the base level for groundwater that discharges from this
alpine region (Figure 1). Discharge from the spring ranges
from a low flow of about 10 cubic feet per second (cfs)
during the winter to a peak flow of as much as 3 5 cfs in late
spring during snowmelt. The aquifer supplying water to
this spring can be characterized as a mixed diffuse-conduit
flow system.
On the basis of other studies, 250-day, 3-year, and 15-year
TOT zones for Dewitt Spring were delineated using an
average linear velocity of 9.3 feet per day (ft/day), these
travel times correspond to distances of about 2300,10,200,
and 51,000 feet from the spring, respectively. Dye tracing
within these zones of contribution indicates considerably
faster travel times than those that were calculated.
Maximum ground-water travel times of less than 31 days

were determined for reaches of losing stream 4.3,5.6, and
7.2 miles upgradient from Dewitt spring, within the 15-year
TOT zone, and indicate that average groundwater
velocities exceed 1000 ft/day (Table 1). These results show
that TOT may be substantially overestimated when
delineations in these hydrogeologic settings are based on
porous-media assumptions.
Dye tracing also can be used to help determine recharge
areas and residence times of groundwater in carbonate
terranes that behave primarily as porous-media aquifers.
Maple spring supplies water for fishery and irrigation
purposes and generally discharges between 5 and 10 cfs
from Paleozoic carbonate rocks. The flow system
supplying water to this spring is predominantly diffuse
(Figure 2). On the basis of tritium age dating, the mean
residence time of ground water discharging from Maple
Spring was determined to be between 4 and 12 years. Dye
tracing to the spring from point sources 2.65 miles
upgradient and outside of the delineated recharge area,
however, indicates a flow path with a travel time of about
5 days, or an average gound-water velocity of about 2700
ft/day. These results indicate that in part of the
groundwater basin a high-velocity component of flow is
superimposed upon the base flow of the spring during
snowmelt.
These two examples illustrate the use of dye tracing as an
effective method of determining zones of contribution and,
most importantly, that pathways of increased ground-

SUMMARY OF DYE TRACES
Dye-mput Sit*

Elevation
(feet)

Devils Gate Valley

DyeRecovery
Sites

Linear
Distance
(feet)

Average
Velocity
(feet/
day)

Activated
charcoal

6.04

14,050

2,325

7.0

1930

Automatic
sampler

5.17

14,100

2,725

7.0

0945

Activated
charcoal

13.91

14,150

1,015

8.8

1745

Activated
charcoal

24.03

29,550

1,230

25

1415

Activated
charcoal

30.84

22.700

735

23

Activated
charcoal

21.99

38.200

1,735

28

Type of Dye

6.400

6/28/91

1430

Fluorescein

2.2 lbs
0-Okg)

Maple Spring
upper and
lower (pond)

5,210

7/4/91

1530

Devils Gate Valley

6.400

7/10/93

1530

Rhodamine
WT

0.26 gal
(I liter)

Maple Spring
upper and
lower (pond)

5,210

7/15/93

Devils Gate Valley

6,400

5/7/94

1200

Fluorescein

3.2 lbs
(14 kg)

Maple Spring
upperand
lower (pond)

5.210

»21/94

South Fork of
Cottonwood Canyon

7.160

9/15/95

17O0

Fluorescein

2.4 lbs
(11 kg)

Dewitt Spring
channel

5,040

10/9/95

Upper Wood Camp
Hollow

7.120

9/13/96

1800

Fluorescein

2.0 lbs
(0.91 kg)

Dewitt Spring
channel

5,040

10/14/96

Upper Cottonwood
Canyon

7,920

7/5798

1800

Fluorescein

4.4 lbs
(2.0 kg)

Dewitt Spring
overflow

5,040

7/27/98

1740

Quantity

Elevation
(feet)

Average
Spring
Discharge
(cubic
feet/tec)

Maximum
Travel
Time
(days)

Date-Time of
Dye Injection

Date-Time of
Dye Recovery

Detector

Maple Spring

Dewitt Spring

Table 1: Summary of dye-tracing results to Maple Spring and Dewitt Spring, Bear River Range, Utah.
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Figure 1: Time-of-travel estimates to Dewitt Spring, assuming porous-media flow, compared to dye-tracing results.
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water velocity to Springs in fractured-rock terrains that do
not behave as porous-media aquifers. Because dissolution
along fractures in carbonate terrains results in increased
ground-water velocity, conceptual models of groundwater movement based on porous-media flow may not be
^rm

-~

applicable when source-protection zones are delineated,
Recognition of these pathways also is crucial to predicting
the transport and fate of contaminants to public-water
supplies developed in these settings,
:

Jifö-S^;

1 MILE

Explanation
0
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"

^~*—
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"»v
—

""
*%

1 KILOMETER

Delineated recharge area of Maple Sprtrtg based on Hydrogeologie mapping and
j>recif>itatJofKBseharge relate» (Rice, 1987)
Generalized direction of ground-water flow from dye-injection sites to Maple Spring
Locations of point-source recharge to carbonate aquifer

Figure 2: Time-of-travel estimates to Maple Spring, assuming porous-media flow, compared to dye-tracing results.
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GEOCHEMICAL AND ISOTOPIC EVIDENCE FOR MULTIPLE RESIDENCE TIMES
IN THE SAME AQUIFER
E. Calvin Alexander, Jr., Scott C. Alexander, Sheila R. Grow', Betty J. Wheeler1, Roy A. Jameson,
Lifeng Guo2, and Daniel H. Doctor
Department of Geology and Geophysics, University ofMinnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 55455.
' Minnesota Department ofHealth, 121 E. 7th Place, P.O. Box 64975, St. Paul, MN 55164.
2
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 520 Lafayette Rd. St. Paul, MN 55155

Abstract
Modern agriculture significantly changes the bulk ionic
chemistry of waters recharging through cultivated areas.
In southeastern Minnesota's shallow carbonate aquifers
current recharge waters contain up to 6 meq/kg of a Ca+
Mg/Cl+N03 component in addition to the natural background of 4 to 6 meq/kg of Ca+Mg/HC03. This anthropogenic component results from application of nutrients
to the fields. The nutrients are modified by complex
bio-mediated reactions, primarily in the root zone, to produce the observed recharge compositions. In domestic and
municipal water wells the absence of detectable tritium
correlates remarkably well with the absence of any anthropogenic components. The atmospheric testing of thermonuclear weapons in the 1950s and 1960s, which produced
the tritium signal, coincidentally occurred at the same time
that modern intensive agriculture was developed. The anthropogenic component, therefore, can be a chronological
marker of groundwater residence times. This component
can be detected with conductivity probes and characterized with cation/anion analyses — both of which are much
more economical than traditional isotopic residence-time
chronological measures; and conductivity measurements
are readily adapted to continuous monitoring with data loggers.
Numerous workers all over the world have documented
the large and complex chemical changes displayed by many
springs that drain carbonate aquifers — and the absence of
such changes in other such springs. The presence or absence of such changes in individual springs forms the basis
of Shuster and White's (1971) classic classification of carbonate aquifers. Shuster and White (1971) emphasized
annual cycles of seasonal changes as revealed by biweekly
sampling. They and many other workers have documented
the complex chemical hydrographs produced by recharge
events in many carbonate springs at the time scale of minutes to days. Several workers have used tracing techniques
to document that the flow paths feeding adjacent ceiling
drips in caves can have radically different residence times.

At the karst basin scale, a three-year study of the water
quality in two karst springs in Fillmore County, Minnesota, documented both minutes-to-days scale, rechargeevent-driven changes, and longer time-scale changes in the
nitrate and atrazine levels in these springs. The longer timescale changes occur on the months-to-years scale but are
not seasonal. The longer-term changes correlate with periods of above- and below-average precipitation. The nitrate
and atrazine levels in the springs decrease during dry periods (nitrate by factors of two or more and atrazine by much
larger factors) and rebound during wet periods. Although
several hydrogeochemical models might explain these data,
the simplest explanation postulates variable-residence-time
reservoirs in the same aquifer. The spring flows during wet
periods are dominated by short-residence-time discharge,
but the lower levels of anthropogenic components in the
spring water during dry periods indicates that the residence
times of the dry-period flows predate the rise of modern
high-input agriculture. The time response of these carbonate aquifers is highly non-linear. A few months into a dry
period the base flow in the springs contains major flow
components that are several decades old.
In a local-scale study, two speleothem drips in Mystery
Cave, Fillmore Co., Minnesota, have been monitored for
several years. Continuous records of the drip rates, conductivity and temperature are complemented by periodic
chemical and isotopic analyses of the drip waters. The two
drips are about 50 m apart and about 20 m below the surface. While the flow in both drips responds rapidly to surface recharge events, the chemistries of those responses
are different. Both drips display very little temperature variation. The more rapid drip's chemical hydrograph resembles
that of a mixed surface spring. The slower drip's chemical
hydrograph is marked by conductivity peaks associated with
recharge events followed by conductivity decreases as the
drip rate returns to base flow on the weeks-to-months time
scale. The conductivity peaks are due to the addition of an
anthropogenic Ca+Mg/Cl component to the base flow's
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Ca+Mg/HC03 composition. The challenge at this drip is
not to explain the high-flow component because the cave
is under and adjacent to agricultural fields. The challenge
is to understand the composition of the base-flow component. A key question is: where and when did the water infiltrate that is in the drips during base flow? Again, the
simplest among several possible models postulates that the
base flow is older than modern high-intensity agriculture.
This model has the advantage of being testable with tri-
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tium analyses of selected samples. Such measurements are
in progress but results are not available at this time.
This research has been supported by a series of grants from
the Legislative Commission on Minnesota Resources. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources staff have supported this research in many ways. We are especially grateful
to Forestville State Park Manager Mark White and Mystery Cave Specialist Warren Netherton.
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MASS BALANCE AS A TOOL FOR THE MODELING OF MIXING ZONES
AT KARST SPRINGS, USING MANITOU SPRINGS
AND CAVE OF THE WINDS, COLORADO, AS AN EXAMPLE
Fred Luiszer
Department of Geological Sciences, University of Colorado
Boulder. CO 80309-0399
Abstract
In this day and age of the super-computers and complex 3D
modeling software, we sometimes forget about simple
mathematical models that can be used to solve complex
problems. The deciphering of the mixing zone at Manitou
Springs is a good example. A mass-balance equation was
constructed with the cation and anion input and output of
the springs. All of the outputs and one of the inputs of the
spring system were well constrained. The underground
inputs, however, were not well known. Setting up massbalance equations on a computer spreadsheet facilitated
the modeling of the composition of the underground
inputs. By trail and error it was quickly determined that
there were three underground sources and that these

sources probably had compositions similar to three known
springs. The variable anion and cation ratios of the springs
enabled the construction of three unique equations with
three variables. A computer spreadsheet was used to solve
for the flow rates of the three underground sources. When
these figures were put into the original mass-balance
equation it indicated that mixing corrosion in the mixing
zone below Manitou Springs has the ability to dissolve -70
tons of limestone every year. The mass balance also
indicated that dissolved manganese and iron are lost in the
mixing zone. The nearby Cave of the Winds, with its
manganese and iron oxide deposits, is strong evidence that
this mixing-zone model is robust.

GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE SPRINGS OF MISSOURI
Carol M. Wicks
Department of Geological Sciences, University ofMissouri
Columbia, MO 65211
Abstract
The big springs of Missouri drain the Salem Plateau. The
groundwater basins range from several hundreds to a
thousand square miles. The discharge from the springs can
be up to several hundred cfs. Whereas a good understanding of the areal extent of the basins is available, an
understanding of the depth to which groundwater flows is
not. The Salem Plateau is a thick sequence of Cambrian and
Ordovician carbonates (Roubidoux, Gasconade, Eminence, and Potosi Formations). These units are underlain
by the Davis-Derby-Doerun Formation, a regional confining unit, and the Lamotte Sandstone. The entire
sedimentary package is up to 2000 feet thick.
The purpose of this study was to use the molar ratio of S04
/Cl and saturation indices (SI) to elucidate the depth to
which groundwater circulates through the Salem Plateau.
The molar ratio of well water collected from known stratigraphic horizons was calculated and showed that the molar

ratio in water from the one stratigraphic horizon was
distinct from that from other. The molar ratio of spring
water was determined and compared to that of the
fingerprinted horizons. The saturation indices of the water
with respect to the carbonate and sulfate minerals was used
because the Potosi Formation hosts a barite deposit
through a portion of the area. Groundwater that flows
through the Potosi Formation might be equilibrated with
respect to barite.
In addition, well yields for the stratigraphic horizons were
compiled from a variety of sources. The well yield of the
Potosi Formation is at least an order of magnitude greater
than that of other formations in the sequence. It is believed
that the groundwater that discharges at the karst springs in
the Salem Plateau has flowed through the Potosi
Formation.
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TEMPERATURE AS A NATURAL TRACER OF SHORT RESIDENCE TIMES FOR
GROUNDWATER IN KARST AQUIFERS
Jonathan B. Martin and Randolph W. Dean
Department of Geology, University ofFlorida, P.O. Box 112120
Gainesville, FL 32611-2120

Abstract
Chemistry of karst waters is controlled by reactions with
aquifer rocks, the extent of mixing between water sources,
and variations in the composition of recharged water. The
extent of reactions and mixing may be determined uniquely
if compositions ofboth recharged and discharged water are
known, such as where sinking streams are linked to
resurgent springs, and if residence time in the subsurface
can be measured. Such a linked system occurs along the
Santa Fe River in north-central Florida, where the river
flows underground for approximately 5.2 km as it crosses
from confined to unconfmed portions of the Floridan
Aquifer. Temporal variations in temperature can be
correlated between the river sink, the river rise, and
Sweetwater Lake, a karst window approximately midway
between the sink and rise. Delays in the arrival time of
temperature maxima and minima from the sink to
Sweetwater Lake and from Sweetwater Lake to the Rise
reflect the residence time of the river water in the
subsurface. Residence time correlates with the river stage
and ranges from approximately 12 hours to more than four
days at high and low stage, respectively between the river
sink and Sweetwater Lake, and from about six hours to
nearly two days at high and low stage, respectively,
between Sweetwater Lake and the river rise. These short
residence times reflect minimum flow rates of between 1.3
and 9 km/day, indicating conduit flow. Knowing the
residence time at any stage allows sampling of water as it
enters the aquifer, and then again as it discharges. Changes
in the chemistry ofwater as it passes through the subsurface
should reflect chemical reactions, mixing, or both.

from animal waste and fertilizer (Andrews, 1994; Iqbal and
Krothe, 1995; Boyer and Pasquarell, 1996; Katz et al.,
1997) are carried rapidly into the groundwater. Karst
aquifers are characterized by pore sizes that range from
cavernous to small fractures to micropores, and permeability of the aquifers can be equally heterogeneous.
Consequently, flow in karst aquifers is unpredictable and
difficult to model with standard numerical flow models,
making it difficult to trace sources of pollutants. Furthermore, groundwater divides may not coincide with surfacewater divides, and thus surface hydrology does not provide
constraints on the subsurface hydrogeology (Bonacci and
Zivaljevic, 1993; Greene, 1997; Katz et al., 1997).
One common technique to characterize subsurface flow is
through observations of water discharging from springs.
Observations include variations in the volume of spring
discharge and the chemical and isotopic composition ofthe
discharged water. Physically, variations in discharge have
been used to identify sources of water within the aquifer,
e.g. from conduits, micropores, fractures, or the epikarst
layer (Felton and Curry, 1994; Padilla et al., 1994).
Chemically, the saturation of carbonate minerals has long
been used to estimate the residence time of water in the
subsurface and whether flow is predominately diffuse or
through conduits (Pitty, 1968; Ternan, 1972; Shuster and
White, 1971,1972; Hess and White, 1988). More recently,
temporal variations in the chemical composition of spring
discharge, along with its quantity, has been shown to reflect
the origin of discharge water, particularly whether water is
stored in the saturated or unsaturated zones, and how much
is mixed with recently recharged water following storms
(Dreiss, 1989; Lakey and Krothe, 1996).

Introduction
Karst covers a substantial portion of the earth's continental
surface and provides an important source of potable water.
Regions with karst typically are characterized by direct
links between groundwater and surface water through
sinkholes, swallets, and highly permeable rocks. These
links make karst groundwater particularly vulnerable to
contamination (Field, 1988; White et al., 1995), and in
some karst regions, complex and extensive mixing between
groundwater and surface water blurs the distinction
between the two (e.g. Kincaid, 1997). Thus contaminants
such as pesticides (Pasquarell and Boyer, 1997), and nitrate

Most observational studies of spring discharge rely on
temporal deviations from baseline values of either the
volume of water being discharged from springs or its
chemical composition. Such deviations are used, rather
than comparing values for recharged and discharged water,
because the volume and composition commonly are
unknown for the water entering the aquifer. Where
perennial sinking streams are linked to resurgent springs,
however, variations in the natural chemical composition of
both the recharge and discharge water can be measured.
Comparison of these values could provide information on
the extent and type of chemical reactions in the subsurface,
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as well as the amount of mixing of surface and groundwater if the composition of groundwater is known. A few
studies have previously attempted this technique. For
example, Thrailkill et al. (1991) injected dyes into several
swallets and determined that a significant amount of flow
bypasses the spring on the basis of the dye returns and
discharge measurements at springs. Greene (1997) linked
several sinking streams to discharge points at springs using
stable-isotopic composition of the water. Vender (1990)
showed that for all measured components except silica, the
composition of water of the La Planche Creek in southern
France matches that of discharge of a nearby spring,
indicating little mixing or reactions in the subsurface.
Composition was measured approximately every two
weeks, however, which is significantly longer than the time
for water to flow the 3300 m from the sink to the spring. In
addition, samples were collected simultaneously from the
sink and the spring, and thus any differences in chemistry
between the two sampling sites could reflect a temporal
variation in the composition of water in La Planche Creek.
In order to identify variations in chemical composition
caused by mixing or reaction in the subsurface, samples
must be collected as the water in a stream sinks, and then
again when the same batch of water returns to the surface.
If no mixing or reactions occur in the subsurface, these
linked samples should have identical compositions. The
ability to collect such linked samples, however, requires
detailed information on the residence time of water in the
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subsurface (i.e., the time it takes for water to flow from it
entry point into the aquifer to its discharge point). As
demonstrated in this paper, the residence time between a
river sink, river rise and intermediate karst windows can be
measured by correlation of variations of the water
temperature at each sampling location. Temperature
provides a good tracer because it can be measured
automatically and continuously (e.g. Shuster and White,
1971,1972), providing detailed and frequent information
about the residence time of water in the subsurface. We use
this information to address additional questions of how
residence time varies with river stage, and to speculate on
the relationship between residence time, stage, and the
nature of the subsurface conduits.
Regional geology and hydrology
The geology of north-central Florida can broadly be
divided into the pre-Miocene carbonate rocks that
comprise the Floridan aquifer, and Miocene and younger
mixed siliciclastic and carbonate rocks that act as the
confining unit for the Floridan aquifer (Scott, 1988,1992;
Groszos et al., 1992). Miocene and younger rocks
(primarily of the Hawthorn Group) have been removed by
erosion from the western portion of northern peninsular
Florida. The erosional edge of the Miocene rocks is the
boundary between the confined and unconfined Floridan
aquifer, which extends through the study area (Figure 1).
The boundary is referred to as the Cody Scarp and

0

1
Kilometers

2

Figure 1: (A) Regional location map showing the location of the Cody Scarp, the Santa Fe sink and rise, and the major
streams in the region. The Cody Scarp represents the western limit of the Hawthorn Group and the boundary between
the confined and unconfined Floridan Aquifer. (B) Details of the Santa Fe sink/rise area showing locations of the river
sink, Sweetwater Lake, and river rise. The gauging station upstream from the river sink is where the stage data presented
in Figure 3 is collected.
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represents one of the steepest land surface slopes in
Florida, approximately 25 m vertical relief over approximately 10 km lateral distance (Puri and Vernon, 1964). In
the confined area to the northeast of the scarp, surface
water is common, but it is mostly missing in the unconfined
area to the southwest. Most streams that cross the Cody
Scarp either become losing streams, sink underground and
then re-emerge, or completely sink underground with no
clear point of emergence (Hunn and Slack, 1983).
Groundwater in Florida resides in three separate aquifers:
The Surficial, Intermediate, and Floridan aquifers (Scott,
1992). The Surficial aquifer is a water-table aquifer comprised of Pleistocene and Holocene unconsolidated sands.
The Intermediate aquifer consists of disconnected
carbonate units within the Hawthorn Group. The Floridan
aquifer is composed of Oligocene and Eocene carbonate
rocks and extends from South Carolina across the entire
Florida Platform (Ryder, 1985; Tibbals, 1990). The Floridan aquifer is the primary water supply for northern Florida, and thus mixing between groundwater and surface
water along the Cody Scarp is critical to the quality and
quantity of the regional water supply. In addition, surface
water is undersaturated with respect to carbonate minerals
and drives extensive dissolution when it sinks along the
Cody Scarp (Upchurch and Lawrence, 1984).
One of the major streams in the region is the Santa Fe River,
which discharges an average of 10.3 m3/sec as it flows
across the Cody Scarp. Along this stretch the river flows
into a sinkhole at the sink and temporarily re-emerges at the
rise approximately 5.2 km from the sink (Figure IB).
Although tracer studies have been conducted, no direct link
between the sink and rise has been made; instead the Sink
was linked to the rise in two steps, first between the sink
and Sweetwater Lake, an intermediate karst window, and
then subsequently between the Sweet-water Lake and the
rise (Hisert, 1994). Nonetheless, Hisert (1994) showed
rapid flow on the order of 1-3 km/day, indicating that
subsurface flow is through conduits. Hisert (1994) also
concluded that the river rise is the primary resurgence of
the underground flow of the Santa Fe River.
Temperature as a tracer
Dye tracing is a useful tool for linking sources of water with
their discharge points (e.g. Hisert, 1994; Thrailkill et al.,
1991), but the complex logistics involved with these types
of studies limits the frequency with which they can be
conducted. In karst regions, the elevation of the free water
surface in conduits can change rapidly following storms
because of rapid influx of recharge water. As elevations of
the water surfaces change, water may use different
conduits as flow paths, or conduits may become completely
filled. Consequently, dye trace studies would have to be
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conducted frequently and at various stages ofwater level in
order to accurately determine the residence time ofwater in
the subsurface, as well as the relationship of residence time
to river stage or water-table elevation. Therefore it is critical to find a technique that measures the residence time of
water in the subsurface at high frequency.
The approach we take here is to measure residence time by
correlating variations in the water temperature at the river
sink, Sweetwater Lake, and the river rise. Temperature is
measured automatically using waterproof commercial
temperature loggers manufactured by Onset Computer
Corporation. The loggers have temperature and time accuracies of 0.1° C and 0.01% respectively. The temperature
loggers are encased in 3-inch-diameter PVC pipe, open at
both ends. The loggers and PVC pipe are attached to floats
and anchored to the bottom of the river in such a way that
the loggers float approximately 1.5 m off the bottom.
Between January and July 1998, the temperature loggers
measured temperature every 90 seconds, and we downloaded the data every two weeks. Between July and November 1998, the loggers measured the temperature every
3 minutes, and we downloaded the data once a month. The
resulting temperature records from January 13, 1998,
through November 2, 1998, are shown in Figure 2. River
stage is measured daily at a gauging station located
approximately 1 km upstream from the river sink by personnel at O'Leno State Park (Figure IB).
An abnormal amount of rain fell in the region during the
winter months of 1998, and as a result the Santa Fe River
experienced a 100-year flood during February (Figure 3).
When river stage reaches >14.3 m above mean sea level,
such as during the February flood, a portion of the river
flows overland as well as enters the sink. Below this stage,
all water in the river enters the sink. Regardless of stage, the
temperature records at the sink, Sweetwater Lake and the
rise show numerous distinct maxima and minima of several
days' duration that occur most commonly when the river
stage is high. As the air temperature warmed and the river
stage dropped in late spring and early summer, the longerperiodicity variations in temperature were replaced with a
gradual warming trend overprinted by diurnal fluctuations
in temperature at the river sink (Figure 2). These diurnal
fluctuations are less pronounced, but are still present at
Sweetwater Lake, and are reduced further, but occasionally recognizable, at the river rise. Most of the longer
maxima and minima can be correlated between the three
sampling locations. The diurnal fluctuations can also be
correlated in certain portions of the records, particularly
where there are longer variations such as at the end of July
and beginning ofAugust, and in the middle of October. The
systematic lack of diurnal temperature fluctuations during
high river stage suggests that the river water equilibrates
with air temperature only during slow flow.
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Figure 2: Records showing the temperature of water at
the Santa Fe River sink, Sweetwater Lake, and river rise
between January 13, 1998 and November 2, 1998. Gaps
in the data are when temperature loggers failed or were
lost. Correlations between the records were made from
significantly larger-scale figures, which are not shown here
in order to save space.

Correlations of maxima and minima in temperature shown
on Figure 2 reflect a systematic time lag in maxima and
minima of temperature measured at the river sink and
Sweetwater Lake and at Sweetwater Lake and the river
rise. These time lags may reflect the residence time of the
water in the subsurface. Several processes may change the
temperature of the water during passage through the
subsurface, however, such as heat exchange with the
aquifer rocks, diffusion of heat into or out of the groundwater, heating and cooling as the water passes through the
karst windows in its passage from the sink to the rise, and
physical mixing ofwater in the pore spaces with river water
as it flows through the subsurface conduits (Figure IB).
Mixing is likely to control the temperature during low-flow
conditions in the summer. As shown in Figure 2, the
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temperature maxima that occur in July through August
decrease in value from the sink to Sweetwater to the rise,
where the temperature approaches the average value of
approximately 22° C for groundwater in the region. These
decreases in temperature imply that there has been some
mixing, but the temperature does not change between the
sampling locations during flooding in February or October,
which suggests that there is less mixing during floods.
There is also little observable change in the temperature
between the sink, Sweetwater Lake, and the rise during
low-flow conditions at the end of the record in October,
because the surface and groundwater temperatures are
nearly identical.
There is a good correlation between the stage of the river
and the residence time in the subsurface, with significantly
faster flow occurring during higher river stage, but the
change in residence time with stage does not vary smoothly
(Figure 4). At river stage <11, residence time decreases
rapidly as stage increases from >4 days to approximately
1.5 days between the sink and Sweetwater Lake, and from
nearly two days to approximately 12 hours between
Sweetwater Lake and the rise. At river stages between 11
and 12.5 m, residence time decreases more slowly with
increasing stage than at river stages <11 m. At these
intermediate stages, residence times decrease from
approximately 1.5 days to approximately 12 hours
between the sink and Sweetwater Lake and from 12 to 6
hours between Sweetwater Lake and rise. At stages >12.5,
residence time changes little, even when the river begins to
flow overland at a stage of 14.3 m. The straight-line
distances between the river sink and Sweetwater Lake, and
between Sweetwater Lake and the river rise are 3 and 2.2
km, respectively. These distances indicate that minimum
flow velocities in the subsurface range between
approximately 1 and 9 km/day, depending on the river
stage. The slowest flow rates match those found by Hisert
(1994) and must reflect conduit flow.
The dependence of residence time on stage may reflect
variations in the flow character of the subsurface conduits.
At low stage, the large variation in residence time with
small increases in stage may indicate that portions of the
conduits are not completely filled with water or that there
may be additional conduits that the river spills into as stage
increases. At stages above 11m, the less-rapid increase in
residence time with increasing river stage may reflect
conduits that are completely filled with water. The slight
decrease in residence time as stage increases may reflect the
increased hydrologic gradient between the sink and rise.
By knowing the relationship between residence time and
stage (e.g. Figure 4), it is possible to sample water when it
enters the sink, re-emerges at karst windows such as
Sweetwater Lake, and when it permanently re-emerges at
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1617

Figure 3: Stage of the Santa Fe River
between January 1, 1998, and November 5, 1998. The flood during February
and March, the normal dry season, was a
result of that winter's El Nino weather
patterns, and the flood in October resulted
from Hurricane Georges.
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the rise. The chemical composition ofwater sampled in this
manner will only vary because of mixing with groundwater
and through reactions in the subsurface. Mixing proportions can be calculated by comparing values of conservative tracers such as Cl concentrations and 180 and D
values of water at the sink, Sweetwater Lake, and the rise
with groundwater obtained from water-supply wells in the
region. Thus by measuring changes in the chemistry at the
river sink, Sweetwater Lake, and the rise, it will be possible
to calculate the relative proportions ofwater discharging at
the rise that represents groundwater and water that flows
from the sink. It should also be possible to determine how
the extent of mixing varies with stage. Changes in the
chemistry that are not caused by mixing must result from
reactions in the subsurface and may be a useful way to
measure rates of karstification in the region.
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heterogeneity of the mixing of various water sources and
possibly reactions in the subsurface. Combining two or
more tracers should thus precisely constrain the residence
time of water in the subsurface.
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USING TEMPERATURE VARIATION AT SPRINGS TO CHARACTERIZE FLOW
IN CARBONATE AQUIFERS
Gareth J. Davies
Cambria Ground Water Inc., 109 Dixie Lane, Oak Ridge, TN37830
Sidney W. Jones
Tennessee Department ofEnvironment and Conservation, 761 Emory Valley Road
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
Abstract
Daily temperature measurements were taken for more than
a year at several springs discharging from the Knox aquifer
into Scarboro Creek in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The data
exhibit a delayed response to the annual harmonic temperature variation, but no apparent correlation between
amplitude of the signal and the lag time (with respect to
the daily air temperature for the year). The lag times appear to be almost identical, while the amplitudes vary significantly. The springs have variable discharges and some
are known to involve deep flow paths.
A hypothetical model of heat conduction through aquifer
materials having similar thermal properties predicts both
lower amplitude and significantly larger lag time for deeper
flow paths than for shallower flow paths. An analytical
model which included both conduction and an advective
heat flux based upon typical average aquifer recharge rates
was used to show that uniform heat advection due to aquifer recharge was not sufficient to change the inverse correlation between the predicted amplitude and lag time.

tions of the aquifers discharging at the springs. If the advective heat flux into the aquifer is modeled using concentrated rapid recharge and groundwater flow through fissures, the lag time would not necessarily correlate inversely
with amplitude. An analytical model of a thermal signal
carried into the aquifer via advection through a fracture
with conduction into the adjacent rock matrix can demonstrate that heat carried by rapid flow through dissolutionally
enlarged fractures can penetrate the aquifer much more rapidly than the thermal signal transferred by conduction. This
effectively lowers the bulk aquifer heat capacity, since the
thermal signal can be carried relatively large distances along
the major flow paths while penetrating only short distances
into the matrix.

During the period of maximum evapotranspiration the advective component of the heat flux into the aquifer would
be diminished relative to the conductive flux, and would
be negligible except perhaps after a few major storms. The
conductive heat flux is thus thought to dominate throughout the growing season. The downturn of the spring temInterpretation of the temperature data using these single- peratures appears to correspond roughly to the initiation
continuum heat-transfer models would require significant of significant recharge of cooler water and hence indicates
variations in thermal properties between adjacent portions a more important role for the advective flux in the cold
of the Knox aquifer. Given that the thermal diffusivity of season. Springs with larger base flows show less seasonal
similar geological materials does not vary greatly, such a temperature change during the growing season. The Oak
hypothesis would not seem tenable. Alternatively, appar- Ridge data support a hypothesis that springs with larger
ent variations in the bulk average thermal properties of the recharge areas have deep average flow paths and are less
aquifer may be hypothesized as being primarily due to ther- influenced by the conductive heat flux.
mal disequilibrium between rapid-flow and slow-flow por-
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DELINEATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF THE GROUND WATER BASINS OF
FOUR CAVE SYSTEMS OF SOUTHWESTERN ILLINOIS' SINKHOLE PLAIN
S. V. Panno and C. P. Weibel
Illinois State Geological Survey, 615 E. Peabody Drive
Champaign, IL 61820
Abstract
An approximation of the boundaries of the groundwater
basins associated with four of the largest cave systems in
Illinois was initiated in 1996 using limited data on tracer
experiments and existing cave maps, and by characterizing
the size, morphology and distribution of sinkholes in the
vicinity of the caves.
Clusters ofrelatively large sinkholes were found overlying
and near the state's largest known cave systems. Sinkholes
can approach one-half kilometer in areal extent in the
vicinity of large caves. The size and morphology of these
sinkholes are different from that in the vicinity of smaller
cave systems. That is, sinkholes associated with large cave
systems are larger and more complex than those associated
with smaller conduit systems. We suggest that, at least in
Illinois, the size of a sinkhole is an indicator of conduitsystem size.

The mechanism for this relationship is erosion ofrelatively
thick loess deposits that mantle the karst areas. The higher
the energy of runoff flowing through the sinkholes, the
more erosion that occurs. Erosive growth of a sinkhole is
limited by the rate at which the underlying conduit system
can discharge incoming water. Too small a conduit system,
and its storage capacity will be exceeded, causing sinkhole
flooding. The flooding, in turn, creates a low-energy
environment that is more depositional that erosive, and
growth of the sinkhole is inhibited. Conversely, if the
inflow of water through a sinkhole is uninhibited, the
energy of inflowing water can remain high and continue to
erode the sinkhole margins via gullying.

KARST INVENTORY OF THE NORTHERN GUAM LENS AQUIFER
Danko S. Taborosi
Water & Environmental Research Institute of the Western Pacific University of Guam
Mangilao, Guam 96923
Abstract
Guam is a rapidly developing island with over 70% of its
water supply drawn from the carbonate Northern Guam
Lens Aquifer. This project is the first attempt to
comprehensively inventory, map, and interpret the
aquifer'skarstfeatures. Guam exhibits characteristic island
karst features, but karst evolution and hydrologic behavior
have been influenced in important ways by rapid uplift (up
to 180 m in Pleistocene time). Moreover, in spite of the
aquifer's relatively small size and young age, it also
exhibits, on some terrain, some well-developed classic
karst features more typical of continental settings (e.g.,
blind valleys and disappearing streams). Features on which
this investigation is focused include epikarst, closed
depressions, caves, and coastal springs. Epikarst on Guam
appears to be identical to that of other carbonate islands.

Dissolutional closed depressions include large sinkholes
mimicking cockpit karst, small collapsed sinkholes, and
blind valleys. The largest closed depressions are probably
constructional. Exposed caves on Guam include pit caves,
stream caves and flank margin caves. Numerous pit caves
vary widely in size and reach depths up to 50 meters.
Stream caves are associated with allogenic rainwater
catchment by volcanic rocks. Flank margin caves are
exposed on the cliffs in Northern Guam and indicate
previous sea-level still stands. Additional types of caves
include voids created on the top, bottom and within the
freshwater lens. These voids, not exposed at the surface,
are often intercepted during well drilling. Coastal springs
include discharging caves, fractures, and underwater vents
along cliff lines, and springs and seep fields along beaches.
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THE KENTUCKY KARST ATLAS:
A COOPERATIVE PROJECT BY KENTUCKY DIVISION OF WATER
AND KENTUCKY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Joseph A. Ray
Kentucky Division of Water
Frankfort, KY 40601
Abstract
More than half of Kentucky is underlain by soluble rocks
such as limestone and dolomite, which produce karst
groundwater drainage. Karst terrane may include features
such as sinkholes, caves, underground streams, karst
windows, and large springs. Also, a general absence of
perennial surface drainage in karst terrane can cause public
water-supply sources to be localized, poorly understood,
and difficult to protect.

spring and the location of its recharge area can be inferred
from the mapped groundwater basin.

These atlas sheets are a result of one of the most
comprehensive statewide karst-basin compilation projects
in the nation. This atlas series features on-demand digital
maps that will be periodically revised and updated as new
data become available. The mapping style is based on the
map: Groundwater Basins in the Mammoth Cave Region,
The Kentucky Karst Atlas consists of maps compiled from Kentucky, by Quinlan and Ray (1981). Innovations include
groundwater tracer studies over the last 60 years. They the delineation of karst and non-karst areas; the use of
provide much-needed information about the occurrence of Division of Water AKGWA numbers to identify spring
karst groundwater basins and their hidden underground basins; the identification of surface overflow routes and
streams. The maps are vital to the Division of Water's known intermittent lakes; and the illustration of overflow
emergency response to spills of hazardous materials, and springs with open circles.
the protection of karst water supplies. The volume of a

HOW DID THE FIBORN KARST FORM IN ONLY 5000 YEARS?
Rane L. Curl
Department of Chemical Engineering, University ofMichigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2136

The Fiborn Karst in Michigan is an integrated system of
caves, some extending over 2 km, with at least five active
stream inputs, on a portion of the Niagaran Escarpment
with a total hydrologic relief of 10 meters. There is no other
area known like it in Michigan. The Wisconsinan glaciation uncovered the area barely 11,000 ybp, and then the
high stand of Lake Algonquin deposited more than a meter
of glacial sand and cobbles across the area. The water inputs are all from an extensive peat bog, but the runoff now

never gets more acidic than pH = 6.5 and the flow is negligible for over half the year. It is possible that karst initiation did not even begin until 5000 ybp, when the climate
turned cooler and wetter and many depressions developed
bogs. Unanswered questions are how and when did the
initial porosity develop, and how were cave conduits excavated to depths of up to five meters in 5,000 years, if the
water was not more acidic than now.
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THE HYDROGEOLOGY CONSORTIUM
David Loper
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Institute, Florida State University
Tallahassee FL 33431
Groundwater is the source of over 90% of drinking water Hydrogeology Consortium is to have an abundant supply
in Florida and of most of the water used by industry and of clean water for human use while maintaining a healthy
agriculture. However, it also serves as the repository for natural environment. To help achieve that vision, the
many waste products, particularly storm-water runoff. Consortium has chosen as its mission to cooperatively
There is a strong need for better scientific knowledge of provide scientific knowledge applicable to ground water
groundwater behavior in Floridan-typekarstic aquifers and resource management and protection. The primary goal is
for better mechanisms to transfer such knowledge into improved effectiveness and efficiency of management and
practice. To facilitate this transfer, a new scientific protection of water resources, particularly ground water,
organization called the Hydrogeology Consortium has through better understanding and application of scientific
recently been established. Its mission is to cooperatively knowledge. The activities of the Consortium will include,
provide scientific knowledge applicable to groundwater but not be limited to:
resource management and protection.
• "endeavoring to develop the necessary scientific
The Hydrogeology Consortium was established in May knowledge and collect field data, when and where they are
1998 in response to two needs related to groundwater found to be lacking, in order to continuously improve our
issues in general, and to those of Florida and its karstic conceptual understanding of hydrogeological environaquifers in particular. The general need is for better ments and associated models.
coordination of activities and better transfer of knowledge
among the diverse groups and agencies dealing with our • "fostering the cooperative development of valid
water resources. The more specific need is for better scientifically based models of ground water: including its
scientific understanding of flow and transport in aquifers flow and the behavior of waterborne contaminants, as
having multi-scale porosity, as exemplified by Floridan- critical factors in determining the health of complex threetype karst.
dimensional ecosystems.
The Consortium is a semi-autonomous component of the
Florida Center for Environmental Studies based at Florida
Atlantic University, but it functions independently, having
its own set of Bylaws and Statement of Purpose. It has
more than 100 scientific members affiliated with all major
universities and water-management districts within
Florida, the Florida Department of Environmental
Protection, the USGS, NWS, USAF, several municipalities, and many private companies.
To quote from its Statement of Purpose, "The vision of the

• "coordinating the development and implementation of
specific pilot studies and laboratory simulations designed
to calibrate and test these models."
General membership in the Consortium is open to any
individual, group, association, or business that is interested
in providing or promoting scientific knowledge applicable
to water-resource management and protection. For further
information, contact the Consortium's communications
officer, Dr. Steve Bortone at sbortone@ces.fau.edu or
sbortone@uwf.edu.
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THE SAVOY EXPERIMENTAL WATERSHED - EARLY LESSONS FOR
HYDROGEOLOGIC MODELING FROM A WELL-CHARACTERIZED
KARST RESEARCH SITE
J.V. Brahana1, P.D. Hays2, T.M. Kresse3, T.J. Sauer4, and G.P. Stanton2
'U.S. Geological Survey and University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas
2
U.S. Geological Survey, Little Rock, Arkansas
3
Arkansas Department ofPollution Control and Ecology, Little Rock, Arkansas
4
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, Fayetteville, Arkansas

Abstract
Karst hydrogeology does not lend itself to easy
interpretation, and many well-respected researchers
consider it unlikely that numerical tools and models will be
developed that will accurately predict groundwater flow
and transport in karst aquifers at less than regional scales
(from kilometers to tens of kilometers). Unfortunately, most
of the groundwater problems faced today are at these much
smaller, site-specific scales—typically on the order of
meters to tens of meters — are relevant for most of the
groundwater problems faced today, thus expending
considerable effort toward developing numerical tools for
use at smaller scales is circumspect and prudent. This paper
describes the results of a multidisciplinary, long-term effort
to fully characterize a typical mid-continent shallow karst
basin, which was initiated in 1996 at the Savoy
Experimental Watershed, a 1250-hectare University of
Arkansas research property typical of shallow karst basins
in the southern Ozarks of Arkansas. The Savoy
Experimental Watershed is an integrated research effort
between the University ofArkansas, Arkansas Department
of Pollution Control and Ecology, Agricultural Research
Service and the Natural Resources and Conservation
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and the
U.S. Geological Survey. Important objectives of the
preliminary collaboration the first two years were to
establish baseline water quality, to fully characterize the
hydrogeologic framework and to identify and quantify
important components of the hydrologic budget at field
scale. Data collected thus far have reinforced our initial
concept that an integrated well-characterized study site is
the optimum approach to studying karst hydrogeology and
is the keystone to developing meaningful models that can
be used to test hypotheses of karst flow and transport in
other, less well-characterized settings. The emphasis at
Savoy is on process assessment and hypothesis testing
models. Models of this sort can be valuable tools in
extending our understanding of observed hydrologic
behavior elsewhere. Predictive models are still viewed with
caution because most flow boundaries and flow paths in

karst aquifers are not accessible, and one single undefined
boundary or flow path can render model calculations
meaningless at site-specific scales. Examples of interbasin
diversion of groundwater only under high-flow conditions,
long-term (about 6 months) storage and remobilization of
dye along flow paths, and continuous water-quality
monitoring at springs from the Savoy Experimental
Watershed provide specific lessons on the strengths and
weaknesses of different kinds of modeling
Introduction
Karst aquifers, by their very method of formation, are highly
nonhomogeneous and anisotropic. Groundwater flow is
concentrated along unpredictable, preferred fiowpaths that
are typically open and much more permeable than the
surrounding rock matrix. Hydrologic studies in areas
underlain by limestone and other easily dissolvable karst
rocks generally take a more regional approach (Imes and
Emmett, 1994), because at a larger scale, (1) unknown and
unpredictable fiowpaths become more integrated, (2)
discrete conduits become less influential for specific
hydrologic-budget components, (3) flow more closely obeys
Darcy's Law, and 4) prediction thus becomes more tractable
from an empirical and theoretical point of view.
Environmental questions in karst, on the other hand,
typically require site-specific, watershed-scale answers that
are commonly 3 to 5 orders of magnitude more refined
than the 10 kilometer (km) scale typical of regional studies
(Quinlan et al., 1995). The following research effort is the
first step in bridging the gap between regional reality and
site-specific need, in tipping the scale in karst research
toward watershed-scale problem solving, and in assessing
the suitability of using models to study karst systems.
The Savoy Experimental Watershed (SEW) is a University
of Arkansas (UofA) property occurring on the mantled karst
of the Springfield Plateau (Figure 1). The SEW is
approximately 1250 hectares (ha), and lies approximately
24 km west of the UofA campus at Fayetteville. The site is
bound on the north and west by the Ozark National Forest,
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and on the south and east by small private cattle and poultry
farms. The SEW encompasses parts of 6 watersheds (Figure
2) and is contiguous to and discharges directly into the
Illinois River. These basins cover a range of settings
including riparian, pasture, forest, and dissected upland.
Only one of the watersheds within the SEW (watershed 6,
in the northeast corner) has been exposed to extensive
human activities or development, and at this point in time,
watersheds 1-5 represent relatively unstressed hydrologic
environments.

Figure 1: Location of the Springfield Plateau and other
major geomorphic features of the southern Ozarks.
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Figure 2: Boundary and general topographic setting of
the Savoy Experimental Watershed (SEW), with numbers
and dashed lines showing location of 6 watersheds that lie
within or nearby. This paper describes results from basin 1,
which lies in the southwest corner of SEW.
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The SEW is the site of an integrated research effort at
watershed scales between the Animal Science Department,
the Agronomy Department, the Geology Department, and
the Geography Department of the UofA, the Arkansas
Department of Pollution Control and Ecology (ADPCE),
the Agricultural Research Service (ARS) of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), and the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) to develop a long-term,
interdisciplinary field laboratory to evaluate processes,
controls, and hydrologic and nutrient-flux budgets in
surface-water, soil, and shallow groundwater environments.
The importance, need, and practical application of studies
of this nature are well-documented in the literature (Steele,
1995; Davis et al., 1996; Sauer et al., 1997).
The vision for the SEW is to develop a long-term,
interdisciplinary field laboratory similar to Hubbard Brook
Experimental Forest (HBEF) in New Hampshire—for the
main purpose of evaluating processes, controls, budgets,
modeling, and management practices related to animal
production in a mantled karst setting. Such studies advance
our knowledge by providing a more accurate and reliable
conceptualization from which numerical simulations, riskbased management strategies and other assessment and
predictive tools can be implemented. More accurate
representation of flow and contaminant movement will
provide information necessary to make informed risk-based
decisions related to human health and ecosystems in karst
terrain used for human activities. This study site offers
extraordinary promise to address meaningful, relevant
questions of land use and agricultural practices on water
quality, including such diverse topics as nutrient cycling
(nitrogen compounds, phosphorus compounds), pathogen
transport, testing of management practices, tracer
development and applicability, karst hydrogeology,
transport modeling, trace constituent transport associated
with sediments and colloids, and pharmaceutical compound
transport in karst flow systems.
Site characterization of SEW was initiated in the spring
of 1997 to define baseline water quality for discrete
hydrologic-budget components, to describe controlling
influences affecting nutrient and pathogen transport at the
site, and to develop a preliminary conceptual model of
hydrologic flow and transport at a site-specific scale of the
watershed. The current data-collection infrastructure
includes:
2 continuous spring sampling stations (Langle Spring
and Copperhead Spring), with 20-minute monitoring
for stage, water temperature, specific conductivity, and
pH;
1 surface runoff sampling station in a (normally) dry
drainage basin;
incorporation of an existing USGS stream gaging
station on the Illinois River at Highway 16,
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approximately 400 meters upstream from the
southwest corner of SEW, and upstream with the
confluence with Clear Creek
33 augered boreholes, with observation-well
completion within regolith at or above the epikarst;
7 rotary-drilled wells, with observation-well
completion within the indurated, shallow carbonate
aquifer;
karst inventory, including field location and
hydrogeologic characterization of sinkholes, sinking
streams, caves, and springs;
7 fluorescent field dye-tracing experiments, to
determine recharge areas of specific springs and time
of travel from input to resurgence points;
well inventory of SEW and contiguous areas to a
distance of 5 kilometers, including compilation of
geologic logs from existing wells, existing records of
water quality, and geophysical logging of 7 rotarydrilled wells, and 2 additional wells contiguous to the
SEW property;
complete weather station, including continuous
precipitation record, utilizing a tipping-bucket rain
gages within SEW;
verification of previous field mapping of soils and
geology within SEW;
determination of infiltration using double-ring
infiltrometers on selected soil types and geomorphic
settings within SEW; and
determination of selected water-quality parameters
sampled from 52 different surface and subsurface
locations.

The boundaries of the surface drainage in watershed 1
(Figure 2) do not coincide with the boundaries of
groundwater drainage. Langle Spring and Copperhead
Spring occupy contiguous basins in watershed 1, and share
a common boundary that is nearly linear; during periods of
high precipitation, the valley may carry surface runoff(fewer
than 12 hours total in 1998).For most oftheyearno surface
flow occurs in this valley, except for a segment of about
100 meters, where flow occurs at all times (Figure 3). The
flowing segment occurs at a major permeability contrast in
the bedrock where a thick chert layer perches shallow
groundwater flow. Continuously flowing seeps emerge from
the regolith near the top of this contact, flow along the
surface for about 100 meters, and disappear into gravel
below the chert layer. Based on fluorescent dye-tracing
studies at conditions of low flow, Langle Spring receives
all of the water flowing at the surface in this part of the
valley. This flow is pirated from the surface into the gravel,
and then into the St. Joe Limestone, where it moves beneath
the topographic divide to Langle Spring. Based on tracing
at low flow, none ofthe surface flow emerges at Copperhead
Spring—all flows to Langle Spring.

This data network has been initially directed at site
characterization—subsequent studies will add to that
original ongoing data base, but more importantly, will
address very specific environmental problems dealing with
animal production in karst terrrane. As additional data are
accrued, accurate water and element balances will be
constructed, providing (1) insight into ecosystem function,
(2) empirical data for testing models and generating
hypotheses, (3) a record of extreme or unusual events and
karst hydrologic system response, and (4) process
identification. Any activity related to water or animal
production can be a potential research topic. Data from
each study conducted at the SEW will be synthesized and
incorporated into a GIS data base (Center for Advanced
Spatial Technologies—UofA).

Copperhead Spring drains a smaller area than Langle
Spring, based on low-flow discharge and the method of
normalized base flow (Brahana, 1997). At high flow
conditions, however, Copperhead displays a more rapid
and larger flow than Langle, suggesting that (1) Copperhead
captures a larger percentage of surface water than Langle,
or (2) the Copperhead conduit system is more open and
permeable than that of Langle, and thereby able to pass a
larger quantity of water more rapidly. Low flow conditions
show no interbasin transfer of groundwater, but dye tracing
under high-flow conditions indicates that groundwater
moves across the groundwater basin divide in either
direction; the mechanism of interbasin diversion is thought
to be overflow across a groundwater dam along the linear
valley.

Selected field results

Computations by Al-Rashidy (written commun., 1999) and
Shirley (written commun., 1999) provide further
documentation on interbasin transfer. Although Langle has
about 4 times larger baseflow discharge than Copperhead,
Copperhead shows increasingly larger flows than Langle
during high-flow conditions. Computations of basin size
for Copperhead yield 0.114 mi2, and for Langle, 0.537 mi2,

The following paragraphs briefly highlight field results that
show the complexity of the karst hydrogeologic systems at
SEW, and point to benefits using models for hypothesis
testing, and illustrate drawbacks using models for predictive
flow and transport conditions. Data and interpretations

presented herein are based on: unpublished UofA Master
of Science theses by Al-Rashidy (1999) and Shirley (1999);
unpublished data from continuous water-quality monitors
(T.J. Sauer, USDA-ARS, written commun., 1999);
unpublished data from UofA Field Hydrogeology courses
(J.V. Brahana, USGS/UofA, written commun., 1999); and
published reports (Brahana, 1997; Sauer et al., 1997;
Brahana et al., 1998; Marshall et al., 1998)
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based on low flow. Discharges
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Figure 3: Location of Langle and Copperhead Springs in
basin 1 of the Savoy Experimental Watershed, including
topography of the area. The northeast trending linear valley
is monitored by a weir (rectangular bar), and the springs
are monitored by transducers and floats (stage), and waterquality (pH, specific conductance, and temperature). A
precipitation and weather station is represented by the letter
W.

for both springs for the January 4-5, 1998 storms were
26.4 ft3/s for Copperhead, and 8.3 ftVs for Langle. If storm
volume is distributed over computed basin size for this or
any other storm, and the total outflow from the storm is
integrated from the hydrograph, it becomes obvious that
Langle Spring basin is becoming smaller — not considered
a realistic possibility - or that subsurface flow from Langle
Spring basin is being captured by Copperhead Spring ~
considered as the best explanation. Modeling of these
variations is valuable, and aids understanding of the flow
system based on site-specific scale measurements.
Dye tracing has proven to be a valuable tool to empirically
define point-to-point flow paths in karst, and to provide
time-of-travel through otherwise unobservable settings
(Figure 5). Background sampling in seeps emerging from
the Copperhead Spring basin gave an unexpected positive
response in a location heretofore not connected (more
accurately, not anticipated) with any dye injection at SEW.
Careful scrutiny of dye-trace work in the previous five years
indicated that the only viable source was dye injection into
a dug well upgradient from the seeps almost 6 months prior
to detecting dye at the seeps. The injection site was on the
opposite side of the valley as the background seeps,
although it was at a higher elevation than the seeps. Scrutiny
ofprecipitation data indicates that a storm occurring about
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a week prior to the dye detection at the seeps was the first
major storm event since the preceding spring (about 6
months). Dye tracing from a year earlier had established a
direct connection down the valley. Water levels from some
wells in the carbonate aquifer have been documented to
show no response to more minor storms during the growing
season, due primarily to large losses of shallow groundwater
to evapotranspiration. Although not proved at this point, it
is suspected that the dye was stored within the aquifer
during this period, and not remobilized until a storm of
sufficient recharge was able to thoroughly flush the aquifer.
Although Langle and Copperhead Springs lie next to one
another and appear to be similar in many respects,
continuous monitoring of chemical quality of the water
indicates that the springs also have distinctly different flow
characteristics, different basin size, different geometry of
input points and flow-path character, and a different ratio
of components that make up their hydrologic budgets. To
illustrate (and for the purpose of brevity, only temperature
data from the two springs will be discussed here)
temperature is compared with rainfall for December 1997
(Figure 4). On cloudless days with intense solar radiation,
Copperhead Spring shows a noticeable diurnal variation,
whereas Langle Spring does not. We hypothesize that point
input from pirated surface water that lying near the mouth
of Copperhead Spring represents a larger component of
the spring-flow budget at Copperhead than this type of
source does at Langle. Moreover, during the storms of
December 8 and December 24, temperature at Langle
decreased about 0.6° C and 0.2° C, whereas temperature at
Copperhead increased 1.5° C and 0.5° C. Actual water
temperatures for water from the two springs for these
storms was about 14.0° C. The interpretation is that
stormwater on the surface, which was about 14.0° C, was
captured at point input sources along surface-drainage
channels fairly near the resurgence of both springs. The
relative amount of captured surface flow from Copperhead
is significantly more of the total budget of the spring when
compared to Langle. The warmer water temperature in
Langle represents predominance of slightly older
groundwater that has equilibrated with the subsurface
environment and is therefore warmer in comparison to
Copperhead, which shows cooler water with larger diurnal
temperature variations from the recent storms. The
continuous sampling data contains a huge amount of
information useful for unraveling the complex controls on
the flow of these springs (Figure 4).
Discussion and summary
Karst hydrogeology does not lend itself to easy
interpretation, and many well-respected researchers
consider it unlikely that numerical tools and models will be
developed that will accurately predict groundwater flow
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and transport in karst aquifers at less than regional scales.
Unfortunately, smaller, site-specific scales—typically on the
order of meters to tens of meters — are relevant for most of
the groundwater problems faced today, thus expending
considerable effort toward developing numerical tools for
use at smaller scales should be productive. Data collected
at the Savoy Experimental Watershed have reinforced our
initial concept that an integrated, well-characterized study
site is the optimum approach to studying karst
hydrogeology and is the keystone to developing meaningful
models that can be used to test hypotheses of karst flow
and transport in other less well-characterized settings. The
emphasis at Savoy is on process assessment, conceptual
models, and hypothesis-testing models. Models of this sort
can be valuable tools in extending our understanding of
observed hydrologic behavior elsewhere. Predictive models,
on the other hand, are still viewed with utmost caution,
however, because most flow boundaries and flow paths in
karst aquifers are not accessible, and one single undefined
boundary or flow path can render model calculations
meaningless at site-specific scales. Examples of interbasin
diversion of groundwater only under high-flow conditions,
long-term (about 6 months) storage and remobilization of
dye along flow paths, and continuous water-quality
monitoring at springs from the Savoy Experimental
Watershed provide specific lessons about unexpected results
that can come from a fairly well-characterized research site.
Modeling to test alternate hypotheses likewise gives
quantitative testing of empirical data—and is a valuable
tool. It is our opinion that predictive modeling may or may
not be meaningful, depending on how much is known about
the system at the time of the simulation. Under most
conditions, we feel predictive modeling should be viewed
with extreme skepticism.
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Abstract

Introduction

Concentration of animal wastes in aquifers is one of the
major ongoing hydrogeologic problems in karst areas.
Typically the poor soils and dissected land surface are
conducive to few other land-uses than animal production.
Coupled with the relatively rapid flow systems of karst
aquifers, and the general overall lack of attenuation of
contaminants, wastes from poultry, cattle, swine, and
humans become a complex problem of: animal density,
economic sustainability of specific animal-production
practices that likely will impact water quality, environmental
sustainability of animal-production practices that likely will
impact water quality, and the ultimate ability of the
environment to assimilate the wastes. The main point of
this recently-initiated project is not to describe a site study,
but to characterize a methodology that incorporates
intensive field study coupled with numerical modeling of
alternative hypotheses. The methodology is not novel, but
in many karst studies it becomes overlooked for any number
of reasons. All available data that can be reasonably
collected in the field should be—these are the basis of
ground truth, and although expensive, provide the
constraints by which real understanding is gained. The
modeling may be simple, no more than analytical
computation of end-member mixing or storm-discharge
computations, or it may be sophisticated and involve flowpath evolution of chemical constituents, and threedimensional flow in highly anisotropic and heterogeneous
aquifers. Accurate definition of flow paths, recharge areas,
ground-water solute budgets, and conceptual models are
essential. Integrated study of each system requires an
interdisciplinary, intensive field reconnaissance at a scale
appropriate to allow quantitative testing (modeling) of all
known attributes of the system. Such modeling efforts,
combined with a hybrid data-collection program, provide
the key hypothesis testing that leads to understanding the
system.

The karst area of the Springfield Plateau in northwestern
and north-central Arkansas is subject to numerous and
varied land-use practices that impact water quality. (For
location map, see Figure 1 in the preceding paper by Brahana
et al.) In this region of the U.S., animal production (poultry,
swine, and cattle) and human activities concentrate wastes
within an environmentally-sensitive karst hydrogeologic
setting. Karst hydrogeology in this area includes limestone
and dolomite aquifers covered by a thin, rocky soil, and a
variable thickness of regolith (residuum). The karst groundwater system is underdrained by carbonate-rock aquifers
that have been dissolved to form an open network of caves,
enlarged fractures, bedding planes, conduits, sinkholes,
swallets, sinking streams, and springs. Flow in these aquifers
is typically rapid, flow directions are difficult to predict,
interaction between surface and groundwater is typically
extensive, and processes of contaminant attenuation that
characterize many other ground-water settings are typically
absent (White, 1988; Ford and Williams, 1989). Some of
the most environmentally-sensitive water-quality issues in
the Springfield Plateau deal with nutrients and microbes,
most notably, with elevated amounts of phosphate, nitrate,
bacteria and other microorganisms that are transported into
shallow ground-water aquifers and bodies of water in
contact with the aquifers (Peterson and others, 1998).
The production of dairy cattle and swine concentrates
manure and other solid and liquid waste on the land surface,
and rainfall mobilizes the waste and transports it into both
surface-water and groundwater supplies. When rainfall
occurs, the waste transported into the groundwater may be
in either dissolved or suspended phases, moving along
discrete but not always obvious pathways from input points
(fields and sinking streams) to points of discharge (springs
and drains) within the local hydrologic system. Many cases
of high nutrient and microbial levels in ground-water have
been reported at wells and springs downgradient from
intense animal-production activity in the region, but
unequivocal contaminant-source identification and causeeffect documentation of specific cattle-raising activities on
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water quality have not been well established.
In an effort to define effects of various animal-producing
activities on water-quality in the region, the Arkansas
Department of Pollution Control and Ecology (ADPCE)
has undertaken a series of long-term projects to assess
current water-quality conditions near large animalproduction operations, and to evaluate, assess, and
demonstrate water-quality changes resulting from the
implementation of best-management practices [BMPs]
(Sandi Formica, ADPCE, Little Rock, written commun.,
1998; Tim Kresse, ADPCE, Little Rock, written commun.,
1998). One such project deals specifically with dairy-cattle
operations in the Springfield Plateau southeast of Harrison,
Arkansas, in Boone and Searcy Counties, and this paper is
a preliminary description of the early phase ofthat larger
project.
Purpose and scope
The overall purpose of this study is to demonstrate the
effectiveness of BMPs on ground-water quality at three
dairy-cattle operations in the karst Springfield Plateau of
Newton and Searcy Counties, Arkansas. Specific objectives
include:
8delineation of ground-water basin boundaries within and
contiguous to three site-specific study areas (dairy-cattle
farms);
8determination of ground-water flow paths and approximate times of travel for variable hydrologic conditions at
the three site-specific study areas;
8characterization ofpre-BMP ground-water quality within
and contiguous to each of the three site-specific study areas,
for base flow and storm flow conditions;
8characterization of post-BMP ground-water quality
within and contiguous to each of the three site-specific
study areas, for base flow and storm flow conditions.
The scope of this study includes ground-water-discharge
determination and ground-water-quality assessment of the
nutrients phosphorus and nitrogen, and the microbial
components fecal conform, fecal streptococcus, and e. coli.
and the physical properties temperature, specific
conductance, and pH at each of the three site-specific study
areas.
Methodology
1. Ground-water basin boundaries will be delineated using
the following methodologies:
a. in-depth, site-specific study-area reconnaissance, karst
inventory, spring inventory, seepage investigations, and
hydrologic boundary delineation (Quinlan, 1989);
b. application of standard ground-water fluorescent dye-
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tracing techniques applicable to karst terrane (Aley, 1997;
Quinlan, 1989; Davis and others, 1998);
c. determination of overall size of the basin contributing
recharge will be approximated using normalized base flow
techniques in which low flow of springs is proportional to
basin size, given specific hydrogeologic and climatic
variables (Quinlan and Ray, 1995; Brahana, 1997);
d. compilation of driller's logs, geophysical wireline logs,
soils maps, geologic maps, topographic maps, relevant
published reports, and aerial photography (Brahana, 1997);
e. development of an integrated conceptual model of
ground-water flow and transport for each of the three sites
(Brahana, 1995)
2. Determination of ground-water flow paths and
approximate times of travel will be accomplished using the
following methodologies:
a. ground-water fluorescent dye-tracing applicable to karst
terrane techniques (Aley and Fletcher, 1977; Quinlan, 1989;
Aley, 1997; Davis and others, 1998);
b. ground-water basin boundary delineation for springs in
karst terrane (Brahana, 1997; Davis and others, 1998);
3. Characterization of pre-BMP water quality (selected
parameters—nutrients, microbes emphasized, as well as any
identified anomalies) base- and high-flow conditions will
be accomplished using the following methodologies:
a. construction and installation of automated data-collection samplers for storm sampling, including weirs on dominant springs, and 4-parameter continuous monitoring (Davis
and others, 1998; Al-Rashidy, 1999; Shirley, 1999; Brahana
and others, 1998);
b. collection of grab samples under base flow conditions—
[selected emphasized parameters, as well as majors, minors, trace constituents, others as appropriate] (Brahana
and others, 1998);
c. utilization of existing wells, springs, seeps, and streams
as appropriate (Brahana and others, 1998);
d. installation of tipping bucket rain gage for precise
definition of input stresses (Davis and others, 1998; Brahana
and others, 1998;
e. construction of epikarst wells as appropriate, with
attention to QW evolution along flow lines (Aley, 1997;
Brahana and others, 1998).
4. Characterization of post-BMP water quality (selected
parameters—nutrients, microbes emphasized, as well as any
identified anomalies) base- and high-flow conditions will
be accomplished using the following methodologies:
a. Operation of automated data-collection samplers for
storm sampling, including weirs on dominant springs, and
4-parameter continuous monitoring (Davis and others,
1998; Al-Rashidy, 1999; Brahana and others, 1998);
b. collection of grab samples under base flow conditions—
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[selected emphasized parameters, as well as majors, minors,
trace constituents, others as appropriate] (Brahana and
others, 1998);
c. utilization of existing wells, springs, seeps, and streams
as appropriate (Brahana and others, 1998);
d. operation oftipping bucket rain gage for precise definition
of input stresses (Davis and others, 1998; Brahana and
others, 1998);
e. utilization of epikarst wells as appropriate, with attention
to QW evolution along flow lines (Aley, 1997; Brahana
and others, 1998).
5. Integration of all relevant data into a conceptual model
that facilitates quantitative testing of all alternative
hypotheses (Brahana, 1995; Taylor, 1997).
6. Numerical simulation of flow and transport scenarios,
based on an intensive, real-world constraints imposed by
high-quality field data (Franke and others, 1998; Greene,
1997; Knochenmus and Robinson, 1996; and Davis, 1996).
Discussion and summary
The main point of this recently-initiated project is not to
describe a site study, but to characterize a methodology
that incorporates intensive field study coupled with
numerical modeling of alternative hypotheses. The
methodology is not novel, but in many karst studies it
becomes overlooked for any number of reasons. All
available data that can be reasonably collected in the field
should be—these are the basis of ground truth, and although
expensive, provide the constraints by which real
understanding is gained. The modeling may be simple, no
more than analytical computation of end-member mixing
or storm-discharge computations, or it may be sophisticated
and involve flow-path evolution of chemical constituents,
and three-dimensional flow in highly anisotropic and
heterogeneous aquifers. Later emphasis of the project will
be on assessing the impact of practices that are cost
effective and that optimize natural breakdown of the most
troublesome contaminants, especially nutrients such as
nitrates and phosphates. Accurate definition of flow paths,
recharge areas, ground-water solute budgets, and
conceptual models are essential. Integrated study of each
system requires an interdisciplinary, intensive field
reconnaissance at a scale appropriate to allow quantitative
testing (modeling) of all known attributes of the system.
Such modeling efforts, combined with a hybrid datacollection program, provide the key hypothesis testing that
leads to understanding the system.
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PUMP TESTS OF WELLS AT THE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER
NEAR SHEPHERDSTOWN, WEST VIRGINIA
William K. Jones
Environmental Data, P. O. Box 490
Charles Town, WV 25414
Abstract

Shepherdstown, West Virginia, were tested by the U. S.
Army Corps of Engineers and Dames and Moore, Inc.,
Five-hour pumping tests were conducted on a water- during late December 1997 - early January 1998. The NTC
supply well (well 4a, Figure 1) situated about 1000 ft (300 is situated south ofthe Potomac River and west of Terrapin
m) south of the Potomac River in Jefferson County, West Neck in northern Jefferson County, on about 540 acres
Virginia. The well is 760 ft (230 m) deep and develops a (approx. 2 km3) entirely underlain by Cambrian carbonates
steady-state drawdown of about 500 ft (152 m) within 30 of the Conococheague Formation. The rocks are folded
minutes of pumping at 100 gpm (6.3 L/sec). The draw- almost vertically and strike about N20°E near the southern
down effects extend north to the Potomac River and the edge of the property, shifting to due north near the river.
cone of depression is highly anisotropic in the direction of These carbonate rocks have little primary porosity, so
the stratigraphic strike. The results show some of the almost all of the groundwater flow is through secondary
complexities of pump-test analysis in carbonate rocks.
fractures. The most important fractures are along vertically
inclined bedding planes, so the hydraulic conductivity is
Discussion
strongly directional in the NNE strike direction. This paper
presents a brief description of the wells, test results, and a
Wells developed for the water supply at the National preliminary analysis of aquifer characteristics.
Training Center (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service) near
The static water level (SWL) in the wells at the site
averages about 50 ft (15 m) below land surface (BLS).
Wells 1 and 4a are the primary supply wells for the Center
with a daily pumpage of 30,000-60,000 gallons (1.14 2.28 x 105 L). The wells are not normally pumped
Potomac River
simultaneously. Pumping rates average 100 gallons per
1000 ft
water elev 300 ft
minute (6.3 L/sec) at each well. The working drawdown
during pump tests in June, 1997, was about 390 ft (120 m)
at well 1 and about 500 ft (152 m) at well 4a. These are
190 ft
unusually deep drawdowns for wells in this area, partly
well 4b
LSE 390 ft
because the wells are drawing water mainly from deep
SLW 360 ft
fractures. Well 1 appears to receive water from fractures at
s = 8ft
elevations of 60 to -75 ft (18 to -23 m) relative to sea level,
which indicates weathering far deeper than the regional
base level of 300 feet would suggest. Due to the unknown
2000 ft
factor of "well loss," the exact drawdown in the aquifer at
the pumping wells is unknown, but it is below the level of
the Potomac River, which represents regional base level.
N
A series of 5-hour pump tests was conducted on well 4a to
welM
simulate the expected production pumping schedule ofthis
LSE 425 ft
SWL 365 ft
well. These were the only tests conducted using monitoring
s = 1.5ft
400 ft
wells, but five hours did not allow sufficient development
of drawdown curves at the observation wells for a good
mathematical analysis. The hydrogeologic setting is so
complex that the best of aquifer tests will present data that
are very difficult to model or analyze. Figure 1 is a sketch
Figure 1. Location sketch for wells used in the multiwell map showing the location of wells studied in this report,
and Table 1 gives details on the wells.
pump-test analysis.
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Table 1: Well descriptions.

References cited

Well

Depth (FT)

Yield (GPM)

SW

1
2
4a
4b
3a
Lehman

529
400
760
645
305
120

100
500
100
38
60
??

59
??
50
30
??
55

Hobba, W. A., Jr., 1981, Ground-water hydrology of
Jefferson County, West Virginia: WV Geol. and Econ.
Surv., EGB 16, 21p.
Jones, W. K., 1997, Karst hydrology atlas of West
Virginia: Karst Waters Institute, 11 lp.

60.4

Table 2, Figure 2, and Figures 3-6 present the analyses of
the results of several of the pump tests. The single-well
calculation uses the Jacob time-drawdown analysis and is
based on the early part of the curve before the effects from
the recharge boundary fully develop. The physical limits of
the fractures are probably felt instantaneously as
impermeable boundaries. The single-well tests were
analyzed using the recovery part of the curve to minimize
the effects of variable discharge during the early parts of the
tests. Jacob time-drawdown and distance-drawdown
techniques were used to calculate transmissivities (T) and
storage coefficients (S) from the observation-well data for
the five-hour pump test on well 4a on January 1, 1998.
Steady-state conditions had not begun to develop in the
observation wells after five hours of pumping, so these are
very rough estimates at best. Note that the transmissivity
calculated for well 4b, at right angles to the stratigraphic
strike from the pumped well, was 230 fWday (2.5 cm2/sec)
compared with about 2300 ftVday (25 cm2/sec) for well 1
and the Lehman well situated parallel to the strike from the
pumped well.
Calculated tranmissivities are at the low end of the range
reported in the county by Kozar and others (1991) and
Trainer and Watkins (1975). The storage coefficients
presented are two to three orders of magnitude lower than
generally reported for this area. These small values are
representative of a confined aquifer, but for this site they
appear to represent deep fracture zones that are closed on
the top and bottom but which may have considerable
horizontal reach. The storativity values are probably even
less reliable than the transmissivity values.
Table 2: Summary of aquifer parameters.
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Figure 2. Drawdown and recovery in pumping well 4a and
observation wells 4b and 1. Duration ofpumping=5 hours.
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Figure 6: Distance-drawdown graph, well 1 and Lehman
well, during 5-hour pump test on well 4a, 1-1-98.
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FIELD TRIP TO ENDLESS CAVERNS, NEW MARKET, VIRGINIA
William K. Jones
P.O. Box 490, Charles Town, WV25414-0490
The following field trip, held during the Karst Modeling
Symposium, illustrates many of the characteristics of subsurface dissolution features in carbonate rocks.

Endless Caverns contains numerous secondary deposits of
calcium carbonate, including shields and rimstone dams.
Geologically, the main interest of the cave is in its variety
of solution features, which appear to have formed under
Tour Route: The tour follows 1-64 west from different hydraulic conditions. Much of the upper level part
Charlottesville, Virginia, to Staunton and then proceeds of the cave appears to have formed under phreatic (closednorth on 1-81 to New Market. Charlottesville is situated in conduit) flow conditions with latter imprinting of vadose
the Piedmont physiographic province on Precambrian stream activity. Vadose features include canyon passages
metamorphics (Lynchburg gneiss). About 10 miles (16 km) and deposits of stream gravels. Ceiling domes, pendants
west of Charlottesville, 1-64 climbs over the Blue Ridge at (between anastomosing ceiling channels) and half-tubes (inRockfish Gap. The Catoctin greenstones (Eocambrian dividual ceiling channels) formed under closed-conduit flow
metabasalts) are exposed in several roadcuts on the north conditions. Several classic papers on speleogenesis refer to
side of 1-64 on the east flank of the Blue Ridge. The west solution features in Endless Caverns to support various
flank of the Blue Ridge is underlain by lower Cambrian hypotheses (Davis, 1930, p. 607-610; Bretz, 1942, p. 740elastics (Chilhowee group) and the Cambro-Ordovician 742; Bögli, 1980, p. 159). Hydologically, the cave offers a
carbonates are exposed throughout most of the Valley of well-preserved record of dissolution activity and a chance
Virginia. The course of 1-81 between Staunton and New to enter a small part of a complex limestone aquifer.
Market is on carbonates with Massanutten Mountain (Devonian elastics) rising to the east and North Mountain (De- New Market Well Field: The town of New Market has
vonian and Silurian elastics) to the west. The Shenandoah developed a well field along the North Fork of the
Valley (Valley and Ridge physiographic province) lies Shenandoah River in the lower Ordovician carbonates
within the Massanutten synclinorium, where the rocks are (Beekmantown Group and Chepultepec Formation). Sevgenerally steeply dipping to overturned. The field-trip route eral wells were determined to be "surface-water influenced"
is sketched on the accompanying map (Figure 1) from by the Virginia Department of Health and were thus not
Gathright (1976). A more detailed description of the karst acceptable as water sources for the town. Well 6 was sited
features of the Shenandoah Valley is presented on a at the intersection of two fracture traces oriented N15°W
1:250,000 scale map by Hubbard (1983).
and N30°E. Well 6 was drilled to a depth of 309 feet and
cased to 249 feet. The 15-inch-diameter well (cased to 10
Endless Caverns: Endless Caverns is in Rockingham inches) showed a yield in excess of 1500 gpm (5,700 IV
County, Virginia, a few miles south of New Market. The min). Pumping the well for five days at 900 gpm (3,400 L/
cave was discovered in 1879 and was first opened as a min) resulted in the sudden appearance of several covercommercial venture in 1920. Several studies of the cave collapse sinkholes in the field adjacent to the well (Brown,
were conducted by the Explorers Club and the American 1996). These sinkholes have been covered and the well is
Museum of Natural History in 1925 and 1940 (Hubbard, currently online.
1995). More than 8000 meters of passage have been surveyed and exploration continues. The commercial tour covReferences cited
ers about 1200 meters (Figure 2). Endless Caverns is developed primarily in middle Ordovician New Market and Bögli, Alfred, 1980, Karst hydrology and physical speleolLinclonshire Limestones exposed along the base of the ogy: Spring-Verlag, New York, 284p.
western flank of Massanutten Mountain. The cave is developed along several levels in an anticlinal fold trending Bretz, J H., 1942, Vadose and phreatic features of limeNNW with most passage development along the strike on stone caverns: Journal of Geology, v. 50, p. 675-811.
the eastern flank of the anticline. The rocks commonly dip
about 20 to 30 degrees to the east. A small stream flows Brown, Terri, 1996, Cover-collapse sinkhole development,
north and west through the lower level and resurges in a Shenandoah County: Memorandum to Town of New Marspring below the gift shop. One measurement of a mag- ket, Aug. 16, 1996.
netic reversal in the sediment record reported by G. S.
Springer (Hubbard, 1995) suggests that the cave is at least Davis, W. M., 1930, Origin of limestone caverns: Geol.
788,000 years old.
Soc. of America. Bull., v. 41, p. 475-628.
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Hubbard, D. A., Jr., 1995, Endless Caverns, in Kastning,
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UPPER PRECAMBRIAN(T)
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PRECAMBRIAN
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Figure 1: Generalized geologic map of
field-trip area, from
Gathright (1976).
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